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From: William Moore
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 2:21:39 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


William Moore 
wfmoore6@sbcglobal.net 
4260 So. Victoria Cir. 
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
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From: Peter Railand
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:34:29 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Peter Railand 
lookbacktosee@yahoo.com 
2410 E. Stratford Ct, 
Shorewood , Wisconsin 53211
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From: Jackie Tryggeseth
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:04:12 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jackie Tryggeseth 
jtrygges@hotmail.com 
625 S Fawn Ave 
Grand Marsh, Wisconsin 53936
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From: Heather Darbo-McClellan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 1:43:30 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Heather Darbo-McClellan 
hdarbo.mcclellan@gmail.com 
7771 N. Chadwick Road 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217
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From: david.baum@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: tear it down!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:17:26 PM


To whom this concerns:
 
Please count my support for completely tearing and removing the Estabrook Dam.  Not only has the
 original need for the dam disappeared, but keeping it is more expensive to County taxpayers. 
 Further, the Milwaukee River will once again have a chance to be more free.  Just like with the
 removal North Avenue Dam, removing the Estabrook Dad has been controversial.  Yet, upon
 reflection, any reasonable observer supports the changes brought on by the North Ave. Dam’s
 removal.  Even the Shorewood Rowing Club, which was against the removal of the dam, likely
 prefers the current arrangement for rowers on the river compared to when the dam existed.
Again, I am in favor of tearing down the entire artificial dam structure in Estabrook Park.
 
 
David Baum
2947 N. Stowell Ave.
Milwaukee, WI  53211
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From: Danielle Goodrich
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 2:02:24 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Danielle Goodrich 
dgoodrich310@gmail.com 
5451 N 24th St 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Julie Peck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 1:50:08 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Julie Peck 
julie@peckltd.com 
621 E. Cedar Lane 
Mequon, Wisconsin 53092
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From: Bonnie & Peter Merryfield
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Dave Dorner
Subject: Save the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 7:18:46 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


We are in favor of saving the Estabrook Dam.


We also are in favor of adding the fish passage.


Sincerely,
Peter Merryfield
Bonnie Merryfield
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From: Glen Goebel
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: FW: Glen Goebel"s comments for Estabrook Dam dEIS
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:22:34 PM
Attachments: Glen"s EIS written comments 4 4 16.pdf


Dear Ms. Betzold,
I have attached my letter of comment regarding  the dEIS for Estabrook Dam to this email.  To avoid
 any possible technicality of not having my comments received, I have also put them below into the
 body of this email.
Thanks
Glen Goebel, 700 West Rock Place, Glendale, WI 53209


 
Kristina Betzold
Department of Natural Resources
2300 N Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.
Milwaukee, 53212


April 5th, 2016
700 West Rock Place
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
414-332-7090 ggoebel1@wi.rr.com


 
Regarding: EIS comments
Dear Ms. Betzold,
Here are my comments regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Estabrook Dam.


·        I am in favor of repairing the Estabrook Dam


·        I support Alternative 1: Full Winter Drawdown, but would much prefer Partial winter drawdown if and only if a short period
 of full drawdown were provided for shoreline maintenance each year.


o    I believe some sort of winter drawdown is needed for safety. Ice buildup would be less likely and those who fall
 through thin ice would not likely drown or be carried under in shallower water.


o    I believe a short period each of full drawdown is needed each year for affordable shoreline maintenance.
 Maintenance including seawall and storm sewer work would cost prohibitive if sea walls and storm sewers were
 immersed. If the period of full drawdown were limited to 2 or 3 weeks, and were delayed until warmer weather of
 late March or mid-April, impacts to aquatic and amphibious species would be minimized.


o    Recreational use would benefit if full pond conditions were extended at least a month longer than the May 15th to
 September 15th period suggested in the “Manipulation of Aquatic Resources Alternatives #1 and #2. Normal water
 elevations on adjacent and other reaches as well as the Estabrook impoundment normally fluctuate significantly
 anyway, according to USGS historic data. Autumn is historically a lower flow time with reduced water elevation
 in adjacent reaches. Macroinvertebrate and several amphibious species could more easily adjust to partial
 drawdown than full winter drawdown. For these reasons, I believe the impoundment would benefit from a mid-
level elevation protocol dropping water elevation no more than 6” per day from September 15th through early spring
 period.


·        I believe Milwaukee County and the DNR should take a much more adaptive approach in developing operational protocol and
 management of the dam, through collaboration with the most affected stakeholders, including those who live along the river
 and who recreationally use the river most. Goals of the community as well as actual outcomes will undoubtedly be different
 than the ones imposed through the processes involved in developing this draft EIS.


 
Regarding completeness and accuracy of the dEIS:


·        Navigational use has been misstated in the dEIS to have spanned a much shorter area than has been widely practiced. Use of
 deeper draft and motorized boats including large pontoon boats has extended upstream from the dam, contiguously to within
 250 yards of the Bender Road Bridge during times of full pool.


 
Use of power boats as well as row boats kayaks, jet skis and other vessels, all of which formerly plied these waters, would not be possible
 during most summer months if the dam were removed. The dEIS only discusses deeper draft vessels with regards to early fall and low
 flow river conditions but fails to state that deeper draft vessels could not possibly operate on the impoundment during any
 conditions other than spring or high water conditions without the dam operating at full pond.


·        Spokespeople for Milwaukee County Parks Department, especially Kevin Haley, often and publicly made their preference for
 dam removal known. Parks department preference for removal has resulted in disregard of information contrary to their goal
 of dam removal as well as extended delays. Predicted flood probabilities due to overgrowth of the channel, reduced
 recreational availability, and upstream costs associated with removal have not been reported or minimized. Unfrank repair
 operation and maintenance costs of the dam have been inflated in Parks and AECOM documents. These false figures have
 been compounded with interest to portray a disproportionately high cost of repair and absurdly low cost or removal to the
 public, and those portrayals are often repeated by the media and by the county executive to politicize the dam and sway public
 opinion against repair. The restoration project was passed by Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors. Costs were funded
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Kristina Betzold  



Department of Natural Resources  



2300 N Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.  



Milwaukee, 53212 



April 5
th
, 2016 



700 West Rock Place 



Glendale, Wisconsin 53209 



414-332-7090 



ggoebel1@wi.rr.com  



 



Regarding: EIS comments 



Dear Ms. Betzold, 



Here are my comments regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Estabrook Dam. 



 I am in favor of repairing the Estabrook Dam 



 I support Alternative 1: Full Winter Drawdown, but would much prefer Partial winter drawdown if and 



only if a short period of full drawdown were provided for shoreline maintenance each year.   



o I believe some sort of winter drawdown is needed for safety.  Ice buildup would be less likely 



and those who fall through thin ice would not likely drown or be carried under in shallower 



water. 



o I believe a short period each of full drawdown is needed each year for affordable shoreline 



maintenance.  Maintenance including seawall and storm sewer work would cost prohibitive if 



sea walls and storm sewers were immersed.  If the period of full drawdown were limited to 2 or 



3 weeks, and were delayed until warmer weather of late March or mid-April, impacts to aquatic 



and amphibious species would be minimized. 



o Recreational use would benefit if full pond conditions were extended at least a month longer 



than the May 15
th
 to September 15



th
 period suggested in the “Manipulation of Aquatic 



Resources Alternatives #1 and #2.  Normal water elevations on adjacent and other reaches as 



well as the Estabrook impoundment normally fluctuate significantly anyway, according to 



USGS historic data.  Autumn is historically a lower flow time with reduced water elevation in 



adjacent reaches.  Macroinvertebrate and several amphibious species could more easily adjust to 



partial drawdown than full winter drawdown.  For these reasons, I believe the impoundment 



would benefit from a mid-level elevation protocol dropping water elevation no more than 6” per 



day from September 15
th
 through early spring period.   



 I believe Milwaukee County and the DNR should take a much more adaptive approach in developing 



operational protocol and management of the dam, through collaboration with the most affected 



stakeholders, including those who live along the river and who recreationally use the river most.  Goals 



of the community as well as actual outcomes will undoubtedly be different than the ones imposed 



through the processes involved in developing this draft EIS. 



Regarding completeness and accuracy of the dEIS: 



 Navigational use has been misstated in the dEIS to have spanned a much shorter area than has been 



widely practiced.  Use of deeper draft and motorized boats including large pontoon boats has extended 



upstream from the dam, contiguously to within 250 yards of the Bender Road Bridge during times of 



full pool.   



Use of power boats as well as row boats kayaks, jet skis and other vessels, all of which formerly 



plied these waters, would not be possible during most summer months if the dam were removed. The 



dEIS only discusses deeper draft vessels with regards to early fall and low flow river conditions but fails 
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to state that deeper draft vessels could not possibly operate on the impoundment during any 



conditions other than spring or high water conditions without the dam operating at full pond. 



 Spokespeople for Milwaukee County Parks Department, especially Kevin Haley, often and publicly 



made their preference for dam removal known.  Parks department preference for removal has resulted in 



disregard of information contrary to their goal of dam removal as well as extended delays.  Predicted 



flood probabilities due to overgrowth of the channel, reduced recreational availability, and upstream 



costs associated with removal have not been reported or minimized.  Unfrank repair operation and 



maintenance costs of the dam have been inflated in Parks and AECOM documents.  These false figures 



have been compounded with interest to portray a disproportionately high cost of repair and absurdly low 



cost or removal to the public, and those portrayals are often repeated by the media and by the county 



executive to politicize the dam and sway public opinion against repair.  The restoration project was 



passed by Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors.  Costs were funded since 2009 but Milwaukee 



County Parks has delayed the restoration of this lake needlessly and used supposed US Bureau of Land 



Management ownership as well as PCB cleanup work as excuses to delay repair for nearly 8 years.  To 



provide even handed reporting of the alternatives, please instruct the county to provide all costs 



for removal, including upstream restoration into the removal cost portrayals and to remove 



unrealistic costs, such as in-person live monitoring from repair cost portrayals. 



 Please change the statement from “BLM is no longer an agency having regulatory authority for the 



project.  Even though they erroneously claimed it, BLM never had authority of the dam.  BLM was 



told by Milwaukee County Parks that they owned part of the dam, and consequently interfered in 



progress for several years.  MRPA supplied proof of county ownership several years before BLM finally 



relinquished their attempted land grab.   



 Page 2, paragraph 2 of the dEIS states that the river never included a natural lake-like feature.  Please 



remove that false statement from the final EIS document.  Here is one of several historic references 



cited from Department of the Interior, National Parks Service, who built the dam “River level of 36 feet 



(Datum) is the same as what it was before the rock ledge was removed.  The lake to be formed is not 



new but is the lake as it existed before the rock ledge was removed.” 
i
  More proof could be found in 



the numerous photos available at the Milwaukee County Historical Society showing swimming and 



boating activities, at several beaches along the impoundment lake, prior to construction of the Estabrook 



Dam.  Those activities would not be possible in a shallow water river, such as upstream or downstream 



from the lake. 



 Flood potential is not an impact of dam restoration.  Several dam repair opponents spoke at the dEIS 



hearing with claims of flood relief if the dam would be removed.  MMSD stated 391 structures are in 



the floodplain but none would be removed from the floodplain if the dam were removed.
ii
  Numerous 



attempts to correct flawed data used by SEWRPC in their hydraulic have been disregarded, even when 



delivered by certified mail.  The incorrect application of data resulted in erroneous flood profiles due to 



their use of inappropriate roughness coefficients for the shoreline. An actual 200-year-flood in 1997 did 



not result in flooding at levels nearly as high as those predicted by the model.  MRPA provided detailed 



documentation to the County as well as to SEWRPC which they claimed was significant, but then did 



not quantify the claim, only spent a few hours on site and applied a much diminished roughness 



coefficient rather than the one prescribed by the Gauckler–Manning formula for open channel flow.  



SEWRPC claimed to have used the Gauckler–Manning formula as the basis of calculation for their 



analysis.  Please address the flood concern in the final EIS by stating that no structures would be 



impacted by this repair.  In addition, all present structures built on the flood plain have been built with 



knowledge and after the flood plain designation of those sites were already established.  Continuation of 
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the normal and historic conditions is should not be considered an impact but rather normal, natural 



equilibrium of the area. 



 An ongoing court case revealed that county predictions of lowered water quality as well as the resultant 



biological effects associated dam removal were not based on the available data for this area, but rather 



from data from outside the impounded area.  Water temperature during warm weather, dissolved oxygen 



fluctuations and turbidity data have been recorded prior to and during dam drawdown by Water Action 



Volunteers, trained by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the University of Wisconsin 



Cooperative Extension.  MMSD has collected and retained even more detailed data.  Those data sources 



may not have been chosen because they would not support claims that water quality diminished in the 



Estabrook Dam impoundment during full pond.  While water quality is a factor with some other dams, 



no consistent correlation between water quality and dam operation could be shown relating to the 



Estabrook Dam impoundment.  The opposite, unsubstantiated claim was erroneously made by several 



dam opponents at the dEIS hearing.   



 “Risk of Repair with Fish Passage” listed in the dEIS was based on the above mentioned SEWRPC 



hydraulic analysis, which, compared with actual flood data has already been shown to be incorrect. 



 Please remove reference to species that have not been found in this or adjacent reaches of the 



Milwaukee River including Redfin Shiner, Longear Sunfish, Striped Shiner, Butler’s garter snake, 



Spike, Lilliput and Ellipse muscles.  If dropping water elevations would have brought those species to 



this formerly naturally impounded still-water environment, No evidence of live specimens were not 



found in this area even though the dam was drawn down for 7 ½ years.  Drawdown conditions are 



essentially the same conditions as would be present if the dam were removed.  Other still-water drainage 



lakes exist on the Milwaukee River, and this drainage lake has been in existence for all of recorded 



history, so these species should not play a role in this EIS.  The dEIS suggests some of these species 



may have lived in the impounded area based on the presence of shells.  Significant fill and other 



manipulations of the soil have been done throughout the area, which could have brought those artifacts 



to the area.  Downstream migration of these artifacts would be another plausible reason for their 



presence in the area.  Shells certainly would not be found on the surface, intact and identifiable that 



predated construction of the Estabrook Dam or the complete channel reconstruction of the 1930s.  



Indications that these species would inhabit the area in the future are not strong enough to be included in 



this study.  I request conjecture regarding these species be removed from the report. 



Regarding costs, offsetting tax revenues and economic impacts 



Costs were not discussed in the dEIS document but cost concerns have been prevalent and ever present in all 



documents leading up to this point including “Addendum No.2 Environmental Impact Report for Estabrook 



Dam, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin Prepared by Don Pirrung, AECOM.  Opponents of repair have stated they 



intend to influence Milwaukee County to reverse the plan to repair the dam.  For this reason I am addressing 



costs in this series of comments.  Please state in the final EIS that upstream cost impacts have not been 



addressed in the document resulting in actual costs of repair or removal being different than previously 



portrayed by the county. 



 Operation and Maintenance costs portrayals have been inflated for Estabrook Dam with the effect of 



making repair appear to be cost prohibitive.  Specifically the one hundred thousand dollar per year O & 



M cost of having an operator monitoring the dam.  Normal procedure of most similarly large dams 



includes automation and remote control, as with DNR, Army Corps of Engineers, and Tennessee Valley 



Authority dams.  Estabrook Dam has been operated as an automated dam for 7 years, beginning in 2000 
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without incident.  Manually monitoring the dam would be less dependable and financially 



disadvantageous.  It just costs more. 



 Property value concerns and data that were delivered have been disregarded by Milwaukee County 



Parks Department.  The studies that Parks cited as supporting evidence that property values would not 



be negatively affected, warned that “The conclusion [of no diminished value] should not be extended to 



large impoundments where such activities as fishing, boating and swimming are especially attractive.” 
iii



  The study was misapplied as a tool to attempt to support a dam removal agenda.  Multiple, more 



applicable sources suggest property values, as well as the related tax revenues derived from navigable 



frontage is 22-40% higher than on unnavigable water ways. MRPA has delivered several documents 



which refute the county’s valuation claims several times over the years but they have not been 



acknowledged or used or refuted. 



 “Other costs” including upstream restoration costs, which result from dam removals, and normally 



amount to 20-30 times the physical removal cost have not been acknowledged in this report.  Municipal 



storm sewer outfalls as well as Wisconsin DOT, Milwaukee County Park and private shoreline costs, if 



addressed, would undoubtedly be several millions of dollars.  Property owners will seek remedy from 



the county for these costs. 



 Legal notice was given to Milwaukee County that property owners intend to file suit for loss of 



navigational rights and for unauthorized taking of property value.  The suit would involve several 



million dollars and would likely be costly to defend against. 



Please use these comments in developing the final EIS. If asked, I would make my source documents available 



for inspection.  I would like this letter to be available as a public record if requested.  I would also be delighted 



to answer or respond to any questions or comment about what I have said here 



Sincerely, 



 



Glen Goebel 



 



                                                           
i Department of the Interior, National Parks Service, Project SP-5 Job No. E. C. W. 123,  Proposed Dam, 
Estabrook Park, Milwaukee County (with Field Technician’s comments) Park Authority, April 19, 1937 pg. 3, 
par. 3 
ii MMSD file 15-053-5, May 4,2015, pg. 3, par. 2 
iii Does Small Dam Removal Affect Local Property Values? An Empirical Analysis,  Provencher, Sarakinos, Meyer, 
2006 pg.14, par. 3 












 since 2009 but Milwaukee County Parks has delayed the restoration of this lake needlessly and used supposed US Bureau of
 Land Management ownership as well as PCB cleanup work as excuses to delay repair for nearly 8 years. To provide even
 handed reporting of the alternatives, please instruct the county to provide all costs for removal, including upstream
 restoration into the removal cost portrayals and to remove unrealistic costs, such as in-person live monitoring from
 repair cost portrayals.


·        Please change the statement from “BLM is no longer an agency having regulatory authority for the project. Even though they
 erroneously claimed it, BLM never had authority of the dam. BLM was told by Milwaukee County Parks that they owned
 part of the dam, and consequently interfered in progress for several years. MRPA supplied proof of county ownership several
 years before BLM finally relinquished their attempted land grab.


·        Page 2, paragraph 2 of the dEIS states that the river never included a natural lake-like feature. Please remove that false
 statement from the final EIS document. Here is one of several historic references cited from Department of the Interior,
 National Parks Service, who built the dam “River level of 36 feet (Datum) is the same as what it was before the rock ledge
 was removed. The lake to be formed is not new but is the lake as it existed before the rock ledge was removed.” i More proof
 could be found in the numerous photos available at the Milwaukee County Historical Society showing swimming and boating
 activities, at several beaches along the impoundment lake, prior to construction of the Estabrook Dam. Those activities would
 not be possible in a shallow water river, such as upstream or downstream from the lake.


·        Flood potential is not an impact of dam restoration. Several dam repair opponents spoke at the dEIS hearing with claims of
 flood relief if the dam would be removed. MMSD stated 391 structures are in the floodplain but none would be removed from
 the floodplain if the dam were removed.ii Numerous attempts to correct flawed data used by SEWRPC in their hydraulic have
 been disregarded, even when delivered by certified mail. The incorrect application of data resulted in erroneous flood profiles
 due to their use of inappropriate roughness coefficients for the shoreline. An actual 200-year-flood in 1997 did not result in
 flooding at levels nearly as high as those predicted by the model. MRPA provided detailed documentation to the County as
 well as to SEWRPC which they claimed was significant, but then did not quantify the claim, only spent a few hours on site
 and applied a much diminished roughness coefficient rather than the one prescribed by the Gauckler–Manning formula for
 open channel flow. SEWRPC claimed to have used the Gauckler–Manning formula as the basis of calculation for their
 analysis. Please address the flood concern in the final EIS by stating that no structures would be impacted by this
 repair. In addition, all present structures built on the flood plain have been built with knowledge and after the flood plain
 designation of those sites were already established. Continuation of


 







 
the normal and historic conditions is should not be considered an impact but rather normal, natural equilibrium of the area.


·        An ongoing court case revealed that county predictions of lowered water quality as well as the resultant biological effects
 associated dam removal were not based on the available data for this area, but rather from data from outside the impounded
 area. Water temperature during warm weather, dissolved oxygen fluctuations and turbidity data have been recorded prior to
 and during dam drawdown by Water Action Volunteers, trained by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the
 University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension. MMSD has collected and retained even more detailed data. Those data
 sources may not have been chosen because they would not support claims that water quality diminished in the Estabrook Dam
 impoundment during full pond. While water quality is a factor with some other dams, no consistent correlation between
 water quality and dam operation could be shown relating to the Estabrook Dam impoundment. The opposite,
 unsubstantiated claim was erroneously made by several dam opponents at the dEIS hearing.


·        “Risk of Repair with Fish Passage” listed in the dEIS was based on the above mentioned SEWRPC hydraulic analysis, which,
 compared with actual flood data has already been shown to be incorrect.


·        Please remove reference to species that have not been found in this or adjacent reaches of the Milwaukee River
 including Redfin Shiner, Longear Sunfish, Striped Shiner, Butler’s garter snake, Spike, Lilliput and Ellipse muscles. If
 dropping water elevations would have brought those species to this formerly naturally impounded still-water environment, No
 evidence of live specimens were not found in this area even though the dam was drawn down for 7 ½ years. Drawdown
 conditions are essentially the same conditions as would be present if the dam were removed. Other still-water drainage lakes
 exist on the Milwaukee River, and this drainage lake has been in existence for all of recorded history, so these species should
 not play a role in this EIS. The dEIS suggests some of these species may have lived in the impounded area based on the
 presence of shells. Significant fill and other manipulations of the soil have been done throughout the area, which could have
 brought those artifacts to the area. Downstream migration of these artifacts would be another plausible reason for their
 presence in the area. Shells certainly would not be found on the surface, intact and identifiable that predated construction of
 the Estabrook Dam or the complete channel reconstruction of the 1930s. Indications that these species would inhabit the area
 in the future are not strong enough to be included in this study. I request conjecture regarding these species be removed
 from the report.


 
Regarding costs, offsetting tax revenues and economic impacts
Costs were not discussed in the dEIS document but cost concerns have been prevalent and ever present in all documents leading up to this
 point including “Addendum No.2 Environmental Impact Report for Estabrook Dam, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin Prepared by Don
 Pirrung, AECOM. Opponents of repair have stated they intend to influence Milwaukee County to reverse the plan to repair the dam. For
 this reason I am addressing costs in this series of comments. Please state in the final EIS that upstream cost impacts have not been
 addressed in the document resulting in actual costs of repair or removal being different than previously portrayed by the county.


·        Operation and Maintenance costs portrayals have been inflated for Estabrook Dam with the effect of making repair appear to
 be cost prohibitive. Specifically the one hundred thousand dollar per year O & M cost of having an operator monitoring the
 dam. Normal procedure of most similarly large dams includes automation and remote control, as with DNR, Army Corps of
 Engineers, and Tennessee Valley Authority dams. Estabrook Dam has been operated as an automated dam for 7 years,
 beginning in 2000


 
·        Property value concerns and data that were delivered have been disregarded by Milwaukee County Parks Department. The


 studies that Parks cited as supporting evidence that property values would not be negatively affected, warned that “The
 conclusion [of no diminished value] should not be extended to large impoundments where such activities as fishing, boating
 and swimming are especially attractive.” iii The study was misapplied as a tool to attempt to support a dam removal agenda.
 Multiple, more applicable sources suggest property values, as well as the related tax revenues derived from navigable
 frontage is 22-40% higher than on unnavigable water ways. MRPA has delivered several documents which refute the
 county’s valuation claims several times over the years but they have not been acknowledged or used or refuted.


·        “Other costs” including upstream restoration costs, which result from dam removals, and normally amount to 20-30 times the
 physical removal cost have not been acknowledged in this report. Municipal storm sewer outfalls as well as Wisconsin DOT,
 Milwaukee County Park and private shoreline costs, if addressed, would undoubtedly be several millions of dollars. Property
 owners will seek remedy from the county for these costs.


·        Legal notice was given to Milwaukee County that property owners intend to file suit for loss of navigational rights and for
 unauthorized taking of property value. The suit would involve several million dollars and would likely be costly to defend
 against.


 
Please use these comments in developing the final EIS. If asked, I would make my source documents available for inspection. I would
 like this letter to be available as a public record if requested. I would also be delighted to answer or respond to any questions or comment
 about what I have said here
 
Sincerely,
Glen Goebel
End Notes”







i Department of the Interior, National Parks Service, Project SP-5 Job No. E. C. W. 123, Proposed Dam, Estabrook Park, Milwaukee
 County (with Field Technician’s comments) Park Authority, April 19, 1937 pg. 3, par. 3
ii MMSD file 15-053-5, May 4,2015, pg. 3, par. 2
iii Does Small Dam Removal Affect Local Property Values? An Empirical Analysis, Provencher, Sarakinos, Meyer, 2006 pg.14, par. 3
without incident. Manually monitoring the dam would be less dependable and financially disadvantageous. It just costs more.
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From: Janee Pederson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Public Comment Submission
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:24:45 PM


Hello,


After attending the recent EIS Public Hearing and reviewing the WDNR EIS, I feel that the
 following Alternatives listed in the EIS should not be considered as viable options to address
 the Estabrook Dam: Alternative 1, 5, and 6. 


The Estabrook Dam is an unnecessary piece of infrastructure that is at the end of it's lifespan. I
 believe that complete removal of the dam is the best option. The current dam does not allow
 for proper fish spawning and migrating activities, nor does it allow for recreational
 navigability. It is simply an obstacle for both humans and wildlife. The only people who
 benefit from the repair or replacement of the dam are those who live upstream and utilize the
 "lake". The funny thing is that there happens to be a really big lake just east of Estabrook Park
 that has the capacity to take on . The North Avenue Dam was removed and that area now has
 more visitors than ever. To replace or repair the dam without fish passage would be a
 complete waste of taxpayer dollars. We need to bring the Milwaukee River back to a fully
 functional urban waterway and remove the eyesore that is Estabrook Dam. I feel it is
 incredibly unfair for the local residents of the "lake" upstream of the dam to ask the
 Milwaukee County residents to pay for a piece of infrastructure that is unnecessary and
 environmentally irresponsible. It will be a terrible disappointment if the WDNR and other
 governing bodies allowed for alternatives 1, 5 or 6 to be implemented. It would be an awful
 disservice to the Milwaukee County community members.  
Thank you,


Janee Pederson
Environmental Engineer
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From: Keup, Matthew D
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam feedback
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:09:17 PM


Hi,
 
Please take the dam down.
 
Thanks,
matt
 
Matt Keup PHR
Paychex HR Services
Area Manager – Minnesota / Wisconsin
414-350-2173  ( Work Cell)   
262-782-8123 x 40026
 


The information contained in this message may be privileged, confidential and protected from
 disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent
 responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
 any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you
 have received this communication in error, please notify your representative immediately and
 delete this message from your computer. Thank you.
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From: al.erickson2014@gmail.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comment on Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, April 01, 2016 10:01:43 AM


Dear DNR


The Estabrook dam should be removed from the Milwaukee River and not repaired or replaced. Removal will save
 money, and improve water quality.


As a resident of Milwaukee County I do not want to pay to repair the dam, or install a fish bypass.


I also do not want to pay annual operating costs.


I request that you deny the operating permit application.


The people losing use of the pool of water behind their homes should be re-assessed and then compensated for lost
 value.


Feel free to contact me with questions.


Best


Allan Erickson
7370 N Longview Ave.
Glendale, WI 53209
Mobile: 414.688.4993


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Seth Pendell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 11:49:44 AM


Hello, thank you for your time on this subject.  In my opinion the complete removal of estabrook dam is the best
 way to move forward on this issue.


Thank you,
Seth


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:spendell@gmail.com
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From: Chris Binder
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Please remove the Estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 3:45:24 PM
Attachments: image001.png


I am writing to voice my support of the removal of the Estabrook Dam.
As part of working with the Urban Ecology Center, I have witnessed the ecological revival of the
 river upstream of the old North Ave. dam. 
Its removal has also created recreational space that I see the public enjoy every day.    
The Estabrook damn not only is an eyesore, but an expensive ongoing maintenance burden.  I
 would rather my tax dollars go to support ecological restoration to preserve the natural beauty of
 our precious resource.
The potential for what its removal would bring is tremendous. 
As stewards of the river and the land corridor, I feel obligated to advocate for the dam removal.  


Thank you for your time and consideration.


 
Chris Binder
Facilities Manager
Urban Ecology Center
Website | Facebook | Twitter
(414) 964-8505 x150
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From: rklug90611@aol.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:37:22 PM


To Whom it may concern,
  Please do the repairs to the Estabrook dam rather than removing  it.  Lincoln Park lake is a necessary
 recreational entity of Milwaukee and must be maintained. A winter drain down will prevent flooding. 
  Thank you 
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From: Joshua Beier
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:15:31 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joshua Beier 
d3monicphantazm@gmail.com 
931 E. Russell ave 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53207
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From: Rachel Reimer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:03:30 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Rachel Reimer 
wrymer@hotmail.com 
132 South 77th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214
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From: Dan Herwig
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:09:32 PM


Kristina Betzold,


About two months ago, I witnessed a bald eagle flying along the Milwaukee river for the first
 time I can recall. It made me realize what an asset the Milwaukee river is to our communities.
 But one eagle is not enough. The portion of the Milwaukee river above the Estabrook Dam
 would benefit greatly from it's removal; Improving fisheries, flushing out pollution and returning
 natural cycles to the river.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Dan Herwig


Dan Herwig 
danherwig@mac.com 
1527 W. County Line Rd. 
River Hills, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Russ Berg
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 4:55:53 PM


I am writing this as I support repair of Estabrook Dam, and well as supporting the fish
 passage.


Russ Berg
6837 Milwaukee Avenue
Wauwatosa, WI  53213
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From: Lynn Ketchum
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:28:04 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lynn Ketchum 
5foot2@sbcglobal.net 
2607 Scofield Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 53704
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From: Kevin Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 12:57:16 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kevin Rorabeck 
rorabeck91@gmail.com 
136 N. 86th St 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53226
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From: claytoncrain@gmail.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:36:29 PM


I am a riverfront property owner and I expect the dam to be repaired as was previously decided.  The dam is
 essential to the community and will be utilized by many outside of the community.  There are boat launches and
 access points in Lincoln Park.  I will expect the newly exposed land to be cleared free of toxins if the dam was to be
 removed as well as financial compensation given a decrease of property values.


Clayton Crain
707 w Montclaire ave
Glendale, WI
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From: Karon Kiffel
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:11:50 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Karon Kiffel 
kkiffel@yahoo.com 
1220 E LOCUST ST APT 206 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Quintin Bendixn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:00:41 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Quintin Bendixn 
qbendixen@gmail.com 
3157 S Adams Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Jennifer Vulpas
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 5:06:58 PM


Estabrook Dam is an interesting structure. Save part of it for prosterity.....


However, it's time to remove it and let the waters flow how God intended them to flow (not to mention the living
 creatures as well.)


Jennifer Cooney Vulpas
4331 N Alpine Ave
Shorewood WI 53211
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From: John Rumpf
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:08:06 PM


I live within a few minutes of the dam and fish, hike and bike at or near the dam almost weekly, including during the
 winter.  I'm also a Milwaukee County Tax payer AND voter of more than 35 years.  Please do not rebuild or fix the
 dam.  Please just remove it.


Thanks,


John Rumpf
Whitefish Bay


Sent from my iPad
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From: Caitlin O"Brien
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:44:46 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you for helping us preserve and protect part of what makes the Great Lake region
 great.


Caitlin O'Brien 
obriencm18@gmail.com 
1818 N. Cambridge Ave 
Milwauke, Wisconsin 53202
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From: Joanna Demas
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: I Support REMOVING the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:32:39 PM


Good afternoon Kristina Betzold,
 
I am writing to you to express my opinion about the Estabrook dam. I SUPPORT the
 recommendation by the Milwaukee County Parks to REMOVE the Estabrook Dam.
 Not only does repairing the dam cost twice as much as the removal but the repair
 would have negative environmental impacts on the river, the surrounding riparian
 lands, and the wildlife. Removing the dam will restore the natural flow to the river
 improving water quality, increase and improve habitat opportunities for fish, mussels,
 and other aquatic species, and reduce flooding. Removing the dam will remove the
 amount of debris and sediment loading behind the dam. Removing the dam will not
 limit recreation on the river to just a few residents with riverfront property in
 Glendale; but, instead increase recreation opportunities such as paddling, hiking, and
 fishing to ALL the residents of Milwaukee County. I will be incredibly disappointed as
 a tax payer if my hard earned money goes towards the repair of structure that creates
 an impoundment that compromises the health of my local watershed. Thank you for
 allowing me to express my opinion in favor of REMOVING the Estabrook Dam.          
 
Have a great Day!
 
Joanna Demas
 
 


This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus
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www.avast.com
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From: Nikos Gainacopulos
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 8:34:51 AM


Hi,
I would like to support removing the dam.  I do not see a benefit from rebuilding this structure
 and am not willing to spend my tax dollars to rebuild and operate this damn.


I live along the river and would appreciate the improved water quality and fish habitation to
 support fishing and kayaking along the river.


Thanks!
Nikos Gainacopulos
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From: Thomas Ulrich
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:33:42 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Thomas Ulrich 
tomulrich57@gmail.com 
4420 Hampshire hill 
Wisconsin , Wisconsin 53185
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From: STEVEN DELANEY
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 4:40:57 PM


It sure seems to me that there's gotta be some backroom politics involved here. It sure seems
 to me the only people that want the damn are the people that are living on this artificial Lake
 if that's the case I would think that they should have to pay for it and not the rest of
 Milwaukee taxpayers
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From: Adam Chan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam - Support for Removal
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 12:29:42 PM


I'm very much against rebuilding this dam in Eastbrook. I believe the responsible and
 ecologically best alternative is to remove it and allow the natural habitat to establish itself
 once again as it was intended.


The dredging, sediment build up, low oxygen levels, and fish hindrance do not offset the
 recreational benefits that come from motorized boat use for the few residents that have
 access. 


The overall removal will far benefit society and the environment in the long term.


Please let me know how I can support the removal of this dam both financially and with my
 support.


Regards,


Adam W. Chan.
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From: Paul Sendry
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Repair
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:52:22 PM


Hello,
I writing to say I am for repairing the dam.  Also, I would want a partial winter drawdown for
 safety reasons using automated gates.
This lake is a true jewel in the county park system.  Not just for the residents who live along
 the river, but for everyone who enjoys going to the parks.  When you look at a map of
 Milwaukee County parks, Estabrook stands out because of it unique water feature of a
 river, lake and islands.  You see that in no other park in Milwaukee.
When the water is at its normal high level, it’s spectacular to look at and enjoy while
 picnicking in the park.  It’s also offers a wide variety of water recreation for park visitors. 
 Future park development could enhance it even more by offering kayak, canoe or paddle
 boat rentals, dedicated fishing and maybe even swimming areas.
Again, I am for repairing the dam before all this is lost for future generations.
Paul Sendry
802 W Rock Place
Glendale WI 53208
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From: Bob Bolda
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Re: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 7:06:39 PM


PS...I am in favor of complete removal.


On Mar 22, 2016 6:37 PM, "Bob Bolda" <bobbolda@gmail.com> wrote:


Kristina... As I sit here at the hearing at 6:18pm... You just explained your interest in hearing
 from/getting input from ... The public.


So I'm sitting... thinking...


There is one impacted "constituent" that you won't hear from.  A "constituent" that may be
 MOST impacted by your department's decision.  THE FISH !!!!


I'm not talking about FISH feelings here.. I'm talking about a healthy earth, leading to a
 health environment, and isn't that what an Environmental Impact Statement is all about?


Bob Bolda
262-299-3602


On Mar 21, 2016 9:18 PM, "Bob Bolda" <bobbolda@gmail.com> wrote:
Kristina:


I just read the article on the recently announced lawsuit.  Wonderful news.  And, for
 whatever it's worth, repairing that dam instead of demolishing it, is NOT in the best
 interest of our natural resources.   And that obviously, is what the DNR is commissioned
 to do.


Bob Bolda
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From: Katherine Tarnowski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: REPAIR THE ESTABROOK DAM
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:59:40 PM


I live on the Milwaukee River and have enjoyed the river for recreation and renewal.
 My husband and I specifically moved to our current home back in 2003 because of
 the recreational opportunities the Milwaukee River provided.  I am very disappointed
 that the question of the Estabrook Dam is still unresolved but am encouraged to hear
 most recently that Milwaukee County will be moving forward with the
 repair/restoration of the dam.
 
I am in favor of repair of the dam because I feel that the Lincoln Park impoundment
 and the river directly north of it have in the past provided so many varied
 opportunities for recreation to so many diverse populations in the area.  I know that
 my family is very fortunate to be living where we are (but believe me, we paid to be
 there!), and we HAVE taken advantage of what the Milwaukee River has to offer its
 community.  When the dam was operational, we spent almost every day of our
 summers (my husband and I are both school teachers) down by the river doing
 something--often times it was just sitting and enjoying the little paradise in our
 backyard. We wanted to share this feeling with all our family and friends, and we did
 so every chance we got.  We especially loved the social aspect of hanging out down
 there as we watched and visited with all the people who would paddle by
 (downstream AND upstream) in kayaks or canoes or pontoon boats.  It was not
 uncommon to see entire groups of people (clubs) making a trip down the river (like
 the Boy Scouts, or some summer school programs). We would even see the
 "amphibious car" float by once or twice each summer.  Smiles and warm greetings
 would abound.  


We have waterskied, canoed, fished, swam, and just nature watched, sometimes in
 disbelief of how lucky we are to be living by such a wonderful location.  We have not
 waterskied or used our pontoon boat for 7 years on the river; we have tried canoeing
 only a handful of times (maybe once a year) in 7 years because it is no fun to canoe
 when the river is either too fast or too low (when the water is high enough, you don't
 have to paddle going downstream, but you can't paddle upstream because it is too
 fast; when the river is too low you have to try to avoid the areas you can get stuck on
 the bottom while avoiding the rapids that result in some spots, and you still can't
 paddle upstream).  I look forward to being able to again share the treasure
 Milwaukee County has in the Milwaukee River and the Lincoln Park impoundment
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 with new friends and family as well as old.  I hope that so many more people who
 have never paid attention to this beautiful stretch of  nature will take the opportunity
 to experience it themselves when it is restored.  
 
I am also in favor of a partial winter drawdown for safety reasons and fully automated
 gates, eliminating the need to hire an individual to watch the weather and gage the
 flow of the river.  We have often ice skated on the Milwaukee River in our back yard
 in the winter, but I must admit that I would be more hesitant to do so if there is no
 drawdown at all in the winter--the river is about 2.5-3 feet high right off our pier when
 the impoundment is filled, and when you go across the river from our house it can get
 to over 10 feet deep.  
 
In short, this is a great resource for such an urban area. Please follow the order to
 repair! And thanks!
 
Sincerely,
Katy Tarnowski
1029 W. Montclaire Ave
Glendale, WI  53217








From: Sarah Turschak
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:38:33 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sarah Turschak


Sarah Turschak 
sarahjturschak@gmail.com 
1201 E. Meinecke Ave. Aptl #1 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Madelyn Ricco
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Esters rook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 12:37:55 PM


Repair dam with water drawdown


Sent from my iPad
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From: D Stephen Buck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:48:25 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


D Stephen Buck 
sbuck8346@sbcglobal.net 
N81 W18346 Tours Drive 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051
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From: carol raasch
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Please remove!
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 3:16:58 PM


My name is Carol Raasch and I live at 1125 W. Riverview Dr., Glendale 53209.  I do not live on the river, as I am
 across the street from the houses that do.  However, I do have the dubious honor of being declared 100 yr flood
 plain - which results in a huge financial burden, without the benefits.
But that is not my main point.


I listened to the arguments for rebuilding the dam at the recent hearing, and found them quite interesting.  All the
 proponents for rebuilding only seemed to care about their own personal situation, and the loss of  'their lake'. 
 However, the proponents for removal seemed to care more about the environment and the health of the river.


I walk along the river in Kletzsch Park or Lincoln Park almost daily, rain or shine, summer and winter.  And,
 contrary to statements from dam rebuilding proponents, the critter population is alive and well.  I listen to the
 bullfrogs croaking, I enjoy the song of the spring peepers, I see turtles sunning themselves. I had a wonderful
 experience last year - as I was walking along the rivers edge in Kletzsch Park,I looked down and saw frogs, literally
 hundreds, and they were mating!  I certainly learned a whole lot about frog reproduction that day!  I also enjoy
 watching the herons fishing (probably on some of those newly hatched froglets!), and listening to the various owls
 with their unique calls.  And of course, also abundant are other wildlife - possums, muskrats, other critters I can't
 identify, and also the requisite deer and coyotes.  The wild population is alive and well along and in the river!  And
 if it is like that now, just think what it could be with the removal of the dam.


Please, let the river return to being what it is best at - being a river.


Thank you,


Carol Raasch 
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From: Debra Miller
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 10:42:10 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Debra Miller 
dmiller123@wi.rr.com 
2023 N Riverwalk Way 
Milwaukee, Colorado WI, 53212
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From: Dale Schmidt
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Ms. Betzold Time-Sensitive DNR REQUESTED COMMENTS - ESTABROOK DAM - MILWAUKEE Co.
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:40:16 PM
Importance: High


TO: DNR
Ms. Kristina Betzold
2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Drive
Milwaukee WI 53212
DNR  Ms. Kristina Betzold DNREstabrook@wi.gov
 
April 6 2016
RE: DNR REQUESTED COMMENTS  ESTABROOK DAM – MILWAUKEE Co.
 
Dear Ms. Kristina Betzold:
We have been Glendale, Milwaukee River home owners, for over 28 years.
 
We purchased the home because of the full water level river. In the 1930’s Milwaukee County removed
 the natural lime stone dam, 
that created the Lake impound and the upstream natural water levels … and NOT as a shallow, mudflat
 ridden or un-navigable boat water level.
 
As I am sure you are well aware - that prior to the removable of the natural lime stone dam in the 30’s,
 that the county entered into a compact with all the riparian 
homeowners – assuring them they would perpetually maintain the new replacement dam at the same
 water-level height of that of the natural one they were removing.
It is my understanding that a State and / or Federal law requires that this water level must be retained at
 the same height.
 
The DNR has been directed to repair the dam … and this is precisely what we expect to have the DNR
 do.
 
Further, we want the Historical WINTER DRAWDOWN and the Spring / Summer closer by Automatic Dam
 gates, which will save operational costs.
 
And we have no problem with the DNR / County constructing a new fish passage. Please keep us
 updated on your start date and progress.
 
Thank you,
Dale A. Schmidt- Ellen Zielinski 
509 W. Montclaire Ave 
Glendale WI 53217
Cell: 262-442-0710 – Land: 414-962-2708
synergy3group@wi.rr.com  
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From: Vince Bushell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:21:34 PM


Kristina Betzold,


Hi neighbor: You know I am dedicated to our river and the vision of a free flowing healthy
 stream from end to end. 
Science and true "green" friendly values require the dam to be removed. Economic realities
 also mean money would be better spent on restoration of shoreland along the river rather
 than building and maintaining a dam serving minimal purpose.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Vince Bushell, 
Resident down stream of Estabrook dam site and 
10 year worker on river land restoration


Vince Bushell 
vbushell@gmail.com 
733 E CLARKE ST 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Christine Rundblad
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:17:20 PM


Hello,  Please recommend that the Estabrook Dam be removed.  I really don’t want to pay for 
something that does no good.  I am a paddler and spend time on Wisconsin’s rivers, so I 
appreciate healthy water and beautiful natural banks.  Please, let’s take this thing down.  Chris 
Rundblad


Christine Rundblad
crundblad@mac.com
2962 S. Wentworth,
Milwaukee, WI 53207


Nothing is worth more than this day.
-- Goethe
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From: Corey Zetts
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Consider REMOVAL of the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:43:50 PM


Kristina,


I'm writing to request that DNR consider removal of the Estabrook Dam, not just repair or
 replacement. Removal of the dam:


Saves Milwaukee County taxpayers money (at least $4 million cheaper over 20 years);


Improves the health of the Milwaukee River;


Decreases flood risk upstream; and


Reduces liability for the County and risk to public safety.


Thank you,
Corey Zetts
3135 N. Dousman Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
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From: Graef, Robert
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Removal
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:14:07 AM


I would like to voice my opinion of removing the Estabrook Dam.  I used to live in this area and I
 always liked walking down by the river but the amount of trash that piled up above and below this
 dam disgusted me and made it not enjoyable. 
 
Thank you,
 
Robert Graef
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From: Joshua Pollack
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:57:44 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


Professional and family obligations prevent me from attending the upcoming meeting
 regarding the Estabrook Dam. So, I am writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive
 review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the
 County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee
 River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joshua Pollack 
joshpo@gmail.com 
4323 N Stowell Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: - -
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 9:21:33 PM


To Kristina Betzold, Department of Natural Resources,


I am in favor of repairing the dam or as a compromise, building a rock ramp.


I feel the state/county has an obligation to provide public nature experience and accessibility
 to the community.  With the current condition of the river, quiet water recreation is becoming
 and will become unpassable for canoeists and kayakers and small fishing boats, especially at
 Lincoln Park.  I think having open water (a lake) for part of the year provides many more
 recreational and nature based opportunities for Milwaukee city residents especially African
 American neighborhoods on the west border of the park.  I am for quiet water recreation as is
 the Lincoln Park Friends.


We canoe and kayak and invite friends and the community to join us.  With the dam, people of
 all abilities including novices were able to safely enjoy a paddle on the river.  Currently, since
 the dam has been open, the river is not safe with fast current and in Lincoln Park when there
 is low water, not passable.  I have seen youth groups have a very difficult time and capsizing
 with the fast current.  Also, in the Lincoln Park area, people, especially novices cannot pass
 over shallow areas.


The area affected by the Estabrook Dam is an urban area that provides nature recreational
 opportunities for city residents many of whom do not have the means to travel to other nature
 areas.  For that reason, the consideration of  what is best for the river needs to include the
 nature and recreational needs of the community.


In addition, according to research done by David Holmes, an environmental scientist and
 urban revitalization consultant, the removal of the dam would not provide any more safety
 from flooding than having the dam repaired.  Also, there is a possibility that removal of the
 dam does not significantly benefit the environment, and in fact may make the environment of
 the water worse. I suggest that there be a study with scientists that evaluate with current data
 and information the effects of the dam on flooding, cost and environmental effects as there
 are serious conflicting reports.


Thank you,


Diane Steigerwald


635 W. Montclaire Ave.


Glendale, WI 53217
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From: Laura Lutze
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 9:40:31 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Laura Lutze


Laura Lutze 
superloo@hotmail.com 
4204 N. Farwell Ave. 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: David Snell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:11:36 PM


Having attended the meeting at Glenn Hills School last night, I haven't changed my mind that
 the dam should be removed for financial benefit as well as to the benefit of of the river itself
 and the use of anglers and paddlers up and down the river.


However, I can sympathize with the loss the area home owners presented. No more boating,
 swimming, water skiing and bluegill fishing. Their reports of water levels so low that canoes
 can't 
make it through the shallow water might be remedied with some channeling to allow
 passage...while the dam is being removed. 


I have watched the fish passage at Theinsville,  and while some fish find their way up stream,
 the numbers seem rather small to me. I worry that a passage at Estabrook will not allow the
 recently planted sturgeon or the pike or perch to may the trip. And if the salmon, steelhead
 and brown trout don't come up in big numbers, the angling from Grafton, Theinsville and
 Kletch Park will be decimated.


With a permanent dam, low water periods will likely lower the water levels downstream and
 negatively affect fishing and paddling below the falls through Hubbard Park, Riverside Park
 and on down river. This, too, will impact waterborne wildlife in those areas. 


Dams are a very emotional issue for nearby residents who prefer to keep things as they
 were...even if saving them is financially and ecologically unsound.


Thank you,


David Snell
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From: Charles Brummitt
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:51:12 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Charles Brummitt 
cfbrummitt@gmail.com 
5000 N Woodruff Ave 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53212
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From: David Coles
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: removal is the best option
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 3:29:37 PM


As a Milwaukee native, Milwaukee River angler, and trained biologist specializing in fish
 ecology, I am firmly convinced that removal of the Estabrook dam is by far the preferred
 option. Removal will open up a massive area of the Milwaukee River Basin to fishes, which
 will better be able to access suitable spawning habitat upstream. In a free-flowing Milwaukee
 River, water quality will improve significantly, creating better habitat for a variety of wildlife.
 This position is supported nearly unanimously by the scientific community. Failure to remove
 this obsolete, harmful impediment would not serve the public interest.


David Coles
414.248.9327
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From: Jan Tatro
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:48:26 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jan Tatro 
dtatro1@att.net 
1312 Drexel Blvd 
So.Mil., Wisconsin 53172
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From: rvehring@wi.rr.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 11:03:52 AM


Good mourning, I would like to add my support to the rebuilding of the dam in Estabbrook park. I am outraged at
 the adds put out by Mr Abeles supporters which are outright lies. I have attended most public meetings. I do believe
 there have been good solid answers given as to why theis dam needs to be replace the issue brought up by others
 when you reall sort out the BS I feel have  answers that will work. I am sorry this has turned into a power play for
 Mr Abele because there is alot more at stake.
As a very serious bike rider, hundreds of miles in a week much along the river, clearly it can be seen that most all of
 that river has been restored to its natural state. What were talking about here really is about the area from Hampton
 Ave to about 1/2 half mile north. This is the area of Belle Il. and the largest inland lake in Milw Co. This is
 something we do not have anywhere else in Milw Co, if the dam were removed, something that we never again
 could have. Regardless of what the negative adds say, there are no house's on this lake area. It is surrounded on both
 sides by Lincoln Park. There are no rich peoples homes.
Lincoln park was developed, to take advantge of the lake area which has been proven was always there even before
 the dam was built ( part of public record from the meetings).
This isn't about another of Mr Abeles power plays, and it isn't about rich peoples homes, it is about one of the nicest
 park areas available to everyone and having been here for decades. Please move forward with repairing the dam
Bob Vehring
1730 W. Lawn Ave
Milw. Wi.
414 228 8642
rev@newrock.net
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From: Joshua Beier
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:08:16 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joshua Beier 
d3monicphantazm@gmail.com 
931 E. Russell ave 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53207
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From: Paul Melchior
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 7:56:25 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Paul Melchior 
2fish4@gmail.com 
1211michigan 
Evanston, Illinois 60202
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From: Paula Stone
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:08:43 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Paula Stone 
toddandpaula@yahoo.com 
627 E. Carlisle Ave. 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Katherine Palmer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 1:17:34 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Katherine Palmer 
mrsp78@hotmail.com 
634, W Acacia Rd 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Karyl Price
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 12:06:27 PM


Dear Kristina
I understand that you are taking input from the Milwaukee community about the Estabrook
 Dam project.
I have heard that Milwaukee county has said they would repair the dam and restore the lake
 but this project is still questionable. Therefore I am writing to you.
I would like the dam repaired because it will benefit  public recreation and it lowers the county
 costs. I would like a seasonal draw-down for the safety of children/and all who would venture
 out on the ice and a chance of ice/flooding in winter. I also believe that the community should
 be involved in developing the operational protocol.
There are many parks and the Milwaukee River Parkway that will benefit by this repair. How
 can you not repair this dam? It will benefit the whole community.
I thank you for your time.
Karyl Price
4075 N Downer Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
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From: John-Paul Kastner
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Estabrook Park Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:51:36 PM


I do live right on the Milwaukee River but have enjoyed the river for recreation and
 renewal. I am very disappointed that the question of the Estabrook Dam is still
 unresolved.
 
I am in favor or repair of the dam because I feel that the Lincoln Park impoundment
 and the river directly north of it have in the past provided so many varied
 opportunities for recreation to so many diverse populations in the area.   
 
I am in favor of a partial winter drawdown for safety reasons and fully automated
 gates, eliminating the need to hire an individual to watch the weather and gage the
 flow of the river.
 
This is a great resource for such an urban area. Please follow the order to repair!
 
JP Kastner
1121 W. Montclaire Ave.
Glendale, WI 53217
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From: Charlene Ramstack
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam repair
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 5:20:26 PM


Good morning:
Please accept this email as my support for the repair to the Estabrook Dam; I also support a
 partial winter draw-down.


The unfortunate media frenzy continues to distort the cost data.


While  I have enjoyed the Milwaukee County Parks for all of my 70 plus year, I hope to
 continue using this recreational area with family and friends.


Kind regards,


Charlene B. Ramstack
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From: Rob Hasker
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: response to Estabrook DEIS report: recreational opportunities
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:22:54 PM


I have reviewed the Estabrook DEIS report and I would dispute the claim made under
 Recreational Resources:


        Residents upstream from Estabrook Dam use the river for fishing, canoeing, kayaking
 and motor boating.


I have lived near the dam for 2.5 years, and I have yet to see anyone else paddle on the
 stretch of the river near the dam. I went kayaking up the river last summer and could see
 no evidence that property owners were maintaining their access to the water.


I have kayaked many places around the state. This stretch of the Milwaukee River with a
 dam would be unlikely to entice frequent use by canoers or kayakers. The distances are too
 small and the opportunities to view wildlife are too slim. I see the recreational opportunities
 for boating to be very limited and question how such opportunities can be used to support
 rebuilding the dam.


Rob Hasker
2851 N. Berkeley Blvd.
Whitefish Bay, WI
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From: Wendy Mesich
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 12:10:30 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Wendy Mesich


Wendy Mesich 
whendee@riverwest-allstars.org 
2648 N Fratney St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Bob Bolda
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Re: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:37:03 PM


Kristina... As I sit here at the hearing at 6:18pm... You just explained your interest in hearing
 from/getting input from ... The public.


So I'm sitting... thinking...


There is one impacted "constituent" that you won't hear from.  A "constituent" that may be
 MOST impacted by your department's decision.  THE FISH !!!!


I'm not talking about FISH feelings here.. I'm talking about a healthy earth, leading to a health
 environment, and isn't that what an Environmental Impact Statement is all about?


Bob Bolda
262-299-3602


On Mar 21, 2016 9:18 PM, "Bob Bolda" <bobbolda@gmail.com> wrote:
Kristina:


I just read the article on the recently announced lawsuit.  Wonderful news.  And, for
 whatever it's worth, repairing that dam instead of demolishing it, is NOT in the best interest
 of our natural resources.   And that obviously, is what the DNR is commissioned to do.


Bob Bolda
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From: Eleanor Harris
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 6:12:26 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


If we had a county referendum, I am certain the people of the county would vote for removal of
 Estabrook Dam. Repairing or replacing the dam does great damage and benefits a very small
 number of property owners.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County Supervisors preferred alternative of dam repair and
 associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently
 degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for
 homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue
 to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly
 maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age
 and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Eleanor Harris 
eloveharris@gmail.com 
2563 North Gordon Place 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Michael Bachman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:01:38 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Michael Bachman 
mbachman@warrenbarnett.com 
11405 n lakeshore dr 
Mequon, wi, Wisconsin 53092
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From: Tommy Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Removal of Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 8:55:13 PM


Hello,


I'm a Milwaukee County resident and I'm emailing to support the removal of the Estabrook
 dam.  I'm an avid fisherman and love fishing the Milwaukee river.  I also enjoy hiking and
 other activities along the river.  The removal of the dam would create a safer and more natural
 habitat for many different plant, fish, and other species.  Additionally, the removal would
 promote natural water levels and better water quality. There are many positive outcomes of
 removing the Estabrook Dam and I urge you to strongly consider this option.


Thank you,


Tommy Rorabeck
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From: Phyllis Santacroce
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the Estabrook Park Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 8:46:54 AM


Dear WDNR Staff


I want to thank you for running an orderly hearing last week at Glen Hills Middle School.  Your staff was helpful,
 neutral, and kept the hearing productive.


I live on the Milwaukee River in Glendale, the very portion that is impacted by the dam, and I favor dam removal. 
 The October 8, 2015, AECOM Environmental Impact Report (EIR)  (mistakenly titled EIS by Milwaukee
 County) only reinforces the conclusions both AECOM and SEWPRC have made in several reports that I have
 outlined below. 


Please decline to issue the repair permit that the Milwaukee County Board has requested. 


Thank you


Phyllis Santacroce
5830 N. River Forest Dr.
Glendale, WI 53209
414-228-6768
phyllis.santacroce@gmail.com


1. Dam removal will result in lower river levels, a reduced risk of a 100 year flood (1 % flood risk), 
and the possible reduction of flood insurance premiums and the number of homes on the flood plain.
 


a. On May 22, 2015, the Milwaukee County Office of Emergency Management (OEM) warned that should the 
Estabrook Dam be repaired / replaced “flooding will occur in severe weather events in which the gates become 
immobile due to debris, ice, high water pressure, animal interference or maintenance failures.  At a minimum, 
North Shore and Milwaukee Fire Departments, Police Departments; Office of Emergency Management; WDNR 
Dam Safety Officials; Water Management Engineers; and elected officials will respond on the scene.  The 
evacuation of 350 families (approximately 840 persons) located in the upstream floodplain would be necessary 
for life safety.  The evacuation, sheltering and initial recovery will be guided by County Emergency Support 
Functions such as Search and Rescue, Debris Management, Mass Care, Public Health, and Mass Casualty / 
Fatality Management.”  The same report concluded:  “The significant infrastructure repair costs ($5.134M), 
yearly operations and maintenance cost ($160k), ecological impact, and risk posed by upstream flooding make 
the repair and operations of the Estabrook Dam an unrestrained operational decision.”  


b. The table below demonstrates that Alternative 2, dam removal, will result in a permanent reduction of water 
levels along the river.  Source, Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (SEWPRC), Hydraulic 
Analysis for Estabrook Dam Environmental Assessment, April 25, 2014.
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2. There is no evidence that property values for homeowners along the river will decline.


a. The City of Glendale has no evidence that a decline in property value resulted from the lower of water levels 
since 2009 when the dam was ordered to remain open. 


b. In addition, a report commissioned by Milwaukee County, and completed by AECOM Environment, 
(“Technical Report: Summary of the Environmental Assessment for Estabrook Park Dam,” February 2015, p. 3-8,
 sec. 3.4.3.1) states:


“Removal of the Estabrook Dam is expected to have little impact on property values in the area surrounding the 
existing waterway and current impoundment. Property values, real and assessed, are a significant concern for 
property owners and taxing authorities. Although little research has been focused on assessing the impacts of dam
 removal and loss of impoundment on property values, preliminary studies have indicated that riparian property 
values (after dam removal) have remained unchanged or decreased temporarily with a rebound within 2 years. 
After 10 years, property values showed no difference from the value prior to dam removal. Based upon sales 
market data between 1993 and 2002, comparison of residential properties in south-central (Madison regional 
area) Wisconsin where a small dam remains intact, a small dam was removed, and the river or stream has been 
free-flowing for more than 20 years, indicate that there is no noticeable increase in property price between 
properties with shoreline frontage along a small impoundment and properties along a free-flowing river or stream.
 In fact, if the properties retain frontage on the stream, there is no significant change in property price, except for 
an increase related to the increase in lot size, after the stream has returned to a free-flowing riparian state.”


3. Removal of the Estabrook Dam, Alternative 2 below, will save Milwaukee County Taxpayers 
Several Million Dollars.


Alternative 1 – Rehabilitate the dam. 
Alternative 1A – Rehabilitate the dam and add provisions for fish passage. 
Alternative 2 – Abandon and remove the dam. 


“A present worth analysis considers the capital and O&M costs over a 20-year period to 
determine the overall project costs for the alternatives. The annual O&M costs are converted to a 
present worth based on an inflation rate of 2 percent per year over the 20-year period. The 
resulting present worth is the theoretical amount of money needed at today’s costs to pay for the 
annual O&M costs over the next 20 years. The total present worth cost is the capital cost plus the 
present worth of the annual O&M costs over 20 years. The following chart summarizes these 
present worth costs.”
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(Source: AECOM Environment, “Technical Report: Summary of the Environmental Assessment for Estabrook Park 
Dam,” February 2015, p. 3-11, sec. 3.6.4)


4. Government entities, recreational and environmental groups support dam removal.


Organization / Government Entity Documentation


City of Milwaukee
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District


Milwaukee County Parks Department
Village of Shorewood
River Revitalization Foundation


Executive Committee Wisconsin Council of Trout 
Unlimited
Milwaukee Riverkeeper
Urban Ecology Center 
River Alliance


5/12/15 resolution
5/18/15 Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (MJS)


9/4/14 MJS
6/15/15 Village Resolution
AECOM report, Feb 2015, prepared for 
Milwaukee County, pp. 3-14, 3-15 
AECOM report, Feb 2015


AECOM report, Feb 2015
AECOM report, Feb 2015
AECOM report, Feb 2015


5. The public supports dam removal.
“Public surveys both through the County website and a written survey at the September 3, 2014, public information 
meeting, indicate the public endorses the dam removal. The website results were about 2:1 in favor of dam removal 
(Alternative 2) after the September 3, 2014 public information meeting.” (Source: AECOM Environment, “Technical 
Report: Summary of the Environmental Assessment for Estabrook Park Dam,” February 2015, p. 3-18, sec. 3.12.2)








From: Kathleen Wolski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:16:58 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kathleen Wolski 
kwmilw@gmail.com 
3224 N Dousman St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Bill Wobbekind
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 9:16:59 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I am an avid fisherman and spend many days and dollars in Wisconsin. I often fish the
 Milwaukee River.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Bill Wobbekind 
Chicago, IL


Bill Wobbekind 
flyfsrwob@ameritech.net 
2241 N Geneva Ter 
Chicago, Illinois 60614
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From: Michael Kusic
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 7:30:52 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Michael Kusic


Michael Kusic 
mkusic@outlook.com 
3303 N. Weil St. 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Brian Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: REMOVE THE ESTABROOK DAM!
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:34:24 PM


Hello,
 
I am sending this email to show my strong support for the REMOVAL of the Estabrook Dam.
 I am an avid fly fisherman, and enjoy kayaking and hiking on the river as well. This is a vital
 step to continue to restore the health of the river, something the DNR and Ozaukee County
 fish passage program have worked very hard at.
 
I know i speak for many other residents who feel the exact way. Removal of the dam will help
 the community as a whole, rather than a small group of individuals.
 
Thanks you,
 
Brian
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From: Barbara Jakopac
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 10:54:38 AM


Kristina Petzold,,
I would like to add the following information which was issued by the WDNR why 
dams should be removed. The first reason certainly applies to the Estabrook Dam. 


A Few Key Reasons for Dam Removal:


<!--[if !supportLists]-->•  <!--[endif]-->For safety reasons. Dams are under 
the constant pressures of water and time and gradually 
deteriorate. As a result, many of Wisconsin’s dams have 
not been properly maintained and are now public safety 
hazards. The DNR is responsible for dam inspections, 
enforcing compliance with safety standards, and for 
issuing repair and removal orders.


<!--[if !supportLists]-->•  <!--[endif]-->To save money. In Wisconsin, 
repairing a dam typically costs 3 to 5 times more than the 
cost of removal. The on-going costs of maintenance, 
repairs, operation, liability, and dredging the 
impoundment further increases the true cost of a dam.


To restore recreational and natural values. Dams severely 
fragment river ecosystems, degrade water quality and 
devastate fisheries. In fact, the DNR has identified dams as one
 of the biggest threats to Wisconsin’s aquatic biodiversity. 
Dam removal re-creates recreational and aesthetic 
opportunities — from canoeing and kayaking to fishing and 
wildlife watching. Restoring the land flooded by dams can also
 create great parks and wildlife habitats.
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From: Kathleen Hassing
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Include the Removal the Estabrook Dam in Environmental Impact Statement
Date: Friday, April 01, 2016 8:19:05 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that the DNR include removal of the Estabrook Dam in the forthcoming
 Environmental Impact Statement.


As required by Chapter NR 150, of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, an shall include "a list
 of reasonable alternatives to the proposed project, particularly those that might avoid all or
 some of the adverse environmental effects of the project...".


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kathleen Hassing 
krhassing@gmail.com 
2424 N 69th St 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213
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From: C K
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 7:58:55 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


C K 
dudette53147@yahoo.com 
N3367 Juniper Rd 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 53147
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From: Anne Desellier
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:05:03 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Anne DeSellier 
Shorewood Resident


Anne Desellier 
annedesellier.spsol@gmail.com 
4237 North Woodburn St 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Anne Steinberg
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comments on DNR DEIS for Estabrook Dam, Milwaukee Co.
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 3:44:50 PM


I am writing to support removal of the Estabrook Dam. The DNR’s Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement should include that option and not only the option of rebuilding the dam.


I support a free flowing natural river like the Milwaukee River is a bit further downstream 
where the North Avenue Dam was removed.


I’ve lived near that section of the Milwaukee River for 26 years and have watched the vast 
improvement since the dam was removed. The water quality is better with more species of 
fish, birds and other wildlife in and near the river. The old floodplain now includes developed 
and well-used multi-used trails. With the leadership of the Urban Ecology Center, the River 
Revitalization Foundation and other groups, many volunteers have helped to turn the old mud 
flats into well-enjoyed areas. I believe water quality will also be better when the Estabrook 
Dam is removed.


In addition, I am a paddler and enjoy taking my canoe or kayak out on the Milwaukee River. I 
prefer a free flowing river with natural looking banks and not an artificial impoundment. I 
don’t like the river is a good place for motor boats and don’t find them compatible with non-
motorized paddlers (in the river or with an impoundment). I believe there are many more 
paddlers who use the Milwaukee River -- and the impoundment only benefits a few nearby 
homeowners with motor boats. I understand that at times during the summer and fall the water
 levels can get low in the Milwaukee River, but that is the natural process and people can 
adapt to that.


 Another reason to remove the dam is that it increases the possibility of flooding for 
homeowners above the dam. Many of them also prefer the removal of the dam.


 And lastly, this is a time of reduced resources for our state and local governments. Removing 
the dam is the least expensive option. I prefer the money being used elsewhere in the park 
system where it can benefit more people than the 80 or so homeowners who want a private 
impoundment.


Sincerely, 


Anne Steinberg
2934 N. Prospect Ave.
Milwaukee, WI. 53211
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From: Jonathan M Burkham
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:53:33 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jonathan M Burkham 
jmburkham@gmail.com 
2777 N Booth St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212-2532
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From: Rick Ler
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:24:32 PM


Wisconsin DNR:


I strongly believe the Milwaukee River ought to flow freely from it's watershed to Lake
 Michigan.  Don't repair Estabrook Dam. Tear it down.  It just makes good sense for
 the plants and animals who use the river for their habitats.


Let the river flow freely again.


Sincerely,


Rick Lerche
1225 E Norwich Ave  # 3
St Francis, WI  53235
414-226-5698
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From: Corey Zetts
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:38:39 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Corey Zetts 
corey@renewthevalley.org 
3135 N DOUSMAN ST 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Paula Anderson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:54:18 PM


Please keep the river open and remove the dam.


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Jason Perry
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:26:22 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jason Perry


Jason Perry 
perrjas@gmail.com 
1708 E Lafayette Place Apt 3 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
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From: linda reynolds
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 12:03:09 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


linda reynolds 
linda.reynolds@ces.uwex.edu 
8816 W. Howard Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53228
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From: Joel Robertson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:40:35 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joel Robertson 
frogz1267@yahoo.com 
3133 n 87th 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53222
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From: Andrew Avgoulas
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:24:05 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Andrew Avgoulas


Andrew Avgoulas 
andyavgoulas@gmail.com 
N70W28852 Vernon Dr 
Hartland, Wisconsin 53029
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From: richard yahr
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Jerome Vielehr; Glen Goebel; Tammy Blaeske; Dale Schmidt; Theodore Lipscomb
Subject: Fw: Estabrook Dam Questions for you!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:49:10 PM


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: richard yahr <ariar4062@yahoo.com>
To: Kristina A. - DNR Betzold <kristina.betzold@wisconsin.gov>; Cathy Stepp
 <cathy.stepp@wisconsin.gov> 
Cc: Richard Yahr <ariar4062@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2016 1:23 PM
Subject: Estabrook Dam Questions for you!!


 
Hi  Kristina,    2  questions:    When the  WDNR  finishes  its  review   and   additions/
 subtractions,   will  it  be  submitted  elsewhere......USEPA.......US  Dept  of 
 Interior.....   or  other   authority?  
 
    Secondly,   Are  you  and  the  WDNR  staff  going  to  do a  complete  reading  of 
 all  these  responses,  or  will  WDNR  employees   be  instructed to 
 merely  tabulate  the  preferences   without    consciously  thinking  through  the 
 issues  which   may  be  revealed? 


From  my  response  I  think  you  can  see  I have  devoted  a  lot  of  time  to  this 
 response.   It  is  my  sincere  hope  that  our  input  will  be  given   due  diligence.   
 
                                                                             Richard  A.  Yahr
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From: Douglas Talarczyk
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:15:44 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Douglas Talarczyk 
dougtalarczyk@gmail.com 
108 e. 4th St. 
Kaukauna, Wisconsin 54130
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From: Greg Banks
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:50:49 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Greg Banks 
vision74us@yahoo.com 
7835 W Lynmar ct 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222
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From: Virginia Linabury
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:18:51 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Virginia Linabury 
vlinabury@sbcglobal.net 
1165 W Green Tree Rd 
River Hills, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Lydia Trusso
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:26:10 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lydia Trusso 
lydia.trusso@yahoo.com 
2947n Murray ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Patty Mace
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:50:35 PM


I have been reading all the material submitted on the possible deconstruction, repair or
 replacement of the Milwaukee River Estabrook Park Dam.
I live on the Milwaukee River upstream from that dam.  As I understand it, the cost is considerable,
 could still lead to the River flooding upstream and possibly flooding Bender Road r other properties
 upstream.  I oppose this reconstruction or replacement of this Dam.  What is the point?  To flood
 peoples homes, keep fish from going up the River with ease and to make Milwaukee County
 responsible for any flood damage?  Those don’t sound like very good reasons to me.  There are
 already too many dams on Rivers in Wisconsin and they have caused nothing but flooding.  My
 action would be to demolish it.  Please consider this alternative.
Patricia A Mace
9418 N Green Bay Rd
Brown Deer, WI 53209
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 



mailto:patty.mace@gmail.com
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From: Dan Leischer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Common sense
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 4:11:53 PM


Tear down the dam. It doesn't make sense to keep it!
Thank You!


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:leischer@gmail.com
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From: Patrick Bader
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 9:35:12 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Patrick Bader 
bader.patrick@gmail.com 
2740 N Maryland Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Dorothy Boyer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:40:53 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Dorothy Boyer 
pboyer2@wi.rr.com 
1969 Lakefield Rd 
Cedarburg, Wisconsin 53012
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I do (do not) live right on the Milwaukee River but have enjoyed the river for
 recreation and renewal. I am very disappointed that the question of the
 Estabrook Dam is still unresolved.


I am in favor or repair of the dam because I feel that the Lincoln Park
 impoundment and the river directly north of it have in the past provided so many
 varied opportunities for recreation to so many diverse populations in the area.   
 
I am in favor of a partial winter drawdown for safety reasons and fully automated
 gates, eliminating the need to hire an individual to watch the weather and gage
 the flow of the river.
 
This is a great resource for such an urban area. Please follow the order to repair!
 
Gary Weckwerth
806 w Glen River Rd


Glendale, Wi 53217


 


Remember - The whole community will benefit by getting the river and the
 lake/impoundment back.  Estabrook, Lincoln, Kletzsch Parks and the Milwaukee
 River Parkway all have shorelines on this lake and with the cleanup project
 completed, the river can be enjoyed to its full potential by everyone.


Thank you, in advance, for your help. 


http://milwaukeeriverpreservation.org


Copyright © 2016 Milwaukee River Preservation Association, All rights reserved. 
You are a member of the MRPA. 


Our mailing address is: 
Milwaukee River Preservation Association
PO Box 170426
Milwaukee, WI 53217


From: Gary Weckwerth
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair The Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:17:18 AM



http://milwaukeeriverpreservation.us12.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=079b3c462b0e605872a3df02f&id=9307753974&e=1e45d71fd4
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From: Jennifer Daood
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove Estabrook Dam!
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 8:08:19 PM


I live on 950 west Riverview dr, Glendale.


Please remove the dam due to the following facts:


Removing the Estabrook Dam:


Saves Milwaukee County taxpayers money (at least $4 million cheaper over 20 years);
Improves the health of the Milwaukee River;
Decreases flood risk upstream; and
Reduces liability for the County and risk to public safety.


Remember your mission. 


Thank you. 
Jennifer Daood



mailto:jtdaood@gmail.com
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From: Rachel Reimer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:24:53 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Rachel Reimer 
wrymer@hotmail.com 
132 South 77th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214
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From: Mike Larson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the Estabrook Dam!
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:34:56 PM
Attachments: image001.wmz


image002.png


I am sending this email to voice my support to remove the Estabrook Dam. This is the fiscally and
 environmentally responsible decision. Please act accordingly!
 
Mike
 
 
 
Michael Larson
Visitor Services Manager


Urban Ecology Center
Website | Facebook | Twitter
(414) 964-8505 x126
 
Ask me about building rentals or equipment lending at the Urban Ecology Center!
 



mailto:mlarson@urbanecologycenter.org

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov

http://www.urbanecologycenter.org/

https://www.facebook.com/urbanecologycenter

https://twitter.com/urbanecology

http://urbanecologycenter.org/our-branches/facility-rentals.html

http://urbanecologycenter.org/what-we-do/equipment-lending.html










From: Nicole Lipscomb
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: SAVE THE DAM!!!
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 9:14:13 AM


Good Morning,


My name is Nicole Lipscomb and I live at 1104 W Montclaire in Glendale, not far from
 Milwaukee River Parkway.


I am writing because I want the dam repaired because it benefits public recreation. I was
 disheartened to see all the grass behind the Blatz building in Lincoln Park where there used to
 be water when I was a kid.


We need seasonal drawdown for safety (kids could more easily fall through thin ice and
 drown in deep water, and ice jams would be more likely to cause flooding if the water is not
 drawn down in winter). I have 3 young children and live across the street from homes that
 back onto the river so an directly affected.


We need fully automated gates.


We want the community involved in developing the operational protocol.


Please save the dam!
Nicole Lipscomb
1104 W Montclaire Ave
Glendale, WI 53217


Sent from Nix iPhone



mailto:nixaqt@yahoo.com
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From: Lisa Runke
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 3:35:56 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lisa Runke 
lisarunke@gmail.com 
34315 oak knoll rd 
Burlington, Wisconsin 53105
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From: Carolyn Arnold
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:12:34 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Carolyn


Carolyn Arnold 
cea3521@gmail.com 
3400 Maryland Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 53211
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From: rtravelute@gmail.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 12:02:04 PM


I would like the lake returned by repairing the dam operated with a winter drawdown.


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:rtravelute@gmail.com
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From: Olive, Michael
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:20:26 PM


Kristina Betzold
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212


Greetings,
 
Take out the dam now. As a long time Milwaukee County resident, I would like you to consider the
 removal of the Estabrook Dam. This is a very important moment in the Milwaukee River’s history.
 Lose the Dam and gain a Natural River. For 45 years I’ve canoed, biked, hiked, fished, run and skied
 along the river so I know what’s best.
 
mike
 
Michael Olive
Production Specialist
Hamacher Resource Group, Inc.
W229 N2510 Duplainville Road
Waukesha, WI  53186-1004
414-431-5293 (Direct)
1-800-355-9330 ext.293
www.hamacher.com
Dynamically and objectively shaping the health, beauty and wellness consumer experience
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From: Kevin Zellmer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:55:16 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kevin Zellmer 
ktel333@yahoo.com 
2975 N Prospect Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Mike S Goodmann
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:05:41 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 
Damn those dams!


Thank you,


Mike S Goodmann 
xenon.goodmann@gmail.com 
21 Maple Wood Ln 
Madison, Wisconsin 53704-3974
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From: Francisco Enriquez
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Eastabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:32:06 PM


As a Milwaukee citizen I am asking you to support the efforts to remove the Estabrook Dam.  It is less
 costly, safer  to remove it when compared to fixing it.  Additionally, it is better for our natural environment.


Thanks,


Francisco Enriquez
3144 S 39th st. 
Milwaukee WI 53215
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From: Craig Eanger
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Please remove the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 5:25:49 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


It's time to remove that eyesore and NOT repair or replace it as it serves no useful purpose.
 Only a few vocal Glendale residents will "benefit" from the dam by having virtual lakes formed
 in their backyards which is ridiculous. This issue has carried on for years. It's a waste of time
 and money so please bring it to an environmentally responsible conclusion by removing the
 dam at long last.


Craig Eanger 
cranger1@gmail.com 
6901 N Rockledge Ave 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Dennis Jeske-jr
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Removal of estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:07:45 PM


Please tear down the dam, this will help restore the river and also help get fish back to there
 native spawning grounds.


Thank you,
Dennis P. Jeske Jr



mailto:gunsights69@gmail.com
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From: Josh Szablewski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:07:34 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Josh Szablewski 
jszablewski@sbcglobal.net 
4400 N Woodruff Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Carol
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: estabrook dam
Date: Friday, March 25, 2016 5:08:05 PM


Please REMOVE the Estabrook Dam. Taking it down is in the best interest of our environment, and a responsible
 use of our money.  Please listen to the many environmentalists and REMOVE the Estabrook Dam.


Sincerely,


Carol Johnstone
3412 N. Cramer St.
Milwaukee, WI 53211
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From: Sarah Vanderlinden
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 10:17:20 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sarah Vanderlinden 
sarah.e.vanderlinden@gmail.com 
2011 n riverwalk way 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53212
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From: George Owen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 7:06:15 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


George Owen 
gcowen01@yahoo.com 
2563 N Gordon Place 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Evan Maruszewski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:23:45 AM


Kristina Betzold,


Hello, I am writing as a concerned citizen who used to live in Shorewood and now currently
 resides in Milwaukee, in Murray Hill. I and my entire family are avid hikers, walkers, bikers
 and all around nature enthusiasts. We love Wisconsin for all its splendor and beauty, and for
 us the Milwaukee river is a big part of that. We use the bike path and hiking trails of the
 Oakleaf trail constantly, rain, snow or shine. We have seen firsthand what the Estabrook dam
 is doing to the river. It is an eyesore, a danger to public safety, and not worth repairing,
 especially when it would cost us taxpayers so much money and "benefit" such a small group.
 Personally, I think it is irresponsible to even consider wasting so much money on what will
 inevitably be bad for Wisconsin in every conceivable way. It will be bad for the environment, it
 will encourage the use of damaging, loud, dangerous motorboats, and will see the further
 pollution of our sacred waterways.


I urge you to remove the dam and secure a healthier, more cost-effective future for our
 beautiful state and all its inhabitants, human and otherwise.


Evan Maruszewski 
evanm@wi.rr.com 
3047 N. Murray ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Bill Sell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Jason Haas-Supervisor; Theodore Lipscomb-Supervisor; Marina Dimitrijevic-Supervisor
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 12:02:48 PM


Dear DNR Officials, Marina, Theo, Jason,


I am opposed to spending money to rebuild and maintain this dam.  It has no environmental
 merit; it appears to be driven by one powerful County Supervisor who has skillfully
 manipulated County Board resolution combinations to force his hand.  It appears to this
 observer that a fair up and down vote on the County Board would have rejected this plan.


And fixing the dam will be only the touch surface of our problems.  


Maintaining the dam, and dredging it from time to time to "clean" it is a frustration of mother
 nature in which flowing water is the only thorough and best cleaning we can give a river.


Please turn back "repair" as unfit as a solution to a growing pollution problem caused by the
 dam itself.


Sincerely
Bill Sell
-- 


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


Bill Sell
sunrise@bikethehoan.com 


2827 S. Lenox St.
Milwaukee, WI 53207


414 744 3970 home
414 795 0006 mobile
414 272 3787 office
414 272 3795 fax


/Facebook.com/Bill.Sell
/Twitter.com/WillSell
http://billsell.net/
Sponsor: iTranscribe.NET 


~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"The liberties of a people never were, nor ever will be, secure, when the transactions of their rulers may be
 concealed from them." -- Patrick Henry 
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From: Rick Banks
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:10:54 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Rick Banks 
odion09@gmail.com 
3923 W Vliet St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208
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From: Micaiah Faraj
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:48:03 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


And consider: Just imagine you believe that the Earth is a living being like yourself, moving
 constantly within; within the Earth there needs to be a balance kept just like in our bodies
 (homeostasis). If waterways are restricted from flowing as they would without unsustainable
 human interference, they throw the organism out of whack. Just like if blood vessels were
 stopped up in our bodies in order for some cells to gain more energy from the flow of the
 liquid, our bodies would suffer, our organs and just about every other part of our bodies would
 be effected because they are all so interconnected (just as we are with all of the earth and
 other living beings). Please take it to heart to meditate on this in your life, how we have thrown
 off Earth's ecosystems, and how we can be powerful role models in making change.


Thank you,


Micaiah Faraj 
Micaiah.faraj@gmail.com 
3351 N. Booth St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53704
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From: David Snell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 5:32:35 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


David Snell 
dasnell3@gmail.com 
9000 N White Oak Lane Apt. 303 
Bayside, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Stuart Gavin
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Order Removal of the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:50:33 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Stuart Gavin 
stujgavin@gmail.com 
N5268 Pleasant View Rd 
Plymouth, Wisconsin 53073
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From: Molly Savage
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam Removal is the Best Solution
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:23:55 PM


Bottom Line Up Front:


I am against the repair of the Estabrook Dam. As the final approving body I am petitioning you to decline the permit for repair
 and instead provide the necessary means for removal.


However, if for some incomprehensible reason you decide to move forward with repair, I am in favor of Alternative #1 and
 request the gates not be closed until June 1 and be opened September 1. My property is highly susceptible to flooding due to
 runoff and heavy spring rains so with the seasonal trends it is too risky for the safety of my family and neighborhood if the
 gates are closed May 15. A large number of the dam repair supporters who live along Rock Place and Montclaire Avenue are
 situated above the FMEA flood plane, do not pay flood insurance, and have been unwilling to consider the ramifications
 should a flood occur.


Again, I encourage you to do the right thing by removing this albatross from our community and not allow a small amount of
 public incompetency dictate this decision.


Comments:


My name is Molly Savage.  I live at 838 W Riverview Dr in Glendale and am directly impacted by your decision. This
 address is worth noting because my street, like many others in Glendale, honors our beautiful River. Throughout Glendale we
 have gorgeous homes lining roads named River Park, River Forest, River Edge, and Milwaukee River Parkway; the last of
 which runs through the heart of our renowned Lincoln and Kletzsch Parks. There are no streets names containing "Lake"
 because Glendale surrounds a river, not a reservoir. Like many of my neighbors I love living along the Milwaukee River
 because it provides a unique experience in an urban area. Rivers are dynamic, alive, and need motion to maintain proper
 health. 


Spring snow melt and heavy rains bring new life to the river.  Throughout summer the Milwaukee ebbs after long hot weeks
 exposing shallow banks full of aquatic life, only to rise and flow again with the occasional passing storm. In the fall it starts
 to settle down allowing fish, migrating birds, and furred friends to have one final splash before winter. Even as the bone
 chilling cold sets in, the Milwaukee never truly sleeps. Under the ice and snow it continues its steady journey to Lake
 Michigan, revitalizing and preparing for yet another cycle. Without this continuous motion, there is no river.


Living near and along a river comes with responsibility. The Milwaukee is like a child and as a community we are responsible
 for raising it for the next generations to enjoy. This means sometimes we must admit to our mistakes and right our wrongs.
 Damming the Milwaukee in the 1930’s was a mistake, we know this now. Today we have the opportunity to fix it. Our rich
 past proves we are capable of correcting wrongs, and have already done this extremely well. The rehabilitation of the 2.5 mile
 stretch of the Milwaukee River between Estabrook dam and the decommissioned North Avenue dam is proof a healthy river
 and an active recreational environment will coexist after the Estabrook dam is gone.


As members of our Department of Natural Resources please look to your mission statement for this decision and consider the
 future of the Milwaukee River for generations to come. Public opinion has changed, and the scientific evidence gathered
 proves we should not replace the Estabrook Dam. I along with the majority of Glendale residents stand beside the officials of
 the greater community who have taken a clear stand for removal: Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett, Shorewood Village
 President Guy Johnson, Village of Brown Deer President Carl Krueger, Milwaukee Alderman Nik Kovac, County Executive
 Chris Abele, and MMSD Executive Director Kevin Shafer. These officials represent a large population that agrees removal is
 the safest, most fiscally responsible option.


I am requesting you carry out the public will--my will--by declining the permits required for repairing the Estabrook Dam.
 Instead, I ask that you provide the necessary means for removal to protect and enhance our natural resources for centuries by
 enabling wildlife, fish, and a sustainable ecosystem to flourish in the upper Milwaukee River. We can protect and enhance
 our natural resource by taking action now. Outdoor recreation will continue. While the activities and experiences might be
 different than we have had in the past, it will be OK. I am part of a strong community that embraces a bright future.


Thank you.


Molly Savage
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Evidence Against Repair


·         Cost


o   The estimated cost of repair ($5.13M over life of dam ~30 yrs.) is three times the estimated cost of
 removal ($1.67 Million).


§  Removal:


·         Capital: $1.674M


·         Annual Operating Costs: $0


§  Repair:


·         Capital: $2.518M


·         Annual Operating Cost: $160K (not including dredging)


·         Total after 20 yrs. (when the dam will need to be rebuilt or repaired again and
 dredging will need to occur): $5.134M


o   Approximately $49M was just spent on dredging and removing harmful PCB’s from Lincoln Park.
 Dredging will continue to be part of the cost of operation that can be avoided.


·         Water Quality


o   The Dam creates poor water quality north and south of it location. It impounds or back up water
 upstream, which increases water temperatures. Warm water holds less oxygen than cold water harming
 fish and other aquatic life. Warm water, in combination with excess nutrients, exacerbates algae growth.
 When algae are broken down naturally in the stream by bacteria, more oxygen is consumed, which can
 decrease oxygen levels. This segment of the Milwaukee River (as well areas north to Cedarburg and
 south to Lake Michigan) is part of the Milwaukee Estuary “Area of Concern,” designated as such in 1987
 due to harmful historical modifications and pollutants that are considered toxic contaminants.


·         Sedimentation


o   The Dam causes sediment to build up in the impoundment area, which negatively affects fish and
 mussels. The lack of sediment moving downstream of a dam starves downstream areas of sediment
 needed to create riparian habitats, sandbars, floodplains, and other river features. Eventually, an
 impoundment will fill up with sediment, impairing water quality and recreational use, and must be
 dredged, which is very costly.


o   Historically, the County operated the Estabrook Dam by opening and closing the gates on a seasonal
 basis (open in the fall and close in the spring). When the gates were open, large amounts of sediment
 would be flushed downstream in one big release rather than slowly over time. These large volumes of
 sediment can cause harm to fish eggs, mussels, and other aquatic life downstream. While some sediment
 movement is natural and essential to create riparian habitat and to provide nutrients to downstream areas,
 these large flushes are unnatural and negatively impact the river system.


o   Sedimentation over the years has made the impoundment very shallow, even prior to 2009 when the
 Dam was ordered open. This can worsen water temperature and oxygen issues, as the depth of water
 column decreases in the impoundment.


·         Fish impediment


o   Impediment of fish passage is another harm caused by the Dam. Removal of the Dam would allow fish
 to swim upstream to spawning habitats. Healthy and sustainable fisheries are important to paddlers,
 fishermen, and the community at large. Ozaukee County spent over $8 million upstream to improve fish
 passage, and the removal of Estabrook Dam would expand the benefit of those projects.


·         Unnatural Water Levels







o   The historic Dam operations created unnatural water level manipulations. These abnormal seasonal
 fluctuations can cause “dry out” or “freeze out” of amphibians and other aquatic life that live in the
 impoundment. They lay their eggs along the shallow shoreline area and when that water disappears with
 the opening of the gates, the eggs or individuals dry and/or freeze.


o   While the impoundment creates seasonal and limited recreational opportunities, it also increases
 flooding on properties located upstream of the Dam and within the Milwaukee River floodplain.
 Removing the Dam would also restore the natural and wild aspect of the Milwaukee River in the
 Estabrook and Lincoln Park areas. Overall, the ecological health created by a free flowing river offers
 greater long term value than maintaining the impoundment.


·         Recreation


o   Recreational opportunities, such as, paddling and fishing would be improved with Dam removal.
 Removing the Dam would eliminate motorized boating, however it would also remove safety hazards for
 other recreational uses such as swimming, fishing, kayaking and canoeing.








From: amy hattamer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:36:55 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


amy hattamer 
hattamer.amy@gmail.com 
606 e meinecke ave 
milwaukee, Wisconsin 54212
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From: Charter
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 9:20:11 PM


I would like to submit my comments on the Estabrook Dam in Milwaukee. The science is clear that the dam needs
 to be removed in order to restore water quality and fish and wildlife habitat. In particular millions of dollars have
 been spent upstream improving fish habitat, but the dam prevents fish passage to these areas. Moreover, removal is
 far cheaper than repair and maintenance. Take it out.


Gary Casper
4677 State Rd 144
Slinger, WI 53086


Sent from my iPad
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From: Eric Buchmann
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Please repair the dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 4:54:58 PM


Although I do not reside on the river, I am strongly in favor of the dam repair  for the benefit of the entire
 surrounding communities Lincoln park has had so much work done and would become a great park again.
Thank you
Eric Buchmann
7260 n Green Bay avenue
Glendale


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Janet Meissner Pritchard
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:10:52 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Janet Meissner Pritchard 
jempritchard@hotmail.com 
4541 N Marlborough Dr. 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Sydney Shimko
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 6:46:37 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sydney Shimko 
sydney.shimko@yahoo.com 
4431 N Wildwood Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Barbara Heinen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 5:05:54 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Barbara Heinen


Barbara Heinen 
heinenwellness@gmail.com 
4217 N Woodburn St 
Shorewood, WI, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Kimberly Gleffe
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: remove Estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 1:42:32 PM
Attachments: Dam ltr Lipscomb 2-16-15.pdf


Dear Ms. Betzold,
See the attached letter written last year expressing River Revitalization Foundation’s position to
 remove the Estabrook Dam. RRF was founded based on a recommendation in The Riverway Plan
 (1991) by the Milwaukee River Revitalization Council (now defunct), advisory to the DNR and Gov.
 office to improve the environmental quality of the Milwaukee River basin. Among the
 recommendations is the removal of dams as they have a negative impact on water quality and the
 overall health of the river’s ecosystem. In addition, a vast majority of people, organizations and
 municipalities have expressed overwhelming support for removal – it is time for the County Board
 of Supervisors to reverse their current policy of repair for the health of the watershed (vs. the
 benefit of a few landowners who are acting in self-interest). We urge the DNR not to allocate any
 funding or grant permits for dam repair.
Respectfully,
Kimberly
 
Kimberly A. Gleffe
Executive Director
River Revitalization Foundation
NEW ADDRESS: 2134 N. Riverboat Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53212
414-271-8000
www.riverrevitalizationfoundation.org
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From: C K
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:35:13 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


C K 
dudette53147@yahoo.com 
N3367 Juniper Rd 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 53147
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From: william poznanski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 10:39:18 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


william poznanski 
poznanskiwm@att.net 
7535 n. boyd way 
fox point, Wisconsin 53217
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From: David LeBlanc
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 9:58:34 AM


Hello,


I'd like to voice my support for the removal of the Estabrook Dam. 


As a fisherman and environmentalist, the removal seems to be the best option moving forward for a healthy fish
 population and healthy river. 


Thank you,


David Le Blanc


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Chris Kocovsky
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:25:57 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


Ma'am, 
I am writing to express my opinion that the dam at Estabrook park be removed. The health of
 the river and its associated ecosystems must be held in higher regard than selfish human
 desires. As a biologist, you must use the empirical data and accept the hypothesis that it
 supports. Salmonid spawning runs are greatly prohibited bt the dam, and the resultant lack of
 natural fecundity will add to the future costs of repairing the dam, maintaining it, and
 continuing the artificial reproduction methods to sustain healthy trout and salmon populations.
 Removal is cost effective and ecologically sound.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Chris Kocovsky 
tissmeister@yahoo.com 
7y0 n 112th st 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53226
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From: Ed Morse
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 9:19:30 AM


We used to live near the Estabrook dam and we agree that the river and the county would be better without it.


Ed & Jeanine Morse
Lake Mills
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From: Will Wawrzyn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
Subject: Comments on Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:18:32 PM


Hi Kristina,
 
For your review and consideration, below are my comments on the Estabrook Dam draft EIS.
 
I understand that the purpose of the draft EIS is not related to any action governing the County’s decision to repair or remove the dam. For the record, it is my
 opinion as a tax paying resident of Milwaukee County and user of the Milwaukee River, the County should change its current policy on the Estabrook Dam
 from repair with the addition of fish passage to dam removal.  Based on the weight of evidence presented in the Environmental Impact Report dated October
 15, 2015 prepared by the County’s consultant AECOM, removal of the dam is the least expensive alternative and affords the greatest socio-economic and
 environmental benefits for taxpaying County residents, the Milwaukee River and its users. As of 2008, an independent study concluded that the deferred
 maintenance of just the Milwaukee County Park infrastructure was over $250 million dollars. The County’s own consultant concluded that the life of the dam
 following the proposed repairs is 20-years after which the entire structure will have to be replaced dwarfing the $6.2 million dollars that will be spent up to
 that time. The socio-economic and environmental impacts for repairing the dam do not add up.
 
With regards to the current draft Environmental Impact Statement intended to address the County’s preferred Operational Order (OO) for establishing
 operation of the dam and the impoundment water levels, and the Inspection, Operation, and Maintenance (IOM) plan, Milwaukee County has a long record of
 failing to adequately fund, operate and maintain the Estabrook Dam for the protection of human health and the environment.  The inability to operate water
 levels in a timely and effective manner has resulted in documented water quality impacts by flushing of polluted sediment, fish kills, failed year classes of
 important game fish, desiccation of mussel populations, fish and aquatic life habitat, de-watering of wetlands, river bank instability, increased damages from
 river overbank flooding and surcharging of storm sewers to name a few.
 
Contrary to decades long arguments by dam repair proponents that the dam protects residents from flooding, only removal of the dam reduces flood liability.
 The inability to properly operate water levels during even minor flood events has the potential to greatly impact private property and infrastructure and the
 County’s liability. Consider the finding of the SEWRPC flood study. 
·   With all 10 flood gates open, the 100-year flood event elevations increase between 0.5 and 1.5-feet between the Dam and Bender Road;
·   If the County is unable to raise all 10 gates of the dam during the 100-year flood event because of obstacles such as unsafe access to the dam, staff


 availability, the loss of power during the storm, mechanical gate failure, or the accumulation of ice and debris at the gates, the flood water elevations would
 be as much as 1.5 feet higher than the 100-year flood elevation near the dam with the gates open, and continue to exceed the 100-year flood elevation
 at Bender Road. This would result in flood damages to more than the current 292 residences in the current 100-year floodplain.


·   If the County is unable to raise all 10 gates during more frequent and less extreme flood events beginning at the 15-year flood event, the flood levels and
 resulting damages would be similar to those experienced during the 100-year flood with all 10 gates raised.


 
If the County cannot raise all 10 gates of the dam during the 100-year flood, flood elevations increase up to 10-inches with most of the properties increasing
 flood elevations by about 5-inches. This is not an insignificant amount when considering how flat the topography is in the Sunny Point neighborhood (between
 Silver Spring Drive and Bender Road), the potential for additional flood water damages, or the consequences of flood water entering floor drains that
 contribute to sanitary sewer backups and overflows. Alternatively, under the dam removal option, the 100-year floodplain decreases by up to 6-inches with
 most properties seeing water levels decreasing by 3-inches. If you own a flood prone residence, every inch decrease in flooding has a real value.
 
There are approximately 292 residential properties in the 100-year floodplain (all but four are located between Silver Spring Drive and Bender Road in the City
 of Glendale’s Sunny Point neighborhood), 163 properties have water frontage and 129 are located inland from the river and do not have waterfront property
 and access to the river. In the event that the County is unable to raise all of the dam gates in a timely manner, even for floods much less extreme than the 100-
year event, the number of waterfront properties experiencing flood damage will remain the same. However the number of overall properties without
 waterfront property experiencing flood damage would increase. If all the dam gates cannot be opened in a timely manner and flood damages occur, it would
 increase the County’s exposure to flood damage liability.
 
Residents with mortgages located in the 100-year floodplain already carry flood insurance and future flood insurance premiums will be increasing. The 129
 residences located in the 100-year floodplain and without waterfront access do not have the added property value that waterfront property owners have. As
 such, they may have the most to gain from being removed from the floodplain boundary by eliminating payment for flood insurance, and absent that stigma,
 could receive a higher selling price.
Removal of natural and man-made debris from the dam spillways and “dragons teeth”,  and in particular the fixed crest spillway. The planned addition of the
 fishway will require additional staffing to remove debris to insure effective fish passage. The debris limits the flood flow capacity and resulting upstream flood
 elevations of the spillways, and threaten the structural integrity of the spillway and dragons teeth.
 
To date, the County has appropriated only $51,000 per year of the estimated $160,000 annual operation and maintenance cost required for the dam and
 proposed fishway. Some in the County and outside the County have stated that the balance for the dam’s operation and maintenance from this funding source
 will be $300,000 by 2017. That balance may not add up. County staff has said that there is not a designated account collecting these rental fees, and they
 could have already been spent on other projects. The funding from only started in 2014 or 2015 and the account would have been used for no less than three
 debris removals in 2015, and debris removal must still be completed for 2016. Past debris removals have cost as much as $40,000 per year and 300 cubic yards
 of debris are still awaiting removal from the Estabrook Park floodplain next to the dam’s gated section. The County has never removed the worst of the debris
 fields located along the fixed crest spillway where access is difficult and privately owned. The fixed crest spillway is much wider and irregular making removal
 especially difficult and certainly more costly. Any additional shortfalls in funding for the dam and fishway O&M will have to be funded through the annual
 budget process. Since there is no designated fund for the balance of dam and fishway O&M, the County must allocate the balance by way of the same annual
 budgeting process that competes for all County projects.  Given the existing and additional risks to flooded properties for the range of flood events between the
 15-year and 100-year recurring interval should the remaining dam gates not be opened in a timely manner, the IOM plan for the County’s Estabrook Dam
 should:


1.        Require sufficient details for the inspection and decision criteria for the removal of debris from the fixed crest and gated spillways, and “dragons
 teeth”.


2.        Training of personnel for the inspection of debris fields.
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3.        Require details on the means and methods for the removal by County staff and equipment or private contractors.
4.        Require proof of encumbered funding sources on an annual basis for all IOM tasks estimated at $160,000 per year.


 
The EIS should clearly state the flood and drainage impacts associated with the Dam’s operation for a full range of flood events ranging from the 15-year to
 100-year recurring intervals assuming the fishway is constructed and with all remaining gates are opened and for the condition whereby all the remaining
 gates are closed.
 
Also, it should state that under the gates closed scenario while the number of additional landowners impacted by the full range of flood events could be
 significant, the specific impacted landowners have not been identified due to the lack of detailed parcel elevation surveys, in particular the area bounded by
 Silver Spring Drive and Bender Road in the City of Glendale.
 
SEWRPC as part of their previous flood studies has estimated the financial impacts of the 100-year flood event assuming the gates of the dam are open. The
 costs should be revised to include the number of impacted residents for the full range of flood events described above under the fishway and remaining gates
 closed scenario.
 
This information is needed and consistent with the required Operational Order since the County will be required to staff and operate the remaining dam gates
 and impoundment water levels to avoid these flood and storm sewer drainage impacts. This information should be developed before finalizing the EIS, and
 included in the Operational Order and the Inspection, Operation and Maintenance plan so that the County and impacted landowners are abundantly aware of
 the County’s potential liability absent adequate staffing and funding for the Dam’s operation.
 
The timeline for the public review and comment period should be extended until such time more completed fishway plans are available and the impacts to
 upstream flooding are analyzed. From a structural and regulatory perspective, the planned fishway will be part of the Estabrook Dam. The fishway plans
 presented in the draft EIS were very brief and far from 90% complete. The effects of the fishway, the remaining gates and the operation of the gates and
 fishway on flood elevations are not presented.
 
The EIS, Operational Order and Inspection, Operation and Maintenance plan should specify how and at what extent (e.g., height and volumes) natural and
 man-made debris, at what extent shall be removed, the frequency, and how it would be removed so as not to impact the structural integrity and the flow
 capacity of both spillways and dragon’s teeth. 
 
The costs for the debris removal along the fixed crest, gated spillway and Dragon’s teeth should be differentiated and itemized. The EIS should state that the
 County does not have a direct and annual funding mechanism for the inspection, operation and maintenance plan for the dam, including debris removal and
 staffing for operating the water levels and fishway that is estimated at $160,000 per year.
 
Based on a 2010 aerial photographs, the extent of even partial drawdowns would be significant. Partial drawdowns would expose almost 16-acres of littoral
 habitat for just the “center cut” and “east oxbow”. There would be additional impacts to wildlife populations in isolated and stagnant backwater areas, and
 additional impacts from freezing and predation. The impacts attendant to “complete” drawdowns would be even more significant.
 
Finally and most extensively, the following is an article of mine that was published via the Urban Milwaukee.com publication.  They include relevant
 information that could be used to enhance the EIS from a historical and current perspective. The entire article can be accessed by way of the following link:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55157271e4b0179c6ec8b662/t/56e342154c2f8502d979d2aa/1457734177488/EstabrookDam_ver_FINAL+03112016.pdf
 
Respectfully,
 
Will Wawrzyn
4444 S. Packard Ave.
Cudahy, WI 53110
wwawrzyn@att.net
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From: Jill McClellan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 8:34:08 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jill McClellan 
jillstephany@hotmail.com 
2361 N 68th St 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213
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From: mcbarry@tds.net
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: jschmitt@milwcnty.com
Subject: Remove the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:39:13 PM


The only reason to keep the dam is to satisfy the interests of a few wealthy landowners in Glendale.  The dam is
 environmentally unsound and would cost too much to repair.  Please order its removal.


Dennis McBride
7003 Cedar Street
Wauwatosa, WI 53213 
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From: Amy Vuyk
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:53:20 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Amy Vuyk 
amymaulbetsch@yahoo.com 
4340 N Wildwood Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Josh Radlein
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 8:36:02 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


I would like to share with my children and my grandchildren the river that I have come to know
 and love, and not have it trapped more by the select and greedy few who will benefit from the
 total taxpayers in the county. This is a very dangerous decision and could led to further
 damming of the river for selective purposes. That is a complete step backwards in improving
 water quality for ALL Milwaukee residents, and the flora and fauna that depends upon the
 river for their lives.


Thank you, 
Josh Radlein 
262.287.6673


Josh Radlein 
josh.radlein@gmail.com 
9350 80th St #87 
Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin 53158
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From: Maria Datzer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 11:32:53 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Maria Datzer 
mrdatzer@gmail.com 
6401 n sunset lane 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Kathleen Quade
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Save Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 4:36:17 PM


To: Kristina Betzold
I am writing in support of the efforts to save the Estabrook Dam.
I believe that it is an irreplaceable asset to the public due to the fact that it benefits the public as a natural
 recreational resource in a very urban setting.  The lake and beaches provided by the dam are enjoyed be many.
I also believe that it actually lowers the costs to the county 
Seasonal drawbacks are necessary to provide safety to the youth of the area as I do believe that the possibility of
 young children playing on unstable ice could be a drowning factor.
Lowering of the water level would also lower the risk of ice jams and flooding in the early Spring.
I further believe that the community should be involved in development of the operational protocol.
Thank you for allowing me to voice my opinions and concerns.
Kathleen M Quade, 420 Park Ave., Fredonia, Wi. 53921


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kurt Young Binter
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 9:48:11 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kurt Young Binter 
acmearch@hotmail.com 
2830 N 51 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208
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From: Christine Prevetti
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: remove the dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 3:49:46 PM


Dear Friends,


Since I am not able to attend the hearing on the future of the Estabrook Dam tonight, I want
 to register my wholehearted support for removing the entire thing.


I have read the pros, cons and divergent budgets for the different courses of action and think
 removal is the best solution. I live blocks from the former North Avenue Dam and recall all
 the screaming about taking that one out some years ago. Time has proved it was by far the
 best decision.


Thank you,


Christine Prevetti
2358 N Booth Street
Milwaukee  53212


414.264.2065
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From: Kristine Kelnhofer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:43:24 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


In honesty, the Dam is an eyesore. I feel that more people would be drawn to the area if the
 dam was removed and replaced with natural habitat.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Kristine


Kristine Kelnhofer 
kelnho26@uwm.edu 
21225 W. Glengarry Rd. 
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53146
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From: Rick Pendergast
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Public Hearing
Date: Sunday, March 13, 2016 1:50:42 PM


I read about the public hearing on March 22 regarding rebuilding the Estabrook dam.  I will
 be out of town and cannot attend, but would like to express my thoughts.  Too often, and
 again in Sunday's Milwaukee Journal Sentinal article about the dam, the issue has been
 characterized as one of interest only to adjacent property owners.  As a property owner (for
 32 years), I perhaps have a better view of those who use the river when it is at its natural
 depth (which was restored by the original dam).  I used to watch caravans of young people,
 boy and girl scouts and inner city youth on sponsored outings.  I would see scullers (I assume
 from a college) practicing.  My personal experiences include friends and co-workers
 borrowing our canoe to experience a little bit of "Up North" within the confines of our city
 and hearing similar stories from my neighbors.


The Milwaukee River, at its natural depth, provides recreation and enjoyment for many
 people throughout the Greater Milwauee area.  It is not restricted to those of us fortunate
 enough to live on its banks.  There are those who are against any dam, regardless of its
 history or its current benefit to citizens.  Their's is a political stance and is self-serving, in that
 they don't concern themselves with issues beyongd their own agenda.


Please add my voice to those calling for the repair of the Estabrook dam.


Rick Pendergast
Glendale, WI
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From: Rebecca Bortner
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:19:19 PM


Removing the Estabrook Dam


Saves Milwaukee County taxpayers money (at least $4 million cheaper over 20 years);
Improves the health of the Milwaukee River;
Decreases flood risk upstream; and
Reduces liability for the County and risk to public safety


Please consider removal of the dam as an alternate to repair.


Rebecca Bortner
4316 N Maryland
Shorewood, WI
397-9064
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From: Steve Waldman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:10:31 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Steve Waldman 
steveandmarykay@gmail.com 
9251 North Waverly Drive 
Bayside, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Jursik, Patricia
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:08:08 PM


Please note that I favor removal of the damn and wish to be recorded for your hearing record
 as favoring removal.  


Patricia Jursik, District 8
Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors
901 N. 9th Street, Room 201 Suite P
Milwaukee, WI 53233
Office 414-278-4231
Fax 414-223-1380
 
 
This message is intended for the sole use of the individual and entity to which it is addressed,
 and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
 applicable law. If you are not the intended addressee, nor authorized to receive for the
 intended addressee, you are hereby notified that you may not use, copy, disclose or distribute
 to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this
 message in error, please immediately advise the sender by reply email and delete the message.
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From: Gerald Mullins
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Esterbrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:24:46 PM


Here is another strong voice for Removal of the dam!!!!   Dr. Gerald Mullins
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From: Seamus Holloway
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:42:42 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Seamus Holloway 
seamus.holloway@gmail.com 
2419 S. Superior Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Ben Habanek
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 8:00:41 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Ben Habanek 
bhabanek@gmail.com 
8851 s. 42nd st 
franklin, Wisconsin 53132
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From: Brian Brooks
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Holiday Inn Milwaukee Riverfront - Estabrook Dam Repair - YES!
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 2:17:45 PM


My name is Brian Brooks and I am General Manager of the Holiday Inn Milwaukee Riverfront and this message
 comes from Mr. Nagib Lakhani, Partner and Asset Manager who also represents the interests of the investor group
 who recently acquired and renovated the hotel: 
 
“When I first visited the property it was the river and the potential to leverage the experience of the river for the
 enjoyment of the hotel guests, for banquets and weddings and also for the opportunity to create a patio that would
 be a gathering place for the community that compelled our group to make this purchase. Having invested a
 considerable sum to achieve this in order to make the hotel distinctive as compared to a downtown hotel, we are
 very supportive of measures that would raise the water to the levels we had anticipated from the onset.
It is also our intent to make further investments to the patio area to enhance and expand the types of events and
 activities we could offer. Of course, this would only be meaningful if the water levels were higher and the river were
 to be a communal recreational feature. 
Currently the experience our guests get is one of wild and unsightly vegetation growing on the exposed banks -
 Vegetation we are restricted from pruning. This is far away from the view we envisioned for this riverfront hotel in
 this fantastic community. 
We hope the various parties engaged in this debate will consider the above with due gravity.” 
 
Thanks!
 
Brian Brooks , General Manager
Holiday Inn Milwaukee Riverfront / The Anchorage Restaurant
4700 North Port Washington Road
Milwaukee, WI  53212
Direct. 414.431.3569
Hotel. 414.962.6040  F. 414.962.6166
www.himilwaukee.com
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From: Donald Repka
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: please repair
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 9:29:28 AM


In my judgment the best course of action serving the dual purposes of modern flood control,
 and restoration of the original wetland and water level (i.e. before the natural bedrock dam
 was blasted away) is to repair the dam with a fish passage.


When I lived on the south side I paddled around a lot on this impoundment because it was
 beautiful and only 10 minutes away.  Thus I do not agree that this only benefits river property
 owners.


Donald Repka
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From: Jessica Poisl
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:15:10 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jessica Poisl 
jpoisl@gmail.com 
3658 S IOWA AVE 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Erik Anderson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:16:11 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Erik Anderson 
andersoner14@gmail.com 
N63 W14471 Ash Dr. 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051
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From: Molli Rasmussen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:27:58 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Molli Rasmussen 
molliras@gmail.com 
2308 W Green Tree Rd 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Benjamin Turschak
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:08:39 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Ben Turschak


Benjamin Turschak 
benturschak@gmail.com 
1201 E Meinecke Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: ERIC T MICHELSON
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 11:18:37 AM


I hope the Estabrook Dam will be repaired, and a Fish Ladder installed.


This way, all concerned with the river will be satisfied.


Thank you very much!  Eric M.  Glendale,WI.
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From: John Bach
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 4:17:22 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John Bach 
jsbach114@yahoo.com 
2218 W.arne Av. 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Lipscomb, Theodore
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam EIS Public Comment
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:37:35 PM


To Whom It May Concern,


After reviewing the EIS for the Repair of the Estabrook Dam, I would like to add these brief
 comments to the record as the County Supervisor representing the upstream area of the
 dam:


The purpose of the dam has been widely portrayed as principally benefiting private property
 owners, but the majority of the shoreline within the impoundment is in fact open to the
 public as part of several parks. A change in the water level will reduce recreational options
 for the public as well as individual riparian property owners.


The EIS gives the impression that the decision to repair the dam was first determined in
 2015, but the reality is that the County originally established that policy in 2009 with the
 allocation of over $2 million for the "rehabilitation of the Estabrook Dam" and reaffirmed
 that policy several times including most recently in 2015 when additional money was added
 to include fish passage in the project.


I support alternative #2 which is repair of the dam with partial winter draw down which will
 mitigate some of the effects of a full draw down. It is clear to me that the original design of
 the spillway with the stop logs makes it clear that was the design intent.


In either scenario, I ask that the department reconsider the September 15th date of the
 fall/winter draw down. That could be delayed at least a month. In comparison to past
 practice it is too early and appears unnecessary given the actual onset of winter conditions
 which is so much later in the year.


Finally, I ask that consideration be given to the cost benefit of automated monitoring and
 operation. The County has an existing 24 hour emergency management operations center
 that could provide this service as a significant cost savings to having a separate full time dam
 operator as some have suggested. Parks Department personnel or others could be cross
 trained to provide manual on-site operational intervention when necessary for a fraction of
 the cost of dedicated staff and provide operational redundancy.


Thank you for including these comments in your review.


~Theo
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Theodore A. Lipscomb, Sr.
Milwaukee County Board Chairman


County Supervisor, 1st District
Office Phone 414.278.4280


This message is intended for the sole use of the individual and entity to which it is addressed,
 and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
 applicable law. If you are not the intended addressee, nor authorized to receive for the
 intended addressee, you are hereby notified that you may not use, copy, disclose or distribute
 to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this
 message in error, please immediately advise the sender by reply email and delete the message.








From: Jeffrey Whittle
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Re: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:45:04 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you review the alternatives for the Estabrook Dam considered by the
 County. I am confident that you will recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the
 Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jeffrey Whittle 
jwhittle@wi.rr.com 
2716 E Newton Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Barry Stuart
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:01:47 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Barry Stuart 
bstuartmke@yahoo.com 
OH 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53202
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From: Greg Schuchardt
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 6:26:33 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Greg Schuchardt 
greg.schuchardt@gmail.com 
962 N 124th Street 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53226
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From: Tom Sherman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Fw: Undeliverable: DNR DAMS
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 10:55:56 AM
Attachments: DNR DAMS.msg


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "postmaster@wisconsin.gov" <postmaster@wisconsin.gov>
To: tomsherman906@yahoo.com 
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 10:22 AM
Subject: Undeliverable: DNR DAMS


----- Forwarded Message -----


Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups:
DNREestabrook@wi.gov (DNREestabrook@wi.gov)
The email address you entered couldn't be found. Please check the recipient's email address and try to resend the message. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk.


Diagnostic information for administrators:
Generating server: MEWMAD0P1960.accounts.wistate.us
DNREestabrook@wi.gov
Remote Server returned '550 5.1.1 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipNotFound; not found'
Original message headers:


Received: from MEWMAD0P1956.accounts.wistate.us
 (2620:102:3000:2212:3163:cdb3:8347:5e5a) by MEWMAD0P1960.accounts.wistate.us
 (2620:102:3000:2212:ec8f:2bdb:9360:5bfa) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id
 15.0.1156.6; Wed, 23 Mar 2016 10:22:26 -0500
Received: from eml20p.wi.gov (165.189.56.53) by
 MEWMAD0P1956.accounts.wistate.us (165.189.205.110) with Microsoft SMTP Server
 (TLS) id 15.0.1156.6 via Frontend Transport; Wed, 23 Mar 2016 10:22:26 -0500
X-ExtLoop1: 1
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: =?us-ascii?q?A0GABAD5s/JWeDB4imJeKAEBAoF7QIIZq?=
 =?us-ascii?q?hmFV4hlg0tChg2BNwc8EAEBAQEBAQEDDgEKDRIhJAsCgjQBOAYEMgEBAQEBAQE?=
 =?us-ascii?q?BAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBARQCRAwBARoBBQsYCBUBLQwPBgklGQICLwEOAQYSBogkA?=
 =?us-ascii?q?QECErAZgWoEglOBYIUXASMDASMDhGoBCwEXBg0CAYgJgWCFJIMBglYFiz6HIYR?=
 =?us-ascii?q?yCAGBH4xlHYkZIIEQC02DSgKOOk03giENGYFJaooLAQEB?=
X-IPAS-Result: =?us-ascii?q?A0GABAD5s/JWeDB4imJeKAEBAoF7QIIZqhmFV4hlg0tChg2?=
 =?us-ascii?q?BNwc8EAEBAQEBAQEDDgEKDRIhJAsCgjQBOAYEMgEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBAQEBA?=
 =?us-ascii?q?QEBARQCRAwBARoBBQsYCBUBLQwPBgklGQICLwEOAQYSBogkAQECErAZgWoEglO?=
 =?us-ascii?q?BYIUXASMDASMDhGoBCwEXBg0CAYgJgWCFJIMBglYFiz6HIYRyCAGBH4xlHYkZI?=
 =?us-ascii?q?IEQC02DSgKOOk03giENGYFJaooLAQEB?=
Received: from nm41.bullet.mail.ne1.yahoo.com ([98.138.120.48])
  by eml20p.wi.gov with ESMTP/TLS/RC4-SHA; 23 Mar 2016 10:22:26 -0500
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=yahoo.com; s=s2048; t=1458746545; bh=TrNw/ZHm3zT3Ma7v75zY+rQ7WxjZEDcvZHNd1ni3oIQ=; h=Date:From:Reply-To:To:Subject:References:From:Subject; 
b=Gc0xRvLbRm9mnAnLgZErX5mapEF3N5ASGZ2qEnHborBkNSw44xVktdMwPqQJIOVi2uBUUXxNFEINZEQB3/BvaArdrfPjLg27pbdu56qZGaAl2VjCu1zWwfcy2dxHLy0BSxQIsOIp4fd0nM3ww0r25/Qg3tguguGBX4aIWZT4LQbdkYEvqDIxChTceJ+UsFg0TXrZ+Hjk5lt7RI2n/xrbDohw6cu6mxbIeanulIY24VQG6Q8k8pUHVkNUxyGaokfDEJMlhj703FBSQkYSiT37RANvo5V4JUXBCsQJJ5vHCIjfaNiN/k4WRphJKn7Twt7Zve6WZBVNSMN9T0ePEVdPtQ==


Received: from [127.0.0.1] by nm41.bullet.mail.ne1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 23 Mar 2016 15:22:25 -0000
Received: from [98.138.101.130] by nm41.bullet.mail.ne1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 23 Mar 2016 15:19:41 -0000
Received: from [98.138.89.172] by tm18.bullet.mail.ne1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 23 Mar 2016 15:19:41 -0000
Received: from [127.0.0.1] by omp1028.mail.ne1.yahoo.com with NNFMP; 23 Mar 2016 15:19:41 -0000
X-Yahoo-Newman-Property: ymail-4
X-Yahoo-Newman-Id: 439547.51399.bm@omp1028.mail.ne1.yahoo.com
X-YMail-OSG: 8tWT3lwVM1l8iSxcvbKK53QMc8BEzg_io.UIgtYi6shzDIx8NN5KuT8LcCEEBfV
 HtU9k8get574qxJ5OTqFvHFbRUQpTTcUW_DNyRsOHattqVemSMBNA7codLtSVZoHoj5lCaUsujGW
 3AnHZDpmqA8DK0Gtb02Yvyj31vUMIXckHpEvt7k7UzAMqw3cKpsEZyWIyDtrT6h54EhAVqC.TkYj
 pftT4c0DBeuDamY9z_8GFmK6jCVLnxvBO2FJa4tO2MCBUxsXIcNLCd8pkgxeUlYiXmfJOWvYfg1Z
 .mTnfv_kgyTUoY7TSwzspolx4knRgAVZP1lgkeL9As2B2yWUpSAPkhnC8cwqJSqDunqclGW2im1_
 p8wetIH.FzNEdlS66mLxJl.lrmZHCFvL4cbi3lNiuHALs7PZoAwSt39.4FxI8YUva17poc4Ry0hz
 MX3zYIoEHA9BlAsPxisSTRV6ch44bIaHvetNfqx719vOAASFTZj7IxxiEaAhpv.ClMWbolDEePIH
 1hlrrxXuXmaT6JBKHfCosw5o3RCE-
Received: by 98.138.105.192; Wed, 23 Mar 2016 15:19:40 +0000 
Date: Wed, 23 Mar 2016 15:19:40 +0000
From: Tom Sherman <tomsherman906@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Tom Sherman <tomsherman906@yahoo.com>
To: "DNREestabrook@wi.gov" <DNREestabrook@wi.gov>
Message-ID: <1764954424.3222034.1458746380586.JavaMail.yahoo@mail.yahoo.com>
Subject: DNR  DAMS
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="----=_Part_3222033_1482186294.1458746380583"
References: <1764954424.3222034.1458746380586.JavaMail.yahoo.ref@mail.yahoo.com>
Content-Length: 4333
Return-Path: tomsherman906@yahoo.com


FIRST I'M ON THE RIVER KEEPER'S MAILING LIST.  NEVERTHELESS I WAS STILL UNDECIDED/IGNORANT OF THE ISSUE BUT AFTER LISTENING TO THE DEBATE AT GLEN HILLS SCHOOL I'M DEFINITELY FOR GETTING RID OF THE DAM.


THE ENVIRONMENT ALONG THE WHOLE RIVER AND LAKE MEANS MORE TO ME THEN WHETHER A SMALL NUMBER OF PEOPLE HAVE A RECREATIONAL "LAKE".   THE RIVERKEEPERS AND  MOST OTHERS TESTIFYING  FOR NO DAM MAIN INTEREST IS  THE QUALITY OF THE RIVER.  


WHAT IS BEHIND THE DAM IS KIND OF LIKE A MUDHOLE (I LIVE NEAR THE DAM).  MANY ACTIVITIES CITED  SUCH AS WATERTERSKING,MOTORBOATING  AND SWIMMING IS NOT A SENSIBLE OR SAFE USE FOR THIS MUDHOLE.  ONE CAN STILL FISH BUT THE CATCH MIGHT BE DIFFERENT FEWER BLUEGILLS AND MORE BASS AND SALMON PROBABLY.  SO.  


FLOOD CONTROL AND MAINTAINING A DAM IS MORE EXPENSIVE THAN NOT HAVING THE DAM AND A DAM IS NOT SOMETHING THAT ONE ENJOYS LOOKING AT.  AND THEN ON TOP OF IT ALL SOMEONE HAS TO BE HIRED TO OPEN AND CLOSE GATES?


FINALLY PEOPLE ARE COMPLAINING ABOUT A DROP IN THEIR PROPERTY VALUE.  THAT'S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE WHEN YOU BUY PROPERTY. WHY SHOULD THE TAXPAYER  SPEND THEIR MONEY TO KEEP UP OTHERS PROPERTY VALUE.?   WHEN PEOPLE CHOOSE TO LIVE IN  A FLOOD PLAIN ESPECIALLY.  IN FACT THAT'S  WHAT THIS IS SUBSTANTIALLY ABOUT WHICH IS ILLEGAL HENCE THE LAWSUIT BY
 RIVERKEEPERS. 



mailto:tomsherman906@yahoo.com

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov

mailto:DNREestabrook@wi.gov



DNR  DAMS


			From


			Tom Sherman


			To


			DNREestabrook@wi.gov


			Recipients


			DNREestabrook@wi.gov









FIRST I'M ON THE RIVER KEEPER'S MAILING LIST.  NEVERTHELESS I WAS STILL UNDECIDED/IGNORANT OF THE ISSUE BUT AFTER LISTENING TO THE DEBATE AT GLEN HILLS SCHOOL I'M DEFINITELY FOR GETTING RID OF THE DAM.







THE ENVIRONMENT ALONG THE WHOLE RIVER AND LAKE MEANS MORE TO ME THEN WHETHER A SMALL NUMBER OF PEOPLE HAVE A RECREATIONAL "LAKE".   THE RIVERKEEPERS AND  MOST OTHERS TESTIFYING  FOR NO DAM MAIN INTEREST IS  THE QUALITY OF THE RIVER.  







WHAT IS BEHIND THE DAM IS KIND OF LIKE A MUDHOLE (I LIVE NEAR THE DAM).  MANY ACTIVITIES CITED  SUCH AS WATERTERSKING,MOTORBOATING  AND SWIMMING IS NOT A SENSIBLE OR SAFE USE FOR THIS MUDHOLE.  ONE CAN STILL FISH BUT THE CATCH MIGHT BE DIFFERENT FEWER BLUEGILLS AND MORE BASS AND SALMON PROBABLY.  SO.  







FLOOD CONTROL AND MAINTAINING A DAM IS MORE EXPENSIVE THAN NOT HAVING THE DAM AND A DAM IS NOT SOMETHING THAT ONE ENJOYS LOOKING AT.  AND THEN ON TOP OF IT ALL SOMEONE HAS TO BE HIRED TO OPEN AND CLOSE GATES?







FINALLY PEOPLE ARE COMPLAINING ABOUT A DROP IN THEIR PROPERTY VALUE.  THAT'S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE WHEN YOU BUY PROPERTY. WHY SHOULD THE TAXPAYER  SPEND THEIR MONEY TO KEEP UP OTHERS PROPERTY VALUE.?   WHEN PEOPLE CHOOSE TO LIVE IN  A FLOOD PLAIN ESPECIALLY.  IN FACT THAT'S  WHAT THIS IS SUBSTANTIALLY ABOUT WHICH IS ILLEGAL HENCE THE LAWSUIT BY RIVERKEEPERS. 















From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
To: Liddicoat, Mitchell - DNR; Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
Cc: Sturtevant, William - DNR; Scott, Michelle M - DNR
Subject: FW: 2nd official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS
Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:40:17 AM


See email chain below.  Brian specifically indicates which email addresses and where he accessed
 them.
 
 
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI  53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov


    
 
From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:39 AM
To: 'Brian K'
Subject: RE: 2nd official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS
 
Thank you, Brian.
 
This information helps a lot.  Kristina Betzold email me and indicated that she did receive your
 comments.  I will get them from her and email them back to you, so you have documentation that
 they were received.  However, we do still need to look into the matter for other individuals.  I will
 let you know once it is resolved.
 
This morning, I also noticed a conflict with the start time of the public hearing.  We are in the
 process of getting that clarified as well.
 
Thanks again,
Tanya
 
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
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Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI  53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov


    
 


From: Brian K [mailto:tabla_brain@att.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:36 AM
To: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: RE: 2nd official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS
 
Yes, those are the addresses that were directly linked.
 
The “mail to” was directly linked by the DNR Estabrook page,
 http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/EIA/estabrook.html,  but not actually published there.
 
The DNREstabrook was linked to and published by the “public hearings calendar”, 
 http://dnr.wi.gov/Calendar/Hearings/?id=4068
 
That address also appears in the published notice in The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel.
 
The 2 websites also have conflicting information as to the start time of the hearing, one
 says 5:30, the other says 6. The newspaper notice says 6.
 
-Brian Kreuziger
 
From: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR [mailto:Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:27 AM
To: Brian K
Subject: RE: 2nd official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS
 
Brian,
 
You indicated there are two email addresses that you used and received rejection notices.  I
 want to make sure I’m clear on the email addresses you used.  Are these the two?
 
mailto:DNREstabrook@wi.gov
DNREstabrook@wi.gov
 
Thank you,
Tanya
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We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 


Tanya L. Lourigan, P.E.
Water Management Engineer
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
3911 Fish Hatchery Road
Fitchburg, WI  53711
Phone: (608) 275-3287
Fax: (608) 275-3338
Tanya.Lourigan@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov


    
 


From: Brian K [mailto:tabla_brain@att.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 9:54 AM
To: DNR ESTABROOK; 'mailto:DNREstabrook@wi.gov'; Betzold, Kristina A - DNR; DNR
 ESTABROOK; Sen.Taylor - LEGIS; Sturtevant, William - DNR
Cc: Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR
Subject: 2nd official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS
 


To Whom It May Concern:


Below forwarded email indicates that the 2  contradictory email addresses
 noticed as email addresses for which to submit comments are both bad email
 addresses.


Please be further informed that I have screen shots of both websites, so you
 will not be able to simply make the evidence disappear.


-Brian Kreuziger


706 West Rock Place


Glendale WI 53209


_____________________________________________
From: System Administrator
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 9:44 AM
To: Brian K
Subject: Undeliverable: official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS


Your message did not reach some or all of the intended
 recipients.
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      Subject:  FW: official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS


      Sent:     3/8/2016 9:44 AM


The following recipient(s) cannot be reached:


      'mailto:DNREstabrook@wi.gov' on 3/8/2016 9:44 AM


            Invalid recipient


      'DNREstabrook@wi.gov' on 3/8/2016 9:44 AM


            501 Syntax error in arguments



mailto:DNREstabrook@wi.gov'






From: Annie Carrell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 2:05:28 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Annie Carrell 
anniecarrell@gmail.com 
3458 N. Bremen Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Janese & Donald Baket
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:47:59 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Janese & Donald Baket 
jbaket@wi.rr.com 
3249 N 85TH ST 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53222
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From: Michael Lessard
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 6:23:53 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Michael Lessard 
mclessard@sbcglobal.net 
6905 Cedar Street 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213
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From: Abigail Schmitz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 8:54:10 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Abigail Schmitz 
aschmitz3830@gmail.com 
10900 w Fairmount ave 
milwaukee, Wisconsin 53225
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From: Kelli Busch
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:15:06 PM


Kristina Betzold,


PLEASE REMOVE THE DAM!


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Kelli Busch


Kelli Busch 
painterkelli@gmail.com 
120 W Chateau Pl 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Carole Montgomery
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: remove the dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:16:23 PM


I have heard that DNR cannot change the decision to repair unless the county board changes a
 vote they did to fund the repair. IF THERE IS ANY WAY AT ALL THAT THE DECISION
 CAN BE MADE TO REMOVE THE DAM, I strongly support the removal.
I am a Milwaukee county taxpayer and homeowner.
Carole A Montgomery
3456 N 78 St
Milwaukee, WI 53222
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From: Cinealis, Thomas
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:06:52 PM


Hello,
My family and I live in the city of Glendale, but we do not live on the waterfront. We have
 been residents here for over 6 years, and one of the reasons we picked the area was
 because of the Milwaukee river being part of our neighborhood.
We use the river for kayaking on a regular basis from Bender road to the Estabrook dam.
 Unfortunately with the current state of the dam often parts of that stretch of the river are
 barely passable even in a kayak.
 
It is my knowledge that before the dam was built a natural ledge existed at the approximate
 spot of the dam, impounding the river and creating both a natural lake in the area, as well as
 problems downstream for the city at certain times of the year. The dam was engineered to
 replace this ledge, thus keeping the lake while protecting the property downstream.
 In the 1907 the city of Milwaukee saw this section of the river, with its lake to be valuable
 enough to purchase the area surrounding the lake for use as parks before the land was even
 inside the boundaries of the city of Milwaukee. Then in the 1950’s the Emil Blatz pavilion
 was built on banks of this same section of river to bring the benefits of the river to more
 residents then the ones living on the river’s edge.
 
With the dam not in proper working condition you are not only sacrificing the publics ability
 to fully enjoy this portion of the river, but you are costing the tax payers from many
 communities additional dollars brought about by the continuous battle over discussing the
 value of its repair. The monies spent on reports and rebuttals would have gone a long ways
 toward its maintenance and replacement.
 
I am in favor of the dam, as you can tell, and I am also in favor of an automated system of
 regulating it when drawdowns are necessary.
Please repair the dam as you have been ordered to.
 
As the shoreline work is almost totally completed it is plain to see from the new shoreline
 restoration that there is an expectation that the water levels will not remain as low as they
 have been in recent years.
Once again, please follow the order as you were instructed to, and repair and/or replace the
 Estabrook dam as necessary.
 
Thank you for your time in reading this,
 
Tom Cinealis
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830 W. LaSalle Ave.
Glendale, WI  53209
 
 
 
 
 
Tom Cinealis
Director – Sales, Door & Dock Parts
 
 
 


The one-stop shop for loading dock and specialty door parts
N90W14507 Commerce Drive
Menomonee Falls, WI  53051
Phone:  262-502-1707, Ext. 219
Fax:      262-502-1762
www.multi-fab.com
 
Send all purchase orders to:  sales@multi-fab.com
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From: Abby Kuranz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Jennifer Bolger Breceda
Subject: Estabrook Dam Environmental Impact Statement Comment to DNR
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:17:13 PM
Attachments: 336PublicCommentsToDNR_4.6.16.csv


Petition_ActionAlert_LettertoDNR_4.6.16 final.pdf
Remove Estabrook Dam Petition Signers_DNR_4.6.16.pdf


Kristina,


 


I'd like to submit the attached comments on the Estabrook Dam Environmental Impact Statement on behalf of Jennifer Bolger
 Breceda, Executive Director of Milwaukee Riverkeeper. Please Let me know if you have any questions.


 


Thank you,


Abby


-- 


Abby Kuranz
Communications Specialist
Milwaukee Riverkeeper
1845 N Farwell Avenue, Suite 100
Milwaukee, WI 53202


Direct: 414-431-0928
Main: 414-287-0207
Cell: 262-672-8857


Like us on Facebook | Follow us on Twitter
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			Timestamp (EST)			First name			Last name			Email			Address			City			State			Zip code			Country			Letter Subject			Letter Body


			2016-03-13 22:04:49 EST			Abby			Kuranz			abby@milwaukeeriverkeeper.org			3627 N Humboldt Blvd #4			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing you to ask that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam
located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. The Estabrook Dam
currently impairs the health of the Milwaukee River and will continue
to do so to an even greater extent if repaired.

The Estabrook Dam affects the natural flow of the river and does not
allow fish to swim freely up and down stream. It also traps sediment,
which builds up over time and degrades the quality of water upstream
the Dam. Once flushed downstream at the enormous expense of Milwaukee
County taxpayers, the sediment releases bacteria and pollutants into
the river, which are eventually released into the Milwaukee Estuary
and Lake Michigan.

While repairing the dam with a fish passage structure will cost
Milwaukee County taxpayers over $6 million, and the decision will need
to be addressed yet again at the end of the Dam’s 20-year lifespan,
removal is a much cheaper and permanent solution that will cost
Milwaukee County taxpayers a one-time fee of $1.7 million.

The Estabrook Dam also increases flood risk for upstream homeowners
and poses a risk to public safety if it fails. Repairing the dam won’t
solve any of these problems.

In order for there to be a comprehensive review of the impacts of the
Estabrook Dam on the Milwaukee River and the community that relies on
that river, this evaluation must include an evaluation of all options.
Without considering removal as an option, the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources has not fully informed the public of the positive
and negative impacts of this decision.

Thank you,


			2016-03-16 15:03:10 EST			Christina			Taddy			Christina@milwaukeeriverkeeper.org			1845 N. Farwell Ave, Suite 100			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 16:43:50 EST			Peggy			Schulz			pswrites@ymail.com			1732 N. Prospect Ave., #302			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 16:43:21 EST			Will			Kalmer			wilbur48@yahoo.com			7428 N Bell Rd			Fox Point			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 16:45:41 EST			Mark			Piontek			mark.piontek@gmail.com			4102 S Whitnall Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 16:46:12 EST			Dan			Monahan			danmonahan6@gmail.com			2520 E Marion St			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Dan Monahan



			2016-03-16 16:48:36 EST			Evan			Kipp			kipp4pres2024@yahoo.com			500 N. Harbor Dr.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Evand Kipp


			2016-03-16 16:48:39 EST			Don			Gawronski			dgphoto@sbcglobal.net			2742 S Shore Dr			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 16:49:26 EST			Harold			Schmidt			schmidhd@yahoo.com			1230 n 46th st			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53208			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			On behalf of The Friends of Estabrook Park  I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. In addition to the considerations listed below, it should be noted that the dam creates a major junk yard along the river. Why should the people who use and care for Estabrook have put up with this eyesore?  If the dam remains, the County should be held responsible for regular cleanup of the site.

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 16:49:29 EST			Caitlin			McCaffrey			caitmccaffrey@gmail.com			925 E Pearson St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Caitlin McCaffrey


			2016-03-16 16:50:45 EST			Tom			Schuler			tjsplow@gmail.com			5627 w washington blvd			Milwaukee WI			Wisconsin			53208			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 16:54:54 EST			Lauren			Vrany			ljvrany@me.com			7711 W Hadley St			Milwaukee			Iowa			52333			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Lauren Vrany 
(avid outdoors enjoyer/paddler/fisherwoman)


			2016-03-16 16:53:43 EST			Kyle			Puckhaber			puckhakl@gmail.com			1814 N 5th St.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Hello Ms. Betzold,

It's a win for the taxpayers, a win for the river and a win for the fish. Why wouldn't we move Estabrook Dam?

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Kyle


			2016-03-16 16:56:53 EST			Scott			Beaver			sbphotous@gmail.com			4202 S 4th St			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:04:10 EST			Patrick			Jones			pjones@wi.rr.com			6523 W. Fremont Pl.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53219-3069			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR must consider the better option of dam removal and not only the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County history of failing to properly maintain and operate this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community as a whole.

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:04:48 EST			Rick			Frye			frye2fish@gmail.com			18101 W Woodland Ct			New Berlin			Wisconsin			53146			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:05:22 EST			Demaris			Kenwood			pandimai@yahoo.com			5720 N. Bay Ridge Ave.			MILWAUKEE, WI			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:07:49 EST			Rachel			Reimer			wrymer@hotmail.com			132 South 77th Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53214			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:07:09 EST			Jackie			Tryggeseth			jtrygges@hotmail.com			43 Athens St.			San Francisco			California			53936			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:08:24 EST			courtney			langosch			c.t.langosch@gmail.com			3460 e. van norman 			cudahy			Wisconsin			53110			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:10:20 EST			Susie			Seidelman			susieseidelman@hotmail.com			3306 N. Bremen St 			Milwaukee, WI			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:12:20 EST			Joshua 			Beier 			d3monicphantazm@gmail.com			931 E. Russell ave			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:16:36 EST			Barbara			Jakopac			bjakopac@wi.rr.com			3124 S. 40th Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53215			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:19:32 EST			Howard			Hinterthuer			howard.embeddedreporter.lewis@gmail.com			672 N Montgomery Street, #5			Port Washington			Wisconsin			53074			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:21:59 EST			Virginia			Linabury 			vlinabury@sbcglobal.net			1165 W Green Tree Rd			River Hills			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:33:45 EST			Frank			Datzet			fdatzer@wi.rr.com			6401 n sunset lane			Glendale			Colorado			Wi 53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:34:17 EST			John			Widdifield			johnwiddifield@hotmail.com			4722 n Hollywood ave			Whitefish bay			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:36:44 EST			Dave			Schulz			dmschulz@yahoo.com			707 E Potter Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:43:31 EST			Michael			Kuhr			mikek.trout@yahoo.com			6103 Queens Way			Monona, WI			Wisconsin			53716			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:48:45 EST			LAURIE			MUENCH			muench.lauriej@gmail.com			3978 S HATELY AVE			ST FRANCIS			Wisconsin			53235			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:49:03 EST			Robert			Korman			robert.korman@sbcglobal.net			3519 W Abbott Av			Greenfield			Wisconsin			53221			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:55:40 EST			William			Moore			environ1@sbcglobal.net			4260 So. Victoria Cir.			New Berlin			Wisconsin			53151			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 17:59:48 EST			David			Clark			daviddclark@gmail.com			923 E Kilbourn			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I am very familiar with the Estabrook dam, having hiked both sides of the river and kayaked downstream.  I do not understand all of the technicalities but am concerned about RiverKeeper's warning that you are not presenting the benefits of removing the dam.  It has always seemed that this is about serving a minority of property owners to the north at the expense of the general public and environment.


			2016-03-16 18:03:36 EST			Quintin			Bendixn			qbendixen@gmail.com			3157 S Adams Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:08:38 EST			Lane			Kistler			lanekistler@aol.com			4865 N Elkhart Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:10:42 EST			Maureen			Kartheiser			mtkartheiser@gmail.com			4041 N. Prospect Avenue			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:13:06 EST			Tim			Schaefer			tgschaefer@ameritech.net			1013 E Lexington Blvd			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:14:09 EST			David			Snell			dasnell3@gmail.com			9000 N White Oak Lane  Apt. 303			Bayside			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:18:53 EST			David			Zalewski			mrz.david.zalewski@gmail.com			106 W Seeboth St Unit 825			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53204			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:27:01 EST			Tom			McCaffrey			t42holden@outlook.com			10486 W Stony Ridge Cir  #19			Sister Bay			Wisconsin			54234			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:40:49 EST			Erin			Brady			erineabrady@yahoo.com			3004 S Superior			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:43:51 EST			Dorothy			Boyer			pboyer2@wi.rr.com			1969 Lakefield Rd			Cedarburg			Wisconsin			53012			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:45:36 EST			Seamus			Holloway			seamus.holloway@gmail.com			2419 S. Superior Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:49:17 EST			Katie			Parent			katiekate53217@gmail.com			5862 N Shore Dr			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 18:55:43 EST			William			Greenwald			wmkjgreenwald@comcast.net			725 Goodwin Dr.			Park Ridge			Illinois			60068			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 19:17:51 EST			John			Idzikowski			stoltzkowski@gmail.com			4130 S LAKE DR UNIT 475			ST FRANCIS			Wisconsin			53235			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 19:27:29 EST			Michael			Lessard			mclessard@sbcglobal.net			6905 Cedar Street			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 19:31:17 EST			Terrence			Pavletic			tpavlet@hotmail.com			12121 W Sunset Lane			Greenfield			Wisconsin			53228			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 20:02:09 EST			Abby			Kuranz			abby@milwaukeeriverkeeper.org			3627 N Humboldt Blvd #4			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 20:10:19 EST			Liz			Nelson			lizuk@wi.rr.com			1905 E.Jarvis St.			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 21:03:08 EST			C			K			dudette53147@yahoo.com			N3367 Juniper Rd			Lake Geneva			Wisconsin			53147			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 21:05:12 EST			Jan			Koel			jdkoel@att.net			W176N8610 Sunset Rg.			Menomonee Falls 			Wisconsin			53051			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 21:17:53 EST			Timothy			Schafer			toshea6989@sbcglobal.net			1728 Mackinac Ave.			South Milwaukee, WI			Wisconsin			53172			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 22:05:33 EST			Mary Lou			DeFino			mlou2600@gmail.com			2937 N Hackett Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 22:08:49 EST			Bob 			Kopesky			kopesrj@att.net			4645 S Scot Drive			New Berlin			Wisconsin			53151			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 22:19:47 EST			Barbara			Mottl			bmottl@wi.rr.com			S49w36869 PineView dr			Dousman			Wisconsin			53118			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 22:51:56 EST			Brigid			Condon			brigidacondon@yahoo.com			3004 S Superior			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 23:18:40 EST			Harvey			Taylor			htaylor@wi.rr.com			2557 N. Booth St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 23:35:53 EST			Lora			Caton			lora.caton@gmail.com			2700 E Beverly Rd			Shorewood			Wisconsin			Wi			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 23:36:56 EST			jane			wester			jane.wester@yahoo.com			7525 Parkview Road #11			Greendale			Wisconsin			53129			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-16 23:54:46 EST			Sharon			Wolf			sharon.wolf@rocketmail.com			2588 N. Frederick Ave, #208			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 00:28:18 EST			Carol			Limbach			carolalimbach@gmai.com			2533 E Denton Ave			St Francis			Wisconsin			53235			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 03:26:05 EST			William			Moore			wfmoore6@sbcglobal.net			4260 So. Victoria Cir.			New Berlin			Wisconsin			53151			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 07:22:32 EST			Sura			Faraj			peaceiscollectivepower@juno.com			3029a N Booth st			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Please remove the dam. The information is out there to support it.
Thank you.

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 08:27:01 EST			Karon			S			karon524@yahoo.com			7565 Parkview Rd			Greendale			Wisconsin			53129			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 08:59:25 EST			John			Bach			jsbach114@yahoo.com			2218 W.arne Av.			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 09:00:31 EST			Paul			Melchior			2fish4@gmail.com			1211michigan			Evanston			Illinois			60202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 09:38:10 EST			Jill			McClellan			jillstephany@hotmail.com			2361 N 68th St			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 10:04:24 EST			Abby			Kuranz			akuranz@gmail.com			3333 Patzke Lane			Racine			Wisconsin			53405			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 10:27:08 EST			John			Laubach			laubachjm@sbcglobal.net			5121 N. shoreland Ave			Whitefish Bay, WI			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 10:52:14 EST			Gina			Szablewski			ginaszablewski@sbcglobal.net			4400 North Woodruff Avenue			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 10:54:38 EST			Carolyn			Arnold			cea3521@gmail.com			3400 Maryland Ave.			Milwaukee			WI			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 10:58:19 EST			Rebecca			Neumann			rneumann088@gmail.com			7908 N Boyd Way			Fox Point			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Rebecca Neumann


			2016-03-17 11:18:37 EST			Erik			Anderson			andersoner14@gmail.com			N63 W14471 Ash Dr.			Menomonee Falls			Wisconsin			53051			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 11:29:09 EST			Jason			Perry			perrjas@gmail.com			1708 E Lafayette Place Apt 3			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Jason Perry


			2016-03-17 11:36:44 EST			Rob			Estlund			RobEstlund@hotmail.com			406 W. Good Hope Road			Glendale, WI			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 11:57:39 EST			Amy			Vuyk			amymaulbetsch@yahoo.com			4340 N Wildwood Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 12:01:00 EST			Joshua			Pollack			joshpo@gmail.com			4323 N Stowell Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Professional and family obligations prevent me from attending the upcoming meeting regarding the Estabrook Dam. So, I am writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 12:06:34 EST			DC			Palmer			dcpalmer_53217@yahoo.com			5111 N Bay Ridge			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 12:11:31 EST			will			gehling			will.gehling@usbank.com			2031 n booth st			milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 12:38:25 EST			Donna			Pollock			depollock47@gmail.com			4395 N Alpine Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Donna Pollock


			2016-03-17 13:07:16 EST			Josh			Szablewski			jszablewski@sbcglobal.net			4400 N Woodruff Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 15:29:07 EST			Linda			Rosland			linda.r@riverwestlife.com			3412 N Pierce St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 15:44:09 EST			Bridget			King			bridgetking1953@gmail.com			3475 N Dousman St			Milwaukee, WI			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Bridget King


			2016-03-17 16:59:38 EST			margaret			gould			gould4@hotmail.com			4432 N. Woodruff Ave.			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 17:13:48 EST			Janet			Meissner Pritchard			jempritchard@hotmail.com			4541 N Marlborough Dr. 			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 17:53:19 EST			Jessica			Jens			jessicajens21@gmail.com			W3439 Risseeuw Rd			Cedar Grove			Wisconsin			53013			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 18:00:36 EST			Mary			Holleback			mholleback@gmail.com			720 Madison Ave.			West Bend			Wisconsin			53095			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 18:34:10 EST			Natalie			Dorrler			ndorrler426@gmail.com			N5478 2nd St.			Waubeka			Wisconsin			53021			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Let the fish swim!

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 18:34:34 EST			David			Snell			dasnell3@gmail.com			9000 N White Oak Lane  Apt. 303			Bayside			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 19:00:33 EST			Louis			Maris			marislouis221@gmail.com			4401 N. Sheffield Avenue			Shorewood, Wisconsin			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Louis Maris


			2016-03-17 19:03:04 EST			Elaine			Friesler			lanie18@att.net			4778 N. Ardmore Ave.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 20:10:25 EST			George			Owen			gcowen01@yahoo.com			2563 N Gordon Place			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 22:34:09 EST			Rebecca			North			rebecca.north@att.net			3204 N. Cambridge Ave.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Removal of the Estabrook Dam should be based on what is good for the health of the river and critters that depend upon it for their lives. 

When the North Ave. dam came down the river became so much healthier.  All citizens could see the improvement.  

Please do not let a small group of property owners who want the artificial lake prevent what is good for the river.  We must be good stewards of the Milwaukee River.

Thank you,
Rebecca North


			2016-03-17 22:45:57 EST			Don 			McClellan 			dmcclell@columbia-stmarys.org			7771 N Chadwick Rd			Glendale, WI			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-17 22:52:27 EST			D Stephen			Buck			sbuck8346@sbcglobal.net			N81 W18346 Tours Drive			Menomonee Falls			Wisconsin			53051			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 09:57:00 EST			Abigail			 Schmitz			aschmitz3830@gmail.com			10900 w Fairmount ave			 milwaukee			Wisconsin			53225			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 12:38:45 EST			Vesna			Harris			vharrisp@hotmail.com			8454 East WindLake Road			WindLake			Wisconsin			53185			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 13:18:04 EST			Connor			Stone			cdstone@uwm.edu			2628 N Stowell Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Connor Stone


			2016-03-18 13:26:15 EST			Chris			Keene			somedanish@yahoo.com			4365 Glenway st. 			Wauwatosa 			Wisconsin			53222			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 13:42:25 EST			Martha			Spencer			marthaspencer@sbcglobal.net			6116 N. Sunny Point Road			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			The damn will hurt my property			I live on the Milwaukee River in a flood plain.  It's my understanding that my property is one of 300 that could benefit from the damn removal.  This would reduce my risk of flooding, reduce my insurance and perhaps even allow me to live out my years where I had planned to be.  
I hope the DNR will take property owners like me into account when you review the damn's future.  My house is my only asset.  I could lose everything to a flood event.  I'm retired on a fairly low income and hope you will look at all the benefits and good that will come from remvoing the damn.

Sincerely,
Martha Spencer
6116 N. Sunny Point Rd
Glendale, Wi




			2016-03-18 14:41:50 EST			Heather			Darbo-McClellan			hdarbo.mcclellan@gmail.com			7771 N. Chadwick Road			Glendale			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 14:46:33 EST			Heather			Darbo-McClellan			hdarbo.mcclellan@gmail.com			7771 N. Chadwick Road			Glendale			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 16:07:58 EST			David 			Reichert 			anakinman83@gmail.com			3648 S Ahmedi Ave 			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53235			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 17:55:11 EST			Marjie			Tomter			mstmsed@gmail.com			1097 Lake Shore Road			Grafton			Wisconsin			53024			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

We need healthy rivers now, more than ever. The few reasons to keep the dam pale in comparison to the many strong ones to remove it.  It's is past time for the few who "like" it to step aside for the good of the river, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin and the planet.  

Thank you,


			2016-03-18 18:19:36 EST			Craig			Eanger			cranger1@gmail.com			6901 N Rockledge Ave			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			 Please remove the Estabrook Dam			
It's time to remove that eyesore and  NOT repair or replace it as it serves no useful purpose.  Only a few vocal Glendale residents will "benefit" from the dam by having virtual lakes formed in their backyards which is ridiculous.  This issue has carried on for years.  It's a waste of time and money so please bring it to an environmentally responsible conclusion by removing the dam at long last.





			2016-03-18 19:00:09 EST			Adam			McEiver			adammceiver@gmail.com			6260 S LAKE DR APT 1121			Cudahy			Wisconsin			53110			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 19:07:06 EST			Eleanor			Harris			eloveharris@gmail.com			2563 North Gordon Place			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			 If we had a county referendum, I am certain the people of the county would vote for removal of Estabrook Dam. Repairing or replacing the dam does great damage and benefits a very small number of property owners.

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County Supervisors preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 21:21:18 EST			joanne			fetting			mfetting@msn.com			5025 n woodruff ave			whitefish bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-18 22:53:12 EST			Sarah			Backus			sbwalter24@gmail.com			2844 N56 Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53210			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Removal of the dam is a viable, sensible, economically sound and environmentally friendly solution!
 I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-19 07:59:12 EST			L			Erickson			lina.mikala@gmail.com			3269A S Pine Ave			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-19 13:32:42 EST			Jenelle			Hilbert			jen_nellie99@yahoo.com			3268A S. Quincy Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-19 22:03:12 EST			Patrick			Bader			bader.patrick@gmail.com			2740 N Maryland Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-19 22:42:51 EST			Gary			Tuma			sumavagary@gmail.com			2740 A. N. Weil St.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			As a neighbor to the Milwaukee River and a frequent visitor to Estabrook Park, I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-20 00:32:59 EST			A			Moreen 			almireen@gmail.com			21482 Encina rd 			Topanga 			California			90290			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-20 02:02:06 EST			Dennis			Grzezinski			dennisglaw@gmail.com			3025 N Farwell Avenue			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			The Departmenr needs to conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and shoild recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety. It will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR would not be doing its duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-20 10:17:30 EST			Bill			Wobbekind			flyfsrwob@ameritech.net			2241 N Geneva Ter			Chicago			Illinois			60614			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I am an avid fisherman and spend many days and dollars in Wisconsin. I often fish the Milwaukee River.

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Bill Wobbekind
Chicago, IL



			2016-03-20 10:49:42 EST			Emmanuel			Hess			sewshal@gmail.com			841 W Riverview Dr			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			Removing Estabrook Dam is simply the right thing to do.			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

IT IS IRRESPONSIBLE FOR SHORT TERM POLITICS TO TRUMP LONG TERM WISDOM. 

Thank you,

Emmanuel Hess


			2016-03-20 11:12:31 EST			Danica			Hess			dradzins8@gmail.com			841 W Riverview Dr			Glendale, Wi			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-20 14:28:50 EST			Laurie			Longtine			longtine@wi.rr.com			w271 s3581 Oak Knoll Dr			Waukesha			Wisconsin			53189			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-20 15:05:39 EST			Lisa			Mowery			eris1184@gmail.com			825 Marquette Ave			South Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53172			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-20 17:03:08 EST			Kathleen			Rollins			rollins63@yahoo.com			4460 N Bartlett Ave			Shorewood			Colorado			WI  53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-20 21:37:06 EST			Josh			Radlein			josh.radlein@gmail.com			9350 80th St #87			Pleasant Prairie			Wisconsin			53158			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

I would like to share with my children and my grandchildren the river that I have come to know and love, and not have it trapped more by the select and greedy few who will benefit from the total taxpayers in the county. This is a very dangerous decision and could led to further damming of the river for selective purposes. That is a complete step backwards in improving water quality for ALL Milwaukee residents, and the flora and fauna that depends upon the river for their lives.

Thank you,
Josh Radlein
262.287.6673


			2016-03-20 22:30:32 EST			Lisa			Zetley			zetweb@aol.com			6868 N Barnett Lane			Fox Point			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Lisa Zetley MD



			2016-03-21 09:32:06 EST			Sara			Zirbel			mootza@gmail.com			715 W Theresa Ct			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 11:46:42 EST			Tom			Ozburn			plstrman@yahoo.com			4141 s 60th #20			Greenfield			Wisconsin			53220			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 12:32:15 EST			Sara			Larson			sara.b.larson@gmail.com			128 E. Rosedale Ave.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 12:37:17 EST			Maria			Datzer			mrdatzer@gmail.com			6401 n sunset lane			Glendale			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 16:11:24 EST			Paula			Stone			toddandpaula@yahoo.com			627 E. Carlisle Ave.			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 17:32:21 EST			Nathan			Gebert			ngebert@gmail.com			2751 S Ellen St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Nathan Gebert


			2016-03-21 18:56:53 EST			Demaris			Kenwood			pandimai@yahoo.com			5720 N. Bay Ridge Ave.			MILWAUKEE, WI			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 19:22:40 EST			Jane			Wester			jane.wester@yahoo.com			7525 Parkview Road #11			Greendale			Wisconsin			53129			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 21:04:10 EST			Michael			Jenich			mrjenich@yahoo.com			1553 N 51 street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53208			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 21:04:43 EST			Ben			Habanek			bhabanek@gmail.com			8851 s. 42nd st			franklin			Wisconsin			53132			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-21 22:52:41 EST			Doris			Hansen			dorishansen27@sbcglobal.net			6441 N. Bittersweet Ln.			Glendale			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Doris Hansen
Glendale resident


			2016-03-22 00:11:15 EST			Jerry			Patzwald			jdpatzwald@gmail.com			1120 East Chambers Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 05:09:30 EST			karen			ballman			kballman@wi.rr.com			4210 south honey creek drive			milwaukee			Wisconsin			53220			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 08:38:40 EST			Denise			Hester			dhester@wi.rr.com			W145N5364 Thornhill Dr			Menomonee Falls			Wisconsin			53051			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 09:35:58 EST			Zach			Naylor			zjnaylor@gmail.com			4506 N. Marlborough			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 09:43:22 EST			Clatk			Blachly 			cinigirl@yahoo.com			1008 w eula			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR must repair Estabrook Dam			
A public waterway is being altered without considering the loss of all recreation to this last remaining urban lake

What is going to happen to this area when this is gone. You cannot expect a free flowing river to magically appear where this lake impoundment use to be. You want proof just look at the river now
The River keeper has no plans for restoring any of this area to get it back the way it's been for 80 years


Thank you,
Clark Blachly 



			2016-03-22 10:52:00 EST			Lata			Blackwell			larakblackwell@gmail.com			2648 E Shorewood Blvd			Wisconsin			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 13:03:28 EST			Katie			Hassemer			katie.hassemer@gmail.com			4420 N Cramer St			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 13:13:16 EST			Wendy			Mesich			whendee@riverwest-allstars.org			2648 N Fratney St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Wendy Mesich


			2016-03-22 14:21:25 EST			Chris			Kocovsky			tissmeister@yahoo.com			7y0 n 112th st			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Ma'am, 
I am writing to express my opinion that the dam at Estabrook park be removed. The health of the river and its associated ecosystems must be held in higher regard than selfish human desires. As a biologist, you must use the empirical data and accept the hypothesis that it supports. Salmonid spawning runs are greatly prohibited bt the dam, and the resultant lack of natural fecundity will add to the future costs of repairing the dam, maintaining it, and continuing the artificial reproduction methods to sustain healthy trout and salmon populations. Removal is cost effective and ecologically sound.

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 14:43:17 EST			May			Germain			germainme@gmail.com			3277 N Gordon Pl			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 14:48:28 EST			Bill			Hartz			william.hartz@marquette.edu			3228 N Holton St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 15:05:13 EST			Danielle 			Goodrich			dgoodrich310@gmail.com			5451 N 24th St			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 15:08:29 EST			Annie			Carrell			anniecarrell@gmail.com			3458 N. Bremen Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 17:26:31 EST			Wendy			Butler			wbutler87@gmail.com			8245 Cascade CT.			Franklin			Wisconsin			53132			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 18:07:39 EST			Barbara			Heinen			heinenwellness@gmail.com			4217 N Woodburn St			Shorewood, WI			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Barbara Heinen


			2016-03-22 19:42:05 EST			Raphael			Pride			snapspartan@gmail.com			2370 N. Weil Stret			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 19:51:27 EST			Jan			Tatro			dtatro1@att.net			1312 Drexel Blvd			So.Mil.			Wisconsin			53172			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 21:32:43 EST			Sally			Kuzma			sallyjkuzma@gmail.com			2529 N Bartlett Ave.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 21:38:24 EST			Thomas			Puralewski			tom@bevandtom.com			W3245 Hunt Ridge Drive			Elkhorn			Wisconsin			53121			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-22 23:20:03 EST			Douglas			Talarczyk			dougtalarczyk@gmail.com			108 e. 4th St.			Kaukauna			Wisconsin			54130			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-23 00:54:42 EST			Richard			Schroeder			richard_schroeder@bradycorp.com			N58W24061 Clover Drive Apt 72			Sussex			Wisconsin			53089			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-23 01:14:48 EST			Pamela			Timmermans			pjt225@hotmail.com			3126 N Weil Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-23 08:31:37 EST			Mary			Johnston			marythepeach@gmail.com			2922 n Dousman st			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-23 13:36:25 EST			Thomas			Ulrich			tomulrich57@gmail.com			4420 Hampshire hill			Wisconsin 			Wisconsin			53185			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-23 15:42:15 EST			Lisa			Runke			lisarunke@gmail.com			34315 oak knoll rd			Burlington			Wisconsin			53105			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-23 16:14:40 EST			John 			Gelfer 			gelfdad@att.net			4215 N Olsen Ave			Shorewood 			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 
The present dam benefits a small group of homeowners north of the dam. Taxpayers should not foot the bill for their benefit.
Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-23 23:01:05 EST			Christopher			Celi			ccceli@gmail.com			1025 Sherman Ave			Madison			Wisconsin			53703			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Christopher Celi 


			2016-03-24 02:11:13 EST			Karen			Reynolds			reynolds33.green@yahoo.com			2750 A n Bremen st			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-24 08:34:48 EST			Michael			Kusic			mkusic@outlook.com			3303 N. Weil St.			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Michael Kusic



			2016-03-24 15:59:09 EST			dan			panetti			danpanetti@milwpc.com			11004 n port washington road			mequon			Wisconsin			53092			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-24 22:42:37 EST			Jill			DeMarco			citodemarco@gmail.com			4933 N Wildwood Avenue			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Hello, I am a local resident near Estabrook park and have enjoyed the use of the park for years.

I am strongly in favor of removing the dam.  The Milwaukee River has improved in many ways over the past decade and the removal of dams will continue to help improve the quality of the water.  In addition, the fish will have there natural habitat.  The risk of flooding will be reduced.  Finally, the cost of repairing the dam is not good use of tax payers money.

Thank you,

Jill DeMarco


			2016-03-25 19:31:19 EST			Peter			Railand 			lookbacktosee@yahoo.com			2410 E. Stratford Ct,			Shorewood 			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-25 21:42:24 EST			Gail			Grenier Sweet			gsweet@wctc.edu			5426 W Andover Rd			Milw			Wisconsin			53219			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-27 14:00:34 EST			Omega			Gordon			megag560@gmail.com			2337 n holton 			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-28 11:20:48 EST			Regina			Miller			mile_rock@yahoo.com			5734 N Milwaukee River Pkwy			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Regina Miller



			2016-03-28 13:37:04 EST			Brian 			Rorabeck			brora098@gmail.com			2057			Ludington			Colorado			Ave. Wauwatosa, WI 53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-28 14:01:41 EST			Kevin 			Rorabeck			rorabeck91@gmail.com			136 N. 86th St			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-28 22:03:02 EST			Thomas			Rorabeck			tommy.rorabeck@gmail.com			136 North 86th Street			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Tommy Rorabeck


			2016-03-29 12:04:25 EST			Loretta			Rorabeck			be.amazing@sbcglobal.net			136 N. 86th Street			Wauwatosa			Colorado			WI 53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 13:05:18 EST			Ray			Isaacs			ray@rayisaacs.net			1915 E Kenilworth Pl			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 13:05:35 EST			linda			reynolds			linda.reynolds@ces.uwex.edu			8816 W. Howard Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53228			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 13:49:55 EST			Jan			Koel			jdkoel@att.net			W176N8610 Sunset Rg.			Menomonee Falls 			Wisconsin			53051- 2674			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Jan Koel,
Menomonee FAlls 


			2016-03-29 14:19:29 EST			Katherine			Palmer			mrsp78@hotmail.com			634, W Acacia Rd			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 14:46:28 EST			Niall			McCarthy			niall.callahan@gmail.com			937 N Winchester			Chicago			Illinois			60622			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 16:29:17 EST			ina			pillar			aigheannach@yahoo.com			236 prairie vw st			oregon			Wisconsin			53575			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 17:12:38 EST			joanne			fetting			mfetting@msn.com			5025 n woodruff ave			whitefish bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 19:31:08 EST			Greg			Schuchardt			greg.schuchardt@gmail.com			962 N 124th Street			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-29 23:19:46 EST			C			K			dudette53147@yahoo.com			N3367 Juniper Rd			Lake Geneva			Wisconsin			53147			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-30 06:34:22 EST			MICHAEL			ECKMAN			mieckm@gmail.com			6960 N Ardara Ave			GLENDALE			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Michael T Eckman


			2016-03-30 11:43:45 EST			william			poznanski			poznanskiwm@att.net			7535 n. boyd way			fox point			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-30 12:55:56 EST			Barbara			Diaz			bcrabbd@mac.com			1505 E. Hampton Rd			Whitefish Bay, WI			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Barbara Diaz
Whitefish Bay, near the hideous dam 


			2016-03-30 13:47:28 EST			Betsy			Rowbottom			betsyrowbottom@gmail.com			2120 E. Jarvis Street			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I feel strongly about this issue. 

I attended the public hearing on March 22. I was shocked by some of the individuals' selfishness who spoke. This is a matter of what's best for the majority of people. Removing the dam is very clearly what's in the best interest for most people and animals. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-30 14:52:36 EST			Julie			Peck			julie@peckltd.com			621 E. Cedar Lane			Mequon			Wisconsin			53092			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-30 15:22:47 EST			Jeff			Veglahn			jeffreyveglahn@gmail.com			2354 S. 29th Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53215			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-30 17:22:03 EST			John			Bach			jsbach114@yahoo.com			2218 W.arne Av.			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-30 17:55:01 EST			John			December			john@december.com			1104 N. Marshall St. Apt. 303			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202-3303			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.   The Dam is a serious hazard to water quality, natural resources, and safety.

The people opposing removing the Estabrook Dam have a conflict of interest--they seek public funds to prop up their property prices.   It is not right for private landowners to demand public funds to pay for a structure with a proven failure history with the goal of propping up the perceived value of their own property.  

The County has a failed history of maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.  This Dam's failure could lead to serious results and liability if this negligence results in tragic injury or death to anyone or damage to other property.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years, and
5) remove a serious safety hazard.

Thank you,



			2016-03-30 20:04:43 EST			Daniel			Ziebell			investmarq@yahoo.com			2942 N Marietta Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-31 07:51:03 EST			Sydney			Shimko			sydney.shimko@yahoo.com			4431 N Wildwood Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-31 11:54:02 EST			Laura			Herzog			laura7534@aol.com			701 West Monrovia Ave.			Glendale			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, (I am very concerned about the future escalation of climate change which will probably create more deluges and floods upstream) and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Sincerely,
Laura Herzog



			2016-03-31 19:36:41 EST			Will & Ann			Schmid			annschmid@mac.com			2960 N Marietta Ave			Milwaukee, WI			Colorado			53211d			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-03-31 20:41:57 EST			Diane			Olson Schmidt			lacewinggdcs@att.net			6087 N. Denmark St.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53225			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-01 09:08:13 EST			Kathleen			Hassing			krhassing@gmail.com			2424 N 69th St			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53213			US			Include the Removal the Estabrook Dam in Environmental Impact Statement			I'm writing to ask that the DNR include removal of the Estabrook Dam in the forthcoming Environmental Impact Statement.

As required by Chapter NR 150, of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, an  shall include "a list of reasonable alternatives to the proposed project, particularly those that might avoid all or some of the adverse environmental effects of the project...".

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-02 09:57:55 EST			Patti			McNair			patti.mcnair@gmail.com			1967 N. Riverwalk Way			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale, and allow the comparative pros and cons of each option to responsibly inform decision-making. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Patrice McNair


			2016-04-02 10:51:22 EST			Kurt			Young Binter			acmearch@hotmail.com			2830 N 51			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53208			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-02 11:20:38 EST			lucia			petrie			luciapetrie@gmail.com			4201 N downer ave			shorewood						wi 			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			. 
DNR-
 The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,  Why not get this done??

Lucia Petrie



			2016-04-02 11:20:22 EST			Susan			Karpen			susan.karpen@gmail.com			2024 N. Fratney St.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-02 11:20:24 EST			Sarah			Vanderlinden 			sarah.e.vanderlinden@gmail.com			2011 n riverwalk way			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-02 11:44:04 EST			Debra			Miller			dmiller123@wi.rr.com			2023 N Riverwalk Way			Milwaukee			Colorado			WI, 53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-02 12:35:47 EST			Jason			Korb			jkorb@kaa-arch.com			1005 E Crocker			Bayside			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-02 14:56:21 EST			Michael 			Holloway			homebuyeba@gmail.com			1835 N. Riverwalk Way			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

P.S.   In the end I don't believe it's about the dam.  I believe it's about the County Board chairman and County Board getting even with a County Executive that worked to make them a part-time board which is as it should be.

How about if we honestly, honestly take politics out of it and do what is best for the river, the environment and tax payer - in just that order.



			2016-04-02 17:26:23 EST			Terry 			Dorr			terryj73@gmail.com			1835 N. Riverwalk Way			Milwaukee, WI			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Terry Dorr


			2016-04-03 10:44:56 EST			Laura			Lutze			superloo@hotmail.com			4204 N. Farwell Ave.			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Laura Lutze


			2016-04-03 12:39:39 EST			Jan			Judziewicz			judziewicz@yahoo.com			1959 N RiverWalk Way			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-03 12:46:02 EST			TJ			Jeske 			tjjeske@yahoo.com			1959 N Riverwalk Way			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-03 15:38:56 EST			Dale			Karpen			dalekarpen@gmail.com			2024 N Fratney St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-04 08:48:59 EST			Patrick and Lori			Rorabeck			patrick.rorabeck@sbcglobal.net			136 N. 86th Street			WAUWATOSA			Wisconsin			53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-04 18:25:30 EST			Rosanne			Champagne			rmchamp@gmail.com			4146 n Maryland ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:08:50 EST			Kristina Paris			Paris			pariskristina@hotmail.com			PO Box 11526			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:09:14 EST			Anne			Desellier			annedesellier.spsol@gmail.com			4237 North Woodburn St			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Anne DeSellier
Shorewood Resident


			2016-04-05 15:10:15 EST			Mike S			Goodmann			xenon.goodmann@gmail.com			21 Maple Wood Ln			Madison			Wisconsin			53704-3974			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 
Damn those dams!

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:09:08 EST			Sarah			Strahler			sparkleandburnhoopdance@gmail.com			511 s 62nd st			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53214			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Removing the dam will ultimately improve the health of the river. Milwaukee is becoming a national leader in stewarding our waterways and lakes. Removing the dam is the next step in healing our natural resources.
Thank you,
Sarah Strahler



			2016-04-05 15:10:37 EST			Joshua			Liberatore			liberatissimo@yahoo.com			4222 N. Larkin Street			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:10:26 EST			Raphael			Pride			snapspartan@gmail.com			2370 N. Weil Stret			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:10:38 EST			Robin			Squier			amro016@me.com			3060 N. Gordon Cr. 			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:10:43 EST			Benjamin			Turschak			benturschak@gmail.com			1201 E Meinecke Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Ben Turschak


			2016-04-05 15:13:14 EST			Jane			Wester			jane.wester@yahoo.com			7525 Parkview Road #11			Greendale			Wisconsin			53129			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:13:28 EST			Robert			Schneider			rjschneider76@gmail.com			2447 N Humboldt Blvd			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			The rest of this letter is a form letter, but I'm asking as a taxpayer for you to recommend removing Estabrook Dam.  There are fiscal and environmental benefits to doing so, as explained below.

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Robert Schneider
Citizen and Taxpayer


			2016-04-05 15:14:55 EST			Jason			Spring			sprinjas94@gmail.com			3006 West American Drive			greenfield			Wisconsin			53221			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:14:57 EST			Hans			Moscicke			hansmoscicke@gmail.com			2233 S. Mound st. 			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I fully believe these following words as an avid fly fisherman (we call ourselves anglers) and lover of nature. 

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:15:11 EST			Brian			Raffel			bpraffel@gmail.com			2517 N. 80th Street			Wawatosa			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:15:13 EST			Karon			Kiffel			kkiffel@yahoo.com			1220 E LOCUST ST APT 206			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:17:10 EST			Carolyn			Arnold			cea3521@gmail.com			3400 Maryland Ave.			Milwaukee			WI			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Carolyn


			2016-04-05 15:17:21 EST			Quintin			Bendixn			qbendixen@gmail.com			3157 S Adams Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:18:09 EST			Joshua 			Beier 			d3monicphantazm@gmail.com			931 E. Russell ave			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:19:35 EST			David			Lange			langed6172@att.net			2951 N. 74 Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53210			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:20:03 EST			therese			klein			thrskln@gmail.com			4237 N WOODBURN ST			SHOREWOOD			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:21:16 EST			Heather			Darbo-McClellan			hdarbo.mcclellan@gmail.com			7771 N. Chadwick Road			Glendale			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:21:45 EST			Deborah			Darin			deborahdarin71@gmail.com			2400 E Newton Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Please conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 
 
Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing its duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:26:52 EST			Angi			Kizewski			akkizewski@gmail.com			8321 Gridley Ave			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Angi Kizewski


			2016-04-05 15:26:53 EST			Celeste			Verhelst			celestendril@gmail.com			824 E Center St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:29:36 EST			Rachel			Reimer			wrymer@hotmail.com			132 South 77th Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53214			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:31:02 EST			Molli			Rasmussen			molliras@gmail.com			2308 W Green Tree Rd			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:32:01 EST			Robert			Korman			robert.korman@milwaukeecountywi.gov			3519 W Abbott Av			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:32:09 EST			Martha			Davis Kipcak			mdaviskipcak@gmail.com			3354 N. Gordon Place			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Remove the Dam.
It is the fiscally responsible and environmentally responsible thing to do.

I live on the Milwaukee River. I understand the repercussions.

Think big and long. Not small and short.

Thank you.

Martha Davis Kipcak
3354 N. Gordon Place
Milwaukee, WI 53212



			2016-04-05 15:44:11 EST			Andrea			Berens			andreaberens@yahoo.com			2961 North Newhall Street			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:47:21 EST			Caitlin			O'Brien			obriencm18@gmail.com			1818 N. Cambridge Ave			Milwauke			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you for helping us preserve and protect part of what makes the Great Lake region great. 



			2016-04-05 15:47:31 EST			John C			Brown			repentt2004@yahoo.com			3269 South 3rd St			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:50:01 EST			David			Ciepluch			dciepluch@att.net			728 W Abbott Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53221			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Please remove the dam and restore the river.

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:52:15 EST			Terrance 			Krueger			terrykrueger1@gmail.com			5903 W. Park Hill Ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			The only way we should consider rebuilding the Estabrook Dam is if we replaced it with a Hydro-electric dam.
Not sure that is feasible or would make 
any sense.  I have four million reason to say no!  Think about it?  Why would the tax
payer of State of WI, Milwaukee County just want to give away four million dollars.


			2016-04-05 15:52:36 EST			Janese & Donald			Baket			jbaket@wi.rr.com			3249 N 85TH ST			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53222			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:57:34 EST			Jonathan M			Burkham			jmburkham@gmail.com			2777 N Booth St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212-2532			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 15:59:11 EST			Gary			Sis			like2hike@live.com			4771 N. Elkhart Ave.			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:01:40 EST			Nicholas			La Joie			nicholas.lajoie@marquette.edu			2761 N. Downer Ave.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:03:36 EST			Linda			Hunter			lhunter@barnabascenter.com			4650 S. Port Washington RD.			Glendale, Wisconsin			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
We believe it best for the river and for Glendale as a whole if the DAM is removed.  For us, as property owners along the river, there is less chance of flooding if the dam is removed.
Thank you for considering.
Linda Hunter
Barnabas Business Center
4650 N. Port. Washington Rd
Glendale.


			2016-04-05 16:19:51 EST			Jessica			Poisl			jpoisl@gmail.com			3658 S IOWA AVE			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:20:21 EST			Christopher			DeMarco			citodemarco@gmail.com			4933 N Wildwood Avenue			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:19:16 EST			Eileen			Olen			eolen@live.com			2007 N. 69th St			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Eileen Olen


			2016-04-05 16:21:34 EST			Joseph			Ciavaglia Jr			jchevy@ptd.net			435 Behrens Road			Jim Thorpe			Pennsylvania			18229			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:21:17 EST			Al			Anderson			ajanderson@milwpc.com			6654 Hillside Ln			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:34:42 EST			Richard			Hieber			ritschi999@web.de			Steinerstr. 3			Memmingen			Bayern			87700			DE			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:36:06 EST			Grace			Conover			gracerenaex@gmail.com			13420 Nicolet Abe 			Elm grove 			Wisconsin			53122			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:37:45 EST			Peter			Railand 			lookbacktosee@yahoo.com			2410 E. Stratford Ct,			Shorewood 			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 16:42:50 EST			Corey			Zetts			corey@renewthevalley.org			3135 N DOUSMAN ST			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:04:53 EST			Barry			Stuart			bstuartmke@yahoo.com			OH			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:06:58 EST			Kae			Donlevy			kdonlevy@aol.com			3625 N 86TH ST			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53222			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:09:19 EST			Bobbi			Rector			burector@gmail.com			6911 N LONGVIEW AVE			GLENDALE			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:21:53 EST			Laura			Gould			lgould272@gmail.com			4432 N Woodruff Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Laura Gould


			2016-04-05 17:22:25 EST			Paul			Vandeveld			vndvld@yahoo.com			7017 CEDAR ST			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53213			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:26:02 EST			Andrew			Avgoulas			andyavgoulas@gmail.com			N70W28852 Vernon Dr			Hartland			Wisconsin			53029			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Andrew Avgoulas 



			2016-04-05 17:27:40 EST			Lorry			Rifkin			junk@rifkinclan.com			7821 N Mohawk			Fox Point			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:29:17 EST			Lydia			Trusso			lydia.trusso@yahoo.com			2947n Murray ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:31:50 EST			Margaret			Gould			mg2wx@yahoo.com			4432 N. Woodruff Ave.			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:53:05 EST			Mary Lou			Lamonda			lamonda@gmail.com			731 E. Locust St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

The removal of the North Avenue dam has been a major success with return of fish, birds and now even beaver, what once smelled and collected garbage ,has now become a beautiful park area, that is enjoyed by many. This will be the same with the removal of the estabrook dam which has already been much better with the opening of the dam for the last 5 years, let the river flow!

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:53:11 EST			Mark			Bruhy			markbruhy@gmail.com			W62N822 Arbor Drive			CEDARBURG			Wisconsin			53012			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:57:31 EST			DC			Palmer			dcpalmer_53217@yahoo.com			5111 N Bay Ridge			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I am hoping that election results will push this removal forward. 

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 17:59:19 EST			Kevin			Zellmer			ktel333@yahoo.com			2975 N Prospect Ave.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 18:02:21 EST			Richard			Galling			richard.galling@gmail.com			903 E Juneau Ave #24			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 18:06:28 EST			James			Hansen			iriejim22@yahoo.com			3851 N Lalumiere rd			Oconomowoc			Wisconsin			53066-4503			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 
 
The river is just starting to come back to life, please give it a fighting chance.
Thank you,
                   James Hansen


			2016-04-05 18:09:06 EST			Dan			Herwig			danherwig@mac.com			1527 W. County Line Rd.			River Hills			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			About two months ago, I witnessed a bald eagle flying along the Milwaukee river for the first time I can recall. It made me realize what an asset the Milwaukee river is to our communities. But one eagle is not enough. The portion of the Milwaukee river above the Estabrook Dam would benefit greatly from it's removal; Improving fisheries, flushing out pollution and returning natural cycles to the river.

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Dan Herwig


			2016-04-05 18:24:49 EST			Denny			Rauen			denny@rauenguitars.com			2473 N Weil St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 18:24:56 EST			Joyce			Radtke			paintrunread@gmail.com			6168 S. Creekside Drive  #6			Cudahy			Wisconsin			53221			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 18:25:20 EST			Joshua			Rockley			joshrockley@sbcglobal.net			1621 S. 77th St.			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53214			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 18:36:49 EST			carol			johnstone			carol.johnstone@gmail.com			3412 N. Cramer St.			Milwaukee, WI			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 18:38:44 EST			RENEE			VANDLIK			jrvandlik@wi.rr.com			4902 N WOODBURN ST			WHITEFISH BAY			Connecticut			6065			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Dear Leaders of the Wisconsin DNR,
I understand that you are currently considering only repair or maintenance of the current dam structure, however I believe a full environmental assessment of the effects for its removal must also be considered. I am writing to express my support for the complete removal of the Estabrook Dam. 

As a neighboring resident, we often walk the shoreline and are in awe of the birds and other wildlife within this portion of the Milwaukee River corridor. With a free flowing, natural habitat restored, I wonder what other birds or wildlife might be attracted to this refuge. Beyond the corridor itself, the waterway is home to a variety of fish. Eliminating artificial barriers, i would think, would encourage more spawning. I believe it is your responsibility to study these potential benefits.

Not only does this study of removing the dam seem ecologically prudent, I also believe it would be fiscally prudent. I unfortunately see very little economic value in the dam's restoration, just a large drain of the state's and county's financial resources. 

In conversations with my former County Supervisor Jerry Broderick, I've learned the vast majority of his constituents have expressed similar thoughts. This majority has been obstructed by County budget maneuvers and agendas that have been altered at the last minute.

I urge you to consider complete removal of the Estabrook Dam. Removing it would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Renee Vandlik
4902 N. Woodburn
Whitefish Bay, Wi 53217


			2016-04-05 18:40:14 EST			amy			hattamer			hattamer.amy@gmail.com			606 e meinecke ave			milwaukee			Wisconsin			54212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 18:53:01 EST			Mitch			Krohn			krohnmitchell@gmail.com			W55n223 Woodmere ct#4			Cedarburg			Wisconsin			53012			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 19:20:48 EST			Greg			Schuchardt			greg.schuchardt@gmail.com			962 N 124th Street			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53226			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 19:28:57 EST			Ryan			Strong			strongv03@gmail.com			1132 dakine st			Golden			Colorado			80401			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Please consider removing the dam and turning the river into a white water park .

It is happening with dam removal all across the country .

Surf waves can be created down steam of the old dam. 

Kayakers and stand up paddle boarders surf these waves , as part of a growing water sport community .

If you build it they will come !!!!

It will stimulate economy and also gives spectators something to do .

Check out how the success off Wausau whitewater park has been for the community . They attract visitors from multiple states ever other weekend !

Thanks for your thought 


			2016-04-05 19:33:41 EST			Daniel			Thew			thew386@hotmail.com			2403 n Weil st			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53122			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 


I DO NOT WANT A SINGLE PENNY OF MY TAX MONEY GOING TO THE PROPOGATION OF THAT EYE SORE! 


Thank you,



			2016-04-05 19:50:31 EST			james			stillman			jstillman963@msn.com			1825 E. Lake Bluff			Shorewood, Wi. 			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 20:03:45 EST			Michael			Bachman			mbachman@warrenbarnett.com			11405 n lakeshore dr			Mequon, wi			Wisconsin			53092			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 20:11:27 EST			Jennifer			Sweetland			jensweetland@hotmail.com			3139 S. 50th St.			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53219			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 20:13:40 EST			Steve			Waldman			steveandmarykay@gmail.com			9251 North Waverly Drive			Bayside			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 20:58:18 EST			Charles			Hays			cdhays@yahoo.com			1325 N VAN BUREN ST APT 209			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 21:17:46 EST			Kelli			Busch			painterkelli@gmail.com			120 W Chateau Pl			Whitefish Bay			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			PLEASE REMOVE THE DAM!

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Kelli Busch


			2016-04-05 21:31:59 EST			Lindsay			Black			lmaruszewski06@gmail.com			4511 N Newhall			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			The decision to spend 6 million dollars of taxpayer money should not be made by a small group with a member who has a vested personal interest in the outcome. Please do the right thing and put the decision up for a referendum. If the entire county is expected to pay for it, all county residents should get a say.

I'm writing also to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 22:17:45 EST			Katie			Vino			katievino821@gmail.com			18385 SURREY LN			BROOKFIELD			Wisconsin			53045			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Also, we have an amazing opportunity with the removal of this dam to not only maintain the impoundment up stream but to offer a place for the community to gather and recreate. 

People say a whitewater park for kayaking, I feel that we can make a park that would be used by beginners all the way to experts. 

Please remove this dam, at once!


Thank you,
Katie


			2016-04-05 22:19:57 EST			G Allen			Daily			gadaily@gmail.com			4119 N 110th St			Wauwatosa			Wisconsin			53222-1104			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 22:40:00 EST			C			K			dudette53147@yahoo.com			N3367 Juniper Rd			Lake Geneva			Wisconsin			53147			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 22:43:39 EST			Micaiah			Faraj			Micaiah.faraj@gmail.com			3351 N. Booth St.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53704			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

And consider: Just imagine you believe that the Earth is a living being like yourself, moving constantly within; within the Earth there needs to be a balance kept just like in our bodies (homeostasis). If waterways are restricted from flowing as they would without unsustainable human interference, they throw the organism out of whack. Just like if blood vessels were stopped up in our bodies in order for some cells to gain more energy from the flow of the liquid, our bodies would suffer, our organs and just about every other part of our bodies would be effected because they are all so interconnected (just as we are with all of the earth and other living beings). Please take it to heart to meditate on this in your life, how we have thrown off Earth's ecosystems, and how we can be powerful role models in making change. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 22:45:15 EST			Jeffrey			Whittle			jwhittle@wi.rr.com			2716 E Newton Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			Re: Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you review the alternatives for the Estabrook Dam considered by the County. I am confident that you will recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 23:13:06 EST			Jayne			Henderson			jayne@riveredge.us			PO BOX 26			NEWBURG			Wisconsin			53060			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 23:15:46 EST			Joshua			Pollack			joshpo@gmail.com			4323 N Stowell Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I live a few blocks away from the Estabrook Dam. I fish in the Milwaukee River, and when my daughter is a little older, I hope we can canoe down the river too. The river is a key resource to the community and it played a role in my decision to live in Shorewood. 

Since I care about the river, I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 23:25:22 EST			John			Rodstrom			rodstrom@wisc.edu			922 S. Brooks St Apt. #3			Madison			Wisconsin			53715			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

John Rodstrom


			2016-04-05 23:43:45 EST			Joel			Robertson			frogz1267@yahoo.com			3133 n 87th			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53222			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-05 23:58:08 EST			Tony			Young			tonyyoung15@hotmail.com			221 E. Monroe Street			Port Washington			Wisconsin			53074			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 00:33:20 EST			Theofilos			Rafaelidys			theofilosr@hotmail.com			2742n bartlett			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 01:59:23 EST			Aaron			Koning			aaron.a.koning@gmail.com			105 Vaughn Ct.			Madison			Wisconsin			53705			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Aaron Koning


			2016-04-06 06:30:41 EST			Lynn			Ketchum 			5foot2@sbcglobal.net			2607 Scofield Street			Madison			Wisconsin			53704			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 07:32:06 EST			Jim			Gennrich			jkgennrich@gmail.com			509 LAUREL DR			THIENSVILLE			Wisconsin			53092			US			DNR Should Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			The DNR's Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) only looks at 1) repairing the dam and 2) the continued operation and maintenance of the dam.  The DNR, should, as part of the EIS review, consider and evaluate all alternatives, including the complete removal of the dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale Wis. 

Thank you,
Jim Gennrich
Thiensville, WI (upstream of the dam)


			2016-04-06 08:13:07 EST			Catherine			Flaherty			catherineflaherty2500@gmail.com			2500 E Newton Avenue			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 08:25:02 EST			Aaron			Godfrey			godfrey.aaron@gmail.com			2529 N. Bartlett Ave.			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 09:25:48 EST			Evan			Maruszewski			evanm@wi.rr.com			3047 N. Murray ave			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53211			US			Remove the Estabrook Dam			Hello, I am writing as a concerned citizen who used to live in Shorewood and now currently resides in Milwaukee, in Murray Hill. I and my entire family are avid hikers, walkers, bikers and all around nature enthusiasts. We love Wisconsin for all its splendor and beauty, and for us the Milwaukee river is a big part of that. We use the bike path and hiking trails of the Oakleaf trail constantly, rain, snow or shine. We have seen firsthand what the Estabrook dam is doing to the river. It is an eyesore, a danger to public safety, and not worth repairing, especially when it would cost us taxpayers so much money and "benefit" such a small group. Personally, I think it is irresponsible to even consider wasting so much money on what will inevitably be bad for Wisconsin in every conceivable way. It will be bad for the environment, it will encourage the use of damaging, loud, dangerous motorboats, and will see the further pollution of our sacred waterways. 

I urge you to remove the dam and secure a healthier, more cost-effective future for our beautiful state and all its inhabitants, human and otherwise.


			2016-04-06 09:50:02 EST			Peter			Lee			pwlee43@gmail.com			3320 W Kilbourn Ave			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53208			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Remove the damn dam!
Thank you,



			2016-04-06 09:55:48 EST			Jessica			Wegner			jessica.wegner@yahoo.com			2620 South Logan Avenue			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 10:42:43 EST			Sarah			Turschak			sarahjturschak@gmail.com			1201 E. Meinecke Ave. Aptl #1			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Sarah Turschak


			2016-04-06 10:45:07 EST			Ananda			Walker			anandatheta@gmail.com			1862 a north warren ave			Milwaukee 			Wisconsin			53202			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Please consider the long term effects on the environment. Not every country in the world has clean water so please do what is best to keep out environment and water clean and free- please remove the dam.
Thank you,
Ananda



			2016-04-06 10:46:25 EST			LISA			DUEPPEN			tdueppen@wi.rr.com			N91 W17582 ST REGIS DR			MENOMONEE FALLS			Wisconsin			53051			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Thomas & Lisa Dueppen


			2016-04-06 10:51:13 EST			rachel			davauer			yorrik@yahoo.com			4419 N. Oakland Ave.			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 10:55:09 EST			Greg			Banks			vision74us@yahoo.com			7835 W Lynmar ct			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53222			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 11:22:10 EST			Kevin			Hensiak			khensiak@netzero.net			10532 W CORTEZ CIR APT 19			FRANKLIN			Wisconsin			53132			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 11:24:20 EST			Kevin			Hensiak			khensiak@netzero.net			10532 W CORTEZ CIR APT 19			FRANKLIN			Wisconsin			53132			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 11:53:49 EST			Charles			Brummitt			cfbrummitt@gmail.com			5000 N Woodruff Ave			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 11:54:50 EST			Ryan			McGuire			mcguirecheeto@yahoo.com			1 Woodvale Cir.			Madison			Wisconsin			53716			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 11:59:24 EST			Nancy			Aten			nancyaten@earthlink.net			4811 W. Parkview Dr.			Mequon			Wisconsin			53092			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

To not fully evaluate dam removal seems irresponsible and counter to the job of your public agency, the WDNR. Dam removal is the only option that benefits the river, wildlife, human health and safety, taxes and public funding, and property values too.

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Nancy Aten


			2016-04-06 12:09:15 EST			Hilary			Merline			hilary.merline@gmail.com			8466 N Fox Croft Lane			Fox Point			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Hilary Merline



			2016-04-06 12:18:20 EST			Demaris			Kenwood			pandimai@yahoo.com			5720 N. Bay Ridge Ave.			MILWAUKEE, WI			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 12:39:58 EST			Laurie			Segal			lbsart@gmail.com			7037 N Lombardy Rd			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Dean and Laurie Segal


			2016-04-06 12:48:45 EST			Julie			Roeschen			jkroeschen@sbcglobal.net			1745 W Saddlebrook Lane			Mequon			Wisconsin			53097			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 13:07:04 EST			Edith			Gilman			edith.gilman@gmail.com			1600 W Green Tree Rd, #123			Glendale			Wisconsin			53209			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

I live one block from the river, in Glendale.  I appreciate what it is, its significance for this entire area.  I welcome the idea of removal of the dam and look forward to the benefits for the birds, other critters and the growing things I tramp along the river to observe.



			2016-04-06 13:26:18 EST			Kristine			Kelnhofer			kelnho26@uwm.edu			21225 W. Glengarry Rd.			New Berlin			Wisconsin			53146			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

In honesty, the Dam is an eyesore. I feel that more people would be drawn to the area if the dam was removed and replaced with natural habitat.

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
Kristine


			2016-04-06 13:26:38 EST			Vince			Bushell			vbushell@gmail.com			733 E CLARKE ST			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			Hi neighbor: You know I am dedicated to our river and the vision of a free flowing healthy stream from end to end.
Science and true "green" friendly values require the dam to be removed. Economic realities also mean money would be better spent on restoration of shoreland along the river rather than building and maintaining a dam serving minimal purpose.

I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
 Vince Bushell, 
Resident down stream of Estabrook dam site and
10 year worker on river land restoration


			2016-04-06 13:35:53 EST			Milos			Vuckovich			milosvuckovich@gmail.com			12530 West Lagoon Rd			New Berlin			Wisconsin			53151			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 14:15:01 EST			James			Shead			jtshead@yahoo.com			4448 N Woodruff Ave			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,
James Shead


			2016-04-06 14:26:11 EST			Stuart			Gavin			stujgavin@gmail.com			N5268 Pleasant View Rd			Plymouth			Wisconsin			53073			US			DNR Must Order Removal of the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 16:11:11 EST			Miriam			Schechter			mschechterw@gmail.com			4045 N Richland Ct			Shorewood			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,

Miriam Schechter



			2016-04-06 16:39:26 EST			Seamus			Holloway			seamus.holloway@gmail.com			2419 S. Superior Street			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53207			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 16:40:54 EST			Laurie			Segal			lbsart@gmail.com			7037 N Lombardy Rd			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53217			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 16:43:33 EST			Kathleen			Wolski			kwmilw@gmail.com			3224 N Dousman St			Milwaukee			Wisconsin			53212			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,



			2016-04-06 16:55:36 EST			Theresa			Lowder			tlowder@wi.rr.com			9240 N. Bethanne Drive			MILWAUKEE			Wisconsin			53223			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I live in Milwaukee County and favor removal of the Estabrook Dam.  It is expensive to maintain, and I can think of better ways for the county to use my tax money, one being the maintenance of our parks.

Please consider removing the dam.

Thank you.

Theresa Lowder



			2016-04-06 17:08:39 EST			RITA			THIBODEAUX			rita1818@wi.rr.com			1818 E SHOREWOOD			WI			Wisconsin			53211			US			DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam			I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 

Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS.  The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.

Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the environment and the community. 

Removing the Estabrook Dam would:
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities,  
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 

Thank you,











 
 



April 6, 2016 



 



William Sturtevant 



Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 



2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr. 



Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212 



 



RE:  Draft Environmental Impact Statement public review - Estabrook Dam Rehabilitation and 



Operation 



 



Dear Mr. Sturtevant:  



 



Attached hereto please find a total of 1,604 names and comments from individuals who signed a 



petition requesting the Estabrook Dam be removed between the dates of April 18, 2015 and April 



6, 2016. The petition states: 



 



"The Estabrook Dam is an outdated structure and is bad for the environment. The dam 



puts homes and businesses in danger of flooding, places an unfair burden of expensive 



insurance payments on those residents and business owners, and costs too much to 



maintain. It pollutes the Milwaukee River and damages fish and wildlife habitat." 



 



This list was reviewed and duplicate signers were removed.  We are submitting these because 



these voices are important for you to hear from on this issue. 



 



Beginning March 13, 2016, Milwaukee Riverkeeper established an easy to use method for any 



citizen to submit a comment to the Department via the email provided on your website: 



DNREstabrook@wi.gov.  As of 4:00 pm CST today, Milwaukee Riverkeeper tracked at least 



336 emailed letters from individuals regarding the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resource's 



Environmental Impact Statement and the rehabilitation and operation of the Estabrook Dam.  



Attached please find a summary excel workbook containing those 336 names and comments.  



These are not meant to be duplicate submissions, but rather, we wanted to be sure there were no 



technical issues receiving these prior to your deadline. 



 



We thank you in advance for your careful consideration of the petition and public comments on 



the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resource draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding 



the rehabilitation and operation of the Estabrook Dam.  



 



Very Truly Yours, 



 



 
Jennifer Bolger Breceda 



Executive Director, Milwaukee Riverkeeper 





mailto:DNREstabrook@wi.gov










Name ZIP Code Phone Address City State Comments



Chris Daood 53209  (414) 617-3704



On a personal level, if the dam 
were repaired it would put my 
property at increased risk for 
flooding. On a community level, 
repairing the dam would be a 
huge setback for all that our 
greater community has united to 
do to improve the health of our 
rivers. I hope the dam is 
removed so more people can 
enjoy the river in it's natural 
state.



Scott Katafias 53204  (414) 383-7294



Erick Shambarge 53221  (414) 708-9187



Milwaukee County is completely 
underutilizing its river assets by 
a) the unnecessary Estabrook 
Dam, and b) the over 
channelization of our rivers. 
Please remove the dam.



Stephanie Graham 53207  () -











Kelly Fleming 53017  (262) 229-7373



Decaying structures are NEVER 
good for communities!  It is 
beyond comprehension as to 
why this dam has not already 
been removed.  Everyone 
involved in the decision to not 
remove it thus far needs to be 
completely humiliated and 
ashamed!  That's right.  Sit down 
and sulk because you have 
endangered your community, 
your people, your ecosystem and 
your economy.  The WDNR 
especially needs to sit in the 
corner and think about this.  The 
people who are supposed to 
protect us are ignoring and 
neglecting us!  YOU KNOW 
WHO YOU ARE!  REMOVE THE 
DAM!  It's been sitting in it's 
current condition for far too long 
and if you can't fix it in the next 
20 minutes, before a flood 
comes and everything gets 
destroyed and you get sued and 
blamed for everything, REMOVE 
THE DAM!  It's best for you and 
everyone else.  So stop acting 
like little children and do what's 
right.



David Wenstrup 53204  (414) 581-7893



Please remove the dam and 
bring back the health of the 
Milwaukee River basin



sincerely,



Dave











Joshua Pollack 53211  (414) 212-5005



The damn makes fishing on the 
Milwaukee River less enjoyable 
and productive. Also makes a 
portage required for canoe trips.



Rachel King 53233  () -
Jeff Goldberg 53212  (414) 224-0661
Melissa Czarnik 53218  (414) 732-0406



Kimberly Gleffe 53202  (414) 271-8000



I am signing this as a 
representative of the River 
Revitalization Foundation, which 
has taken a position of support 
for removal of the dam. I am also 
a Glendale resident who lives 
upstream from the dam and 
personally support removal.



Aaron Zeleske 53233  (920) 251-5579
Laurie Marks 53211  (414) 759-5500
Nancy Aten 53092  (414) 430-3830
Christopher Saug 53214  (414) 852-3386
Gretchen Miller 53211  () -
Celia Benton 53211  (414) 312-0093
Amy Taivalkoski 53089  () -
Chris Rundblad 53207  (414) 482-7247



Mary Cywinski 53235  (414) 791-1841



For the health of our River and of 
our citizens, please remove the 
Estabrook Dam.



traci blom 54214  () -
Mary Schnell 53202  (414) 276-6473











Tom Herbstreith 53217  (262) 424-3422



I am sick and tired of politicians 
who only look at the short term. 
The Milwaukee River is not 
something that is renewable, can 
be rebuilt, etc.  Yes, it's 
uncomfortable to deal with short 
term special interests but we 
elect you with the hope of some 
vision for the future. If the 
politicians can't provide that, we'll 
find some who can!



Michael Boinski 53186  () -



In my opinion,while some dams 
are essential, and serve a useful 
function,unecessary dams 
should be removed. I think we 
should strive to keep our rivers 
as close to their natural state as 
human habitation will allow. I 
have fished the Milwaukee River 
for 25 years and have seen 
tremendous fishery and water 
quality improvement result from 
the North Ave dam removal. I 
taught my kid to fish there as 
well. I can see only good things 
coming from removing the 
Estabrook Dam.



Tom Neubauer 53217  (414) 332-8482
Emily Sengstock 54313  (920) 246-0521
MICHAEL ECKMA 53209  (414) 550-2476
Donna Mrugala 53216  (414) 871-1531











Linda Keane 53211  (414) 332-4381



Rivers, as forces of nature, need 
to run free. The health of the 
river is reflective of the health of 
our water and our community. 
Dammed rivers are known as 
past remediations that are 
unsustainable and destructive to 
riverine ecosystems.



Rickey Hancock 53221  (414) 645-2904
Robbin Luna-Pop 53219  (414) 460-3094
Ross Workman 53051  () -



Wendy Porterfield 53092  (262) 238-9813



For the health of the Milwaukee 
River for future generations 
please remove this dated 
obstruction.



Jonathan McAnal 53202  () -
Robert Zabrowski 53226  (414) 477-2897
Tracy Harrington 53212  (414) 218-2633
Sher Schachamey 53092  () -
Mary Ruckh 53045  (262) 785-0489
Marilyn Jacobs 53092  (262) 242-3068
Tamar Halmann 53217  () -
abigail jensen 53217  () -



Joy Schroeder 53090-899 () -



Dams are unnatural, except as 
homes for beavers.  We now 
have better science that says it is 
best to remove dams and allow 
rivers to flow as they will.  When 
we try to engineer natural areas 
to human advantage, Mother 
Nature shows us the rest of the 
information we need to 
cooperate with her balance.



Ellen Redeker 53217  (414) 228-1281
We live on the river and support 
removal.



Kelly Sonnleitner 53207  () -
Michael Kuhr 53716  () -
Mary Regozzi 53217  () -











Susan Endes 53226  () -



Estabrook dam is dangerous and 
would be very costly to repair. It 
should be deconstructed.



Josh Radlein 53158  (262) 287-6673



Liz Nelson 53211  (414) 460-3333



A few thoughts come to mind.  
Portaging a canoe to continue 
paddling  down stream because 
of the dam.  The visuals of the 
dam itself  feels industrial in an 
area that calls to be more 
natural.  It looks out of context 
given what is upstream and 
downstream.  And most 
importantly the revitalization of 
the river for the natural habitats.



Susan Brill 53012  (262) 424-9502



Dick Dragiewicz 60062  () -



Removal of the Estabrook Dam 
will improve Milwaukee's tourism 
industry by creating an 
environmentally friendlier river.  It 
will attract more 
fishermen/women that spend lots 
of money in the area.  Removal 
of the dam is a win win deal.











Marjie Tomter 53024  () -



Dams are outdated, archaic and 
not healthy for the environment.  
There is no good reason to keep 
them in place and for the few 
people who want to ski on the 
river - well, sometimes you just 
have to make a different plan.  
Here is a strong case where the 
good the the river and the 
environment way outweighs the 
fun for a few..there are many 
other ways to enjoy the river, but 
few better ways to improve it.



William Sell 53207  (414) 744-3970



I would like to see the Milwaukee 
River free again, free to flow, 
free to clean itself.  It's time.  We 
cannot afford the money it will 
take to reduce the quality of our 
waters.  Let's give nature the 
chance it needs to live with us in 
harmony.



Robert Sorrin 53211  (414) 732-5947
Laura Emir 53209  () -
John Rennpferd 53172  () -
Brian Bredier 53207  () -
Paul Gasser 53024  () -
Mike Lessard 53213  (414) 379-8873
Alice B. Bennett 63226  () -
robert Dilgard 53211  () -
Jane Henderson 53040  (262) 388-8385
Robert Mueller 53218  (414) 897-7260
Angela Temllin 53223  () -
Margie Messinger 53719  () -
Harvey Bootsma 53217  () -
Jamie O'Connor 53092  (773) 710-4740
Louis Maris 53211  (414) 807-7997
Ray Isaacs 53202  (414) 807-1266
Susan Nusser 53212  (608) 219-4064











Barbara Heimsch 53211  () -
Mary Olen 53202  () -



David Clark 53202  (414) 899-9067



I have kayaked through this area 
a number of times.  This section 
is an eyesore and is dangerous 
as well as polluted.  Open up the 
river and clean this up.



Kelli Busch 53217  () -
Melisa Benedict 53219  (414) 313-3608



Jeremy Fojut 53211  (414) 732-0998



Trying to kayak the Milwaukee 
river into Milwaukee from the 
north. The dam is always the 
point of the trip that takes the trip 
from pleseant to disappointment.



Teresa Wadzinsk 53209  (414) 526-0672
mike ginster 53217  (414) 540-0953
Nate Gray 53129  () -
Alexa Molthen 80209  () -
Niall McCarthy 60622  (312) 259-0060
Bob Marak 53221  () -
Jill Braun 53217  () -
April Burda 53219  (414) 702-0347
Christopher Sucho 53207  (262) 527-1356











Matt Aho 53021  (262) 546-1709



       
the past that must be removed.  
Repairing the dam at enormous 
long term financial and 
environmental cost to meet the 
wishes of a small number of 
upstream property owners is a 
reactionary, near-sighted 
decision.  Full removal of the 
dam is the most fiscally 
conservative and responsible 
alternative to benefit ALL 
residents of Milwaukee County, 
the Milwaukee River Watershed, 
and Southeast Wisconsin.  
Numerous federal, state, non 
profit, and local organizations 
have invested nearly $10 million 
since 2009 to improve the 
watershed and aquatic 
connectivity in Ozaukee County 
upstream of the Estabrook Dam.  
This collective investment, 
vision, and incredible success 
represents a national model on 
how improving aquatic 
connectivity through culvert 
replacements, dam removals, 
and other projects can alleviate 
the need for continual 
maintenance and owner liability 
of old structures that no longer 
meet their original purpose. 



Brodie Tierney 53211  (414) 908-1761
Jeff McAvoy 53207  () -
Bridget Butch 53202  (414) 377-4122











James Kerler 53551  () -



As a canoeist I have enjoyed 
recreational paddling on the 
Milwaukee River.  I look to 
removal of the Estabrook Dam to 
eliminate a portage and a 
collection point for refuse that 
comes floating down the river 
during rainstorms.  However, 
removal of the dam would also 
improve water quality, river 
aesthetics and wildlife habitat, 
making the Milwaukee River a 
better destination for tourists and 
visitors like myself.  I'm pleased 
to hear it would also save money 
for Milwaukee County taxpayers!



Molly Behringer 53202  (920) 410-9686



Jason Reimer 53217  (414) 559-9529



I live on the river in Glendale – 
where the water continues to rise 
unnaturally during the spring. 
Why put many homes at risk of 
flooding for relatively fewer 
homes who lobby for man-made 
lake flowage? Wildlife that has 
been squashed over the years by 
a limited access...let's fix what 
we broke and save money in the 
process.



Ashley Dzick 53202  (414) 334-8660



Todd Ruehmer 53207  (262) 424-4757



I plan to buy a house in 
Glendale, but have extreme 
apprehension about it after 
learning more about the dam.



Robert Probst 53211  (414) 332-0479
Andy Jaekels 53202  (414) 224-7714
MARCEL MAURE 53080  () -
Tom Rolain 53210  () -











Stephen Weigl 53202  (262) 483-5451
It's an eyesore, have hoped it 
would be torn town for years.



Paul Schwarzkopf 55418  (612) 751-5724



While hiking through the 
beautiful, natural river area of 
Estabrook Park, I am always hit 
with a pang of disappointment 
when I arrive at the section with 
the Estabrook Dam. Here sits a 
dilapidated man-made structure, 
which lies like an eyesore and 
affront to the natural wonderment 
that is the Milwaukee Greenway. 
Not only does it serve no 
purpose nor benefit nature 
and/or mankind, but it is a money 
pit, which will unnecessarily cost 
Milwaukee County taxpayers 
more than $5 million to repair. 
I'm no accountant, but I imagine 
there's probably more than 100 
better ways to spend this money 
than to maintain the Estabrook 
Dam—a concrete blemish on the 
Milwaukee River system.



Rebecca Luzadde 53212  (312) 523-8959
Hunter Brill 53012  (262) 347-5584
Karsten Black 53211  () -
Matthew Holbrook 53212  (414) 366-3918
Evan Gorelick 53213  (414) 559-7765
Anna Sampers 53212  () -



Dan Herwig 53217  (414) 333-4640



Restore the natural flow of the 
river and we'll restore the 
ecology of it. When all accounted 
for, the dam's benefits do not 
outweigh the minuses.



Tyler Wildman 53212  (715) 581-6789











Mary Holleback 53095  (262) 335-9843



I've tried to launch canoes at 
Estabrook and found the mess in 
the river disgusting.



Samantha Smith 53024  (262) 573-2006



James Shead 53211  () -



As someone who has frequently 
fished, kayaked, and hiked along 
the Milwaukee River, I am greatly 
in favor of removing the 
Estabrook Dam.  I don't 
understand why Milwaukee 
County would even consider 
keeping this dam when the US 
as a whole has moved in the 
direction of restoring natural 
waterways.  It simply makes 
sense, both financially and 
environmentally, short term and 
long term.  Don't let the voices of 
a few who want to repair the dam 
speak louder than the many, 
many more who will benefit from 
it's removal.



Amy Craig-Salmo 53212  (414) 372-9538
Jillian Klug 53212  (414) 412-3101
Grace Blevins 53202  (630) 267-7111
Melissa Nelson 53212  () -
Stephanie Kornfe 53212  (414) 333-0917
Dave Racine 53211  (414) 534-6948
Mark Rogahn 53129  (414) 423-1715
Sally Probst 53211  (414) 332-0479
David Jones 53212  (414) 562-7993
Jeremy Gordon 53212  () -
Charles Janicki 53212  () -
Annie Carrell 53212  (347) 678-8812
Bill Hartz 53212  (414) 690-1022
Alexa Hollywood 53211  (414) 332-3223
Michael Katarincic 53217  (414) 828-0877
Erin Whitney 54311  (920) 680-7878











Garrett Burton 53202  () -



I have gone here many times 
hiking and have always noticed 
the stagnant water collecting 
trash an debris north of the dam.



Sarah Purzycki 53212  () -



Karon Kiffel 53212  (414) 403-2473



It is an ugly eyesore and hinders 
natural fish populations. Remove 
it!



Laurel Cutright 53208  (262) 573-1363
Nadya Diaz 53212  () -
Beth Kluth 53118  (262) 366-5755
kyle denton 53212  (920) 360-3050
John Williams 53212  (262) 271-7061
Melanie Skinkis 53202  (414) 739-0640
Gabriella Allen 53212  () -
Kristina Paris 53211  () -
Gary Sis 53211  () -
Therese Schneide 53212  (703) 307-0123
Dianne Halligan 53211  () -
Lisa Knapp 53212  () -
Deborah Bascom 53226  (414) 259-0203



S Faraj 53212  (414) 263-1513
The dam is bad for the health of 
our aquatic life.



Lynde Uihlein 53202  () -
Christine Nuernbe 53092  () -



Jacob Erdmann 53212  () -



I disc golf at Estabrook park 
often and have seen the massive 
pile of garbage that is held up by 
the dam on the opposite side of 
the river from the park.  It disgust 
at how ignorant and careless 
those upstream from it's location 
are in regards to the environment 
and the ecosystem of our river.  I 
support the removal of the trash 
& the dam.



Andrea Velic 53211  (414) 380-8788
Natalia Koss Valle 53212  (414) 426-4135











Alexander Van Sc 53212  (414) 218-3130
Kendall Behnke 53212  () -
Roman Reynebea 53211  (920) 213-6355



Demaris Kenwood 53217  (414) 967-5966



I'd like to see the dam removed 
to return the river to it's natural 
state for all to enjoy.



Timothy Vargo 53211  (414) 708-3862



Greg Thompson 53212  () -



Holding a MS in Biology & 
Environmental Studies, I have 
seen the devastation caused by 
this dam first hand through many 
direct studies relating to both the 
plant and animal life. Please 
restore the river to its natural 
state!



Maureen Daly 53217  () -
Nathan sheets 53212  (414) 550-9639
Margaux kenwood 53217  () -
Katie Salscheider 53202  (414) 628-4064



Karen schapiro 53217  () -



for the sake of the river and 
taxpayers, the dam must come 
down!



Jake Marin 53212  (920) 203-8001



Repairing this damn puts 
obvious environmental and 
financial burdens on the citizens 
of Milwaukee.



James Garski 53154  (414) 737-0354



I would like both sides of this 
dilema. I'm  sure there is some 
homeowners who have had 
homes on this lake for years. To 
just eliminate it doesn't seem 
right either.



Chris Spaude 53207  () -
David Coles 90232  () -











Sam Cheng 94306  (650) 218-7044



Even before I could drive, I would 
ride my bike to the Milwaukee 
River from Whitefish Bay to fish.  
I remember catching carp, bass, 
and a walleye, but never had any 
luck with the running salmon.  At 
times, wading in the river was 
disgusting and likely quite 
unhealthy.  Please do what you 
can to preserve and enhance 
this piece of natural and cultural 
heritage!



Matthew Scholtes 53215  (414) 915-0625
Heather Cage 53212  (414) 517-0065



Mary Maruszewsk 53211  (414) 332-8982
It's simply time to restore it to its 
natural state. WAY less upkeep.



Maureen Kartheis 53211  (414) 688-5576
Megan Henson 53212  (414) 719-7351
Dave Schulz 53207  (414) 243-1964
Thomas Skodras 53150  () -
Renee Vandlik 53217  (414) 331-4619
Doug and Susan 53213  (414) 453-5674



wc elliott 53217  (414) 899-3046



i canoe the river regularly.  
Navigating the dam can be 
dangerous.  It's time to remove 
the dam.



Peter todd 53211  (414) 208-5061
Rachel Reimer 53214  (414) 305-5227
Rita Mitchell 53202  () -
George Owen 53212  (414) 241-9336 Please!



Aytan luck 53212  () - How about a foot bridge instead?











Louis Agnew 53212  (414) 372-7318



The Estabrook Dam 
impoundment seems to be very 
polluted compared to 
downstream waters. It is 
probably due to the slow moving 
water, which would be much 
better for the aesthetics of 
Estabrook Park, as well as the 
properties bordering the 
impoundment if the water quality 
was improved upon. It would also 
be a much better fishery if the 
water were moving faster too, 
since it would be oxygenated 
water. The physical appearance 
of the dam itself is not very 
attractive either. It is difficult to 
determine if it is an intended 
structure or something that 
collapsed and was never 
removed.



Trent Denk 53221  () -



Barbara Reimer 53222  () -



Let's do what is right for the 
environment, nearby homes,  
and future generations,



Alan wold 53212  (262) 510-3630
Erin Langler 53212  () -
Karen Reynolds 53212  () -
Tyler Neelis 53713  (608) 509-3906
Chelsea Wait 53212  (574) 780-0450
Peter Zanghi 53202  (920) 382-0749
Jim Rowen 53211  () -
Anja Sieger 53132  (414) 324-9484
Daniel Sebern 53217  (414) 520-9715
Linda Reid 53202  (630) 992-0427
Matthew Groppi 53072  () -
Katherine Wooten 53105  () -
Nick Podushak 53213  (414) 526-2796
Jeffrey Stapleton 53207  (414) 721-1439











Cynthia Wilder 53212  (414) 372-5052



Paul Vandeveld 53213  (414) 479-0225



Fish migration is important to 
me.  I was part of an event that 
released sturgeon in the 
Milwaukee Harbor. The hope is 
that sturgeon will reestablish 
itself in the Milwaukee River.  
This would be helped if barrios to 
fish habitat were removed.



James Raskob 53217  (414) 687-8839



It simply isn't right or very 
democratic for Milwaukee 
County residents to pay taxes to 
rebuild and maintain a dam, just 
so that ~300 families can have 
waterfront property to boat etc.  I 
am completely against rebuilding 
this dam!  It has got to go!



Lisa Fabian-Alber 53217  (414) 964-3235
Bridget Feerick 53092  (414) 336-6009
David and Linda S 53212  (414) 964-3993
Courtney Winter 53126  (262) 366-8645
Chris Keene 53223  () -
Eric Hyde 53037  (414) 379-2666
Michael Bentley 53211  (414) 238-3581



David Rosenberg 53217-175 (414) 352-2634



I canoe and kayak on the river. It 
is hard to portage around the 
dam and dangerous to go thru it. 
It is also ugly and causes 
sediment and pollution to build 
up behind it.There also has been 
less flooding above the dam 
since it has been open and the 
river is making it's own course 
and opening up more wetlands.



Brice Grunert 49931  (414) 322-7506











Peggy Schulz 53202  (414) 226-5964



When all facets of this problem 
are considered, the only real, 
sensible, economically and 
ecologically sane fix is 
REMOVAL OF THE DAM!  
Thank you.



Mark Peterson 53212  () -
Charles Evans 53202  () -
Stephanie Bentley 53211  (414) 517-9678
John LaGue 53211  () -
Michelle Pinnol 53212  () -
Shannon Farley 80443  (414) 202-1361
Adam Stoll 53211  (414) 336-4151 Let the river run.
James Morton 53208  () -
Anne Baka 53202  (414) 248-1520
Becky Grandone 53211  () -
Caryl Sewell 53045  () -



Scott Woodnorth 53217  (414) 801-8894



The dam is man made. Please 
take it out and help bring the 
river towards its natural state



Eric Thompson 53213  () -
Jason Groth 53212  (262) 203-1842
Robin Luther 53212  () -
Clare Lewis 53212  () -
Jo Petrie 53207  (414) 379-3216
Evan Kipp 53207  () -



Irina langen 53212  (414) 751-8581



all the reasons for removal 
makes sense from the 
environmental to the recreational 
and most important the fiscal 
savings to the budget.



gregory whitehall 53212  () -
brenda koehler 53207  (414) 312-7730
Micaiah Faraj 53212  () -
Robin Ross 53224  (414) 416-1920



Melanie Whitlow 53212  (414) 202-6691



There is no legitimate reason to 
have a dam on the river in that 
spot.











Laura Maker 53212-173 (414) 380-1914



The trash that builds up at the 
dam is really gross - it mars the 
beauty of the Milwaukee River.



William Greenwal 60068  (847) 698-2126



As an out-of-state licensed 
fisherman who supports the 
fisheries, I see the benefits to 
removing the obsolete dam and 
restoring the natural flow of the 
Milwaukee river. Other states are 
in the process of similar dam 
removal / stream restoration 
projects. I support this project 
100% and hope that you will too.



Bob Nenno 53209  (414) 228-1905



Unjust for all Milwaukee County 
taxpayers to share in the 
exceptionally high cost of 
rebuilding and/or maintaining the 
Estabrook Dam for the benefit of 
a few homeowners just upstream 
who want a pond in the 
backyard.



Judy Nenno 53209  (414) 228-1905
I don't want to pay higher taxes 
to rebuild and then maintain it.



Terry Pavletic 53228  () -
margaret mcguire 53226  (414) 453-0953
James Weber 53202  (262) 617-9915
Eddee Daniel 53226  () -
Ravelle Rosenber 53703  () -
John Lunz 53209  (414) 702-7288



John Eull 53066  (414) 306-2956



Save the River and save 
Milwaukee County taxpayers 
millions.











Matt Keup 53214  (262) 617-5150



Take a walk along the river 
below the dam, then take a look 
above the dam.  It's a stagnant 
sludgey dirty mess above the 
dam and a free flowing more 
energized river below flowing 
naturally.



Rebecca Richeso 53212  (920) 858-4613
Debbie Powers 53212  (262) 470-3774



Marleen Sobczak 53092  (262) -



I have been living on the banks 
of the Milwaukee River for the 
last 29 years.  I know what a 
precious and important resource 
this is to Milwaukee, its 
surrounding areas and the state.  
The science is clear, the removal 
of this dam is critical for the 
health of this valuable life source.
Please remove the Estabrook 
dam.



Michelle Canard 53212  (414) 828-9184



we shouldn't have a dam here! 
What a waste of money and a 
pollution nightmare!



Jennifer daood 53209  (414) 617-7428 please remove the dam!
kristen Wotruba-K 53212  (414) 915-5389
Allan Montezon 53207  () -



Eric Bunke 53217  (630) 605-4749
Please do what's right for the 
environment - remove the dam.



james seder 53217  (414) 704-8467
Stephanie Ladd 53225  (414) 416-3388
Cheryl Nenn 53210  (414) 378-3043 Ditch the dam!!
Peter Lee 53208  (414) 202-6312
Judith Krystowiak 53207  (414) 744-3980
Quinn Stout 53212  (414) 416-8030
Ryan Wickens 53212  (414) 801-8970
Michael Standal 53202  (262) 441-8309
Kristin Schneider 53226  (920) 980-0378
Mason Jarecki-Ni 53202  () -











Shane Carte 53212  () -



It is unsightly for hikers, and a 
hazard and nuisance for 
kayakers.



DAve pinczkowsk 53132  (414) 412-1838



I t is not ethnical to dam a river 
for the selfish needs of a few rich 
people who have had there way 
for years at the ridiculous cost to 
taxpayers who don't want or 
need a lagoon  instead of a free 
flowing river  I'm sick of this we 
need to get the word out maybe 
the Sheppard express or the 
news   tax payers don't seem to 
no about this issue  if thay  new 
the sh@+%t would hit the fan  
make known once its gone we 
don't have to pay for it any more  
and  more than most I love to 
fish the river  thanks for all your 
help and work



Andreas Nickhorn 53213  (414) 379-5447
Dave Dicks 53092  () -
Carl Butler 60148  (630) 917-2972
Elaine Isaacson P 53037  (262) 375-8753



Abigail Schmitz 53225  () -
Please remove the dam and 
restore the natural river flow.



Brian Harris 53217  (414) 369-2463



The area around the dam itself 
creates a dangerous, polluted, 
unusable area.



Rob Estlund 53217  (414) 750-4833
Robert Korman 53221  (414) 430-2264
Ben Habanek 53132  () -



Ann Brummitt 53211  (414) 379-5680



The dam is dangerous and 
incredibly ugly.  Lets let the river 
flow and get healthy again.



Jane Wester 53129  () -
Sarah Kopplin 53211  (414) 915-1392
Jennifer Breceda 53211  (414) 430-6456











Mary Jane Brumm 53217  (779) 771-8002



Howard Hinterthu 53074-152 (262) 573-0325



It gets choked with all sorts of 
debris, obstructing the flow of the 
river.  Plus it will eventually fail.  
Get rid of it now.



Stephanie Sandy 53207  (414) 483-5020
It makes economical and 
ecological sense.



Sara Waters 53703  () -
Sally Kuzma 53211  () -



Jeanne Salmon 53211  (414) 841-0345



Please remove the Estabrook 
Dam to allow the Milwaukee 
River to flow naturally for the 
sake of all flora, fauna, and 
recreational users. The 
"Dragon's Teeth" and the Dam 
are an eyesore, an obstacle, and 
a trash magnet, and the River's 
health would improve drastically 
if it were removed. Please do not 
think only of affluent property 
owners who live on the River 
north of the Dam, please think of 
all those who will benefit from the 
opening, especially those who 
cannot advocate for themselves. 
Thank you for making the right 
decision to remove the Dam, 
even if it is not an easy decision.



Martha Davis Kipc 53212  () -
Megan O'Halloran 53221  (414) 299-8963
Jennifer Plevin 53215  (414) 213-8590
Tammy Vanden H 53212  (414) 617-8247



Nicholas Hade 53211  (414) 916-5600



The dam either makes paddling 
impossible or dangerous. The 
impoundment creates an 
eyesore for everyone.



Chris Krochalk 53207  (414) 755-0583











Pamela ellefson 53211  () -
Kendra Carey 53211  (414) 962-5901
Mary Ralian 53072-270 (262) 695-6177
Shelly Long 53210  (414) 305-7056
Sue Kelley 53211  () -
Kathryn Berg 53211  (414) 962-6594



Cynthia Hollenber 53503  (608) 753-2080



Once again, the privileged few 
demand something that only 
benefits the few... instead of 
doing what is right for the long-
term health and safety of the 
region and its citizens.



Mark Laustrup 54843  (715) 634-0842
Jonathan burks 53212  () -
Annie Heidenreich 53219  () -



John Nelson 53073  (920) 980-2539



I have had the opportunity to be 
involved with several dam 
removals. Each one has turned 
out better than expected. Even 
local residents initially opposed 
to removal were surprised by the 
positive results.



Brook Scheiber 53097  () -
Charles Brummitt 53212  (414) 731-1133
Chris jourdan 53229  () -
Aimee and Natha  53212  (414) 550-9639
florence parnegg 53092  (262) 241-



Martha Spencer 53209  (414) 870-3104



I've had repeated flooding on my 
property.  My flood insurance is 
major cost for me.











Erik Helm 53211  (414) 962-4315



Please support the continuing 
cleanup of the river and the great 
possibilities we have with a free-
flowing urban river full of life.
I wrote the Milwaukee River 
chapter in the upcoming book '50 
places to fly-fish in the Midwest'. 
We have done so much, 
especially with the removal of the 
North Avenue dam and all the 
dam removal and restoration in 
Ozaukee County. Let's not let 
one county supervisor and a 
handful of Glendale residents 
who want to run powerboats on 
the river dictate the future and 
block the  green progress 
leading to a better Milwaukee 
River for everyone.



Stacy La Point 53212  (414) 935-4201
riley McCormick 53202  (262) 312-4699



Paul Thomas 53021  (262) 353-2394



I am concerned about the fish 
that are unable to traverse the 
dam.



Zac Driscoll 53212  (262) 224-9225
Alycia Jankowski 53222  (248) 330-4123
Karen Fox 53202  () -
Carrie Becker 53217  () -
Alexandra Heyn 53217  (920) 287-1840
Paul Butterbrodt 53215-284 () -
brenda broughton 53209  (414) 687-6491
Gard Pecor 53202  () -
Matthew Garcia 53705  (608) 622-7803











Jason Roosevelt 53012  (414) 322-2893



I think the successes of other 
dam removal projects on the 
Milwaukee River should speak 
for themselves. I see no logical 
reason to do anything other than 
remove the Estabrook Dam. 
Restoration of the dam just 
makes no sense financially or 
ecologically.



Jeffery Hoffman 53235  (414) 975-0374
Will Kalmer 53217  (414) 460-8710
Sarah Bernstein 53213  (414) 333-9192
Mike Scheder 54639  () -



Brian Raffel 53213  (414) 788-0353



This dam serves no purpose 
other than creating recreational 
vehical water depth for a few 
hundred people.  Removal is 
also cheaper than repair.  This 
should not even be a debate.  It's 
time to remove this outdated 
dam.











Zach Savage 53209  (414) 232-4774



I am a home owner on the 
Milwaukee River north of the 
Estabrook Dam in Glendale. My 
wife and I purchased our home 
in 2010 with the expectation the 
dam was going to be removed. 
We enjoy the serene, quiet, 
natural environment around our 
area and consider ourselves 
fortunate to have an 'Up North' 
retreat only minutes from 
Downtown. Our friends and 
family love coming to visit our 
little sanctuary year round to fish, 
paddle, ice skate, xc ski, and 
relax in the quiet setting. Thus 
far the points made for keeping 
the dam negatively impact every 
reason we purchased our home 
and goes against every scientific 
piece of evidence that has been 
produced on the subject of 
dams. There are more important 
needs in our area that will benefit 
from the funds necessary to 
rebuild, maintain, and monitor 
the dam. Please move forward 
with removing this nuisance and 
allow the habitat to begin 
repairing what our ancestors 
inadvertently devastated. Thank 
you.



Christina Taddy 53212  () -
Kellyn munson 53212  (920) 251-6603
Jane Clare 53209  (414) 228-7802











Marilyn Wiseman 53211  (414) 736-6217



I was not able to access the 
Milwaukee River when the North 
Avenue Dam was in place. The 
river was brown, icky and didm;t 
flow.  Now that the dam is out. 
My family and I hike along the 
river, skip rocks and generally 
enjoy the flowing river. We want 
that for the whole river.



Judie Papadakis 53212  (414) 213-6320



Mary Germain 53212  (414) 324-9809



If snooty land owners north of 
Milwaukee want a "lake" they can 
help out Lake Michigan by 
improving the health of it's 
tributaries like the Milwaukee 
River and REMOVE THE 
ESTABROOK DAM.



Sura Faraj 53212  (414) 263-1513
Dams are bad for rivers, fish, 
wildlife and all of us.



Susie Seidelman 53212  (414) 840-2801



The dam is a useless, outdated 
structure that provides zero value 
to the citizens of Milwaukee 
County. In fact, it does the 
opposite - it endangers homes 
through flooding, it pollutes our 
shared Milwaukee River, and it's 
a fiscal drain on our collective 
pocketbooks. This should be a 
no-brainer. It needs to come out!



Bobbi Rector 53209  (414) 540-0284
Tracy Olson 53212  () -
Andy Suchorski 53227  (414) 213-8838
Mary McCarthy 53020  () -
Claudine Lienau 53212  (414) 699-4012
Jennifer Wheeler 53217  () -
Philip Wheeler 53217  () -
David Timmers 53207  () -











Dustin Klein 53211  (414) 614-8122 DOWN WITH THE DAM!



Thad Nation 53211  (414) 412-7814



Please remove this dam instead 
of trying to repair it.  As a 
taxpayer in Milwaukee County, I 
am fundamentally opposed to 
having anymore of my tax dollars 
going to fund this boondoggle.  It 
does not make fiscal sense, it 
does not make ecological sense 
and it violates common sense.  I 
am a paddler and I spend time 
on the Milwaukee River.



Lois Bielefeld 53211  (347) 563-3898
Julia Richard 53212  (414) 394-4205



Melanie Ariens 53217  () -



If removing the dam is better for 
wildlife and the environment, in 
general, and is the more 
affordable option to taxpayers, 
then there is no question - 
remove the dam!



Jaclyn Aperi 53212  () -
Ian Abston 53203  (920) 286-2123
Sachin Chheda 53211  (414) 412-6099
Tricia Zippel 53212  (414) 763-1481
Antonio Garcia 53215  () -
James Moore 53213  (414) 704-6644
Susan Braeger 53017-951 (262) 255-3250
J St. John 53211  (414) 964-8505
Bruce Boulieu 53214  () -
Jennifer Adams 53209  () -
Miranda Kersten 53219  () -
Tammy Becker 53130  (262) 353-5848
Nancy Tawney 53207  (414) 744-5674
Clare Fellows 53051  () -
Brian Fellows 53051  () -
Sarah Dean 53202  (414) 271-5885
Marsha McDonald 53202  () -
Christa Marlowe 53207  () -
Pat Van Dyke 53215  (414) 520-7328











Noele Stollmack 53212  () -



Carson Praefke 53212  (414) 265-7866



I own property with river frontage 
and I would like to see the river 
cleaner.



Robert French 53217  (414) 526-1789
Mary Lou Zuege 53211  (414) 962-6215
Jennifer Freckma 53215  (414) 429-0670



Angie Klemm 53213  () -



MMSD has put a lot of effert into 
flood prevention in recent years. 
Why not continue that work by 
removing the Estabrook dam? 
Bonus - it will save taxpayers 
money, and improve habitat and 
recreation.



Anthony Handzlik 53202  (414) 298-8190



Marty Weigel 53214  () -



My friends, family and I paddle 
the Milwaukee River regularly. 
We are all looking forward to the  
dam removal and the increased 
river quality that it will bring



Quintin Bendixen 53207  (414) 324-1086 Please remove the dam.
Mary Kniep 53129  (414) 421-3824
Paul szedziewski 53212  (414) 264-4343
Rosie Hartmann 53207  (414) 343-9201
Daniel Gray 53207  (414) 731-0570
Helen Klimowicz 53222  (414) 331-6470











Matthew Gnas 53202  (414) 736-0817



      
paddler, as well as an East Side 
resident, I have been impressed 
with the revival of the Milwaukee 
River corridor. Land restoration 
efforts by groups such as 
Milwaukee Riverkeeper, the 
River Revitalization Foundation, 
and the Urban Ecology Center 
have resulted in improved river 
cleanliness and health, a 
blossoming return of native plant 
and animal species, and a 
resurgence of the Milwaukee 
River as a ecological and 
recreational asset in the heart of 
our city.



Failure to remove the Estabrook 
Dam not only thwarts continued 
progress on the issues 
mentioned above, but also 
places an undue burden on 
taxpayers as we end up investing 
more money in preserving a 
useless relic, rather than focus 
on forward thinking and the best 
use of our fiscal means to 
ensure the broadest public 
benefit.



Considered from any of the 
angles, environmental, 



Kathleen Barry 53213-417 (414) 476-6473
Susan LeVine 53217  () -











Robert Heil 53219  (414) 378-9535



They board can review my 
previous emailed letter for 
reasoning. The recent pro-dam 
reasoning I believe is a null issue 
since the dam, even when 
operational, was not operated 
correctly. Therefore it seems 
property values would not 
change from the current state of 
things. The majority of the issues 
point to its removal. Do the right 
thing.



RBH
Kathrine Barnes 53212  (512) 757-7088
AJ Anderson 53213  (414) 258-4986
Nancy Welch 53213  (414) 777-0362
Bryan Yenor 53222  (414) 690-8324
Mary Schnell 53202  (414) 276-6473
Theresa Lowder 53223  (414) 355-9424
Barbra Paulini 53217  (414) 247-1488
Nick Sayotovich 53221  (262) 389-9000



Dan Suminski 53132-875 (414) 430-3114
There is no value in maintaining 
this dam. Let the river go.



Peter McMullen 53211  (414) 962-6834 It is what is best for the river



thomas hickey 53211  (414) 963-4060



Greetings.........For the health of 
the Milwaukee River, please 
remove the dam at Estabrook 
Park.  The river has become so 
vibrant, and full of  fish and other 
aquatic life.  Give it a chance to 
become the watershed it used to 
be!



Lydia Trusso 53211  (630) 940-5495
Dennis Grzezinsk 53211  (414) 530-9200
Joanna Demas 53211  (262) 424-6854



Denis and Helga G 53202  () -



From the point of view of a 
fisherman, the dam prevents 
natural fish movement.











Shari Solheim 53212  (262) 617-2524
Erin Brady 53207  (414) 322-9199



Deborah Darin 53211  () -



And, my husband, too.  We feel 
strongly about this, as do many 
others who may not see the 
petition.  Please act 
responsibly!!!



Sheila Isakson 53215  (414) 744-0501



Ellie Kirkwood 53217  (414) 630-6311



While it is understandable that 
dams serve functions for human 
populations, this dam no longer 
plays a role besides hurting the 
ecology of the Milwaukee River. I 
have participated in trash 
removal on the BLM islands in 
this area and have never seen 
such a concentration of garbage 
in one location. I grew up playing 
in Estabrook Park, and I hope 
the city recognizes how much 
better they could make this area 
through the removal of an 
expensive and detrimental 
structure.



Justin Hegarty 53211  (262) 573-9955



teresa mcclellan 53212  () -



I've been reading all the pros and 
cons about removing the dam, 
and have concluded that it just 
makes sense to remove it.



Gerald Sapp 60010  (847) 284-4824



The dam is obstructing a natural 
river flow and each year the 
water backs up and causes the 
river to muddy.



Henrik Moe 53217  (414) 446-5203 tear 'er down!
STEVE Lindstrom 53207  (262) 989-3634
mary kamps 53212  (414) 964-7128
Jean Kranendonk 53051  () -
Joanne fetting 53217  () -











Christopher Koeh 53222  (414) 801-7179
Carol Rybak 53214  () -



Gary Johnson 53211  (414) 405-6635



It's an eyesore and breading 
ground for everything bad. Yes, 
paddling, XC skiing and flooding 
because of the dam, which 
destroys trails for hiking and 
mountain biking.



David Hofmann 53226-312 () -
Bill Lavelette 53207  () -
Stacey Koss 53092  (262) 240-1123
Kelly Todd 53212  (414) 388-9235
Corey Zetts 53212  (414) 467-0854
Eric Crawford 53211  (414) 375-4088
tim hill 53207  () -
Brian Bredier 53207  () -
Kate Grundle 53212  (414) 698-1239
Lisa Carroll 53202  (612) 889-2303
Anne and Bob Ho 53129  () -
Timothy Schafer 53172  (414) 764-4353
susan Branson 53226  (414) 778-0170



Thomas Dueppen 53051  (262) 613-1468



I would greatly appreciate having 
the eye sore from the 1930's 
removed from the Milwaukee 
River.



Sandy Workman 53051-050 (262) 227-7467
Mollee Albinger 53213  (414) 573-2679



Christopher Bergn 53186  (414) 303-7692



The removal of the dam makes 
sense environmentally, 
economically, and should have 
been done years ago.



Linda Reynolds 53228  (414) 321-8027
Michelle Canard 53212  (414) 828-9184
Rob Hofmann 53045  () -
Daniel Idzikowski 53226  (414) 302-1704
Liza Durkin 53204  () -
John Ruebartsch 53212  (414) 839-5285
Deborah Daley 53207  () -











dannj Gendelman 53217  (414) 964-3728



The removal of this dam is long 
overdue.  The garbage/trash that 
gathers near it is indicative of 
major problems which, as a free 
flowing river will correct this 
problem and help fish move 
about easily in the process.



Kristin Finkbeiner 53212  () -
Beverly Schwabe 53226  (414) 771-7772
Peter Wagner 53214  () -
Susan Winans 53211  () -
Jeff Kennedy 60102  (847) 269-8688



Dan Small 54667  (414) 588-4082



The dam impedes the upstream 
movement of salmon and 
steelhead in spring and fall.



SE Wisconsin Tro   53186  () -



The Southeast Wisconsin 
Chapter of Trout Unlimited Board 
of Directors supports removal of 
the Estabrook Dam.



Kevin Mackey 53217  () -
Paul Richter 53132  (612) 760-7465



Alex Snyder 53212  (715) 559-3287



I support the re-wilding of the 
Milwaukee River!  Take down the 
dam!



william krawczyk 53110  () -
Ronald Miller 53207  () -
Rebecca Kemnitz 53210  () -



Jessica Ruben 53217  () -
Please help the fish and make 
the river safe for paddlers.



JOHN DUCHAC 53211  () -
Julia Burns 53226  () -











Richard Best 53024  (262) 375-1073



The health our metro area 
watershed is a high priority.  I 
want my grandchildren and their 
children to enjoy the natural 
benefits of the Milwaukee River 
River Basin...and dam 
elimination improves the free 
natural flowing of the river into 
the future.



Patrick Gallagher 53211  (414) 617-8076



Melissa Johnston 53212  (608) 769-2803



Lets help restore the Milwaukee 
river and focus our energies 
more on environmental and 
social protection surrounding 
these issues.



Nancy Ryan 53002  () -



Jan Koel 53051  (262) 251-7175



Damn the dams for the harm 
they do to the environment! 
Sooner or later they will have to 
be removed. Why wait to put it 
on the next generation?



Ron Friedel 53223  () -
Brandon Kohler 53215  (414) 698-8809
Dennis McBride 53213  (414) 391-1140
Laura Bender 53225  (414) 355-1970



Rob Zimmerman 53213  (920) 698-1467



There are so many positives to 
removing it, both ecologic and 
economic, even for homeowners 
along the existing pond.  This is 
a no-brainer.  Take it out.



Roger Hyttinen 53209  (414) 367-6535
Juan Ortega 53222  () -











Ann Wilson 53217  (414) 352-3292



Unfortunately, because "man" 
has already changed the natural 
state of our river by putting in the 
dams to our river, changed the 
course of them even, we are left 
with the responsibility to keep up 
what we started. Whether we like 
it or not - at least until a viable 
alternative is available. Had we 
not messed with the rivers in the 
first place, we would not find 
ourselves dealing with this 
situation now...but we did... And 
now there is a price to pay. By 
removing the damn, you are 
taking away any reasonable level 
of water to our river. What is now 
a healthy flow will become 
nothing more than a trickle... A 
puddle for mosquitoes to 
congregate. At some point, 
mankind decided they knew 
better than the God who created 
this river, and now we need to 
take responsibility for our 
actions. The damn needs to 
remain if we want to have a river - 
and we do!!!



Clive Wells 53151  (414) 955-8141
Lonni Mueller 53211  (414) 332-5524
Susan Dewey 53151  (414) 456-8141
Gsry Tuma 53212  (414) 412-0255
Josh Beier 53172  (414) 202-3415
Darren Rebar 53212  () -
Abby DeBofsky 53204  () -
Linda Reid 60134  (630) 992-0427
natalie quartullo 53207  (414) 399-3844
Carolyn Edwards 53213  (414) 288-5363
John Casper 53220  (414) 329-0128











Pat Bohn 53222  (920) 420-1069
Bring back the natural free flow 
of the river



Jay Burseth 53211  (262) 352-6944
Rebecca Wincell 53207  (414) 255-6245
Matthew Brusky 53212  (414) 315-4127
Jo Petersen 54303  () -
peter Nonnenmac 53211  (414) 915-0857
Bob Webb 60010  () -
Matthew Rudman 53212  () -



Timothy Hall 53092  () -



We canoe and kayak on area 
rivers.  Having free-flowing rivers 
is much better for the health of 
the river and native flora and 
fauna.



Sam Nadolsky 53211  (414) 350-0944
Jessica Gebhardt 53207  (262) 224-4861



Alice Goeldner 54457  () -



I am very concerned about our 
water,,soil and air quality 
throughout the state. The health 
of our citizens and wildlife habitat 
is at stake!



Angela Jackson 532007  (910) 750-2486
James Kullerstran 53217  () -
Peter Levi 53703  () -
David Wehnes 53213  (414) 453-1689
Jill Schanon Mace 53217  (414) 247-8717
Jessica Ladd 53225  () -
James Krawczyk 53089  (262) 251-1663
Ann McIntyre 53202  () -
John Liebenstein 53207  (414) 744-0858
David Fowler 53132  (414) 529-4665
Paul Melchior 60202  (847) 272-3195
Kelly SHelton 60613  (773) 412-9104



Robert Bawden 53217  (414) 840-9299
Get rid of it already! Let the river 
flow naturally.



Steven Forst 53209  (414) 228-8940
Maurine Prawdzik 53129  () -
Nicole Aiello 53212  (920) 296-5596
Jennifer Turner 53207  (414) 212-5215
Andrea Barndt 53207  () -











Austin Holik 53211  (630) 956-8488
renee kubesh 53217  (414) 962-4546
Jonathan Olson 53225  () -
Heather Conklin 53212  (414) 963-9511



David Woerpel 53105  () -



All the arguments for the removal 
of Estabrook Dam have been 
heard.  It is time to remove this 
aging impediment to a quality 
Milwaukee River.  As an 
outdoors person who fishes and 
canoes Milwaukee County's 
watershed frequently I 
respectively urge the 
commission to vote to remove 
the Estabrook Dam.  Thanks 
you.



Eric Seis 53207  (920) 819-1775
Steve Cajski 53207  () -











Phillip Strobel 53012  (414) 702-5769



      
and Cedar Creek in Ozaukee 
County; I enjoy fishing and 
paddling on the river.  I 
participate in river clean-ups and 
other efforts to keep the rivers 
beautiful and healthy. Many of us 
in SE Wisconsin are fortunate to 
be interconnected via this 
wonderful river. But sadly, it has 
been negatively impacted by the 
dams built upon it by citizens & 
leaders many years ago who did 
understand the negative impact 
dams would have on our 
free/flowing rivers.  As they fall 
into disrepair, the best option 
(almost always) is removal.  As 
often as possible, let's return our 
rivers to their natural state 
supporting the fish, fishermen, 
paddlers, waterfowl, and the 
many other creatures that thrive 
in and enjoy these natural 
environments.  Saving this dam 
to maintain the man-made 
recreational impoundment 
benefitting a few homeowners 
upstream of the Estabrook dam 
is simply wrong in so many ways.  
The river's health is important to 
tens of thousands of citizens and 
many, many more critters.  



John Schneider 53211  () -



Ugly eye sore that needs to be 
removed, razorbacks before the 
dam continue to pile up with 
garbage and large debri



Brian Lehky 53217  () -











Carolyn Mello 53212  (414) 793-8713



Please stop prevaricating on 
this!!!  Spend the money to 
remove this obstruction and 
enhance the Milwaukee River 
environmental corridor!!!



Stephen Jones 53207  (480) 216-3360
David Brittain 53217  () -
Jorna Taylor 53207  () -
Dave Snyder 53202  () -



barton smith 53211  (414) 460-2309



Please get rid of this dam NOW! 
Restore our rivers to the way that 
they are supposed to function...



Tom Parkinson 60030  (847) 223-8076



As visitors to Milwaukee the 
cycle trail by the river is one of 
our family favorites. Removing 
the eyesore dam will improve the 
overall natural look of the river 
valley.



cj kaegi 53212  () -
Carl Swanson 53212  () -
Mike and Judy Ho 53208  () -
Stephen Anderso 53212  (414) 412-0749
Carole Geddes-E 53129  (313) 355-2283
Joyce Radtke 53110  (414) 571-9654
Sharon Shell 53207  (414) 238-8894
Elizabeth Hittman 53222  () -
Robert Swager 53171  (262) 455-1156
Kim Cosier 53212  (414) 963-1996
maureen kane 53212  (414) 688-9635
Todd Ambs 53711  () -
Lindsay Gardner 53217  (414) 540-4848
Jacob Liptack 53212  () -











Kurt Gaetano 53213  (414) 550-3836



I volunteer for the Milwaukee 
RiverKeepers and they do a lot 
of work in this area to protect 
and preserve aquatic habitats. I 
believe that their assessment 
that keeping the dam in place is 
not a good choice for the river, is 
correct, and it should be 
removed.



Denny Rauen 53212  (414) 265-4343
Joel Haubrich 53211  (414) 349-6186
Mark M Giese 53403  () -



Paul Truess 53217  (414) 247-1730



To the MMSD Commission: After 
reading your Policy Committee 
report on the potential removal of 
the Estabrook Dam I must 
strongly encourage your support 
of the committee position to 
adopt the 3rd alternative 
presented by Milwaukee 
County's own Environmental 
Analysis to abandon and remove 
the dam. This proposal 1) Aligns 
with the Milwaukee County 
Circuit Court decision that the 
dam is a public nuisance, 2) 
Provides a small measure of 
improvement in flood exposure, 
3) Will improve the river water 
quality and conditions for fish 
and urban wildlife as well as 
decrease sediment 
accumulation, 4) Finally it is the 
least costly alternative for the 
taxpayers of Milwaukee County. 
Please vote to support 
abandonment and removal of the 
Estabrook dam. Sincerely, Paul 
Truess











Peter Goldberg 53202  () -
Laura Fields-Som 532111  (425) 615-5974
Paul Freund 96080  () -



Kyle Puckhaber 53212  (414) 678-8532



I don't think it's fair that my tax 
dollars go to repair a dam that's 
going to benefit a handful of 
people in River Hills.



Brandon Roush 53207  (414) 522-4120
Alesandra Tejeda 53217  () -
Nadia Bogue 53202  () -
Lisa Mahan 53212  () -



Kim Wright 53704  (608) 244-3135



My son and his family live in 
Milwaukee.  We love exploring 
the urban waterways and find the 
Estabrook Dam an eyesore, 
unsafe and an impediment to the 
health of the waterway.  The dam 
should be removed, don't waste 
anymore resources on 
maintaining or repairing the dam, 
just get rid of it.



Margaret Crawfor 53202  (414) 727-8297
Jane Bowers 53211  () -



Carol O'Neill 53217  () -



I read that the State of 
Wisconsin was ordered to 
remove this dam (at State 
Expense) but won't put it into the 
Budget.



Paul Anderson 54945  () -











Seamus Holoway 53207  (414) 243-1744



Dam removal elsewhere on the 
Milwaukee River and throughout 
the country has provided positive 
benefits (I'd encourage those on 
both sides of this issue to watch 
the documentary 'DamNation' 
(http://damnationfilm.com/). The 
additional taxpayer costs to 
repair and maintain the dam 
instead of removing it - paired 
with the negative environmental 
impacts dams cause - strongly 
suggest removal as the best 
decision for the Estabrook Dam.



Mary McCormick 53211  (414) 840-9623
Pam Ariens 53132  () -
Diane Buck 53211  () -
Michelle Boehm 53211-261 () -
Gary Buerstatte 53212  () -
Frances B. Durkin 53066  (262) 567-2298
Jennifer Denofre 53222  (414) 940-6156 None
Samuel Huenink 53207  () -



Jane LeCapitaine 53207  (262) 402-3889



The damn causes flooding 
during heavy rain events in 
basements upstream of damn.



Hannah Medrow 53212  (414) 372-9398



The Milwaukee River is much 
more than the small area near 
the dam, and this outdated 
structure is not healthy for the 
water quality or the wildlife.  The 
cost of repairing is prohibitive 
and removing the dam makes 
the most sense.  The river 
belongs to all of us...not just the 
handful of people who want a 
private recreation area.  Please 
do the right thing.











Barb Holzhauer 53092  (414) 793-6385
Dale Olen 53213  (262) 339-5481
Brian Boldt 53207  () -
Paul Zovic 53211  () -



Mark Lori Reid Cr 53217  (414) 964-5040



Please call me at 414-964-5040 
and I will e-mail you my 
published articles on tearing 
down Estabrook Dam.  You must 
publish or share my opinions on 
your website.  I own the largest 
parcels on the Milwaukee River.   
Thank you.   Marcus Manis 
Crawford Aralias



lindsay lochman 53211  (414) 453-4759
Dan Monahan 53211  () -



Barry Stuart 53202-182 (414) 224-6165



Dam removal worked further 
south at North Avenue.  The river 
is a lot cleaner through Caesar's 
Park near where I live.  There'll 
be even better fishing on the 
Milwaukee River once the 
Estabrook Dam is removed.



Vincent Pozza 53214  (414) 536-1357



The Estabrook Dam, regularly 
stinks and is super polluted. 
There's no doubt that the 
Estabrook Dam is harming our 
environment. DITCH THE DAM!!



Vincent Pozza 53214  (414) 536-1357



It smells, and a few of my friends 
have suffered bad flooding from 
the Dam.



Amanda Jackson 53228  (414) 699-4885
Lynn Erickson 53207  () -



Karen Sands 53211  (414) 964-4342



Please maximize environmental 
benefit and minimize taxpayer 
cost by removing the dam!



Andrew Connors 53211  () -
dick nelson 53209  (414) 352-2839











Virginia Small 53211  (414) 332-1935



y     
Milwaukee County's vitality. 
Environmental scientists have 
concluded that the Milwaukee 
River and related habitats would 
fare better if the crumbling and 
outmoded Estabrook Dam were 
removed.



The only perceived advantage of 
retaining and repairing, it at great 
cost, is that perhaps some up-
river homeowners enjoy a man-
made lake, but only some of the 
time.



Milwaukee County has become 
known, for good reason, as a 
leader in sustainability. Being 
environmentally conscious has 
resulted in many good outcomes, 
including a positive quality of life 
within a livable community.



Please urge county supervisors 
to revisit the Eastabrook Dam 
issue and address 
recommendations by reputable 
scientists. Looking out for the 
greater good ultimately results in 
a greater community--and 
environment--for all.



Ann Rice 53211  () -
Emily Thornburg 53211  (414) 499-2525



Indigo Cunningha 53212  (414) 628-1070
yes, it smells like horse 
droppings.



Caroline Mosley 53095  (262) 707-8490
KAHLEEN BEAVE 53211  (414) 736-6510
Derek Beyer 53207  (414) 690-6983
Pamela Timmerm 53212  () -











Annie Beaman 94591  () -
Bill Nemeth 15905  (814) 270-3367
Angela Bemi 53051  (310) 591-0282
Cheryl Heimerl 53202  () -



Julie bernhardt 53212  (708) 822-7963
its a total eyesore.  Let's return 
our river to its natural state.



tom sherman 53217  (414) 491-8553
Dave Vasquez 53211  () -
Dona Yahola 54154  (414) 839-9964
matt pike 28211  () -



Anthony Walczak 53207  () -



Well, having the damn in place - 
old dilapidated one, or new one, 
prevents kayaking through. 
Instead you have to get out and 
carry the kayaks on the shore.



Warren and Sharo  53213  (414) 727-3786
The PUBLIC good comes before 
river access for a few!



Jeff Holberg 78602  (512) 771-2317
James M Velazqu 53202  (414) 514-2863
Brent Elliott L9H3X2  (905) 650-7570



Tom Gibes 53212  () -
Removing the dam would be 
environmental justice!



Kyle Klamar 53033  () -



The damn is an eye sore and 
has backed up garbage and 
debris making the river look 
horrible....



Susan Schramm 53209  (414) 247-1183
Andrew Yardley 53224  (414) 354-9197
Keith Kolischak 27104  (336) 655-9821
THERESA WIGG 53212  () -



Allen Miller 53208  (414) 704-1692



As a Milwaukee County resident, 
taxpayer, and a canoeist on 
rivers I cannot support funding 
restoration of a dam that benefits 
only a few and does not make 
any sense environmentally or 
recreationally for the majority.



Sheila Gavin 53209  (414) 247-1183











Robert Blumreich 54665  () -
Bill Nimke 53092  () -



India McCanse 53202  () -
Take out the damn dam already. 
It's terrible for our river.



Ann Bernier 53207  (414) 482-9301
Iris Gonzalez 53215  (414) 915-5196



Kevin Symes 66053  (913) 669-6978



I would like to see the dam's 
removal to make it possible for 
lake-run fish to spread out 
through the Milwaukee River 
system



Kolton Gemason 53092  () -
Tom Larimer 97031  () -
COREY CARRICO 80126  (847) 371-3117
michael Hranicka 53093  (920) 627-5779
Gianna Makler 19006  () -



Bruce Ambuel 53045-205 () -
Dam removal will improve the 
quality of the river.



Sheila Beck 53211  (414) 588-4770
Bonnie Pedraza 53211  () -











Joe Rath 53212  () -



I live adjacent to the Milwaukee 
River, roughly 2 miles south of 
the Estrabrook Dam. Since the 
dam has been order to remain in 
an "open" state in 2009, the 
rebound of both instream and 
riparian wildlife and habitat is 
simply amazing. A similar 
rebound happened with the 
removal of the North Avenue 
Dam in the 1990s. Why repair 
the dam and continue to neglect 
the Milwaukee River downstream 
of Estrabrook Park? Why spend  
crucial County Tax Payer Dollars 
on a dam to benefit a few when 
you could use the money for 
health and human services or to 
maintain our beautiful park 
system as a whole?



Hannah Johnson- 53207  () -
Fred anderson 54729  (815) 979-5916
Ann Terwilliger 53213  (414) 258-8162
Pam Damico 53012  () -
Sandra Sweeney 53208  () -
Gabriel Hammer 53212  (815) 216-2401
Tanya Atkinson 53211  (414) 477-0381
chris christie 53211  () -
Francisco Martore 53208  () -
michael mitten 53223  (414) 587-3570
Lesley Sheridan 53211  () -
Tracy Rolkosky 53211  (262) 309-4333
Ashia Gripentrog 53209  () -
Timothy Posnans 53217  (414) 416-1510











Lynn Broaddus 53213  (414) 559-5495



About ten years ago I came 
close to losing my life on the 
Estabrook Dam. Human error on 
the county's part was the 
underlying cause, leading me 
and my entourage of eight to 
believe the dam was closed 
when in fact it was open and 
nearly sucked us all over the 
abyss. This, however, is only one 
of the reasons it seems obvious 
that it should be removed.  It's a 
stagnant pond above the dam, 
water quality would be improved 
with the dam's removal, AND it's 
much less of a burden on 
taxpayers to have it removed.  
This is one of the easiest 
decisions the county should have 
to make: removing the dam is 
good for finances, for the 
environment, and for safety.



Charlie Dominas 60097  (815) 451-7125 More migratory fish!



Christine McLaug 53212  (414) 771-7471



When the environmentalists and 
the fiscal conservatives are on 
the same side -- remove the dam 
-- it's clear what the right thing to 
do is. Please remove the dam.



Lisa Schroeter 53151  (262) 784-8204
Jeanne Prochnow 53211  () -
Don Daugherty 53217  () -
Lata Blackwell 53211  (503) 708-0034
Dorothy Boyer 53012  (262) 375-3913
Paul Brodwin 53211  () -
Michael Krieger 53219  (414) 375-9793
Owen Boyle 53212  (414) 678-
Anne Bales 53211  () -
Elba Duggins 53224  (414) 365-3218











Aaron Wilhelm 53227  (414) 690-0487
Don McClellan 53217  (414) 430-2017



Anita Hero 53226  () -



All of our degraded waterways 
are connected. We need to take 
action on doing our best to 
restore nature's most precious 
resource-water! I live near the 
Menomonee River in 
Wauwatosa, and dream of the 
time it is healthier, and all of our 
citizens can enjoy swimming, 
fishing and playing like our 
grandparents did. Removing the 
dam will be one of the first steps 
to restore the full ecosystem. 
Let's get out of Mother Nature's 
way!



sheri schlondrop 53051  () -
Jordan Wanner 53217  () -
LaVerne Ferguso 53213  (414) 256-6939
Barb Dylak 53154  (414) 801-5346
Francisco Enrique 53215  (414) 384-
Greg Dylak 53154  (414) 801-5346
Jennifer May 53213  () -
Curry Chaudoir 53209  (414) 232-0888
Barbara Richards 53222-384 (414) 259-0731
Loren Paap 53132  (206) 279-6276



Linda Hunter 53212  (414) 745-3858



It is environmentally best to 
remove!  And the maintenance 
cost is too high.



Linda Reid 53202  (262) 203-4800
Jake Nation 53211  (414) 702-9990
Douglas Williams 53212-181 (414) 899-5586
Elizabeth Dahlk 53212  () -
Paul Kaminsky 53207  () -



Jodi Heesakker 53212-180 (815) 978-6977



Restoring the river to it's natural 
form is the right thing to do for 
the majority of people and for the 
wildlife. Thank you.



Kevin Jahnke 53212-180 (414) 460-5457











Jeremy Packer 53208  () -



Eleanor Harris 53212  (414) 748-8549



REmoval of the dam is the most 
cost-effective and 
environmentally sound approach 
to the Estabrook Dam for our 
region. I was astounded the 
board voted to repair it. A few 
home-owners are adversely 
effected by the erosion of the 
dam vs the health of the 
Milwaukee River which is 
important for our whole 
community.



carol johnstone 53211  (414) 964-2566
Mary Kriofske 53211  (414) 332-8002
Mary Jo Baisch 53211  (414) 962-9448
Claire Barber-Stet 53202  (814) 449-1538
Marian Singer 53217  (414) 332-5494
Jason Jentzsch 53211  (414) 467-4451
Mary Louise Steb 53211  (414) 964-4947
Margene Woida 53211  (414) 332-1031
Peggy MacArthur 53211  () -
Mary Harrison 53211  () -
Lynn Ketchum 53704  (608) 244-7079
Steve Cohen 54220  () -
Maryam Abdullah 53210  () -
Sharon Champea 53207  () -
Jean Sage 53719  (608) 497-1747











Dan Panetti 53012  (262) 339-3307



I appreciate all the efforts of the 
many organizations working to 
improve water quality, habitat for 
fish and wildlife, and the 
environment in general related to 
river clean ups and dam 
removals.  It is critical to the 
health of the river- and every 
organisim connected to it- that 
the dam be removed.  For too 
long, man has muddled in and 
fought nature instead of 
developing an understanding of 
and working with her.



ryan Westcot 53086  (414) 254-0119
ed koscik 53058  (262) 717-2206
John Moore 53932  () -
Paula Wilson 53217  (414) 803-4477
Bill Crelin 53217  (414) 963-9422
Mark Mille 53222  (414) 477-0086
Doug Irwin 53217  (414) 702-5577
Martha Laubach 532117  (414) 332-4897



Daniel Nowak 53189  (262) 662-4323



While working as a public official 
with the City of Glendale I 
personally experienced the 
hardship and destruction caused 
by spring flooding and ice jams 
caused by this dam and other 
obstructions on the river.



Charles Staley 53089  (262) 246-8611
Catherine Miller 53211  () -
Rebecca North 53211  (414) 332-9846
Jerry Woodrow 53130  (262) 337-0622
Robert Webb 53402  (262) 488-0789
Gary Meagher 53202  (414) 964-8633
Justin Kunesh 54212  () -
Ken Weltrowski 53228  (414) 248-0249
Lane Kistler 53217  () -
Zoan Kulinski 63034  (414) 412-3481











Michael Mantei 53051  () -
James Probst 53523-046 () -
jonathan levine 53217  () -
Brooke Billick 53211  (414) 962-0229
Nathan Lorum 53220  () -



David Henningtse 53213  () -



This dam does nothing for the 
quality of the river. The "lake" 
created benefits only a very few.



Robert Rowe 53217  (414) 319-9016
Pat Jones 53219-306 () -
Mark Merz 53213  (414) 479-0096



Herb Oechler 53213  (414) 256-6872



I don't  like my tax dollars 
supporting an environmentally 
obsolete dam which impounds a 
silt laden almost private lake with 
limited access.



Kevin Zellmer 53211  () -
Tom Ela 53202  () -
james La rose 53217  () -



Dale and Judy Fa 53129  (414) 238-1998



Removal of the dam is 
environmentally and 
economically sound. That in itself 
should be enough.  The 
convenience of a few should not 
be at the cost of the rest of the 
county residents. The unethical 
and underhanded methods of 
their county representative are 
appallingly selfish.



Richard Harper 53223  (414) 354-4687
Jim Flesch 53217  (414) 352-8399
Ed Morse 53551  () -











Tim Lowry 53226  (414) 702-0078



If we can't fund music and arts in 
our schools, we shouldn't be 
building a dam so that a few 
people can cruise around on 
pontoon boats.  Additionally, it 
impedes recovery of the river 
from years of abuse, and will 
decrease fishing and boating 
opportunities for many folks.  
Restoring this dam is a bad idea 
that is foisted on the general 
public by a "clever" politician who 
is trying to benefit a few friends 
at great public expense, both 
now and in future years.



Gerry Sandel 53066  (262) 646-4149
Lauren Groh 53212  () -
Eric Van Vugt 53202  (414) 277-5625



Mike O'Brien 53211  () -



Removal of the damn will 
improve the river as a viable and 
vibrant fishery.



Michael Totoraitis 53211  () -
Barbara Diaz 53217  (414) 339-1505
Kenneth Rizzo 53066  () -
Mary Jones-Giam 53950  () -



Robert Ondishko 54235  (920) 818-0376



When fishing the Milwaukee 
River at Estabrook park I have 
always detected noxious odors 
and fumes near or in the water. I 
believe these odors are from 
toxic chemicals and are 
dangerous to the people, 
animals and plants around the 
dam there. Please remove the 
dam and let the river return to a 
more natural state.



Karen Schlais 53151  () -
Mark Marcott 54072  () -
Barbara DeCours 53202  (414) 459-3804











Erik Anderson 53051  (414) 630-0506



Please remove the dam.  I fish 
that river all spring and fall and 
would love to have it free flowing 
in its natural state for the health 
of the river and the fishery.  



Thank you
Bruce Karr 53012  (262) 376-9309
Lawrence Kopper 53213  () -
Joy La Rose 53217  (414) 352-2765
John Locke 53122  () -
Doris Hansen 53217  () -
Gerald Nadreau 54660  () -



Dennis Bille and K  53211  () -



We remember a referendum 
where the vast majority of the 
county residents voted that the 
dam should be removed.  
REMOVE THE DAM DAM!



George Batcha 53021  (262) 692-9881



Daniel Leischer 53213  (414) 628-5021



I haven't read anything that 
would lead me to believe that 
removing the dam is NOT 
common sense...improved river 
water quality, fish spawning, 
cost, etc...  If facts can be 
presented to why the dam should 
remain in place, then I'm sure 
people would listen.



John Widdifield 53311  (414) 962-0204



John Holtz 53211  (414) 581-4540



It's rare that the righ thing to do 
is also the less expensive option, 
but that's the case here. Let's do 
the right thing and save taxpayer 
money.



Jackie Tryggeseth 53936  (608) 370-4583



Peter Pritzlaff 53051  () -
Way, Way past time for the Dam 
to be removed, PERIOD ..



Margret Ollis 53202  (414) 276-4321











Greg Bennett 53092  (262) 242-0732



Andrew Avgoulas 53029  (262) 893-4965



The dam is an unsightly trap for 
garbage and disrupts migratory 
fish from passing upstream. I 
have seen the Milwaukee River 
transform from a carp infested 
sewer to a great salmon, 
steelhead and smallmouth 
fishery due to the past efforts of 
restoration. This is the last major 
barrier to remove. Please do 
what is right and in the best 
interest of the river and remove 
this dam!



Barbara Jakopac 53215  (414) 384-4487



I've seen fish stacked up at the 
dam unable to move upstream. 
They die there and create an 
unhealthy situation.  If we want 
the rivers to run FREE this dam 
needs to be removed. It is only 
there for the few upstream 
homeowners who have boats so 
they can boat a few months of 
the year down the river.



ina pillar 53575  (608) 291-0553
Thomas Ramsey 53022  (262) 253-1311
Timothy Kutscher 53151  () -
Laura Schmid 53211  (414) 748-7522
C K 53147  () -



Molly Savage 53209  (612) 483-0204



dam removal supports the long 
term health of the river and 
surrounding environment, 
recreational desires should not 
be a factor in this decision



Trudy Gripentrog 53209  (414) 540-2254











Maxwell Jitney 53212  (414) 264-5758



The temporary concerns of some 
200 or so upstream property 
owners should not  be more 
important than the manifest 
benefits that removal will accrue 
to the whole city of Milwaukee.



Vivian Corres 53202-190 (414) 319-0777



A few stakeholders are 
interested in preserving higher 
river levels on their properties. 
The greater good of the river, its 
ecology and the greater public 
must take precedence



Thank you.
Mark Manion 53018  () -
Tim Schaefer 53217  () -



Regina Miller 53209  () -



Removing the Estabrook dam is 
the right thing to do for the 
people who live in the flood plain 
as it will lower the risk of flooding 
and reduce the number of people 
who need to pay for costly flood 
insurance and it will greatly 
improve the health of the river 
itself. Removing the dam is a win-
win!



Jeffrey Schenck 53217  (414) 351-3636
Tracy Brock 53704  () -
Benjami Artin 53050  (414) 940-0524











John Rumpf 53217  (414) 550-3518



I'm a Whitefish Bay resident and 
average two or more visits to the 
river on any given weekend to 
fish, hike, mountain bike, walk 
the dog, etc.   I also volunteer at 
the Urban Ecology Center as 
have my kids and 80 plus year 
old mother, restoring natural 
habitat along the river and the 
kids and I have participated in 
the Riverkeepers' annual clean 
up event at Kletzsch Park.  While 
the river is not perfect, it's getting 
better every year, thanks to the 
efforts of friends groups, 
volunteers, etc.   Removal of the 
dam would be a step in the right 
direction and I cannot fathom 
possibly spending money to 
rebuild it, then spend more to 
maintain it.  Not only iwould that 
be environmentally and 
aesthetically unwise, it would be 
fiscally irresponsiblle.



  John Rumpf











Sandra Bader 54529  () -



According to this picture, this 
dam is causing an unsightly, ugly 
area. There are places where 
dams can do some good for a 
specific area, but this certainly 
does not appear to be one of 
those areas. In addition to the 
unsightliness, it is actually 
causing some very real problems 
like possible flooding, pollutions 
and damage to fish and wildlife 
habitat.  It looks the this dam 
definitely needs to go.



William Schlise 53212  () -



The thing is ugly.  If a dam is 
needed there, put in something 
that looks good. Otherwise, take 
it out.



Donna Butler 53714  (608) 556-6440
Tim Arents 53406  () -
thomas ryan 53211  () -
Thomas Albrecht 53228  (414) 321-3906
Kathleen Hassing 53213  () -
MATTHEW LOOM 53211  () -



Todd Durian 53208  (414) 403-5670



Bringing the Milwaukee River 
back to its roots by removing the 
Estabrook Damn is the healthiest 
thing to do for "all" life.   To 
replace the damn is to only 
benefit a few at the "cost" of 
many.  The message to those 
who were voted into office to 
"serve" the public must do what's 
in the best interest of all life and 
serve the majority of their 
constituents by voting to have 
the damn removed.



William Poznansk 53217  (414) 748-1121
Connie Wittig 54207  (312) 343-1573











Tricia Young 53207  (414) 350-6865



I have seen the dam up close in 
it's current state. It is corroded 
dangerous and serves only to 
collect garbage, and other 
debris. I empathize with the 
neighbors who value the waters 
north of the dam for their 
aesthetics but the greater good 
is more important than individual 
gains.



Cathy Jakicic 53210  (414) 378-4884



Julie Enslow 53211  () -



I am so happy to see the lower 
part of the Milwaukee River 
running clean and freely through 
our city since some of the dams 
have been removed.  Please 
continue to free our river by 
removing the Estabrook dam, 
too.



David Menke 53104-972 (262) 818-0789



Your parks and lakefront could 
sorely use the funds that would 
be wasted on rebuilding the 
Estabrook Dam. Consider the 
very limited benefits to a very 
select few homeowners versus 
the real benefits of using these 
funds for improving the parks 
and lakefront.



Matt Marotz 53213  () -
Muhanad Alkhara 53202  (414) 748-7522



Mike Danen 53213  (414) 350-1952



I fish on the river a lot and would 
like to see the dam removed. I fly 
fish ms we aren't able to wade 
through the dam.



Matthew Olson 53212  () -
Dan Grandone 53211  (414) 477-5929
Emily Palmer 53211  (715) 509-0138
Lauren Vrany 53222  (262) 424-2242
Simone Ferro 53202  () -











Dwight Morgan 53212-340 (414) 263-1918



Based upon the 
recommendations of the County, 
and DNR it is obvious that this 
dam should be removed.  The 
cost in dollars to continue to 
maintain the dam is a waste of 
limited resources to the benefit of 
a very few property owners.  The 
environmental impact to the 
county and region out weigh the 
cost of repair or replacement.



Joe Pyzyk 53005  (262) 781-6886



Dams are outdated.  We have 
plenty of natural lakes instead of 
impoundments.  We need to 
restore the natural flow of the 
river.  It will benefit 
everyone. One only has to look 
at the success of the removal of 
the North Avenue dam.  Natural 
flow of the river with natural 
reproduction of
native fish.  Best thing that ever 
happened.  City should adjust 
the property values of the people 
that live or reside on the former 
impoundment.



Gary Cwidak 53191  (262) 729-1989
Fran Findley 53211  (414) 963-0117
BETTY SALAMUN 53215  () -
Donald Kosak 53051  () -
Ilya Potebnya 53211  (414) 617-8875











John Bach 53209  () -



Dams are river killers. Take this 
relic of  the past out and let the 
river return to normal. Taking out 
the North Av. dam was great for 
Milwaukee and for the river. This 
will also be the case with the 
Estabrook dam.



David Schmid 53222  () -
Susan Winecki 53202  (414) 550-1717



Craig Ranger Ran 5.3E+08  (414) 688-1346



The Estabrook Dam is an 
anachronism.  Signs saying 
"Save the Estabrook Dam" are 
misleading.  The Dam has long 
been out of effective commission 
and rebuilding it is an 
interference with the natural flow 
of the Milwaukee River.  The only 
reason for rebuilding it is to 
provide a few selfish home 
owners along the river with their 
own private lake to float around 
on their pontoon boats and sip 
cocktails.  Sorry, but the 
Milwaukee River is a 
continuously flowing resource 
that needs to be available to all 
of its constituents, not just the 
ones who can afford to pay off 
people in power.



M. Scott Connor 53119  (262) 592-3092
Robert Sanders 53202  (262) 751-3896
lenore lee 53202  () -
Candice Haight 53209  (414) 587-4706
Dennis Merritt 53211  (414) 906-1507
April Chaudoir 53209  (414) 688-5583
Stacy Wirth 54902  () -
Theresa Caven 53072  (262) 993-2813
Eli Smith 53132  (414) 393-7328
Patricia Dixon 53211  (414) 218-4191











John Maier 53212  (262) 627-0366
Ben Siehoff 53024  (608) 225-7081
Andrew Kaczmare 53212  (248) 376-4542



Jonathan Burkham 53211  (414) 238-8764



My wife and I bought a house 
near the Milwaukee River in the 
Cambridge Heights 
neighborhood because we love 
being so close to nature.  I've 
been following the river's 
revitalization over the last several 
years with great interest.  I canoe 
on the river and run along its 
banks regularly.  It's an asset to 
the community, and the more 
wild it is the greater its value - far 
offsetting potential declines in 
property value upstream of the 
dam, not to mention costs 
associated with dam repair and 
maintenance.  I understand the 
argument that even with dam 
removal the river will not return to 
its pre-settlement "unaltered" 
state, but surely dam removal will 
help with the human-caused 
problems of settlement build-up 
and blocked fish passage while 
opening up the lower reaches of 
the river to better canoeing, 
kayaking and fishing 
opportunities.  Tear it down!!!



Terry Dorr 53212  (414) 254-4126
Amanda Holloway 53207  (414) 430-5650



Amy Shapiro 53211  (414) 964-6881



What a mess!  Used to hike 
along the river and the area at 
the dam was dreadful











Susan Karpen 53212  () -



We live on the river below the old 
North Ave. dam. Removal of that 
dam and others  has made a 
world of difference to the 
environment along the river.



Paul Bachowski 53212  (414) 810-8077



Please help restore the natural 
habitat of the Milwaukee River. 
Harambee is smack dab in the 
middle of downtown and the dam 
and will benefit from the 
ecotourism the river has the 
potential to bring to the area.



Brian Holloway 53072  (262) 391-2181
Ive always thought the dam was 
unusual and unnecessary.



Dale Karpen 53212  () -



Eric Hansen 53211  () -



I fish the Newburg area of the 
Milwaukee River (smallmouth 
bass) and the headwaters of the 
North Branch of the Milwaukee 
River, Nichols Creek (brook and 
brown trout).



Removing the dam adds to the 
holistic health of the river, 
encourages natural movement of 
fish, river otters and other 
critters.



An outdoor writer, I am quite 
familiar with the monetary value 
of pristine water -- its worth to the 
economy -- and it is immense.



Elyna Grapstein 13210  (646) 431-8251
Larry Krolikowski 53228  (414) 232-5727











Carl Siegrist 53217  () -



Removing the Estabrook Dam 
just makes too much sense from 
economic and environmental 
perspectives to keep debating 
the issue. The facts are in. Just 
do it!



Andrea Humber 53211  () -
David Snell 53217  (414) 339-8000
Stephen Pitsch 53122  () -
Tyann Zehms 53207  (920) 680-9535
Jason Leupold 53202  (303) 317-7153
Behrom Rowhani 53211  () -
Joel Neu 53209  () -
Abby Kuranz 53405  (262) 672-8857



Debra DiCola Gav 53226  (414) 476-9390



Please remove the Estabrook 
Dam to help us return to the 
healthy waterways that 
Milwaukee was built upon.



Michael Schulz 53227  (414) 763-1987
ANDREW MEYER 53211  (414) 334-9089
Kaysee Donathan 32304  () -



Joseph Shaffer 53211  (414) 405-0861



Get rid of it.  The science is 
clear.  And it makes no sense 
financially to keep it.



Lee Pfannerstill 53209  (414) 465-8352 basement flooding
Phil Reimer 53214  () - I



harold schmidt 53208  (414) 933-4512



I am with the Estabrook Park 
Friends group.  The Friends of 
Estabrook Park took an official 
position 4 years ago, and 
reaffirmed it in 2014, that  the 
dam needs to be removed for the 
health of the river and its 
inhabitants.  The mess up river 
from the dam is a constant 
eyesore.



Debra Hartmann 53217  () -











Tim Stuck 53209  () -



I have lived on or near the river 
for 42 years. I used to spear a lot 
of carp out of it. That is no 
longer. Now there is a balance 
with all fish species. The ability 
for smallmouth bass to spawn 
when nature presents the right 
conditions is vital for their 
existence. Before, humans 
controlled the conditions and it 
didn't work. I'm not a scientist, 
but I have only experienced 
positive growth for the river. 
Property values on house do not 
go down because of low water. 
Just look at how deep the river is 
in River hills.



Morgan ekern 53172  (414) 817-4100
William Boppre 53217  () -
Justin Doucette 53051  (262) 408-8340



Gina Szablewski 53211  (414) 963-6321



Removing the dam is the next 
logical step in restoring the 
natural system of the river to the 
best of our ability. Only a very 
few people benefit from the dam 
staying in place; the whole 
community benefits if the dam is 
removed.



Dudley palmer 53217  (414) 332-0539



Please get that ugly eyesore 
removed. It just looks junky and 
traps littler in the river.



Patrick Bader 53211  () -
David Salmon 53705  () -
Jeannette Lokay 62326  (309) 837-3737



Kevin Webster 37914  (865) 201-3426
The description of this petition 
says enough for me.



Monica Carlson 53189  (414) 881-5053











Justin Nichols 53209  (414) 687-5354



I go to estabrook park weekly 
and I love this river. This dam 
should be removed to restore the 
river to its original state. Its 
cheaper and makes 
environmental sense. Don't let a 
few home owners decide the fate 
of this river for the next 80 years.



Tom Rodman 53207  (414) 678-9284



Benbow Cheesma 53219  (414) 313-6095



I recently helped remove a 
beaver dam on a trout stream in 
S W. Wisconsin's coulee country 
It was a microcosmic model of 
this dam. Behind the dam, the 
water was much warmer, the 
bottom was silt and the water 
temperature was too high to 
support trout. Allowing 
unrestricted access t the cold 
spring waters at the Milwaukee's 
headwaters might even give us 
natural steelhead reproduction. 
Fingerling rainbows have been 
reported in the Milwaukee River, 
so it could happen.











Jonathan Kevin 53225  (414) 544-9646



The Milwaukee River stinks & is 
"clearly" a spot for garbage & 
debris as u could not see your 
hand an in below the water.  
Near the dam it is impassable on 
boat & so much crap that is in 
the river that can wreck your boat 
prop.  The dam is a sess pool of 
garbage.  It makes the area look 
trashy & like a polluted dump.  
The river needs it's natural flow 
to clean out the river.  Take it 
down b4 something bad happens 
& revive river life.



Laura Lee Luebke 53209  (414) 228-1092
Chris Taylor 53031  () -



Nancy and Ken W 53212  (414) 534-2225



Estabrooke dam is a garbage 
sieve that never gets cleaned 
out.  If the residents upstream 
would come and see how 
beautiful and natural the river 
below Capital Drive  is now that 
the North Ave dam is out they 
may be surprised.  Yes, there is 
more land but it is peaceful and 
the river without the dams runs 
faster and cleaner.



Our public servants are NOT 
serving the majority nor are they 
LOGICAL.



If this dam is not removed the 
politicians should resign for 
incompetence and fiscal 
irresponsibility.



KATHLEEN MINIK 53219  (414) 378-8214
Beth Phillips 53227  () -
Jackie Meagher 53202  (414) 963-8633











Christian Caflisch 53202  (920) 420-2475



Use the 
construction/maintenance dollars 
for a smarter project. There are 
many better options for the 
"rebuild the" damn "dam" dollars.



Janette Marsh 53172  (414) 788-0164
A river running free is the most 
beautiful thing



Dennis O'Connell 53209  (414) 540-9572
Amy Gonzo 53211  (414) 510-3119
Mary Brehm 53211  (414) 967-9305



Erika Voss 53213-203 (414) 259-7808



I visited the Dam site and was 
shocked   by the appearance of 
the site with broken concrete and 
debri blocking the   dam  which is 
no longer operational.  I am in 
favor of removing the dam   to 
allow free flow of the river.  I 
don't see that the present dam 
has a purpose that would warrant 
the expensive repair.



Alison Brown 53208  (262) 490-8146



The trash is appalling and the 
cost of repair is absurd to keep a 
dam that is not helping but 
hurting the environment.



Lindsay Maruszew 53211  (414) 350-0204
Lindsey H. 53211  () -
James Moist 53211  (715) 514-8434
Scott Kuckes 53132  () -
karen hiller 53217  () -
gary obselka 53095  () -
Tom de Arteaga 53215  (414) 403-2586



Christine Lorch 53212  (414) 731-1769



Please consider the long-term 
environmental benefit of dam 
removal as well as the financial 
savings to taxpayers.



John Zutz 53212  () -
T. M. Kraemer 53212  () -
Tom Pionek 53213  (414) 475-6923











Michael Montener 53207  () -
Brittany Maule 53185  () -
Susan Kilhefner 53186  () -
eric vega 53217  () -
Rick Frye 53146  () -
erik wanta 53202  (312) 448-1207



Meghan Wersel 53211  () -



Not only does the dam cause 
issues for the people living along 
the river, but it is also a massive 
eye sore. Besides the fact that it 
is falling apart, it traps amazing 
amounts of garbage behind it 
and allows it to sit there for large 
amounts of time.



Roger Eckes 53217  (414) 678-9223



The Estabrook Dam is unsightly, 
unnecessary and expensive. The 
removal of this dam is long 
overdue, let's restore the last 
remaining wilderness area in the 
city.



Noel Kegel 53212  () -
Gretchen Fairwea 53211  () -
Carol Toppe 53092  (920) 659-6120



Jose A Rivera Sr 53204  () -



I went fishing there one time with 
my cousin. In the middle of the 
day we had to call the police 
because we saw 2 men having 
sexual intercourse right by the 
dam. They saw us and ran away 
naked.  There is always a lot of 
trash and build up right by the 
dam and the smell is 
something..... have not returned 
since.



Maritza Maldonad 53215  () -
Marisol Rivera 53204  () -
Blair Williams 53202  () -
Deborah Parkhurs 53211  () -
Laurie Muench 53235  () -











Christopher Olson 53212  (414) 803-4821
We have to portage around it 
when paddleing



Rebecca Spasian 53202  (414) 277-1342
Monique Mlengan  53211  () -
Stuart Gavin 53073  (414) 795-4241



Mike nuskiewicz 53209  (262) 204-7626



I live on the river and prefer it 
natural and healthy as opposed 
to impounded and stagnant. It 
just makes sense, on several 
levels, to remove the old dam.



Robert Schneider 53212  (301) 412-9995



Please remove the dam to 
improve the quality of our 
Milwaukee River and save tax 
dollars.  The lake was an artificial 
product of the dam that is not 
sustainable in the long run.



Matthew Piette 53213  (414) 333-8176



Hans Moscicke 53207  () -



Fishing has been increasingly 
worse. Pollution seems worse 
than before.



Carolyn Arnold 53212  (262) 894-8802
Michael Levchets 53212  () -
Christa Marlowe 53207  () -
Mark Laux 53223  (414) 354-6648



Jeffrey Whittle 53211  (414) 332-2949



It is remarkable that virtually no 
one even attempts to present 
evidence that the present dam is 
a good solution for the 
community. The only reasonable 
argument I hear is that some 
people think it will reduce the 
value of the homes of people 
who live on the seasonal 
impoundment.











Nathan Conroy 53211  (541) 602-8150



My family, originally from 
Portland Oregon, has chosen to 
remain in Milwaukee after 
completing graduate school 
here, in part because of the 
quality of the Milwaukee River.  
With the river free flowing, our 
quality of life on the East Side is 
punctuated on a near daily basis 
by walks and bike rides along the 
river near Riverside Park and 
beyond. A dammed river, and the 
decline in river water quality that 
would result, would remove the 
type of environmental asset that 
attracts so many millennial 
families like mine, to relocate 
and invest in Milwaukee's urban 
neighborhoods.



John Becker 53202  (414) 272-3577



Patricia DeFrain 53213  (414) 771-0320



The river will be healthier if it is 
able to flow freely.  Please 
remove the dam.



Joshua Liberatore 53211  (414) 935-2662



In addition to its obvious ugliness 
and propensity to collect trash, 
the dam serves no valuable 
purpose and impedes natural 
stream flow and habitat patterns. 
It has to go!



Catherine Parent 53217  (414) 332-8567



Suzanne Haislma 53217  (414) 352-2742



DO NOT tie the removal of the 
dam to other budget items.  This 
is important and long term.  Do 
the right thing now.  Remove the 
Estabrook dam.











Joan Tarachow 53209  (411) 351-0812



No I have not but I believer that 
the Estabrook dam is a financial 
and ecological disaster.



Melinda Vernon 53211  (414) 627-2444
Claudia Koehler 53217  (414) 228-4901
David Jensen 53217  (414) 940-2960
Patti McNair 53212  () -



michael dineen 53045  (262) 565-8880



this has to be removed     stop 
trying to spend good money to fix 
something that is out of date and 
not needed except to a few,



Jennine Pufahl 53217  (414) 352-3764
Rebecca Bortner 53211  (414) 397-9064
jennifer grasse 53211  (414) 331-1741
Lisa Cardinal Lem 53211  () -
marylyn batory 53213  (262) 347-6980
Joe Basaj 53226  () -
Patty Jankowski 53217  () -



Chris Young 53212  (414) 298-9138



This is an issue that is larger 
than one community or 
stakeholder. There are short- 
and long-term implications. I 
support removal of the dam in 
light of a preponderance of 
evidence and in support of the 
largest number of present and 
future stakeholders.



myrna hollaner 53221  (414) 614-8833 need to clean up our river!!!!
Michael McCallist 53219  () -
Amy Bluhm 53222  (414) -
Gloria Foster 14424  (585) 394-2769
Mary Boyle 53074  (262) 573-6678



Lloyd Seawright II 53212  (414) 426-1122
I simply want to see and smell 
CLEAN water!!!



Christopher Bluhm 53222  () -
Bob Kopesky 53151  (414) 313-3263
Bradley Blaeser 53202  () -











Michael DeLonge 53221  (262) 352-9003



It seems that there are so many 
more reasons to remove it, and 
so many people in favor of 
removing it, you wonder who has 
the money and the power to 
keep it in place.



Susan DeLonge 53221  (262) 490-9980



Most everyone recommends 
getting rid of it for the 
environment and long term 
issues.  A few speed boat 
owners shouldn't be able to keep 
us from doing the right thing.



Michael Larson 53207  (414) 486-1828



The Estabrook Dam is useless 
eyesore that makes recreation in 
that part of the river difficult. It 
should be removed.



Sara Larson 53207  () -
Brian Johnsen 53212  (414) 708-7681



Jeff Martinka 53212  (414) 477-1156



I utilize the Milwaukee River 
regular for recreation by boat and 
on foot.  I live just off the river 
south of the Estabrook dam.    I 
want to see the Milwaukee River 
water quality improved and 
removing the dam is a key part 
of that.  



Please, remove the dam!



Jeani Slaymaker 53095  (262) 338-8795



I look forward to the beauty of 
the river area after this dam is 
removed!



Kevin Matson 53207  () -











Barbara Eisenber 53212  (414) 372-5785



Years ago, we didn't know any 
better. The Army Corps of 
Engineers and other government 
agencies believed that dams 
were a way to help prevent 
flooding. Now we know that they 
do not prevent flood damage and 
are ecologically destructive. We 
have seen the recover in the are 
of the North Avenue Dam- the 
increased diversity is just one 
indication that the river is much 
healthier since that dam was 
removed. We need to do the 
same upstream and remove the 
Estabrook Dam as well.



Carolyn Morse 53211  () -
Donna Pollock 53211  () -
Charles Griesel 53222  () -
Sydney Shimko 53211-140 (262) 271-3344
Nicholas Corrao 53202  () -
Matthew Proctor-B 53217  (414) 861-7634
Kyle Post 53220  () -
Amy Miller 53154  (414) 213-2259



Aaron Biebert 53205  (414) 379-9511



We tried to kayak down the river. 
The dam is dangerous and an 
eyesore. Removing it will make 
the river a recreational asset and 
restore the river.



Joel Shilts 53110  () -











kathryn Behling 53211  (414) 332-4423



Having followed the debate 
about the future of the Estabrook 
Dam for some years, I am deeply 
disappointed to hear that the 
Country Board is proposing to 
rebuilt the dam when 
REMOVING IT is clearly the 
better choice both fiscally and 
environmentally.  While I have 
some sympathy for the handful 
of Glendale homeowners who 
will lose their artificial lake-like 
setting, recognition of and 
concern for the greater good 
should drive the Board's decision-
making with regard to the dam.   
And their vote should be to 
remove it.



Natalie Dorrler 53021  (715) 572-1316
Joe Kletch 53212  (414) 617-7108
Bronwyn mills 53183  (262) 278-1942
leah windhaeuser 53066  (262) 490-2422
Sally Kuzma 53111  () -
Kevin Kuta 55107  () -



Brian OHeron 53212  (414) 704-5283



Walking along the trail next to 
the dam is disgusting. The local 
"Dump" dam as I like to call it 
collects trash which inevitably 
ends up along the shore creating 
a rancid smell. Not to mention 
the dam us used as a canvas for 
vulgar and gang related graffiti.



Brian Sammons 53207  (414) 405-8900
Tristan Winkler 53212  () -
Michael Janik 49024  (269) 352-9901
Justine Kohlmann 53204  (414) 531-1433
Cheryl Kuranz 53405  () -











Adam Zingrone 60201  () -



A healthy river benefits everyone 
and a sick river no one. Make the 
right decision. This river 
deserves to be returned to its 
rightful state.  Tear down the 
dam!!!



Roxanne Ciatti 53207  (414) 731-0656
Barbara Wuest 53211  (414) 332-8807



Anne Steinberg 53211  (414) 332-0038



I live near the Milwaukee River 
on the east side and have 
happily watched water quality 
improve since the North Ave. 
dam was removed. I've seen 
how a more natural river flow has 
cleaned up the water and 
enabled fish and other wildlife to 
return. We are fortunate in 
Milwaukee to have three rivers 
going through our city. We 
should do our best to restore 
them to a natural clean state - so 
people enjoy fishing, swimming, 
paddling and so cleaner water is 
moving into Lake Michigan.



kim zingrone 60014  (815) 341-7132



Brian Koll 53207  () -



Is there a way we can do the 
opposite of what the county 
board wants to do?   They 
consistently make poor 
decisions.  What a waste of a 
great opportunity to improve a 
river.  Remove the dam already!



David Williams 53213  (414) 305-0219











Ian Lanphier 53202  (414) 975-0523



The dam does no good and is a 
costly burden on the health of the 
river. This will continue to be a 
unnecessary cost if it remains. It 
is long overdue that the dam has 
not been torn down. Enough is 
enough, tear it down!



James Romanyak 85206  (480) 832-1440



Dan Monahan 53211  (414) 426-8256



Maybe a public viewing of 
DamNation would help some see 
the benefits of Damn removal.



Sue Murphy 53211  (414) 332-9120
colleen yerkes 53211  (414) 339-5065
Drew Yerkes 53211  (414) 469-8871



James Meyers 53217  (414) 247-8634



I can't believe Lipcome insists 
that there is any support for 
recreating that stagnant wide 
spot in the river.  I live in 
Glendale and don't know anyone 
who wants to revert back to the 
carp pond.



Daniel Roberts 53211  (414) 573-0051



I believe the dam is an unsightly 
waste of tax dollars that has no 
useful purpose and has negative 
environmental impact. The dam 
should be removed.



Brian Kriederman 53207  () -



It's an eyesore. It's outdated. It 
attracts pollution and trash. It 
limits use of the river.



Andrea Berens 53211  (414) 967-9826
Lys Maruszewski 53202  (414) 745-9367











Erik Helm 53211  (414) 962-4315



I have lobbied for the dam 
removal for ten plus years. 
Please bring this rotting thing 
down, and don't waste any more 
taxpayer $ on solutions such as 
electric power. The Milwaukee 
River has benefitted from the 
removal of the North avenue 
Dam, the Newberg Dam, the 
Waubedonia dam, the limekiln 
dam, the chair factory dam in 
Grafton... etc. Please vote to 
make this a free flowing river! I 
know Lipscomb's agenda. 
Please do what is right for the 
people of Milwaukee.



Kathryn Cadillac 53209  (414) 403-7278



Marcy Bidney 53212  (814) 404-2864



Evidence shows that the removal 
of dams restores rivers to their 
natural habitats. This has been 
made clear in Milwaukee with the 
removal of the North Ave. dam. 
The river below the Estabrook 
dam is now more healthy than it 
has been in a long, long time. 
There is habitat renewal, both 
flora and fauna and the river has 
gone back to its natural flow. The 
last step in this process is the 
removal of the Estabrook dam. 
Please, make the River whole by 
removing the Estabrook dam.











Jack Winters 53212  () -



I've lived in both Whitefish Bay 
and now just off the river in 
Milwaukee, and have kayaked 
virtually all parts of the 
Milwaukee river from upper 
Mequon to Lake Michigan, in 
total on the river over 100 times.  
This includes upstream and 
downstream of the Dam region.  
Upstream includes stagnant and 
often dirtier water, and 
apparently, much less fish. A 
remnant of an older time when 
the river was an industrial 
dumping ground.  Why it hasn't 
already been removed is beyond 
me - this is the 21st century, and 
there's millions of dollars of new 
investment in condos etc. that 
assume the river quality will 
continue to improve.



Margene Woida 53211  (414) 332-1031
Kevin OBrien 53213  (414) 771-4586



Gretchen Page 54022  (651) 269-7557



The opportunity to restore natural 
river ecology should be seized 
before the damage done by 
dams is irreversible. Restore the 
Milwaukee River!



William M. Koch J 53226  (414) 534-4501



The Estabrook Dam is nothing 
more than a huge eyesore and 
an environmental disaster that 
provides no good other than an 
artificial lake that only serves the 
few people who live nearby. Let's 
return OUR Milwaukee River 
back to its natural course and 
give the river and all that depend 
on it the fighting chance it 
deserves!











Bernice Jones 53217  () -



alison larkin 53217  (816) 914-2243



THOUSANDS of dollars given to 
FEMA each year, and the rates 
keep climbing and there is 
nothing your insurance company 
can do as they are just brokers 
of FEMA.  My flood insurance 
rates this year just jumped 25% 
and had a $250.00 "surcharge" 
and for no reason.  Dam removal 
can help stop the madness.  No 
wonder the houses in this area 
cannot sell and/or sellers are 
forced to lose $$ in order to sell.  
Not fair.  Wasn't this bad when i 
moved here in 2004



Paula Anderson 53211  () -
Joh Flanner 53235  (414) 861-0804
Jeanette Wright-C 53209  (414) 527-3454
Linda CArlson 53222  (414) 467-0211



Brandon Wambac 53027  (262) 353-8858



I have been fishing on the 
Milwaukee River for many years 
and this stretch around the dam 
has caused, not just an eyesore, 
but an environmental hazard to 
both the fish and ourselves.



Amanda Rohde 53097  () -



Mark Johnson 53213  (262) 227-4006
Make the Milwaukee river a 
source of ecological health.



Rahel Collins 53212  () -



I believe that removing the dam 
is in the best interest of 
Milwaukee County for decades 
and centuries to come.



Andrew Charlton 53212  () -



Derek Brusda 53212  () -



There is so much garbage build-
up and it seems to ruin natural 
wild life in the area



Nik Kovac 53212  () -











Alex Rauch 53090  () -



Beth Haskovec 53215  (202) 487-9729



I believe removal is the best 
environmental and economic 
decision for Milwaukee County.



Susan Bietila 53207  (414) 403-6501
Jeff Bentoff 53211  (414) 964-9433
David Lange 53210  (414) 248-5993



Alan Schultz 53219  (414) 366-9116



The dam needs to be removed it 
will cost millions to fix or build a 
new dam while only doing more 
harm to the environment, and for 
what? A veritable handful of 
people to be able to boat or save 
a little bit of frontage land. No, 
we need the dam torn down and 
the environment to go back to 
how it was meant to be.



Chris Socha 53211  () -
William Wagner 53202  () -
Karyn Rotker 53211  () -
Danielle Brinkman 53202  (414) 331-0868
Sachin Chheda 53211  (414) 412-6099
Ann Green 53211  () -
Mike Argeropoulo 53212  (414) 712-1455
Lori Pitts 53211  (414) 426-8786
Mari Lynn Young 53212  (414) 391-2808
dustyn hadley 53154  () -
Eric Peterson 53210  (608) 772-2682
Joe Stoll 53092  (414) 429-4525
Claudia Guzman 53235  () -
Jason Ledford 53207  () -
Brenda Bogosian 53207  (414) 544-6233
Susie Welsh 53212  () -
Kathy Fortier 53211  () -
Jonathan jackson 53211  (414) 379-3553
Michelle Cloud 53211  (414) 967-5812
Heidi Rose 53211  () -
Bart Griepentrog 53202  () -
Megan Holbrook 53202  (414) 273-2412











Barbara Johnson 53211  () -



Seeing the Milwaukee River after 
the lower dam was removed has 
convinced me that removing the 
Estabrook Dam is the right thing 
to do.  The lower part of the river 
is beautiful and has become 
great habitat for plants and 
animals. Keeping the dam to 
preserve property values of a few 
does not justify all of us, in these 
tight financial times, paying for its 
repair, especially when the 
environmental gains of removing 
the dam are so high.



Douglas Lueck 53212-225 (608) 302-7356
Removal is the only sensible 
course of action.



John Sobczak 53202-350 (414) 298-9108
Barbara Cooley 53211  () -
Thomas Schiffma 53211  (414) 963-0117
Lise Sadagopan 53202  (414) 350-3531
Sally Evans 53211  () -
bill Zalenski 53202  (414) 875-7466
Christianna Niemi 53202  (414) 801-5414



Michael Muto 53217  (206) 445-8414



Hello, I had lived near the river 
and dam for years and I could 
see the damage that was being 
done. It would benefit the whole 
area to have a healthy river.



Justin Fermenich 53208  (262) 894-7298
Deborah Roszak 53211  () -
Frost Williams 53207  (414) 881-4598



Marlise Kuehn 53212  (414) 405-9809



Please remove the dam as it is 
the cheapest way to clean up the 
river!
Marlise kuehn



Bryan Atinsky 53212  (414) 875-7521
Tiffanie Acevedo 53212  (414) 610-2332











John Jansen 53209  () -



It is outrageous that Theo 
Lipscomb is playing favorites 
with his neighbors on the river at 
the great expense of all other 
Milwaukee County residents! 
Tear down this monstrosity and 
in the process save millions of 
taxpayer dollars and get a 
healthier river. Remove the dam. 
Then remove Theo Lipscomb.



Stephanie Wieden 53217  () -



I avoid that area of the park 
because of the build up of trash, 
debris, and dead fish. The 
removal would do wonders for 
restoring the natural flow of the 
river and easier clean-up.



Charles Cain 53222  () -
Merry Atinsky 53209  () -
sharon Madnek 53217  (414) 232-4531
David Ciepluch 53221  (414) 483-9551
Lynne Milner 53211`  (414) 202-9034
Tim Davis 53211  (414) 962-1385
Staci Monfre 53207  () -
Tom Hansen 53189  () -
Renee Meyer 53211  (414) 817-4579
Nada Johnson 53211  (414) 916-2340
Magin Razo 53207  (262) 402-3128
Rose Lanphear 92363  (661) 477-0377
Steven Alt 53209  (414) 247-2029
Janee Pederson 53211  () -
Thomas Puralews 53121  (262) 215-1942
Richard Hieber 87700  () -
Sean Hansen 53185  () -
Carolyn McKenzie 53211  (414) 324-0021
Paul Gillick 53212  (414) 881-8242
Todd Frisch 53005  () -
Logan Winkler 53185  (262) 716-2993
Abby Kuranz 53212  (262) 672-8857
Adam Puzach 53202  (262) 751-9459











Jessie Thomas-B 22031  () -
Mitch Krohn 53012  (262) 365-3466 W55n223 Woodmere ct#4Cedarburg Wi
CHARLES TAYLO 53223  (414) 614-2393 7926 n 53 st MILWAUKEE WI Poor fishing
Andy Hargarten 53211  (414) 530-8766 2704 E Locust St Milwaukee WI
Daniel Hester 53202  (414) 882-7046 1325 N. Van Buren St.  #5Milwaukee, WI
Mary Braunreiter 53226  () - 2435 N. 116th St. Wauwatosa WI



Robert Meiser 97504  (541) 770-4766 2757 Honor Dr Medford OR



I was born and raised in the 
greater Milwaukee, WI area, and 
in my youth (50s and 60s) the 
river was in an atrotious 
condition ... But through care and 
diligence by regional authorities 
and envolved individuals, I have 
seen this river rebound 
dramatically. This dam removal 
would add quite a bit more 
"frosting to the cake". It's 
removal would make a now good 
river, into a "Great" river on so 
many levels <> Bob Meiser, 
owner R.B. Meiser Fly Rods LLC



Mario Wessel 53207  (414) 739-3984 124 w Howard ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Anthony Umlauf 53215  (224) 456-2039 2964 S. 7th St. Milwaukee WI - Wisconsin
Marie Bickford 53212  (414) 374-0268 1002 E. Meinecke Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
John DeMore 53151  () - 12709 W. Honey Lane New Berlin WI
Dawn Anderson 53211  () -
Jeremy Heim 53207  () -











David Cappon 53210  (414) 213-2458 2325 N. 50th Street Milwaukee WI



It's clear dams hurt the 
environment particularly fish 
spawning. The MKE dam u is 
gone. Beautiful result. What is 
the point of the damn? What 
WAS the point Of the dam? 
Clearly the reason is long gone if 
it was to create a lake to fish, 
swim and ice skate. It has never 
crested electric power. Flooding? 
Restore a wetland. Look at the 
Wauwatosa flood control 
projects. A place people stil 
aspire to move to. Do some 
serious research and make an 
intelligent vote. Stop wasting e c 
eryones time if you can't nake a 
serious effort to make wise 
informed choices.



Tena Hunter 52632  (319) 316-3002 1724 Timea St Keokuk Iowa



Tear it down and clean it up. 
Why waste the money that would 
be of more use elsewhere.



Jane Schroeder 53217  (414) 247-0146 7850 n club circle Milwaukee Wi
Aubrey Miaskows 53221  () - Milwaukee Wisconsin
Charlene Budny 53154  () - 10080 s. Nicholson rd Oak creek Wi
Timothy Sie 53214  () - 1124 s 119th st West allis Wi
Mark Medrek 53208  () - Milwaukee wi
Brenda Smith 53214  (414) 456-0904 1496 s 94 th pl West Allis Wi
Sarah Mann 53217  () - 5748 shoreland av whitefish bay wi
Brenda Szumski 53217  () -
Jason San Filippo 53222  (262) 224-9939 3377 n. 97th st Milwaukee Wisconsin
Andrew Schendl 53211  () -
Richard Champea 53207  (414) 744-1928 3019 s wentworth ave Molwaukee Wisconsin
Leah Schreiber Jo 53207  () -
nicholas hausner 53001  (920) 980-3793 201Seifert st adell Wisconsin











kyle denton 53212  (414) 645-7777 2636 n booth st milwaukee wi



Once I cut myself with a piece of 
metal that was washed to the 
shore just upstream of the dam.  
I had to get a tetanus shot.



Kelly Brands 53212  () -
Jay Smith 53228  (414) 425-1443 5064 South 101st Street Greenfield Wi
Phillip Burghgraef 53208  () - 5002 W. Wisconsin Ave. Milwaukee WI
Martine Tate 53207  () -



Ayla Boyle 53212  (414) 388-3475 2468 N Fratney st Milwaukee Wisconsin



To Estabrook park quite often. 
And I always make a point in 
going down to enjoy the river 
landscape. It is a shame to see 
all of the ways by the Estabrook 
downs I would like to see it 
removed.



Carl Green 53150  (262) 895-9893 S68W19850 Black Walnu  Muskego Wisconsin



Nancy Herrick 53217  () - 1040 W Bender Rd Glendale WI



We pay a lot for flood insurance 
and we are not on the river and 
have never flooded!!



David Cardwell 53219  (414) 218-3287 3473 s. 63rd. St. Milwaukee Wisconsin



I fish the river with my wife and 
grandkids and friends and it 
would only improve the fishing to 
the point that it was before there 
were ANY dams. PLEASE 
REMOVE THE DAM !!!



Randy Knie 53226  () -
Brenda Stanislaw 53217  (414) 351-9705 214 E Clovernook Lane Fox Point Wisconsin



Barry Stuart 53202-182 (414) 224-6165 1755 N. Cambridge Ave. A  Milwaukee WI



Removal of this dam would 
improve fishing conditions on the 
Milwakee River by allowing fish 
to travel further upstream to 
spawn.



Wes Falkenstein 53226  (414) 690-3590 2651 N 111 St Milwaukee Wisconsin
Kristin Pitt 53217  () - 8525 N. Lake Dr. Bayside WI











Jeffrey Eigenberg 53219  (414) 344-8031 2376 S 75th St West Allis Wisconsin



These damn's have outlived any 
purpose that they were put in for 
and now are just messing with 
the environment. Besides 
wasting a lot money for 
something so utterly useless is 
pure bull crap!



Mohale Matsapola 53212  () - 2440 n humboldt Milwaukee WI
Eric Schoen 53212  (920) 764-0770 508 E. Clarke St. Milwaukee WI



Daniel Kasza 53220  (910) 987-6206 4635 S 47 St Greenfield Wi
Looks like shit, fix it. Remarks 
complete.



Matt Talbott 53211  () - 2729 North Downer Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Peter Nagel 53203  () -
Kristi Secord 53208  () -
Allan McDonell 60060  () -
Christina Parsons 53211  () - 3494 N.Frederick Ave. Milwaukee WI
LG Shanklin-Flow 53208  (414) 933-0465 3103 W McKinley Blvd Milwaukee WI
Jennifer Sweetlan 53219  () - 3139A S. 50th St. Milwaukee WI
george darrow 53211  () - 4040 N downer Ave Shorewood WI
Mark Ehlers 53209  (414) 526-4113 7340 N. 43rd Street Milwaukee Wisconsin
Joe Nowicki 53211  () -
Mathilda Andrzeje 53228  () - 3904 S. Prairie  Hill Lane      Greenfield Wisconsin
Sharon Blume 53172  (414) 840-8267 3704 9th Avenue South Milwaukee WI
Anne Duffy 53208  () - 530 North 51st Street Milwaukee Wisconsin



Terry Fitzwilliam 53206  (414) 517-5655 2622 w. medford ave. Milwaukee Wisconsin
That looks bad, it's a garbage 
collector.



Ed Krishok 53211  (414) 961-2524 3038 N Cambridge Ave Mikwaukee WI
Jeffrey Miller 53211  (414) 333-6264 3553 N Frederick Ave Shorewood Wi
Kyle Griffin 53211  () -
Jordan Kolata 53207  (414) 719-3879 3388 S kinnickinnic ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Crystal Hoecherl 53210  () - 2361 N 48th St Milwaukee WI
Stacy Trisco 53207  () - 3768 S Griffin Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Kara Pulchinski 532qq  () - 4012 n oakland ave #3 Shorewood WI
Alab Steinke 53202  (414) 273-3640 1409 n prospect ave #706Milwaukee WI
Mikkel Framnes 53225  (414) 801-2381 10313 West Harvest LaneMilwaukee WI
amber Taylor 53204  (414) 840-5132 713 w bruce st Milwaukee Wisconsin
james kramer 53110  () -
Barbara Mars 53207  () - 2887 S. Wentworth Ave Milwaukee Wi











Sam Cichanowicz 53221  (414) 745-4191 6350 s20th street Milwaukee Wi



I think the Stavropol dam is a 
waste of taxpayer resources and 
should be removed. I kAyak the 
Milwaukee river from Meqyon to 
the KK river every Spring, and 
the dam is outdated and not 
really needed. I know where it is 
because I have to portage it. 
Why are we still wasting money 
on the deferred maintenance?



David Lando 53227  () - 2611 S 85th Street West Allis Wisconsin
Marcia Caton Cam 53213  () -
Philip Shaffer 53212  (414) 241-0331 2532A N Bremen St. Milwaukee WI
Thomas Kroeger 53209  (414) 243-2208 6735 N BRAEBURN LN GLENDALE Wisconsin
Patricia Jursik 53110  (414) 258-3471 4535 S Sheridan Dr Cudahy Wi
Kelly Andresen 53214  (414) 324-5499 904 s 115 st West allis Wi
Jose Ruiz 53204  (414) 748-6002 1303 s 23rd st Milwaukee Wi
Richard Moore 53217  (414) 336-9424 8209 n Whitney Rd Fox Point Wi
Brad Eide 53213  (414) 737-3433 154 N 69th St Milwaukee WI
Ryan Odya 53207  (414) 699-7730



Leonard Sobczak 53211  (414) 964-1990 2443 n Cramer st Milwaukee WI



Why should a handful of property 
owners who live on the lake 
created by the dam have so 
much power over a decision for 
the common good to remove the 
dam? It's clearly better for the 
environment to remove it.



Victoria Sedlache 53207  () - 432 E Smith St Milwaukee Wi
sarah hart 53150  (414) 840-3804 s75 w14150 restfull lane muskego wi
Lorry Rifkin 53217  (414) 702-6845 7821 Mohawk fox point wi



Paul Treffert 53211  (414) 736-3060 4146 N Bartlett Ave shorewood Wisconsin



The dam obviously no longer 
serves a useful purpose, except 
for the small handful of owners 
who live above it.  It;s time to 
serve the greater good and take 
it down.



DAVID SCHMITZ 53110-270 (414) 489-7600 3835 E BIRCHWOOD AVCUDAHY Wisconsin











Michael Gerlach 53202  (262) 955-9120 3950 n holton st Milwaukee Wi
Gigi Pomerantz 53209  (414) 659-6973 6973 N Range Line Rd Glendale WI



Berel Lutsky 53217  (414) 339-5159 215 W. Brentwood Lane Glendale WI



Dam malfunction was  major 
factor  in  the flooding in 1997.  
Our house at  that time had  5' of 
water in the  basement.



Carlos Berumen 53235  () -
Monica Denissen 53151  () - 13691 W. Cleveland Ave New Berlin WI
Rebecca Tesch 53207  () - 2418 S. Lenox St. Milwaukee Wi
Kristine Stroede 53220  (414) 545-4075 4932 W Layton Ave Greenfield WI
Daniele Brier 53214  () -
Nicholas Scannel 53129  (414) 303-9781 5888 oakwood ave Greendale WI
Chris Tompkins 53129  () - Greendale WI
Gary Dorow 53218  (414) 464-0966 6121 W. Villard Ave. Milwaukee Wisconsin



Eric Risse 53216  (414) 763-6096 3139 N. 55th Milwaukee WI



The river needs to flow free! 
Dam is bad for river fish and 
wildlife.



Anna Wieker 53211  () -
Jill Knuth 53202  () -



Matthew Gordon 53208  (703) 622-8661 5404 A W Wisconsin Ave Mikwaukee WI



It would be easier to paddle 
down the river without the dam. I 
think it is an eyesore,



Natalya Gruenewa 53207  (262) 308-0535 1011 E Potter ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Melissa Beck 53132  () -



Tod Riebow 53227  (414) 328-0899 8510 W. Eckel Ln West Allis WI



If the dam serves no purpose in 
flood control or navigation, then it 
should be removed and not 
replaced. I am sure that the 
dam's removal will enhance the 
river's ecological impact on the 
entire waterway.  Wildlife and 
fisheries will benefit greatly from 
the dam removal. Thank you.



Patrick Rieck 53211  (443) 253-5380 2514 E. Shorewood Blvd. Shorewood WI
Jeanette Muench 53110  (414) 418-1084 3863 e martin ave cudahy wi
Brandon LaFave 53217  () -











Frank Datzed 53217  (414) 467-6787 6401 N Sunset lane Glendale Wi



Part of the reasons I have to 
carry $2400 a year when I've 
never seen a drop of water near 
my house



Jane Young 53222  (414) 630-8884 3759 N 88th St 204 Milwaukee WI



Mary Anderson 54303  () - 1850 Western Ave Green Bay WI



I am a former Milwaukee 
resident who plans to return to 
the city soon, and I am in favor of 
removing the Estabrook Dam!



Richard Galling 53202  (626) 755-4372 903 E Juneau Ave #24 Milwaukee Wisconsin
Malcolm Mccorma 53202  (414) 347-4083 807 e Juneau ave Milwaukee Wis
Tom Ozburn 53220  () - 4141 s 60th apt20 Greenfield Wi.
Cynthia Docter 53213  (414) 698-6320 2227 N. 67th St. Wauwatosa WI



Claudine Jackson 53212  (414) 988-8885 1901 N.6th St Apt 800 Milwaukee Wisconsin



It's a eye sore and people are 
using it for a garbage dump. Kid 
thinks that it's safe to play on



Phyllis Talarczyk 53211  (414) 315-7949 2220 E. Linnwood Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin



John B. Gray 53217  () - 7409 N. Longacre Road Fox Point WI



Think of the future of Milwaukee 
and the planet. This is not a 
private lake for the few. This is 
everyone's river which needs to 
be healthier.The kind folks who 
live by the river can enjoy the 
river without the dam. There will 
still be a river. Just a new fresh, 
environment.



Danielle Brinkman 53202  () - 1818 N Water St, Unit 402Milwaukee WI



Ellen Popov 53217  (815) 370-8585 4714 N Diversey blvd Whitefish bay Wi
Please consider this pledge 
asking you to remove the dam.



Peyton Smith 53224  (414) 333-9633 6884 n 12th st Milwaukee Wisconsin



I want it removed to improve the 
water quality and to keep the 
river levels lower after rain and 
snow



Hayden Wegner 53226  (414) 258-5017 2448 North Harding blvd. Wauwatosa Wisconsin
I hate seeing the garbage and 
dirty water



Thomas Towne 54974  () -
Michael Krall 53211  () -
Thomas Larimer 97031  () -











Hunter Dorn 54665  (608) 577-1884 428 E Terhune st Viroqua WI Take it down already.
John Trayser 37217  (406) 209-7383 800 Musket Trail Nashville Tennessee
Jason Spring 53221  (414) 343-9564 3006 West American Drivgreenfield WI
Jason Skoda 54665  (563) 419-2555 605 E Court Street Viroqua WI



Paul Males 53226  (000) 000-0000 11808 w Diane dr Wauwatosa Wi



Not into a damn project that cost 
the tax payers $ at the revenue 
of the lake homes.......!!!



David Jacobsen 53227  () -



Dan Fonk 53208  (414) 335-9039 2045 N. 56th St. Milwaukee WI



Get rid of the damn! I want to 
see higher fish numbers and 
better fishing!



Joanne Lipo Zovic 53211  () -



Nikolai Mikkelsen 53202  (262) 745-1399 2302 E. Wyoming Pl. Unit Milwaukee Wisconsin



I am buried under property taxes. 
I'm sorry but to tax everyone to 
appease a 300 households just 
doesn't make sense to me.



Joe Graziano 53209  () -
John Rotramel 53207  (414) 801-7050 3712 South Pine Avenue Milwaukee WI
Todd Zietlow 53214  () -
nOAH mISHCE 53211  (612) 703-4212 3417 N newhall St Milwaukee wisconsin
Joseph Ciavaglia 18220  (570) 325-3020 435 Behrens Road Jim Thorpe Pennsylvania



Gregory Koth 53220  (414) 546-4182 3868 S 75TH ST- Apt 3 Milwaukee Wisconsin



The river below the dam is so 
nice now. The dam is in such 
poor shape removal is the best 
option for the Milwaukee River.



Mark Schroeter 53216-274 (414) 212-8027 3116 N 75th St milwaukee wi
ANGELIQUE LAN 53211  (608) 718-8880 3909 MURRAY AVE SHOREWOOD WI
Jacob Hahn 53207  (414) 690-6985 3423 s clement ave apt b Milwaukee Wisconsin
Maxwell Cavende 53211  (949) 386-0293 2205 E Menlo Blvd Shorewood WI
Maxx Meyer 53208  () -
Brett Eichler 53211  () - 3018 n maryland ave Milwaukee Wi
Bruce Hutson 53211  () -
Robert Vander He 53051  () -



Debbie Kujawski 53051  (414) 940-4232 w204 n9135 Lannon Rd Menomonee FallsWisconsin



the dam serves no practical 
purpose and impedes the 
salmon spawning run.  Time for it 
to go!



Cynthia Steinle 53211  (414) 708-8698 Milwaukee Wisconsin











James Hyduke 53575  (608) 843-5705 272 Jefferson St Oregon Wisconsin
Sarah Long 53212  (847) 932-9300 2437 N Richards st. Milwaukee WI
Rich Weiss 53105  (262) 203-0644 864 Ridgemont Dr Burlington WI
Jan Smith 53221  (414) 588-4437 3242 w Kimberly ave Greenfield WI
Mike Hogan 53213  (414) 475-1197 6904 Maple Terrace Wauwatosa WI
Kathrine Kolden 53226  (414) 813-0777 2352 N. 103rd St Wauwatosa WI
Gerald Slater 53208  (414) 610-7529 2181 N. 53rd Street Milwaukee WI
Sarah Henry 53213  () - 6523 Milwaukee ave Wauwatosa Wi
Alexander Murray 53219  () - 4939 w Jackson park driv Milwaukee Wi
Kelly Skoda 54665  (515) 468-8348 605 E Court Street Viroqua WI
Andrew Berna 53704  () - 1658 sunfield st Madison Wi



Nathan Jenkins 53208  (419) 953-8436 2038 N 56th st Milwaukee Wisconsin



Please remove this damn.  Not 
only will it be a huge tax burden 
to the city but many of us would 
like to see the natural flow of 
things return to normal. the park 
around the damn is somewhere 
people from all over Milwaukee 
come to relax and feel a sense of 
nature it's it's raw element.  This 
effect is dampened by a trash 
collecting obstacle that not only 
makes it hard for fish but 
paddlers and other recreational 
users as well.



Sarah Niekamp 53208  () - 2038 N 56th St Milwaukee WI
Joann Adkinson 53222  () - 2869 N 90th St Milwaukee WI
Breanna Jenkins 45822  (419) 953-1417 658 N Ash St Celina Ohio
Nicole Elston 45822  (419) 586-4188 1890 St Rte 703 Celina OH
Ben Jarrell 53213  () -



MARY LOU LAMO 53212  () - 731 East Locust St, Apt BMILWAUKEE Wisconsin



Every other removal on the river 
has created a healthier river and 
more species even beaver noe, 
don't dam it!  It has been open 
for over 4 years now with no 
major calamity. .let the river flow



Susan Bliffert 53211  (414) 791-9912 2718 E. Capitol Dr. Shorewood Wi
Stacie Wood 53018  (262) 646-3419 921 west devonshire rd Delafield Wi











Laurie Wilhelm 53223  (414) 333-6168 6720 West Dean Road Brown Deer WI
Jenelle Hilbert 53207  (414) 870-0987 3268A S. Quincy Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Joe Hrdina 53207  (414) 416-4290 719 E Lincoln Ave, A MILWAUKEE WI
Grady Fitzgerald 53212  (262) 490-4392 2472 N Bremen St Milwaukee WI
angelene Zarate 53214  (414) 888-2220 1450 s 79th street west allis wis
Bruce Johnson 53202  (414) 975-7777 929 N Astor St Milwaukee WI
Michael Suminski 53235  (414) 324-2917 4361 S Nicholson Ave St Francis Wi
David Reichert 53235  (414) 218-8956 3648 S Ahmedi Ave St Francis WI
John Hallanger 53213-285 () - 1255 North 68th Street Wauwatosa WI
Anne McMillen 53212  (216) 855-1474 3159 North Booth st. Milwaukee Wisconsin



Graham Linscott 53212  () -
Dams are outdated and bad for 
the river ecosystem.



Angi Kizewski 53213  () -
Stacy LaPrad 53212-171 (414) 906-1081 1005 E Keefe Ave Milwaukee WI
Amanda Sobczak 53211  () - 4474 N Oakland Ave. Apt Shorewood WI
Casey Foltz 53207  (414) 759-7669 2881 S. Kinnickinnic Ave Milwaukee WI
Betsy Rowbottom 53211  (414) 899-0027 2120 E. Jarvis St. Shorewood WI
Blake Rader 53202  () - 1527 N Marshall St. #11 Milwaukee WI
Brooke Mannino 53130  (321) 446-5626 10405 w plum tree cir #20Hales corners Wi
Claire Jackson 53051  (262) 397-6066 W157N9004 Caroline Dr Menomonee FallsWisconsin
Robert Romaszew 53226  () -
Kris Jungen 53213  () -
John Gelfer 53211  () - 4215 N Olsen Ave Shorewood WI
Milos Vuckovich 53227  () -
Scott Copus 53224  () -
Izamar Virafuente 53211  () -
Mary Vandersteeg 53211  () -
Chris Czubakows 53113  (414) 774-7278 6523 Romina avenue Wauwatosa Wi



Nicholas Zurheide 53204  (414) 837-7711 2104 Wmineral milwaukee Wisconsin



It makes the river stink, I've lived 
at 810 west Riverview Dr 
Glendale wi.



Darrell St.julien 53224  (414) 403-8599 8711w  Fairy Chasm Dr Milwaukee WI



Kathy Flynn 53212 213 () - 3420 N Booth St Milwaukee Wisconsin
Where there was once nature's 
beauty is now gross



Jake Stuck 53211  (906) 396-2674 2947 N. Oakland Avenue Milwaukee WI



While walking along the trail by 
the river, I discovered it by 
accident and was appalled by the 
trash, the smell, and the mere 
fact that nothing was being done 
about it.











Andrew Craig 53214  (262) 227-2002 9025 W Schlinger Ave Milwaukee Wi



Carl Krueger 53223  (414) 303-0405 9326 N. Fairy Chasm LanBrown Deer WI



This will cost all taxpayers but 
benefit only a few who use the 
lake recreationally.
There are obvious environmental 
benefits to removal of the damn 
and very little benefit to the 
public.



Mark Faria 53212  () -



Brad Bartkus 53012  (262) 416-8079 W63N331 Hillcrest Ave. Cedarburg WI



I used to live in Shorewood. Now 
I live in Cedarburg. I would love 
to use my kayak or canoe on the 
river, between Cedarburg and 
Milwaukee. I'd also like to see 
salmon and trout populations 
helped by damn removal, as I 
also purchase fishing licenses.



Zach Andreucci 53207  () -
Brian Marg 53219  () - 2635 S. 75th. Street West Allis Wisconsin
Michael Noonan 53213  (414) 771-6135 2366 N 72nd Street Milwaukee Wisconsin
Pete Nathan 53097  () - Highland rd Mequon Wi
Jesse Graves 53212  () - 816 east auer ave Mileaukee Wi
Hattie Knox 53224  (414) 355-2403 7525 North 99th. Street Milwaukee, Wi.
Kathy Porter 53216  () -
Levi Cotter 54304  (920) 435-1108 1609 10th Avenue Green Bay Wisconsin
Jason Korb 53216  (414) 540-2165 1005 E. Crocker Place Bayside WI



emma weiss burn 53208  (414) 364-5536 1349 n 45 st milwaukee wi



I love walking the trails in 
Estabrook park, but the pollution 
caused by the dam makes that 
part of the river disgusting. 
Please remove the dam!



Zach Hetzel 53221  (414) 469-5602 3940 S 41st St Greenfield WI
Marilynn Weiland 53208  () -
Sandra Atkins 54984  () - N5428 24th Ave Wild Rose WI
Peter Railand 53211  (503) 501-6258 2410 E Stratford Ct Shorewood WI
Barbara Wallner 53220  () -











James Lawton 53227  (414) 379-7028 3160 S. 85 St. Milwaukee WI



It's time to remove the dam and 
improve water quality. Fishing 
and recreation will improve.



Patrick Hintz 53172  (414) 704-0596 1711 Manistique Ave South Milwaukee Wisconsin
Jessica Burkes 53223  (414) 865-3683 7135 W. Brentwood Ave. MILWAUKEE Wi
Danique Seymour 53223  () -
bryon jaensch 53204  (608) 713-5047 830 west Madison street Milwaukee Wisconsin
Grace DAmore 53207  () -
Matthew Otzelber 53051  (262) 994-5451 N87 W15960 Belleview B Menomonee FallsWI
Sarah Strahler 53214  (414) 315-4667 511 S.62nd St Milwaukee WI
Dawn Wait 53058  (414) 839-5028 4811 Woodfield Ct., #7 Nashotah WI
Jonathan Schulz 53214  (414) 315-1948 1442 south 53rd street west Milwaukee Wisconsin
Mary Kemnitz 53210  (414) 258-1313 2608 N. 53rd St. Milwauker Wisconsin
Gary Mikolajczyk 53221  () - 2319 w Bridge st Milwaukee Wisc
Pamela Zacharias 53222  (414) 232-9994 3718 N 87th Street Milwaukee Wi
Kyle Poplar 53202  (262) 325-6297 1027 e pearspn Milwaukee WI
Bob Schwab 53066  () - 1632 n. Sawyer RD. Summit Wisconsin



Kristina Mullenix 53235  (228) 209-5266 3724 S. Ahmedi Ave, unit Saint Francis WI
Help save the river! Take the 
dam down!



Jerry Kowalczyk 53207  (414) 736-1503 4144 s. 5th street Milwaukee Wisconsin
Therese Gritzmac 53208  (414) 931-9216 1215 N43rd St Milwaukee WI
Aaron Brandau 53208  (414) - 1215 N43rd st Milwaukee WI
Oscar Wille 53211  () -
Joshua betka 53212  (414) 795-0023 2433 n Bremen street milwaukee Wisconsin
Peggy Sannerud 55987  () - 412 E. 11th St WInona MN
scarlett blucher 53172  (414) 334-3581 1311 minnesota ave south milwaukee wisconsin











Joel Stadtmueller 53212  (414) 553-6929 2737 N Booth St Milwaukee Wisconsin



I love Estabrook Park. I've spent 
many summer days hiking 
through the park and along the 
river trails. But whenever I see 
the dam, I'm disappointed it's still 
up. All the filth and debris that 
builds up around it and lingers all 
season is disgusting. It does 
nothing but harm to that 
particular ecosystem. It's an 
eyesore that serves no other 
purpose at this point but to be a 
environmental health hazard. It's 
removal is long overdue.



Joshua Mitchell 54214  (414) 416-3637 1320 so 63 West Allis Wisconsin
Patrick Burke 53207  (414) 702-0346 3142 S. Pennsylvania AveMilwaukee WI
Chris Servais 53219  (414) 817-2490 2134 s78 th West allis Wi
Kit Ehrhardt 53207  () - 620A E Russell Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Michael Anderson 53212  () -
A F Shepherd 53213  () - 7700 Portland AV Wauwatosa Wi
David Peckham 53208  () - 540 N 34th St Milwaukee WI
Matt Nowak 53220  () -
Pamela Ritger 53212  () - 2910 N. 1st Street Milwaukee WI
Jan Brudrt 53154  () - 2276 E. Oak St Oak Creek WI
Darren Liedtke 53212  (414) 426-8827 2923 N Weil St Milwaukee Wisconsin
Thomas Cauley 53211  () -
Laura Dorn 54665  (608) 347-3057 428 e Terhune st Viroqua Wi
Melissa Kennedy 53154  () -
Mark Drechsler 53214  () - 1572 s. 56th St. West Milwaukee WI
Dennis Jeske 53022  (414) 881-2289 w156n10255 Pilgrim rd Germantown Wi
Nathan Beuttler 53213  () -
Liz Hammetter 53213  (414) 595-0802 6425 North Ave wauwatosa Wisconsin



kent tracy 53206  (414) 888-2521 3431 n 13th st Milwaukee Wisconsin



Ima miss fishing the dam caught 
plenty of big fish in the deep hole 
but I would like to help tear it 
down



Chase Van Dyke 53202  (414) 698-7159 1543 N Jackson St. Milwaukee WI
Arturo Ra 53210  () -
Steven Delaney 53202  (414) 276-2101 1007 n. Cass st. Apt. 351 Milwaukee Wisconsin











Gary Rebholz 53202  () -
Peggy Daily 53219  (262) 370-0617 2670 S 75th Street West Allis WI
G Allen Daily 53222-110 () - 4119 N 110th St Wauwatosa WI
Lee Weissgerber 53217  (414) 351-5019 700 W Laramie Ln Milwaukee WI
Kevin Krug 53154  (414) 659-7767 3370 E. Carol Ct. Oak Creek Wisconsin
Pat Farrell 53532  () -
Mathew Falkowsk 53213  (414) 552-8961 137 N Hawley Rd Milwaukee Wisconsin
rachel Davauer 53211  (414) 455-4095 4413 N. Oakland Ave. Shorewood Wisconsin
Margie Kaczmare 53224  (414) 353-1129 8734 W. Helena St Milwaukee WI
pha her 53225  () - 5230 n 87th milwaukee wi
Daniel Kirschnik 53046  (262) 532-0613 w 186 n 6793 Marcy rd Menomonee falls WI
julian kegel 53210  (414) 529-6600 2411 milwaukee wi
Carly Derezinski 53202  () -
Daniel Wolf 53212  (920) 213-7470 1858 N Commerce St Apt Milwaukee Wi
Nathan Gebert 53207  () - 2751 S Ellen St Milwaukee WI
Nathan Gebert 53207  () - 2751 S Ellen St Milwaukee WI
Karen Kaminsky 53217  (608) 575-8844 610 E Glencoe Pl Bayside Wisconsin
Karen Korbel 53132  () - 7273 S 27th St Franklin WI
Nancy Newman 53207  () -
Clint Walters 53202  (414) 303-5522 104 East Mason Street Milwaukee WI
Alene Bidwell 53405  () - 2124 Grove Ave Racine WI



Dianna Davis 53219  (910) 489-3437 3422 S 66th Milwaukee WI



The dam is so ugly and 
threatens wildlife.  It really needs 
to go.



James Jolliffe 53094  () - 615 South St. Watertown Wisconsin
Daniel Kline 53095  (262) 338-1251 1370 Chestnut Street West Bend WI
Mark Damkoehler 53211  (414) 332-9988 2972 N. Farwell Ave MIlwaukee WI
Vince Collura 53227  () -
Tim Dunn 53207  () - 831 E. Conway Street Milwaukee WI
Rodney Wolf 53074+232 (262) 416-7956 1152 W. Portview Dr. Port Washington WI
Joshua Rockley 53214  () -
Courtenay Teska 53202  (414) 517-1964 2050 N Cambridge Ave Milwaukee WI
Patrick Rupich 53214  (414) 778-2210 132 S 76th Street Milwaukee WI
Abby Fowler 53211  () - Shorewood Wi
David Chmielews 53216  () - 3146 N 49th St Milwaukee WI
michael puariea 53090  (262) 957-7444 6869 jamestown dr westbend wi
Kevin Shermach 53213  () -











John Thielmann 53208  () - 1144A N 46th Street Milwaukee WI



This dam has not served a 
practical purpose for decades. 
Restoring it will not serve a 
practical purpose. Eliminating the 
dam will be ecologically sound, 
aesthetically appealing, and 
fiscally responsible.



Carole Montgome 53222  (414) 721-8145 3456 N 78th St Milwaukee Wisconsin
Constance Hawki 53045  (262) 389-5833 17285 W. RiverBirch Dr. A  BrookfieldI Wiscinsin
Rae Marsh 53110  () - 5330 E. Ramsey Ave. Cudahy WI
Mary Noonan 53213  () -



Thomas Roethel 53081  () - 1610 north tenth street sheboygan Wisconsin



I am a huge advocate for the 
environment. I feel very strongly 
that we as people on this earth, 
need to find a way to work with 
nature. Not around, over, or in 
this case, blocking it. I think that 
it should be removed rather than 
cleaned and built up. Please 
consider the repercussions of the 
dam staying, both in the 
community, and in the 
surrounding natural area. Thank 
you!



Scott Holst 53170  (847) 815-7384 919 Elizabeth Ln Silver Lake Wisconsin
ann Griffin 53209  () -
Cathy Krug 53217  (414) 351-1036 6585 n elm tree rd Glendale Wi
Carole Barnum 53217  (414) 429-9149 1445 W. Heather Lane River Hills Wisconsin
Nicole Kowalczyk 53207  (262) 344-2423 4144s 5th st Milwaukee Wisconsin
Donald Langlois 53211  () - 3909 N Murray Ave. Apt 6Shorewood WI
Thad Treffinger 53202  () - 1621 Noah Franklin pl Milwaukee Wisconsin
Eric Wojciechows 53110  (414) 510-3976 3706 e.adams ave. cudahy wi.
Dennis Libecki 53213  () -
Jordan Magpoc 53207  (262) 490-9222 2917 s Howell ave Milwaukee Wisconsin



Rob Hasker 53217  () - 4851 N. Berkeley Blvd. Whitefish Bay WI



I've paddled upstream of the 
dam. Less wildlife than I've seen 
anywhere else. This river with 
this dam is dead.











Rosemary Robert 53208  (414) 629-2793 937 n 35th street Milwaukee Wi



Removal would be best, for our 
pocketbooks, and the 
environment and wildlife. The 
Milwaukee river greenway is a 
treasure, as is all our 
greenspace.. It attracts the kind 
of residents we want and need! 
Thank you for your time and 
consideration in this matter.



Andrew Temperly 53207  (414) 588-6692 2418 s Lenox st Milwaukee Wi
Jeremy Culp 17512  () -
Timothy Hastings 53211  () -
Laura Steinmann 53218  () -
David Redemann 53210  () -
Abigail Mertz 53212  () - 2914 N Humboldt Blvd Milwaukee WI



Barbara Hoppe 53223  (414) 355-5872 7733 N. 47th ST Brown Deer WI



Ecologically and regionally the 
removal of the dam is necessary 
and must not be driven by 
special interests!



Katheryn Corbin 53209  (414) 464-9646 5730 N 35th St Milwaukee WI



Chris Keene 53222  () - 4365 Glenway St. Wauwatosa WI



Listen to the experts - they have 
spoken overwhelmingly in favor 
of the removal. Return the river 
to its natural state and save 
everyone many years of taxes. 
Win-win!



Matthew Armbrus 53202  () -
Jorge Medina 53207  (414) 202-1200 525A E.Dover St. milwaukee Wisconsin



Lane Hall 53213  (414) 302-9310 6437 Upper Parkway NortWauwatosa WI - Wisconsin
I would love to see a free flowing 
river, and increase habitat.



Caitlin Guinan 53211  (630) 337-7555 825 E. Kensington Blvd. A  Shorewood Wi
Tom Strong 53207  () - Milwaukee Wisconsin
Bryce Coppersmit 53211  () - 2712 e Hartford ave Milwaukee Wi
Steven Siwicki 53209  () - 6124 N. 30th st. Milwaukee WI.
Robin Squier 53212  (414) 331-3979 3060 N Gordon Cr Milwaukee Wi
Colette Kadrich 53207  (414) 881-7731 2755 S Taylor Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
David Sikorski 53208  (414) 379-9650 449 N. 39th Street Milwaukee Wisconsin











Westen Groh 55901  (414) 218-3014 1823 Quarry Ridge Place Rochester Minnesota



 g      
Wisconsin. My parents were avid 
outdoorsmen and 
enviromentalists and it didn't take 
long for their passions to become 
mine. I would spend nearly every 
day after school riding my bike 
on the Estabrook River trails. It 
was a time for me to gather my 
head after all the stress that 
came from school. Every time I 
rode up to the dam I was in 
disgust. I remember it as an 
absolute aesthetic nightmare. It 
made the river appear dead and 
the debris and sediment trapped 
behind it was full of trash and 
other plastics. 
Later on in school I developed an 
interest in documentary 
photography and was always 
thinking of unique ways to 
capture the way I felt about the 
dam. Pretty consistently I would 
bring my camera along on my 
bike ride and find new items 
floating in the water to capture. In 
the midst of this project I 
stumbled across a film called 
Damnation. If you guys haven't 
already heard of it, it is about 
dam removals in the United 
States. It has a focus on the 



Josh Lang 53215  () - 3477 s 37th st Milwaukee WI



Removing the Dam is fiscally 
and environmentally right 
decision!



Cheryl McKendry 53227  () -
Sue Owen 53132  (414) 423-0899 4748 W Jenna Ct Franklin Wisconsin
Christopher Sado 53215  (414) 803-4486 1119 S Layton Blvd Milwaukee WI
Reginald Adams 53295  (414) 388-0870 5000 w national ave Milwaukee Wisconsin
Walter Pomrenke 53233  () -











MaryEllen Foley 53222  () - 3525 n 100th st milw wi



A healthy river benefits all, 
especially the river which we owe 
to the future .



Noah Sumner 53207  (414) 915-5589 1822 E Bennett Ave Milwaukee WI
Jacqueline Roulea 53221  () -
Todd Hill 53214  (414) 491-0996 1446 S 53 St West Milwaukee WI



andy krombach 53024  (262) 305-6815 854 Delaware ave Grafton WI Save the money, help the habitat
Donna Weiss 53217  () - Whitefish Bay Wi
Kari Nabbefeld 53202  () - 1108 n. Milwaukee St. #23Milwaukee Wi
Paul Juarez 53212  (414) 758-7743 3333 N Humboldt Blvd Milwaukee WI
Kara Kikkert 53211  () - 2531 n farwell ave Milwaukee WI
Ky Wandler 53072  () -
Ben Schaefer 53212  () - 2351 N Humboldt Blvd. Mileaukee WI
William Kewer 53202  (715) 316-3438 1719 N Arlington Pl Milwaukee Wisconsin
David Flowers 53208  (414) 698-4333 3103 w mckinley blvd milwaukee wi
Jairo Bonilla 53215  (414) 719-7710 2663 S 28th Milwaukee Wisconsin
Patrick Gatton 53202  (414) 841-3850 1616A N Jackson St Milwaukee Wisconsin
John ONeill Sr. 53211  (414) 232-3214 4613 N. Cramer St. Whitefish Bay WI.
Lora Turkoski 53189  (262) 402-4933 w305 s4095 brookhill rd #waukesha wi
Mercedes Cowan 53216  () -
Rebecca Neuman 53217  () - 7908 N Boyd Way Fox Point WI
Will DeFilippis 53211  (262) 370-4934 2852 N Frederick Avenue Milwaukee Wisconsin
Patrick Rose 60097  () - 4709 Winnabago Dr. Wonderlake Il



Jay Cunnington 53208-111 (920) 342-5608 2252 N Hi Mount Blvd Milwaukee WI



No industry is attached to this 
dam. It serves no purpose. The 
benefits to the many outweigh 
the benefits to the few.



Mike Mielotz 53209  (414) 708-3929 2532 W. Como Pl. Glendale Wi. Get rid of it!
Joshua Zimmer 53208  (414) 712-3784 4130 West McKinley Cou Milwaukee WI
TeJuan Jones 53218  () -
Andrew Hudson 53154  (262) 389-2456 7960 S. Wayland Dr. Oak Creek WI



Zach Naylor 53211  (262) 389-8812 4506 N. Marlborough Shorewood Wisconsin



This dam is decreasing the 
beauty of the Milwaukee river 
ecosystem.  By removing it, the 
city will save money and will help 
with beautification of our 
neighborhood and benefit the 
surrounding ecosystems.



Shelby Blake 53224  () - 10572 W Fountain Ave Ap  Milwaukee WI











Michael Zaffiro 53223  (414) 469-1654 5223 w Hemlock rd Milwaukee Wisconsin



It seems that for not only the 
economic good of the county but 
also the environmental good the 
Dam should go. We have more 
pressing needs to deal with 
besides the wishes of so few to 
keep the dam.



Shannon Lunsford 53154  (414) 378-6613 3618 E Garden Pl Oak Creek WI
Joseph Klein 53211  (414) 628-3380 3425 N. Bartlett Ave Milwaukee WI - Wisconsin
Alexis Rosario 53146  () -
Rachel Fry 53213  (630) 835-9156 6807 w bluemound road Wauwatosa wi



Tim Schley 53208  (414) 758-5634 1836 N 51st St Milwaukee WI



I'm 23 and an avid canoe and 
kayaker. I love rivers and 
streams immensely, and have a 
vested interest in keeping them 
safe and healthy. It's imperative 
that this dam gets removed. I 
want to be able to take my 
children and grandchildren on 
the Milwaukee river and share 
my love for the environment with 
them. Without removing this 
dam, I'm afraid to lose this 
amazing side of the city that I 
love.



Ethan Erlandson 53211  (414) 553-0816 2639 N prospect ave Milwaukee Wi
Robert Prunuske 53092  (414) 333-6946 10040n greenview dr Mequon Wi I like fishing
Richard Bowen 53005  () - 14645 Woodland Pl Brookfield WI
John Leidy 53213  (414) 212-5322 313 N 75th St Milwaukee WI











Thomas Murphy 53217  (414) 962-3179 4964 N. Marlborough Dr. Whitefish Bay WI



You can't kayak down that river 
safely because the water smells 
like feces.  Do they really expect 
the public to believe they are 
going to maintain that dam?  
They have never maintained that 
Dam in a timely manner.  I 
always see logs and trees 
bunched up to it.  Who are they 
kidding.  Removal of that dam 
should make that water a lot 
cleaner.  Per the Clean Water 
Act you should be able to swim 
in that river.  Not only that we 
should never ever have to face a 
health advisor that we can't eat 
fish caught from our lakes and 
rivers!!!



Cady Oestreich 53211  () -



Brandon Anderso 53225  (414) 587-3698 8726 w. Douglas ave Milwaukee Wisconsin



There's so much trash that has 
collected by the damn and it is a 
huge eye sore for the river. I love 
fishing a I believe the removal of 
this dam will help improve the 
fishing. It will alow fish to migrate 
to their spawning grounds.



Brian Rorabeck 53226  (414) 659-5802 2057 Ludington ave Wauwatosa Wi
Travis Wojtowicz 53308  () - 4818 west wells st Milwaukee Wi
Jose Moreno 53211  (414) 467-7687 4154 N. Prospect Ave. Shorewood WI



John Eichelberge 53090  (412) 506-7496 1560 Lakeview Rd West Bend Wisconsin



It is proven that dams damage 
natural fishery habitats and are 
costly to maintain without any 
real benefit



Sam Schaefer 53217  () -











Robert Graef 53212  () -



I used to live and fish down by 
the dam because it was close to 
my apartment. After seeing all 
the trash built up around the dam 
on a regular basis I quit going 
there.



Patti Kumar 53207  () - Milwaukee WI
Charles Staples 53210  (414) 460-6295 2838 no 54th Street Milwaukee Wisconsin
Anthony Dailey 53206  () - Its an eye sore...
Kate Lee 53017  () -
Chad Smith 53147  () - W1149 N Bloomfield Rd Lake Geneva Wisconsin
John Schaefer 53213  () - 2150 N Commerce St Milwaukee WI
Austin Berube 53212  () - 703 E Locust St Milwaukee WI
Terrence Noonan 53213  () -
Johanna DeWalt 53129  () -
Tanya Airoldi 53210  (262) 441-8591 2325 N. 50th st Milwaukee Wi



Alvaro Jimenez 53218  (414) 702-4335 4675 north 57th Milwaukee Wisconsin



It's always dirty I try going 
finishing there but it's a mess 
now I don't think it even has a 
purpose



Chadd Daugherty 53228  () - 12111 W Beloit Rd Apt 7 Greenfield WI
Scott Orozco Kata 53204  (414) 383-7294 1704 W National Ave Milwaukee WI
Miguel Santos 53211  (262) 455-6164 4448 N Woodburn St Shorewood WI
Ralph Schwieger 53222  (414) 464-8018 3929 N 81st street Milwaukee WI
Michael Jenich 53208  (414) 709-9841 1553 N 51 street Milwaukee WI
Adam Hellerud 53212  () -
Vicky Jackson 53212  () -
Sara May 53215  (414) 333-0003 3728 W Margaret Pl Milwaukee Wisconsin
Jeff Veglahn 53215  () - 2354 S. 29th Street Milwaukee Wisconsin
Matt Caton 53211  (414) 332-2191 2700 E. Beverly Rd. Shorewood Wisconsin



keith schubert 53211-391 (414) 839-4211 2537 N Murray Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin



I think getting rid of the dam is a 
great idea, the fact a new dam 
would only last 20 years and cost 
as much money as it does it 
seems pointless.  I see the 
negative effects of the dam when 
I see trash built up all along the 
river.











Chris Frauen 53211  () -



Tried fishing around the dam but 
there is too much trash caught 
up in the dam



Simon Miller 53211  (414) 378-4635 4458 n Larkin st. Shorewood Wisconsin
Would help fishing which I love 
to do on the milwaukee river



Amanda Wright 53202  () - 1041 e knapp st #620 Milwaukee Wisconsin
Alex Passkowski 53151  () - 3580 s moorland Rd New Berlin Wi
Esperanza Gutier 53215  () - 2660 s.  16th Street Mikwaukee Wi
Eric Switlick 53172  () -
Nathan O 53132  () -
Lacey Pfalz 53027  () -
Rebekah Simmon 53207  () - Milwaukee WI
Chris Smith 53213  (414) 520-5417 571 n.66th Tosa Wi



Donna Engelman 53207  () - 2311 E. Bennett Avenue Milwaukee Wisconsin



Dam removal makes sense for 
the health of the river and for the 
long term future of the 
surrounding landscape.



Laura Holder 53213  () -
Pat Baka 53211  () - 4118 N. Newhall Street Shorewood Wisconsin
Daria Siegel 53217  () -
elizabeth beyer 60097  () - 7711 beach dr. wonder lake il.
josh lange 53080  (262) 483-0533 3068 hwy i saukville wi
Paul Weisenberge 53215  () -
Emily Dunn 53212  (414) 264-2051 2441 N. Humboldt Blvd. Milwaukee Wisconsin



James Davis 53217  (414) 379-8804 907 Riverview Glendale Wi



Would like to see it gone for 
health of the river and the plant/ 
animal ecosystems in which the 
dam negatively effects



Lora Caton 53211  (414) 324-7066 2700 E Beverly Rd. Shorewood Wisconsin



Natasha Haataja 53227  (414) 546-4627 2002 south 105th street West Allis Wi



Having the damn there messes 
with the natural reproduction of 
river fish.



Rick Crespo 53219  () -
Scott Christman 53213  (414) 788-8199 2372 N 66th st Wauwatosa Wi
ivon prescott 60085  (224) 383-4257 3055 george st. a6 waukegan Illinois
Marga Krumins 53186  (262) 349-2369 321 Harrison Ave Waukesha Wisconsin
brad caspari 53217  () -











John C Brown 53207  (414) 810-4008 3269 South 3rd St Milwaukee WI



I was there picking up garbage in 
a clean the parks campaign and 
happened upon the dam. it was 
ugly and full of dead trees and 
garbage it smelled and was of 
what I could see no use to 
anyone or anything except for 
the geese who were nesting 
there on the island !!!!! I feel it 
would be better to allow the river 
to flow in its natural state and 
remove the man made obstacle 
to the flow of water and maybe 
even the salmon will return 
maybe .



tom eddington 53149  (414) 750-4946 617 bay view rd. mukwonago wi
Jennifer Rimkus 53143  (262) 657-8491 6565 - 5th Ave. Kenosha Wisconsin
Sarah Graf 53210  () -
Jeremy Adams 53216  (414) 885-9464 milwaukee wisconsin I almost drownd  in it as a child



Eric Hildeman 53228  (414) 524-9629 4884 S. Brookdale Dr. Greenfield WI



I have visited the site, and seen 
first hand how the dam is really 
doing nothing significant to the 
flow of the Milwaukee River, 
other than collecting debris and 
being an eyesore. Based on this, 
I say get rid of it.



Melissa Schussm 53211  (414) 303-9261 2228 e park pl Milwaukee Wi



Joseph Gadbois 53211  () - 3469 N. Maryland AvenueMilwaukee Wisconsin



The other dam that was removed 
a few years ago just below North 
Avenue seems to have returned 
the river to a more natural, fish-
friendly state.



David Schlabowsk 53208  (414) 736-2209 2205 N 59th Street Milwaukee WI
Alex Cernick 53211  (414) 897-1100 3257 N Newhall St Milwaukee Wisconsin











James Holtz 53211  (715) 347-7271 4014 N. Prospect Ave Shorewood WI



g    g y 
improve paddling on the 
Milwaukee river, both above and 
below where the dam is now. I 
often cannot paddle the 
Milwaukee river below the dam 
because the water levels are too 
low, due to the water being held 
back by the damn. The water 
above and below the dam 
becomes stagnant and 
accumulates unsightly dirt and 
debris that would otherwise be 
washed away by the natural 
current. 



Right now, people water-ski, etc 
above the Dam, but I don't 
believe there is public access to 
the river for power boaters. So 
it's just a few local property 
owners power-boating. Whereas 
removing the damn would bring 
paddlers who would spend 
money. Removing the dam 
would speed-up the current (and 
possibly expose rapids), making 
the river more attractive to 
paddlers. Paddlers would come 
from all over the state and from 
the Chicago area to paddle this 
part of the Milwaukee river, and 
go out to dinner and spend the 



Mary Kay Waldma 53217  (414) 614-9621 9251 North Waverly DriveBayside WI
Steve Waldman 53217  (414) 861-9621 9251 North Waverly DriveBayside WI



Carol Ann Ky 53204  () - 1329 Mineral Milwaukee WI



I've always thought the 
Milwaukee River was dirty and 
disgusting. Now I know why.



Kris Pagenkopf 32607  () - 7625 SW 7th Place Gainesville FL
Paul Phelps 53211  () - Shorewood WI











Samuel Crawford 53818  (920) 713-1416 235 North 4th Street Platteville WI



An eyesore to a once great river, 
and a bane on taxpayers wallets 
for maintenance, this dam must 
be removed. Not to mention that 
It is almost a garbage dump with 
all of the garbage built up behind 
the dam.



Angela Steinkamp 53207  (210) 275-1761 3639 S 5th Place Milwaukee WI
Steffan Morrison 53219  () -
Will Kahabka 53115  () - 701 Alder Ave Delavan WI



Lexie Abrahamian 53217  (414) 534-0462 8202 N Regent Rd Fox Point WI



I am very passionate about dam 
removal in general because all 
over this country there are 
unnecessary dams disturbing 
natural aquatic habitats. I am 
also an active community 
member of Milwaukee and would 
love to see the Estabrook Dam 
removed for good.



Robert Neverman 53217  () - 4805 N. Newhall St Whitefish Bay WI



I support removal of the 
Estabrook Dam. It is the best 
option for the environment, and 
has the added benefit of being 
the best option financially for the 
county.



Robert Abrahamia 53217  (414) 534-0424 8202 N Regent Rd Fox Point Wisconsin
Removing dams is the way of the 
future.



Ethan Hau 53023  (920) 912-2430 W7646 County Road C Glenbeulah Wisconsin











Phyllis Santacroce 53209  (414) 228-6768 5830 N. River Forest Dr. Glendale WI



I live on the part of the river 
impacted by the dam, and I want 
to see it removed.  Since the 
dam was ordered opened my 
neighborhood has not flooded 
and wildlife has returned to the 
river.  The river is still fine for 
boats such as kayaks and 
canoes.  I kayak on the river on 
almost a daily basis from May 
through October.



Zachary Jones 54481  (920) 809-3067 324 Neale Hall Stevens Point WI
Janet Santacroce 53217  (414) 540-6895 8921 N. Rexleigh Dr Bayside WI



Margie Groh 53209  () - 1035 W. Riverview Dr. Glendale WI



The dam works against the 
environment and serves no 
benefit other than boat recreation 
for limited individuals.  From 
illustrations/maps shown to us at 
prior meetings, it appears the 
river will successfully chart its 
own course through Lincoln Park 
if allowed to.



James Grogan 53209  (414) 247-1925 5653 N River Forest DriveGlendale Wisconsin
Jack Berroug 53217  () -
Linnea Benson 46077  () -
Charlie Brockway 80305  (720) 315-8171 4440 Hastings dr. Boulder Colorado
Nora Murphy 53213  () - Wauwatosa wI
Gabriel Rosentha 53209  (414) 702-5374 6541 n. Bethmaur ln. Glendale WI
Emily Janicik 53209  (414) 540-1604 2129 W. Raleigh Ave Glendale WI
max wise 53217  (414) 550-5077 7329 n Iroquois rd fox point wisconsin
Kathy Schill 53211  (414) 964-2752 4410 N. Farwell Ave. Shorewood wi
Lauren Deuser 53217  (414) 228-4604 8610 n greenvale rd Bayside Wi
Molly McBride 53217  (414) 540-6330 8965 N Lake Dr Bayside WI
Ben Cook 53217  () - 8273 N graylog ln Fox point Wisconsin
Derritt Dietlmeier 53027  () -
Nicholas Jaszews 53209  (414) 228-0704 927 W Riverview Dr Glendale WI
Doris Curley 53217  () - 4854 N. Navajo Ave. Glendale WI
Laura Whitney 53216  (414) 841-2545 1725 W Fairy Chasm Rd Milwaukee WI











Phil Totten 53221  () -
Dylan Ellison 53215  (414) 935-8199 2079 S. 28 St. Milwaukee Wisconsin
Lisa Zetley 53217  (414) 352-2002 6868 N Barnett Lane Fox Point WI
Craig Zetley 53217  (414) 272-1424 6868 n Barnett lane Fox point Wis



Jessica Ginster 53217  (414) 510-9808 6523 N. Sunny Point Rd Glendale WI



I live on the MKE River and love 
all it has to offer and bought my  
house knowing I need to  live 
with the ebb and flow of this 
powerful natural resource. 
sometimes the water is high- so I 
high I must protect my home. 
Other times it's so low I can 
wade across.  Anyone who l 
chooses to live by a NATURAL 
resource, should know this. 
Rather then spend tax payer 
dollars to increase water height 
for private access recreational 
activities and or to increase 
someone's personal property 
value- is a misappropriations of 
funds. 



Down with the Dam.
Margaret Crawfor 53202  () - 1008 East Lyon Street Milwaukee Wisconsin



Renee Cooper 53051  (262) 751-8351 N92 W17455 Appleton AvMenomonee FallsWisconsin



I have watched things related to 
this area for years. It is an 
unnatural barrier, causing unsafe 
conditions in certain weather 
circumstances. The trash and 
debris that collects, in the area, 
is an on sight lyrics health 
hazard! It has out lives whatever 
usefulness it once provided. The 
repair/replacement costs 
outweigh the benefits?.



Joanna Demas 53212  () - 2134 N. Riverboat Rd. Milwaukee Wi
James Reid 53202  () - Milwaukee WI











Duane Ochs 53223  () - 7821 W Denver Avenue Milwaukee WI
William Reid 53202  (630) 258-1692 904 East Pearson Street Milwaukee Wi
Suzanne Krasno 53217  (414) 236-5931 500 W Bradley Rd  A118 Milwaukee WI
Paul Zovic 53211  (414) 659-2350 2504e newton ave Shorewood WI
Jim Stratte 53217  () - 6300 N. Santa Monica BlvWhitefish Bay wi
Laura Vuchetich 53217  (414) 446-9917 7135 N. Barnett Ln. Fox Point Wisconsin
Carollyn Colwell 53222  () - 2937 N. 79th St Milwaukee Wi
Christopher DeMa 53217  () -
Nikos Gainacopul 53211  (920) 203-6721 3314 N Cambridge Ave Milwaukee Wisconsin debris in the river upstream
Mary Krzyzewski 53213  () - 710 N 76th St Wauwatosa Wisconsin
Diane Lembck 53132-101 (414) 425-9616 6492 S. 121st Street Franklin WI



Jackie Wille 53209  (414) 365-8859 8680 N Kildeer Ct Brown Deer WI



I live along the Milwaukee River, 
in Brown Deer, north of the dam.  
I enjoy canoeing and being on 
the river and support all efforts to 
help the Milwaukee River to 
become swimmable and natural.  
The joy of being in a "wild" area 
right in the city is huge.  We 
need to preserve these areas as 
"get-aways".  My property is 
along the river and floods so I 
am personally affected by the 
water levels and want to keep 
the flooding down as much as 
possible.



Scott Dizack 53402  (414) 412-7343 700 Waters Edge Rd #23 Racine WI



I used to live very close by as a 
child and remember swimming 
with friends there back in the mid 
1960's only to suffer from a 
pollution induced rash all over 
my body! It would be nice to 
have it safe for swimming and 
the dams removal would be a 
step in that direction.



Brett Dominguez 53215  (414) 614-7177 3226 S. 11th St. Milwaukee Wisconsin
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From: Jeff Veglahn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 2:18:12 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jeff Veglahn 
jeffreyveglahn@gmail.com 
2354 S. 29th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org
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From: Niall McCarthy
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 1:43:33 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Niall McCarthy 
niall.callahan@gmail.com 
937 N Winchester 
Chicago, Illinois 60622



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov










From: G Allen Daily
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:15:33 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


G Allen Daily 
gadaily@gmail.com 
4119 N 110th St 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53222-1104



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov










From: Victor Hunter
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam Removal
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:15:50 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I own Barnabas Building Center on the Milwaukee River at the dam. 


I would like to have the dam removed.  The dam has been dysfunctional and the
 adjacent banks are polluted with trash on each rain.


Our property and tenant views are of the dam and Port Washington.  Removal of the
 dam would create an attractive and visually more acceptable site.


Respectfully, 


Vic Hunter


Victor Hunter
Hunter Business Group
4650 N. Port Washington Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53212
(414) 203-8066


Never out think your common sense    Lee Brice


 


You have to decide what your highest priorities


are and have the courage---


pleasantly, smilingly, and unapologetically---


to say no to other things       Stephen Covey  


 


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, including attachments, is intended solely for the
 person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential, privileged and/or
 proprietary information.  Any review, dissemination, distribution, copying, printing, or other
 use of this e-mail by persons or entities other than the addressee or his/her authorized
 agent is prohibited.  If you have received this e-mail in error, please contact the sender
 immediately and delete the material from your computer. 
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From: Carl Cornell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: ESTABROOK DAM REMOVAL
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:51:51 AM


Please remove the dam and create a natural waterway with cleaner water and less cost
 to the public.
 
Tight Lines,
 
Carl Cornell
 



mailto:ccornell@bdi-usa.com
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From: Jursik, Patricia
To: John Rennpferd; DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: SH County Executive
Subject: Re: Estabrook Dam Draft Environment Impact Statement
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 12:28:21 PM


Thank you; very thoughtful comments.  As for Mill Pond Damn the county continues to get
 cooperation from DNR on delay partially because city and county agreed to do the
 watershed study of Oak Creek which was something I worked on almost since I took office.
  The Study will be done in 2016.  Hopefully this will lead to a final determination of what
 should be done with this damn.  Also, a third law suit has been filed over Estabrook Dam by
 the Riverkeepers.  


Patricia Jursik, District 8
Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors
901 N. 9th Street, Room 201 Suite P
Milwaukee, WI 53233
Office 414-278-4231
Fax 414-223-1380
 
 


From: John Rennpferd <john_rennpferd@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2016 11:45 PM
To: DNREstabrook@wi.gov
Cc: SH County Executive; Jursik, Patricia
Subject: Estabrook Dam Draft Environment Impact Statement
 
To: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources


From: John R. Rennpferd


CC: Milwaukee County Executive Chris Abele, Milwaukee County Supervisor Patricia Jursik


Date: 26 March 2016


Re: Estabrook Dam Draft Environment Impact Statement


The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has some issues that require clarification, or
 rectification. There are environmental affects that have been downplayed, the Public Trust is
 violated, and the dam management pattern of Milwaukee County has been downplayed.


As a fisherman I am concerned about the environmental affects of the dam, and possible



mailto:Patricia.Jursik@milwaukeecountywi.gov

mailto:john_rennpferd@hotmail.com

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov
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 draw downs. The Estabrook dam is going to slow the river, which will cause sedimentation.
 The solar heating affect in the impoundment, and the solar heating affect of the water
 passing over the spillway will transform segments of the Milwaukee River from a cool water
 environment into a warm water environment (as it has in the past). The solar heating affect
 will be beneficial to invasive species such as carp, lamprey, mystery snails, and rusty crayfish.
 Additionally the property owners upstream of Estabrook park want a winter drawdown of
 the impoundment. A winter drawdown is going to have direct negative affects on the whole
 riparian ecosystem. Hibernating amphibians will be exposed, mussels will get stranded,
 macro-invertebrates will die from exposure to dry environments, and aquatic plants will get
 land locked.


The EIS unintentionally violates the public trust doctrine. The EIS states that the
 impoundment behind the Estabrook Dam will have a depth of 8.7 feet, and will cause depths
 as deep as 9.1 feet upstream. This alteration of the high, and low water marks violates the
 public trust of riparian access rights by preventing citizens from gaining access to the river by
 creating non-wadable areas in naturally wadable riparian zones. There is no quid-pro-quo as
 inferred in the IES. The impoundment does not provide public access for boaters; the state,
 nor the county parks own a launch in this segment of the river. The boat launch located on
 West Montclaire Ave. in Glendale, WI is owned by the municipality; therefore the
 municipality can open, and close the launch at any time without regard to the access rights
 of the remaining state, and county residents. Compounding this problem is that the launch
 at West Montclaire Ave does not have any parking. A lack of dedicated parking creates a
 defacto private launch as seen on Long Lake in Racine County where the municipality (City of
 Norway) posted no parking signs to prevent the public from using the DNR launch of off Hart
 Dr. I ask that the Wisconsin DNR to not provide approval of the EIS until a public access
 launch, with accompanying parking is guaranteed in writing.


Milwaukee County has a horrible history of neglecting its dam structures. Estabrook Dam has
 been out of compliance for a number of items since 1996; the dam has truly become a public
 nuisance. The Kletzsch park Dam has been out of compliance for masonry repairs since 2011.
 The South Milwaukee Dam on the Oak Creek has been out of compliance for multiple items
 since 2012, and its damage is known to have occurred as early as 1995. This pattern of
 neglect proves that the County will promise to repair these structures; however, due to fiscal
 issues Milwaukee County never truly funds the repairs. I ask the Wisconsin DNR to not
 provide approval of the EIS until Milwaukee County provides segregated, protected funds to
 cover the repair of the Estabrook Dam, and the projected 20 years of maintenance.


The EIS is a good document; however, we can see that there are improvements that are
 needed before any parties can proceed. Environmental concerns need resolution. Protection
 of the Public Trust needs enforcement. And Milwaukee County needs to prove to the
 Wisconsin DNR that it actually can, and will fund the repair, and maintenance of the
 Estabrook Dam.


Sincerely,


John R. Rennpferd
1828 Marquette Ave
South Milwaukee, WI 53172
414-745-8488
This message is intended for the sole use of the individual and entity to which it is addressed,
 and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
 applicable law. If you are not the intended addressee, nor authorized to receive for the







 intended addressee, you are hereby notified that you may not use, copy, disclose or distribute
 to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this
 message in error, please immediately advise the sender by reply email and delete the message.








From: Heather Darbo-McClellan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 1:37:32 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Heather Darbo-McClellan 
hdarbo.mcclellan@gmail.com 
7771 N. Chadwick Road 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org
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From: Liz Nelson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 7:06:12 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Liz Nelson 
lizuk@wi.rr.com 
1905 E.Jarvis St. 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211



mailto:lizuk@wi.rr.com
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From: Jane Wester
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:09:10 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jane Wester 
jane.wester@yahoo.com 
7525 Parkview Road #11 
Greendale, Wisconsin 53129



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org
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From: steve.baldwin@hushmail.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Public Comment on the Proposal to Repair Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 11:40:26 AM


I am a Milwaukee County resident, and I am against the proposal to repair Estabrook dam.  My views fall
 in line behind those of the Milwaukee Riverkeeper organization.


Steve Baldwin
836 N. 20th Street #33
Milwaukee, WI 53233
(414) 455-5975



mailto:steve.baldwin@hushmail.com
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From: Dan Allen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook damn removal
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:21:57 PM


Hi Kristina,


I'm emailing in regards to Estabrook dam removal. I have been fly fishing the Milwaukee river for years now for
 salmon, brown trout, and steelhead. Because of my fun filled experiences on the Milwaukee river, I hope that the
 DNR can remove the damn. Removing the damn will improve the health of the river and allow fish to pass through
 the Estabrook dam area. Improving the health of the river is very important to me. I hope the dam is removed.


Thanks,


Danny Allen


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:dano3341@gmail.com
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From: William Greenwald
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:53:27 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


William Greenwald 
wmkjgreenwald@comcast.net 
725 Goodwin Dr. 
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
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From: ERIC T MICHELSON
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:48:57 AM


 Hello, I hope the option # 4 proposed by Friends of Lincoln Park will be the ultimate decision made for the dam.


 4) Gated Spillway Portion of the Dam Abandoned and Removed, Lowered and Rehabilitated Serpentine Overflow
 Spillway, and a 6.3-Foot-High Rock Ramp Constructed


  I believe all concerned will be satisfied with this option.     Thank you very much!      E. Michelson.    
 Glendale,WI.
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From: Steven Bussian
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 6:17:14 PM


Wisconsin DNR,


 


Please continue the process for Dam Repair and fish passage for Estabrook Dam.


The Lincoln Park lagoon is an asset for everyone in the Milwaukee County area.


I enjoy using the Oak leaf bike trail and riding through Lincoln Park.


The Park has not been the same, no boats, no fishing.


 


Steven Bussian


5714 River Forest Drive


Glendale Wisconsin  53209
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From: Terry Dorr
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 4:22:00 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Terry Dorr


Terry Dorr 
terryj73@gmail.com 
1835 N. Riverwalk Way 
Milwaukee, WI, Wisconsin 53212
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From: John Laubach
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22:53 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John Laubach 
laubachjm@sbcglobal.net 
5121 N. shoreland Ave 
Whitefish Bay, WI, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Jennifer Sweetland
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:09:13 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jennifer Sweetland 
jensweetland@hotmail.com 
3139 S. 50th St. 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53219
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From: Tomas Goldsmith
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Damn
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:24:35 PM


Dear WIDNR:


I believe that the option chosen by the WIDNR and the Milwauke County, to repair the damn
 and include concessions for fish passage, is still not enough to fulfil our role as caretakers for
 the natural environment. I understand that the current decision is a compromise between the
 recreational value of the impoundment and the ecological value, but I feel that the solution
 does not delve far enough into the problem. The major factor for preserving the recreational
 value of the river, is maintaining a high enough water level. To preserve the environemnt and
 ecology of the river, natural water flow and fish passage is necessary. Perhaps there is a non-
damn solution that can provide both?


Tomás Goldsmith
Bradford Beach View LLC
Volleyball Director
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From: Bryce Nelson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove Estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 5:03:42 PM


The Estabrook dam should be removed. I spend a lot of time in the river fishing and near the
 river hiking, skiing, and biking. A dam on the Milwaukee River will create stagnant foul
 water and ruin the recent gains made in the health of the river. Trout and other cold-water fish
 will not survive. The river will smell and algae and silt will collect.


A new dam will be costly to build & maintain & a waste of money and will only benefit a few
 property owners, if anyone at all. 


Please remove the dam permanently.


Bryce Nelson
3519 N Frederick Ave
Shorewood WI, 53211
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From: Jessica Jens
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:49:02 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jessica Jens 
jessicajens21@gmail.com 
W3439 Risseeuw Rd 
Cedar Grove, Wisconsin 53013
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From: Brian Raffel
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:11:54 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Brian Raffel 
bpraffel@gmail.com 
2517 N. 80th Street 
Wawatosa, Wisconsin 53213
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From: Bill Waldron
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: The Removal of the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 5:03:19 PM


The Estabrook Dam should be removed for the following reasons:


There is no reason for it other than to provide a mini-lake for the few landowners
 along the shore of the impoundment.
It is too expensive to repair, maintain and operate.
Its removal will benefit riverine fish and wildlife communities.


 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input.
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From: Jane Wester
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 10:33:57 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jane Wester 
jane.wester@yahoo.com 
7525 Parkview Road #11 
Greendale, Wisconsin 53129
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From: cindy blachly
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Saving the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 7:41:32 AM


To DNR,


I have been waiting 7 long years for this issue to get resolved, it is nice to
 see we finally have a meeting we get to discuss the repairs of the dam.  But
 wait, now we still have to spend time listening to more rhetoric on why the
 dam should be torn down, even after the county board has voted twice to
 go forward with repairs.  How long is this going to continue.  The only proof
 The DNR needs is looking at the condition of this impoundment area.  No
 one can do any recreational activities in this area.  Before the dam was
 shut down, we could boat, fish, water ski and look at the beautiful lake area
 we once had.  Now all we have is a 12 inch river at best and most places
 have turned into disgusting mud flats.  Where once I had water up to my
 sea wall, I now have 20 to 30 feet of exposed river bank that is infested with
 weeds and small trees and trash.
I have a vintage boat house that has been there for 50 years that has a
 pontoon boat in it that I cannot even get it to a boat landing because there
 is not enough water to get it out. I have spent 150 thousand dollars putting
 an addition on to my house that now looks out over a pathetic shallow
 useless river. I bought my house 28 years ago because I wanted to own
 river frontage property.  This is gone.  What price to you put on this loss?? I
 pay almost twice the property taxes my neighbors across the street
 because I am on this river.


The groups that want to remove this dam always stress this is the cheapest
 alternative for taxpayers.  They are not taking into account any of the
 restoration of shorelines all up and down this impoundment, and what price
 to you put on loss of all recreation that once was so prevalent on this river.
 The people that use this river do not have the money to run commercials
 and pay for advertisements we are middle class homeowners and inner city
 people that enjoy Lincoln park. The DNR is suppose to protect people like
 us not listen to special interest groups that have no vested interest in the
 river and its future.  I have lived on this river for over 25 years and I want to
 continue to live here.  Before this issue I saw the river getting cleaner and
 more and more people using it for boating and fishing or just enjoying the
 view from the shoreline.  Can you say the shape the river is in now is
 better?? None of these special interest groups have come down to my
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 property to see what I am dealing with and I have invited them countless
 times.  When I go down and look at what this river has become I get so
 depressed and mad I cannot go in my back yard anymore.


Please continue with repair and protect the little guy on this issue. I will
 gladly have any DNR rep. over to my property .  And by the way, I don't live
 in a Mansion like the Riverkeepers say in their adds, just a modest house
 that use to be on a lake impoundment in the heart of the city.  This
 impoundment was created 85 years ago so people could enjoy an urban
 lake, please do the right thing and repair the dam and bring back this
 beautiful waterway.


Sincerely
Clark Blachly
1008 W. Eula Ct
Glendale  WI  53209
414-975 0177








From: Lane Kistler
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:06:02 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lane Kistler 
lanekistler@aol.com 
4865 N Elkhart Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Aimee Schraml
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam repair
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 7:32:20 AM


To whom it may concern:
 
I kindly ask that you accept this message on behalf of me and my family.  We are in support for the
 repair to the Estabrook Dam; additionally, support a partial winter draw-down.
 
As tax payer and resident I would hope to continue enjoying this natural resource for sport and
 recreation.
 
Kind regards,
Aimee Schraml
 
Aimee Schraml
Senior Global Upstream Marketing Manager, Resting ECG
 
 


Mortara Instrument, Inc.
7865 North 86th Street, Milwaukee, WI  53224
Office:  +1 (414) 362.7688 (direct)
Email:   aimee.schraml@mortara.com
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From: Doris Hansen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 9:48:51 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Doris Hansen 
Glendale resident


Doris Hansen 
dorishansen27@sbcglobal.net 
6441 N. Bittersweet Ln. 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Heather Darbo-McClellan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:17:58 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Heather Darbo-McClellan 
hdarbo.mcclellan@gmail.com 
7771 N. Chadwick Road 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Jean Gurney
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Do not rebuild
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 1:34:44 PM


Dear DNR Officials,
    The Estabrook Park dam in the Milwaukee River serves no public purpose and
 should be removed.  Public tax dollars should not be spent on repairing and
 maintaining this structure.  Plus the river should be allowed to flow naturally.
    Thanks for your careful consideration and all the time you have put into this
 project.
    Jean Gurney
    2214 E. Edgewood Ave.
    Shorewood, WI  53211
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From: Lisa Zetley
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 9:28:04 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lisa Zetley MD


Lisa Zetley 
zetweb@aol.com 
6868 N Barnett Lane 
Fox Point, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Cheryl Earlandsson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam repair
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 4:40:41 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


     I am very much in favor of the Estabrook Dam being repaired by Milwaukee
 County. I do not live on the river, but it is easy to get to from where I live. I have very
 wonderful memories of canoeing on the " lake"  formed above the dam with my
 children and grandchildren. This middle of the city lake which  is formed in the
 summer and fall when the dam is closed is  a beautiful peaceful, tranquil spot that
 makes you feel that you are in the wilderness when you are really in the heart of a
 major city. I have canoed down the Milwaukee River with a strong male friend and
 believe me , that untamed part of the river below the Estabrook dam is not an easy
 paddle. It is not for sissies. Anyone who was even moderately physically challenged
 could not canoe the river below the dam. I am getting older now and I still enjoy
 canoeing but the only time I can do this is when the dam  is closed to form the slow
 moving "lake". As I have experienced both the views from
 the Milwaukee River above and below the Estabrook Dam, I can tell you I have seen
 more wildlife and river vegetation/flowers above the dam with it closed that I have
 when the dam was open. The "lake" is also a more beautiful place to take
 photographs. This closure has not happened in a while now and I truly miss it. I
 understand that the dam needs to be open at certain times of the year for safety
 reasons but I am looking forward to the Estabrook Dam being repaired so that it can
 be enjoyed by young and old alike.


                                        Sincerely,
                                        Cherryl A. Erlandsson
                                        2626 E. Hartford Ave.
                                        Milwaukee. WI 53211
                                        414-332-1273
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From: Sally Kuzma
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 8:28:47 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sally Kuzma 
sallyjkuzma@gmail.com 
2529 N Bartlett Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Aaron Koning
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:54:44 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Aaron Koning


Aaron Koning 
aaron.a.koning@gmail.com 
105 Vaughn Ct. 
Madison, Wisconsin 53705
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From: Baime, Peter A.
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: opinion
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 12:19:01 PM


I would like the Estabrook dam to be repaired.  As a Glendale resident I see the river daily and feel that the current
 status of the river is horrible. Other half-way proposals are not really any better. 
Few other projects have gone through this kind of delays.  This is also clearly an arbitrary concern about one
 section of the river. The Mequon portion isn't being considered for draw down,  neither is the downtown area
 being considered for a draw down.  Urban and recreational areas all over the State use dams for control and
 usefulness. The Estabrook dam needs to be restored to its original use and intent. 
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From: linda lipin
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:37:36 PM


I live on the river near the Blatz Pavilion and have not been able to boat on it since I moved in
 8 years ago. Trash, debris and weeds have collected at the edge of my yard. It's ugly! I want
 the dam repaired so that I can have friends over to my house and not be embarrassed for them
 to be in my yard.
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From: Mary Johnston
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 7:27:07 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Mary Johnston 
marythepeach@gmail.com 
2922 n Dousman st 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: MICHAEL ECKMAN
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 5:30:34 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Michael T Eckman


MICHAEL ECKMAN 
mieckm@gmail.com 
6960 N Ardara Ave 
GLENDALE, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Al Anderson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:18:13 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Al Anderson 
ajanderson@milwpc.com 
6654 Hillside Ln 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53213
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From: Jay Burseth
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: I Support the Removal of the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 7:58:43 AM


Good morning Kristina Betzold,


 


I am writing to you to express my opinion about the Estabrook dam. I SUPPORT the
 recommendation by the Milwaukee County Parks to REMOVE the Estabrook Dam. Not only does
 repairing the dam cost twice as much as the removal but the repair would have negative
 environmental impacts on the river, the surrounding riparian lands, and the wildlife. Removing the
 dam will restore the natural flow to the river, improving water quality, increasing and improving
 habitat opportunities for fish, mussels, and other aquatic species, and reducing flooding. Removing
 the dam will remove the amount of debris and sediment loading behind the dam. Removing the
 dam will not limit recreation on the river to just a few residents with riverfront property in Glendale;
 but, instead increase recreation opportunities such as paddling, hiking, and fishing to ALL the
 residents of Milwaukee County. I will be incredibly disappointed as a tax payer and active citizen if
 my hard earned money goes towards the repair of structure that creates an impoundment that
 compromises the health of my local watershed. Thank you for allowing me to express my opinion
 in favor of REMOVING the Estabrook Dam.     


Thank you,


Jay    


-------------------
Jay Burseth
jayburseth@gmail.com
262-352-6944
Twitter  |  Facebook  |  Linkedin    
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From: Linda Hunter
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:04:48 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
We believe it best for the river and for Glendale as a whole if the DAM is removed. For us, as
 property owners along the river, there is less chance of flooding if the dam is removed. 
Thank you for considering. 
Linda Hunter 
Barnabas Business Center 
4650 N. Port. Washington Rd 
Glendale.


Linda Hunter 
lhunter@barnabascenter.com 
4650 S. Port Washington RD. 
Glendale, Wisconsin, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Lisa Mowery
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 2:02:41 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lisa Mowery 
eris1184@gmail.com 
825 Marquette Ave 
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53172
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From: Louis Maris
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 5:56:35 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Louis Maris


Louis Maris 
marislouis221@gmail.com 
4401 N. Sheffield Avenue 
Shorewood, Wisconsin, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Daniel Ziebell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 7:00:19 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Daniel Ziebell 
investmarq@yahoo.com 
2942 N Marietta Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: thor schroeckenthaler
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the dam please!
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 11:23:30 PM


Hi! I'm a former citizen of Glendale. I'm in support of repairing the dam. It's great for recreation like speedboating,
 kayaking and canoeing in the summer. It's important to have the community involved in developing the
 operational protocol. The community are the ones that are affected by the dam and should have a say in how it
 operates. I greatly miss the dam. I liked having the water higher in the summer and lower in the winter. The low
 water in winter is safer and the high water in summer is better for recreation. 


Thanks!


-Thor Schroeckenthaler


current address: 3828 Orin road, Madison, WI 53704. 


Previous address: 720 w. rock place, glendale, WI, 53209



mailto:thor_thaler@yahoo.com
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Regards, 


Thor Schroeckenthaler, RT (R)








From: Paula Anderson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: THE DAM
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:08:08 PM


Please have the dam removed.  It is financially wise and is best for our river - and our great
 lake.  Thanks.  Paula Anderson
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From: David Snell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:10:00 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


David Snell 
dasnell3@gmail.com 
9000 N White Oak Lane apt 303 
Bayside , Wisconsin 53217
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From: Carolyn Arnold
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:51:40 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Carolyn Arnold 
cea3521@gmail.com 
1125 E MEINECKE AVE 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Joshua Rockley
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:22:00 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joshua Rockley 
joshrockley@sbcglobal.net 
1621 S. 77th St. 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53214
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From: Brian K
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: comment on dEIS for repair of Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:08:03 PM
Attachments: 1. civil works admin report_april 1934.pdf


2. Proposed Dam, Estabrook Park, Milwaukee County. Circa. April, 1937..pdf
4. 1933 plans for rock removal and dam.pdf
5. Dam permit 1937.pdf
6. progress report WERA_aug 1935.pdf
11. Greenway-Mussel-Report-final.pdf
16. Kreuziger Hahn email 8 13 14.pdf
17. Rain gauge July2010 with 22 and 23 totals.xls
18. Flood historical crests 2-23-14 from natl wther service.doc
31. 30 miles open.pdf
32. DNR psting re 30 miles open after N av removal.docx
42.1983 DNR internal memo acknowledging annual drawdown.pdf
Brian Kreuziger comment on dEIS 4 6 16.pdf
3. 4 19 37 Field Tech comment attached to dam proposal indicates Natl Park service paying for part.pdf


 
I am in favor of repairing the dam and am in favor of a partial seasonal drawdown operational
 order. Attached please find an extensive comment and references in support of said comment.
 
-Brian Kreuziger
706 West Rock Place
Glendale WI 53209
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1 Mussels of the Milwaukee River Greenway. Casper and Dare. March 6, 2013 



Executive Summary 
 
Mussels are very important components of aquatic ecosystems. They are long lived (20+ 
years) and highly sensitive to changes in water quality, habitat degradation, and the 
presence of contaminants. We reviewed all available data on the status of mussels in the 
Milwaukee River, and conducted surveys in the Greenway. A checklist was produced 
detailing the conservation status of all species. Large data gaps and a pressing need for 
more surveys and research was revealed. Eleven mussel species were found within the 
Greenway. Three of these were found only as dead shells. However, our surveys were 
preliminary, and additional live populations may be present within the Greenway that were 
not detected in this study. The five most abundant species found were the White 
Heelsplitter, Creeper, Fluted-shell, Giant Floater, and Plain Pocketbook. The abundance of 
live mussels increased as surveys proceeded upstream. One State Endangered species 
(Rainbow Shell) may occur in the Greenway, as well as two State Threatened species 
(Slippershell, Ellipse), and three Special Concern species (Elktoe, Round Pigtoe, and Paper 
Pondshell). Two species are also designated as Species of Greatest Conservation Need in 
the State Wildlife Action Plan (Slippershell and Ellipse). We discuss mussel biology and 
conservation in the Greenway and make recommendations for advancing our knowledge of 
mussels and conserving these fascinating creatures. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Freshwater mussels (unionid bivalves) are considered to be one of the most endangered 
groups of organisms in North America (Neves 1983, Cummings and Mayer 1992). They 
also have considerable economic and cultural value, used for food, tools and 
ornamentation (e.g., buttons, pearls; Machtinger 2007, Watters et al. 2009). Factors 
thought to be responsible for their decline include over-harvest, siltation, pollution, and 
competition from exotic species. Mussels filter-feed on detritus, zooplankton, algae and 
bacteria, which they extract from the water with their gills (the gills are much larger than is 
needed for respiration). Juveniles do not filter-feed with their gills, but may feed on 
interstitial nutrients using cilia on their foot, gills, and mantle for several years before 
changing to a filter-feeding mode (Tankersley et al. 1997). Adults are typically partially 
buried, with the posterior edge of the shell exposed during much of the year, rendering 
them susceptible to predators, desiccation, temperature and other environmental extremes. 
Many species have life spans of 20-30 years or more, and may spend much of their life 
buried several centimeters beneath the surface, relying on water to percolate between the 
substrate particles for food and oxygen. The formation of eggs and sperm is initiated by 
changes in water temperature and/or light levels, and there appear to be threshold 
temperatures or light levels that cue reproductive events. Sperm is transferred between 
sexes by the water current during a typically annual breeding season. Nearly all freshwater 
mussels are obligate vertebrate parasites as larvae, mostly on fish. One, the Salamander 
Mussel (Simpsonaias ambigua), is believed to use exclusively a non-fish host, the 
Mudpuppy (Necturus maculosus; Howard 1915, 1951). Some other species normally use 
fishes but may be capable of parasitizing amphibians as well, including the Paper 
Pondshell (Utterbackia imbecillis), which may utilize American Bullfrog (Lithobates 
catesbeianus) tadpoles in the Milwaukee River (Watters 1997, Watters and O=Dee 1998). 
For this reason, mussel conservation is closely tied to conservation of their host species 
(mostly fish), many of which are also in decline (Marshall and Lyons 2008). We provide 
information on known host species for mussels in Appendix A. Mussels are also especially 
sensitive to contaminants (Watters et al. 2009), which have been a pervasive problem in the 
Greenway. Because they accumulate toxins in their tissues over their long and sedentary 
lives, they can be useful bioindicators to monitor contaminant levels and assess aquatic 
community health (Phillips 1976, Tanabe et al. 1987, Gulf of Maine Council 2004). A 
number of conservation strategies can be employed to address mussel conservation, 
including dam removal, pollution abatement, translocations, repatriation, habitat 
improvements, predator control, and invasive species management. 
 



2. Methods 
 
We reviewed all available data on mussel occurrence in the Milwaukee River to build a 
species checklist for the study area (Appendix A). This checklist was constructed from the 
available observational, literature and museum records for the Milwaukee River and its 
main branches and tributaries (portions of Fond du Lac, Milwaukee, Ozaukee and 
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Sheboygan counties). We did not assess the Kinnickinnic or Menomonee rivers, which 
connect with the Milwaukee River through common outlets to Lake Michigan in the 
Milwaukee Harbor, because these areas were not considered to be contributing to the 
Greenway, and we did not have the resources to include thorough reviews of these streams. 
The checklist provides current conservation ranks for each species (Wisconsin Aquatic and 
Terrestrial Resources Inventory 2012, NatureServe Explorer 2013), and assigns Species of 
Local Conservation Interest (see 3.3 for definition) and Focal Species. Focal Species are 
species that may be considered in habitat restoration and management activities, usually 
because they represent a particular habitat type that will be enhanced or restored (i.e., 
riffles or gravel bars). Data sources for the checklist were the James Ford Bell Museum 
(JFBM 2013), the Mathiak Collection of Freshwater Mussels of Wisconsin database 
(MPM 2013), the Ohio State University mussel collection database (OSU 2013; note the 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point mussel collection was moved here), the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison mussel collection (UWZ 2013; note that only approximately 1% of 
this collection is databased at this time), the National Museum of Natural History 
(Smithsonian) mussel collection database (NMNH 2013; note only approximately 33% of 
this collection is databased), and the Wisconsin Natural Heritage Inventory (NHI 2012). 
We also reviewed range maps in Cummings and Mayer (1992), and the Mussel Monitoring 
Program of Wisconsin (Wisconsin Aquatic and Terrestrial Resources Inventory 2012). 
Data were also requested from the Field Museum mussel collection in Chicago, but only 
approximately half of the 200,000+ specimen collection is databased and no records for the 
Milwaukee River were available. Several other museums were canvassed but returned no 
records for the study area. No visits were made to museum collections to perform 
verifications (confirm identifications) due to funding constraints. Performing verifications 
is strongly recommended if specimen data are used for regulatory purposes, or if projects 
are predicated on correct identifications, as no specimen identifications are guaranteed. 
 
A number of survey protocols have been used to develop species lists and assess mussels in 
the Midwest (Piette 2005). We modified a rapid search method developed in cooperation 
with William Smith (Wisconsin DNR), which has been used on multiple streams in 
Wisconsin to develop species lists for survey areas. We added some additional tasks, 
including shoreline searches and the collection of multiple stream attributes. This method 
differs from similar protocols (Piette 2005) in that it usually takes less than four hours for 
the survey site to be sampled (a shorter sampling time) and collects fewer stream attributes. 
We conducted reconnaissance trips in the summer of 2012 to locate suitable mussel habitat 
in the Greenway study area (Milwaukee River between Silver Spring Drive and North 
Avenue). Four representative sampling areas were chosen based on the presence of suitable 
mussel habitat and accessibility (Figures 1-4): Urban Ecology Center (43.06952, 
-87.89353, WGS84), Hubbard Park (43.08280, -87.89227, WGS84), Estabrook Park 
(43.08978, -87.89950, WGS84), and Lincoln Park (43.10892, -87.92493, WGS84). 
Selection of sampling areas and all surveys were performed by Jason M. Dare. We did not 
perform comprehensive surveys of all suitable habitats within the Greenway. Only 
representative areas were sampled due to time, budget and accessibility constraints. 
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Surveys consisted of timed qualitative searches of all likely mussel habitats. At each 
sampling area, we conducted shoreline searches to locate dead mussel shells drifted on or 
near shore from past high waters, or in mammalian middens (mounds of shells left behind 
by predators after eating mussels). Each terrestrial assessment lasted a minimum of 15 
minutes on each shoreline. If a high number of shells were found or the investigator 
thought that the habitat may support additional species, the surveys were extended to 30 
minutes. After the shoreline search was conducted and survey points were determined, a 
qualitative wading/ snorkeling survey was completed. The start of the survey began at the 
base of a riffle or in a run habitat and proceeded upstream until no new species were found 
in a 30 minute period. After each new live mussel species was detected, the searching 
continued for another 30 minutes until no new live species were found. All living and dead 
mussels found were identified to species. Live mussels were immediately returned to the 
river, and valves were kept from dead mussels to be identified at a later date. If valves were 
found from Endangered, Threatened, or Special Concern species extra time was spent 
looking for live individuals within the stream.  
 
After the mussel survey was completed at each sampling area, accompanying habitat data 
were collected. At each point, water and air temperatures were taken and the location 
recorded using a GPS unit (Garmin 450). Substrate type and percentages were estimated 
using the Wentworth scale of substrate size (Chesworth 2007). Other estimates taken were: 
flow rate (no flow, low, normal, flood, high), water clarity, water color, water surface, 
depth (ankle, calf, knee, waist, chest) and approximate length of area searched. As the 
survey was conducted and while conducting the habitat assessment other notable 
biological observations were recorded when observed. Voucher specimens of each species 
found will be deposited in the University of Wisconsin-Madison Museum of Zoology 
mussel collection. 
 



3.  Results 
 



3.1 Survey Results 
Eleven mussel species were found among the four sampled areas within the Milwaukee 
River Greenway (Table 1). Of the eleven, three were not found alive: Ellipse, Spike, and 
Lilliput. Of these three, there is a high probability that the Lilliput does have existing live 
populations within the Greenway but was simply not detected in this study, as it is the 
smallest mussel species in Wisconsin and consequently more difficult to detect than most 
other native mussels. The five most abundant species found alive during this study were the 
White Heelsplitter, Creeper, Fluted-shell, Giant Floater, and Plain Pocketbook. The 
abundance of live mussels increased as surveys proceeded upstream. More survey areas 
would need to be sampled to see if the suggested trend for habitat quality and suitability 
improving with distance upstream from the city is real. 
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Table 1: Survey Results 



Common Name Scientific Name WI 
Status 



Site 
1 



Site 
2 



Site 
3 



Site 
4 



N Live 
Individuals  



Elktoe Alasmidonta marginata SC 4 1 2 7 14 
Spike Elliptio dilatata  X X X X 0 
Wabash Pigtoe Fusconaia flava  X X 1 12 13 
Plain Pocketbook Lampsilis cardium  1 13 5 11 30 
Fat Mucket Lampsilis siliquoidea  1 4 4 10 19 
White Heelsplitter Lasmigona complanata  25 23 26 84 158 
Fluted-shell Lasmigona costata  X 20 12 4 36 
Giant Floater Pyganodon grandis  4 X 4 22 30 
Creeper Strophitus undulatus  5 6 19 41 71 
Lilliput Toxolasma parvus  X 0 0 X 0 
Ellipse Venustaconcha ellipsiformis THR X X X X 0 
N live individuals   40 67 73 191  



  X = relict shells only. SC = Special Concern. THR = Wisconsin Threatened Species 
 



3.1.1 Site 1: Near the Urban Ecology Center to Locust Street Bridge 
Six species were found alive and five were found as relicts during this survey (Table 1, 
Figure 1). Relict shells of the State Threatened Ellipse were fairly abundant and more 
survey effort is recommended before concluding that there are no or few live individuals 
present. Elktoe numbers were low, but if additional surveys are conducted higher numbers 
may be found because suitable habitat is available within this area. On the first visit this 
area was extremely silty and the water clarity was poor. However, as the survey progressed 
upstream the habitat improved. The substrate diversified upstream including reaches with 
gravel bars, sand/ gravel deposition areas, silt/gravel, and some shallow pools. The habitat 
diversity near the Locust Street Bridge was of decent quality for mussels. Overall this 
survey area had a great diversity of substrate, improving as we approached the Locust 
Street Bridge. Mussel numbers seemed depressed even with this great diversity of 
substrate. This may have been due to poor visibility during the survey, which made finding 
mussels difficult.  
 



3.1.2  Site 2: Hubbard Park 
Six species were found in this sampling area (Table 1, Figure 2). The Hubbard Park survey 
area is a very important habitat area for mussels in the Greenway, and areas upstream and 
downstream may prove to be as good or better if they are surveyed. This area had the 
highest number of live Fluted-shell and Plain Pocketbook mussels observed. The substrate 
was dominated by gravel and cobble with a decent amount of sand and silt. Overall most of 
the survey area was not choked with deep loose silt, and where there was silt it was above a 
layer of gravel or sand. The adjacent terrestrial habitat has no doubt helped maintain 
mussel populations here and downstream of Cambridge Woods, where having relatively 
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intact adjacent terrestrial plant communities has reduced the amount of sedimentation from 
erosion and overland flow that enters the river.  



3.1.3  Site 3: Estabrook Park 
Much of the habitat in the upstream portion of Estabrook Park is unsuitable or poor for 
mussels due to ponding and the presence of bedrock and extremely hard substrates. A 
sampling area with suitable substrate was therefore chosen downstream of this area, just 
north of Capitol Drive (Figure 3). The substrate here was dominated by gravel but had a 
high percentage of boulder and cobble as well. Silt and sand was interspersed with the 
gravel to provide a few highly suitable areas for mussels to become established. The rapids 
and bedrock upstream of this point make the water column turbid. This sediment settles out 
in the downstream portion of the survey area, creating habitat for mussels to become 
established in the cobble and boulders. Much of this point was surveyed by snorkeling, and 
visibility was reduced because of the turbidity from the rapids and abundant Common Carp 
(Cyprinus carpio) in the area. In general, the upstream portion of the sampling area was 
turbid, and in the downstream half suspended sediments mostly settled out but some 
turbidity was caused by Common Carp disturbing the sediments. Eight mussel species 
were found alive at this point and two species were found as relicts (Table 1). This was the 
furthest downstream area surveyed that supported live Wabash Pigtoe, although relict 
shells were collected downstream where suitable habitat also still exists for this species. 
 



3.1.4 Site 4: Lincoln Park 
Lincoln Park had by far the best habitat for mussels of the areas sampled. Decent numbers 
of mussels were found for each species alive except Fluted-shell, which can be fairly 
abundant in Wisconsin streams (Mathiak1979). The sampled area contained eleven total 
species; eight were found alive (Table 1, Figure 4). Gravel and silt dominated the substrate, 
with runs, riffles, and some pools present. The area also provided a fair number of 
backwater (oxbow) pools where high numbers of mussels once existed (many relict shells 
were observed). Due to extreme drought conditions in 2012 most of these pools were either 
dried up or so low that many mussels were recently desiccated. However, these areas 
should once again provide suitable habitat for mussels in future years if water levels rise 
again. Elktoe were abundant in relict shell collections. Many of the relict shells collected 
were fresh, and were likely recent mortalities from the low water level conditions of 2012. 
If this area had been surveyed prior to the drought conditions, we suspect living Elktoe 
numbers would have been higher.  
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Figure 1: Survey Site 1, Urban Ecology Center to Locust Street 
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Figure 2: Survey Site 2, Hubbard Park 
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Figure 3: Survey Site 3, Estabrook Park 
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Figure 4: Survey Site 4, Lincoln Park 
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3.2  Mussel Checklist 
Constructing a species checklist (Table 2, Appendix A) for the Milwaukee River is 
difficult owing to data gaps and/or data accessibility issues. In order to gain access to some 
museum collections data, it is necessary to visit the collection to examine specimens and 
copy data written on specimen tags or in paper catalogs. The Milwaukee River data are 
mostly derived from a few surveys conducted in 1977, 2009 and 2012, plus a few 
miscellaneous additional specimens. To our knowledge, no systematic or complete mussel 
surveys have ever been conducted for the Milwaukee River. Consequently, we also relied 
on general range maps to hypothesize that some additional species may have been present 
or remain to be discovered, based on the river being within or near the known range of 
these species and having suitable habitat. Fourteen species have verifiable specimen 
voucher records in the river system: Elktoe, Slippershell (Alasmidonta viridis), Cylindrical 
Papershell (Anodontoides ferussacianus), Spike, Wabash Pigtoe, Plain Pocketbook, Fat 
Mucket, White Heelsplitter, Creek Heelsplitter, Fluted-shell, Giant Floater, Creeper, 
Lilliput, and Ellipse. Of these, eight have been confirmed alive in the Greenway (Elktoe, 
Wabash Pigtoe, Plain Pocketbook, Fat Mucket, White Heelsplitter, Fluted-shell, Giant 
Floater, and Creeper), three are currently known only from relict shells and are ranked as 
possibly extirpated in the Greenway (Spike, Lilliput and Ellipse), and three are considered 
hypothetical in the Greenway because all records are from a considerable distance 
upstream (Slippershell, Cylindrical Papershell, Creek Heelsplitter). An additional five 
native species are included in the checklist as hypothetical, with observational or nearby 
specimen records available: Threeridge (Amblema plicata), Fragile Papershell (Leptodea 
fragilis), Round Pigtoe (Pleurobema sintoxia), Paper Pondshell (Utterbackia imbecillis), 
and Rainbow Shell (Villosa iris). Data for Rainbow Shell are so far limited to observational 
records, with no associated voucher specimens known, therefore these records cannot be 
confirmed and remain hypothetical until specimens become available or follow-up surveys 
are performed with documentation. Finally, an additional three non-native species are 
included in the checklist as candidates for invasion in the near future, with observational or 
nearby specimen records available: Asian Clam (Corbicula fluminea), Quagga Mussel 
(Dreissena bugensis), Zebra Mussel (Dreissena polymorpha). 
 
In sum, this vetted checklist represents a hypothesis based on the best available knowledge 
of all mussel species thought to have naturally occurred in the Milwaukee River, and three 
non-native species poised to invade in the near future. Subtract the non-native invaders 
(Asian Clam, Quagga Mussel and Zebra Mussel), and it provides a baseline species 
richness of up to 19 native species. Only 8 (42%) of these are confirmed living in the 
Greenway at this time, 3 (16%) are confirmed present in the past but may now be 
extirpated, and 8 (42%) remain hypothetical and may or may not be (or have been) present. 
Given the poor state of knowledge of the distribution of many mussel species, it is also 
possible that additional species may eventually be discovered, whose currently understood 
ranges come close to the Milwaukee River basin, in particular the Salamander Mussel 
(Simpsonaias ambigua), Mucket (Actinonaias ligamentina), Pink Heelsplitter (Potamilus 
alatus), and Black Sandshell (Ligumia recta). These uncertainties underscore a pressing 
need for a comprehensive mussel inventory of the Milwaukee River. 
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In the current checklist, one hypothetical species (Rainbow Shell) is State Endangered, two 
species are State Threatened (Slippershell, Ellipse; hypothetical and possibly extirpated, 
respectively), and three species are Special Concern (Elktoe, Round Pigtoe, and Paper 
Pondshell; confirmed alive, hypothetical and hypothetical, respectively). The State 
Wildlife Action Plan categorizes only the two Threatened Species (Slippershell and 
Ellipse) as Species of Greatest Conservation Need. 
 
 



 
Wabash Pigtoe (photo by Jason Dare)



 
  Elktoe (photo by Jason Dare) 
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Table 2: Milwaukee River Greenway Mussel Checklist 
Common 
Name 



Scientific Name Global 
Rank 



State 
Rank 



WI 
Status 



SGCN Verifiable 
Records in 
MR 



Greenway 
Status 



SLCI 



Elktoe Alasmidonta 
marginata 



G4 S3 SC/P  Y Confirmed 
Alive 



Y 



Slippershell Alasmidonta 
viridis 



G4G5 S2 THR Y Y Hypothetical Y 



Threeridge Amblema plicata G5 S4    Hypothetical  



Cylindrical 
Papershell 



Anodontoides 
ferussacianus 



G5 S3S4   Y Hypothetical  



Asian Clam Corbicula 
fluminea 



G5 SNA    May Invade  



Quagga 
Mussel 



Dreissena 
bugensis 



G5 SNA    May Invade  



Zebra Mussel Dreissena 
polymorpha 



G5 SNA    May Invade  



Spike Elliptio dilatata G5 S4   Y Possibly 
Extirpated 



Y 



Wabash 
Pigtoe 



Fusconaia flava G5 S4   Y Confirmed 
Alive 



 



Plain 
Pocketbook 



Lampsilis 
cardium 



G5 S4   Y Confirmed 
Alive 



 



Fat Mucket Lampsilis 
siliquoidea 



G5 S4   Y Confirmed 
Alive 



 



White 
Heelsplitter 



Lasmigona 
complanata 



G5 S5   Y Confirmed 
Alive 



 



Creek 
Heelsplitter 



Lasmigona 
compressa 



G5 S3S4   Y Hypothetical Y 



Fluted-shell Lasmigona 
costata 



G5 S3   Y Confirmed 
Alive 



 



Fragile 
Papershell 



Leptodea fragilis G5 S3    Hypothetical  



Round Pigtoe Pleurobema 
sintoxia 



G4G5 S3 SC/P   Hypothetical Y 



Giant Floater Pyganodon 
grandis 



G5 S4   Y Confirmed 
Alive 
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Common 
Name 



Scientific Name Global 
Rank 



State 
Rank 



WI 
Status 



SGCN Verifiable 
Records in 
MR 



Greenway 
Status 



SLCI 



Creeper Strophitus 
undulatus 



G5 S4   Y Confirmed 
Alive 



 



Lilliput Toxolasma 
parvus 



G5 S3   Y Possibly 
Extirpated 



 



Paper 
Pondshell 



Utterbackia 
imbecillis 



G5 S4 SC/P   Hypothetical  



Ellipse* Venustaconcha 
ellipsiformis 



G4 S3 THR Y Y Possibly 
Extirpated 



Y 



Rainbow 
Shell 



Villosa iris G5Q S1 END   Hypothetical Y 



  * - recommended focal species. Y = yes. For code definitions see Appendix A. 
 
 



3.3 Species of Local Conservation Interest 
We ranked seven mussel species from the checklist as Species of Local Conservation 
Interest (SLCI) for the Greenway. This exercise is intended to assist in guiding the 
development of conservation plans, identifying species which can be the focus of projects, 
and/or used to evaluate project success through monitoring of their population responses. 
SLCIs are species that are at least one of the following: a) listed as either state or federally 
Endangered, Threatened, or Special Concern; b) listed as Species of Greatest Conservation 
Need in the State Wildlife Action Plan; c) considered to be locally rare or declining; or d) 
are of social value to stakeholders and considered to be desirable to the community. 
Because conservation planning for all mussels should be closely integrated with 
conservation of their required host fish or amphibian species, known hosts for each species 
are provided in Appendix A. Reported habitat preferences for mussels is an area of active 
research, and many attributes used to describe habitat may ultimately turn out to be of 
minor importance, with a smaller set of critical parameters such as substrate type and 
stability, dissolved oxygen levels, water depth, temperature regime, and turbidity being the 
major influences on mussel occurrence. For this reason we urge caution in applying habitat 
criteria too rigorously.  



Elktoe (Alasmidonta marginata) 
The Elktoe is currently listed as Special Concern in Wisconsin (NHI 2012) and Threatened 
in Minnesota (Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 2013). It is found in 
various-sized streams with flowing water, silt, mud, sand, gravel, or rock substrates that are 
stable. The known host fishes include widespread species such as Redhorse, Suckers and 
Rock Bass. Leaving natural shoreline with vegetation, roots, logs, and natural structures 
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that create stable sediments should help this species. It is also found in mud or silt, as long 
as the sediments are stable. Restored shorelines that mimic natural shorelines and maintain 
stable sediments can provide habitat for this species even if conditions are silty. 
Maintaining or enhancing stable run areas, which were abundant at the Lincoln Park site in 
2012, is also important. 
 



Slippershell (Alasmidonta viridis) 
The Slippershell is currently listed as Threatened in Illinois and Wisconsin (Mankowski 
2012, NHI 2012), and Endangered in Iowa (Iowa DNR 2013). It is found in small to 
medium-sized streams with flowing hard water, and sand or gravel bottoms. It is presently 
known only from eastern and southern Wisconsin. The known hosts are Banded and 
Mottled Sculpins and Johnny Darter. Because it inhabits small streams and headwaters, 
this mussel is particularly vulnerable to siltation and pollution from runoff. In the 
Greenway, this species would benefit from habitat protection and water quality 
improvements. While recently reported from the upper reaches of the Milwaukee River in 
Fond du Lac County, there are no records from the Greenway, where we consider its 
presence hypothetical.  



Spike (Elliptio dilatata)
Mathiak (1979) considered the Spike abundant in Wisconsin statewide. It is often found 
alive within southeastern Wisconsin streams, and was once a very common species, but is 
now often found in low numbers (J. M. Dare, personal observations). In recent surveys of 
three large rivers in southeastern Wisconsin, no live Spike were observed (J. M. Dare, 
unpublished data). In Minnesota, the Spike has been listed as a Species of Concern since 
1996, since it has been found alive in only a small number of Minnesota drainages 
(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 2013). The state of Illinois lists the Spike as 
Threatened (Mankowski 2012). In the Illinois River, the once most abundant Spike is now 
considered rare or absent (Warren 1995). It is uncommon in the Fox River basin in Illinois 
and Wisconsin (Schanzle et al. 2004). Only relicts were found during this study in 2012. 
No other records were obtained for the Milwaukee River, except from far upstream in Fond 
du Lac County. Although abundant as relict shells, more searching for live Spike is 
recommended in the Greenway. Because of factors such as declining water quality, it may 
have been extirpated from the Greenway, or simply have been missed on surveys due to a 
low detection probability. It is not unusual to find many relict shells of this species, but few 
to no live individuals (J. M. Dare, personal observations). Since historically it was an 
abundant and common species statewide, not finding it alive in the 2012 survey is a 
concern, and additional surveys and research are recommended to better evaluate its 
conservation status and population trends. It occurs in medium streams to large rivers, 
primarily in shoal habitat of unimpounded streams and rivers but can occasionally be found 
in tailwaters of dams in water 4-8 m deep, and can even be found in lakes under some 
conditions (Williams et al. 2008). 
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Creek Heelsplitter (Lasmigona compressa) 
Mathiak (1979) considered the Creek Heelsplitter widespread but usually not common in 
Wisconsin, and it is currently listed as Special Concern (NHI 2012). In Illinois it was 
delisted from Threatened in 1994 based on being more common than previously thought 
(Mankowski 2012). It is listed as Special Concern in Minnesota (Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources 2013) and Threatened in Iowa (Iowa DNR 2013). It is most common in 
headwater streams with firm substrates, but can be found in larger rivers. This species 
occurs principally in rivers and streams of various sizes, even in very small creeks, and is 
rare in lakes. It is found on substrates of gravel, sand, or mud (Clarke 1981). Wherever it is 
found, it is usually quite rare. It is documented upstream in Ozaukee County, but there are 
no records from the Greenway where we consider it hypothetical at this time. Host fishes 
include a wide variety of common, even non-native, fishes (see Appendix A).  



Round Pigtoe (Pleurobema sintoxia) 
The Round Pigtoe is currently listed as Special Concern in Wisconsin (NHI 2012), 
Endangered in Iowa (Iowa DNR 2013), and Threatened in Minnesota (Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources 2013). It prefers various habitat types, but occurs 
predominantly in clean water of small streams to large rivers on stable substrate. It is found 
in medium to large rivers in mixed mud, sand, and gravel (Cummings and Mayer 1992). 
The known host fish include a number of cyprinid species. It has not been reported from 
the Milwaukee River, but the Greenway is well within the species range (Cummings and 
Mayer 1992), and we consider it hypothetical at this time. Clean water quality may be 
important to the persistence of this species. 



Ellipse (Venustaconcha ellipsiformis) 
The Ellipse is currently listed as Threatened in Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin (NHI 2012, 
Iowa DNR 2013, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 2013). This species prefers 
shallow, flowing, good current, clean, small to medium streams with stable substrate in 
gravel or mixed sand gravel. It is often found alive within southeastern Wisconsin streams, 
where it seems to be declining, as living specimens have not been found during recent 
inventories (J. M. Dare, personal observations). More surveys need to be conducted to 
better evaluate its conservation status and population trends. Only relicts were found 
during this study in 2012, but other recent records are available from upstream in Ozaukee 
and Washington counties. Because it inhabits small streams and headwaters, this mussel is 
particularly vulnerable to siltation and pollution from runoff, and in the Greenway habitat 
protection and water quality improvements would benefit it. Conservation should include 
managing and protecting host Darter and Sculpin populations and habitat. Making sure that 
gravel bars, sand/gravel sediments, and sand gravel deposit areas are not disturbed during 
any in-stream construction activities is highly important. Where known mussel beds must 
be disturbed, translocations and habitat restoration or replacement is strongly 
recommended. We observed decent Darter numbers at Lincoln Park and Hubbard Park 
while snorkeling and wading during this study. Maintaining areas with cobble that provide 
habitat for Darters would be beneficial for Ellipse as well. It may be a candidate for 
restoration in the Greenway in areas of suitable habitat. 
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Rainbow Shell (Villosa iris)
The Rainbow Shell is currently listed as Endangered in Illinois and Wisconsin 
(Mankowski 2012, NHI 2012) and considered extremely rare (Mathiak 1979). It is found in 
shallow, flowing, clean small streams with stable gravel substrate, with a very restricted 
range in eastern Wisconsin. It lives in riffles along the edges of emerging vegetation, such 
as Water-willow (Justicia sp.) beds, in gravel and sand in moderate to strong current. It 
becomes most numerous in clean, well-oxygenated waters at depths of less than three feet 
(Parmalee and Bogan 1998). It is most abundant in small to medium-sized rivers, but can 
also be found in inland lakes (COSEWIC 2006). The known host fish include a variety of 
Percidae and one exotic species. Because it inhabits small streams and headwaters, this 
mussel is particularly vulnerable to siltation and pollution from runoff. Habitat protection 
and water quality improvements in the Greenway would benefit it. It has not been reported 
from the Greenway, but has been reported recently upstream in Ozaukee and Washington 
counties (NHI 2012). We consider it hypothetical in the Greenway at this time. It may be a 
candidate for restoration in the Greenway through translocations in areas of suitable 
habitat, possibly through captive propagated individuals. 
 
In addition to addressing the conservation of native species, conservation planning, 
education, and management should also be implemented to keep non-native species (Asian 
Clam, Quagga Mussel, and Zebra Mussel) out of the Greenway. Efforts should focus on 
prevention, early detection, and rapid response. 
 



4. Discussion and Recommendations 
 



4.1 Historical Context 
Despite recent improvements in water quality, controlling runoff, and the removal of the 
North Avenue dam, the Milwaukee River has many existing problems and faces additional 
future threats. Here we address the major issues relevant to restoring and maintaining 
mussel populations in the Greenway. Intelligent planning for habitat preservation, 
restoration or enhancement requires knowledge of the species present in the system so that 
their critical habitat requirements can be addressed. Fortunately, few mussels have unique 
habitat requirements, so planning for generalized mussel habitat improvement will be 
beneficial, but will not necessarily result in increased species richness unless extirpated 
species have a way to recolonize the improved habitats, which may require repatriation. 
 
The Greenway mussel populations have undoubtedly gone through historical changes 
similar to that experienced by mussels throughout Wisconsin, but perhaps have been 
impacted more owing to Milwaukee being the largest city in the state with associated 
greater local ecological impacts. Pre-settlement conditions were probably good for mussels 
before the agricultural advancement and urbanization of Milwaukee County. One of the 
most pervasive historical disturbances was siltation from agricultural practices, which 
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probably reached its peak in the 1930s and 1940s when much of the local watershed was 
intensively cropped, and before soil conservation practices were widely employed. Today, 
siltation from agricultural practices is occurring mainly upstream of the Greenway in 
neighboring counties, and is mostly preventable. The Greenway, like many Wisconsin 
rivers and streams, has also been substantially impacted by urbanization, where many hard 
surfaces (e.g., roofs, roads) reduce infiltration, increase surface water flows, and input 
many contaminants (e.g., road runoff and industrial effluents). This results in pollution, 
sedimentation, increased flashiness, possible loss of fish and amphibian hosts, and overall 
water quality decline, all of which negatively affect mussel populations. Other common 
historical practices that have reduced mussel habitat quality include stream channelization 
or ditching of tributaries, river dredging, wetland drainage and field tiling that leads to 
rapid water runoff, bank erosion, streambed destabilization, commercial harvesting, loss or 
reduced populations of host fishes and amphibians, and water quality degradation. 
 
Dams are often cited as a major threat to mussels (Vaughn and Taylor 1999, Watters et. al. 
2009). Dams fragment river connections, form silt-laden impoundments, erode habitat 
downstream, and restrict host fish distribution. Removing dams, often desirable to restore 
natural flow and remove fish barriers, can also threaten mussels if toxic sediments are 
released and distributed downstream. Moreover, dam impoundments are not ecologically 
equivalent to naturally occurring pools in a river. Impoundments differ from natural pools 
in flow patterns, topographies, and temperatures. These differences often affect the mussel 
assemblage. For example, 15 mussel species were found in Lake Cooper, a man-made 
impoundment on the Mississippi River, but in adjacent Lake Pepin, a naturally formed 
pool, 30 species were encountered (van der Schalie 1938). Many mussels rely on changes 
in water temperature and/or light levels for gametogenesis (the formation of eggs and 
sperm), and the relatively unvarying water temperatures and light levels found below and 
above dams can prevent reproduction from ever taking place. In such conditions, 
populations of adult mussels may live out their normal lives and die without ever 
producing offspring. Impoundments thus reduce the original mussel fauna and/or change it 
to silt tolerant species. Within the Greenway, both the North Avenue and Estabrook dams 
have undoubtedly impacted historical mussel populations, and mussels may now be 
responding positively to dam removal if populations have persisted.  
 



4.2 Inventory and Monitoring 
We recommend that at least three more qualitative surveys following our methods be 
conducted to improve detection of species and better map the distribution of mussel beds 
within the Greenway. More thorough data on species richness and distribution may then be 
used as coarse metrics for comparing baseline to future conditions as a measure of 
conservation success. Obtaining quantitative data on population metrics is also 
recommended, which would provide for a better measure of conservation success. 
Quantitative surveys should be conducted following Piette (2005) methodology for at least 
the four points where we completed qualitative surveys, and possibly more. This would 
collect valuable data on abundance, age class structure, and juvenile and sub-adult 
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recruitment, for comparing pre- and post- conditions to evaluate success of projects. Since 
mussel surveys require specialized skills in identification, snorkeling, and minimizing 
damage to mussels and their habitats, we recommend that only qualified professionals 
perform surveys, and that they include regular collection of voucher specimens and 
photographs to allow for confirmation of any questionable records and documentation of 
habitat changes.  
 
We also recommend that a study be conducted to better assess the status of the Species of 
Local Conservation Interest in the Greenway (Appendix A; Elktoe, Slippershell, Spike, 
Creek Heelsplitter, Round Pigtoe, Ellipse, and Rainbow Shell). These mussels may be rare 
or absent from the Greenway, and the Spike and Ellipse may be declining more regionally 
in southeastern Wisconsin. The study should include quantifiable population metrics such 
as counts and age classes, determine finer scale distribution of mussel beds, and assess 
habitat quality parameters that may affect these species, such as contaminants and water 
quality.  
 



4.3 Contaminants and Water Quality 
Mussels are very sensitive to contaminants (Havlik and Marking 1987, Farris and Van 
Hassel 2007). Although the effects of pesticides are often species-specific, in general, 
sub-lethal levels of PCBs, DDT, Malathion, Rotenone, and other compounds inhibit 
respiratory efficiency and accumulate in the tissues. Mussels are particularly sensitive to 
heavy metals (Keller and Zam 1991), and again responses may be species-specific. Adult 
mussels may be able to survive short-term exposure through behavioral responses (Keller 
1993), but chronic exposure at lower levels may have significant impacts. For example, 
low levels of metals may interfere with the ability of glochidia to attach to the host 
(Huebner and Pynnönen 1992). Glochidia are also very sensitive to ammonia from 
wastewater treatment plants (Goudraeu et al. 1993). At sub-lethal exposures, adult mussels 
exhibit decreased respiratory efficiency (Anderson et al. 1978). Ellis (1931) discovered 
that mussels found below sewage outfalls had dead glochidia in the marsupia contaminated 
with bacteria and fungi. There is circumstantial evidence that salinity is lethal to some 
glochidia as well, which may be a problem in the Greenway from runoff contaminated with 
salt used on roads in winter (Liqouri and Insler 1985, Anders and Wiese 1993). Urban 
runoff is one of the main threats to mussels overall, and can be addressed through existing 
water quality improvement programs.  
 
The degree to which past pollution is affecting mussels is unknown for the river. However, 
current and/or past pollution events have likely had major impacts on mussels in the 
Greenway, and what we now observe is a post-impact community of survivors. Currently, 
reproduction and recruitment in some mussels appears to be a problem, as evidenced by 
some species being represented mainly or only by dead shells (i.e., Spike, Lilliput, and 
Ellipse). Reproduction and recruitment in these species should be assessed further, through 
special efforts to find juveniles and sub-adults, to determine if successful reproduction is 
occurring. More intensive quantitative surveys are also needed to assess population 
demographics in the Greenway. Past and current pollution can affect the endocrine system 
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of mussels (Ciocan et al. 2010). These disruptors may influence the reproduction of fish 
and amphibian hosts and mussels alike. Very little is known about how toxins affect 
growth, reproduction, and behavior of mussels at sub-lethal doses, including the complex 
mix of endocrine disruptors and pharmaceutical drugs often found in physiologically 
significant concentrations in urban waterways (Ternes and Joss 2008). Just as some of the 
new toxins of today may influence mussel populations, contaminants from the past like 
metals, PCBs, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons could impact current and future 
mussel populations. Many of these pollutants concentrate in the sediments of aquatic 
systems, being minimally soluble in water. Exposure to contaminated sediments can be 
detrimental to juvenile mussels that carry out their life living and feeding in these 
sediments. 
 
There were very few juveniles and sub-adult mussels observed during this study. The 
juveniles observed were mostly more low-oxygen tolerant species. Unlike adults, juveniles 
cannot tolerate low dissolved oxygen or high ammonia levels (Goudraeu et al. 1993), so 
recruitment can be compromised by these water quality problems. Ammonia is very toxic 
to mussels and it is typically found more often in sediments rather than in the water column 
(Goudraeu et al. 1993). It is generally believed that ammonia has increased in aquatic 
systems over the past century. Studies evaluating ammonia and dissolved oxygen 
concentrations in the Greenway would help to address mussel conservation issues. In 
general, oxygen levels are increased by cooler temperatures and mixing with air, such as in 
rapids. They are decreased by bacterial contamination, such as sewer overflows. Shading 
banks with overhanging trees and shrubs, implementing water quality improvements that 
reduce runoff and sewer overflows, and maintenance of rapids would all benefit mussels.  
 
Non-point source pollution from overland flow is a common problem in major cities along 
rivers. Activities that would benefit mussels include creating more vegetated buffers along 
streams, protecting and restoring wetlands to filter water before it enters streams, and 
creating rain gardens for retention and infiltration of water. Educating the public and local 
officials about non-point source pollution is also important to success. Due to the soil types 
common in the watershed, the river can be turbid from suspended fine silts and clays after 
rain events. Fine sediments can stay suspended in the water column for a significant time 
period, and have the potential to negatively impact mussel populations by clogging gill 
membranes and burying interstitial spaces in coarse gravel needed for proper filtration. 
Habitat alteration was observed in multiple spots as fine silts had filled in spaces where 
gravel and small rocks existed. While some species can tolerate this process others species 
habitats are damaged or lost from this disturbance. Minimizing the amount of erosion of 
upstream and riverine corridor soil is therefore an important conservation action that would 
have substantial benefits. 
 



4.4 Predation 
Elevated predation levels from inflated mammalian predator populations such as Raccoon 
(Procyon lotor) and Common Muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus) can be highly detrimental to 
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native mussel populations, significantly suppressing or even eliminating them (Neves and 
Odom 1989). Such human-subsidized predators can become super-abundant in urban 
areas, where they take advantage of abundant food and shelter (e.g., garbage and gardens, 
buildings), and their natural predators are largely absent. While Common Muskrat do not 
appear to be abundant in the Greenway, Raccoon are. Trapping can be effective in 
controlling these mammals, but is problematic in urban settings where there may be social 
value conflicts and safety issues. Research into the extent of Raccoon predation on mussels 
in the Greenway, along with testing socially acceptable means of suppressing such 
predation through trapping or deterrent programs may be productive.  



4.5 Non-native Invasive Species 
Many non-native invasive species could impact mussels in the Greenway (Strayer 1999). 
Zebra Mussel, Quagga Mussel, and Asian Clam could all possibly invade (although none 
were found during this study). There is little evidence to support the idea that Asian Clams 
are directly detrimental to native mussels (Strayer 1999), but they may compete for food 
and ingest the gametes of native mussels. Zebra and Quagga mussels belong to the family 
Dreissenidae (“false” mussels), and are highly detrimental to native mussels (Strayer 
1999). Zebra Mussels can form a pavement on gravel substrates such that native mussels 
are dislodged and cannot rebury themselves. They congregate on native mussel shells 
interfering with food and oxygen uptake, and their extremely strong byssal threads may 
fasten the two shells of native mussels together so they cannot open. Clusters of Zebra 
Mussels attached to the ends of native mussels may create drag, pulling the native mussels 
out of the substrate where they are swept ashore to die. Up to 10,000 Zebra Mussels have 
been found on a single native mussel, and once they arrive, they can spread extremely 
rapidly. In the Mississippi River, colonization rates of zebras on natives increased from 
27% to 99.7% within a year (Tucker 1994). At sub-lethal levels of infestation, native 
mussels experience lowered glycogen levels and increased stress, resulting in decreased 
fitness (Haag et al. 1993).  
 
Non-native Common Carp are also present in the Greenway, and are damaging mussel 
habitat by uprooting vegetation, destabilizing substrates, and disturbing sediments. Control 
and management of this and other non-native fishes is problematic, often involving 
chemical (i.e., Rotenone) applications, which may also damage many mussels and their 
native host fishes. Effective management of Common Carp while avoiding damage to 
native mussels and host fishes is needed.  
 



4.6 Parasites and Diseases 
The influx of new parasites and diseases brought on by our increased ability to move water 
and organisms from all over the world to new locations may also influence mussel 
populations negatively. This has been especially problematic in the Great Lakes. While 
control of human behavior is always difficult, education may be effective in reducing the 
spread of invasive species, parasites, and disease. Control of ballast water release in the 
Great Lakes shipping industry would also be extremely beneficial in limiting future threats. 
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4.7 Climate Change 
Climate change is another pervasive issue that will impact aquatic communities. In 
Wisconsin, the effects of climate change are expected to be greater flashiness (more 
extreme weather events), warmer temperatures, and lower water flows in summer. These 
processes are already underway. We observed significant mortality of stranded mussels in 
Lincoln Park backwaters during the record drought of 2012. These climate impacts are 
expected to increase in the coming decades (Wisconsin’s Changing Climate: Impacts and 
Adaptation 2011), and efforts to limit the pace and extent of climate change would have 
many benefits for mussels and other organisms. 
 



4.8 Translocation and Repatriation 
Because mussels are very sedentary, they are usually unable to move in response to 
environmental changes or disturbance in their environment, and are mostly dependent 
upon their host species or currents to transport their larvae into new habitats they might 
colonize. Mussels may therefore need to be moved out of harm’s way if in-stream projects 
are planned in their habitats. Activities such as dredging, dam removals, shoreline 
reconstruction and sediment removals or capping can directly impact existing mussel beds, 
and translocation of mussels may be considered as part of mitigation or conservation plans 
for such activities. Additionally, restored habitats that are not currently occupied may 
require repatriation (moving mussels into a newly created or restored habitat they would 
not colonize on their own), to re-establish mussel populations. Any proposed 
translocations or repatriations must carefully consider mussel survival, impacts to mussel 
habitat, impacts to donor populations (the source of individuals used for repatriations), and 
suitability of the receiving site (Hamilton et al. 1997, Villella et al. 1998, Newton et al. 
2001, Miller and Payne 2004, Sethi et al. 2004). Long term monitoring is strongly 
recommended whenever translocations or repatriations are considered, to ensure success. 
 



4.9 Education 
Education and outreach, with effective social marketing, is an important part of any 
conservation program. A central paradigm of conservation is the concept of keeping 
common species common. The objective is to maintain productive ecosystems that are 
functionally intact, provide ecosystem services, and support rich biodiversity, as well as 
provide abundant resources for all to enjoy. Much like in health care, a preventative 
conservation approach is much more efficient and less costly than trying to respond to 
problems after the fact (i.e., keeping common species common is much easier than trying 
to recover them after they become rare).  
 
Education and outreach programs often include immersion in nature to observe, monitor, 
and learn about plants and animals. When planning for in-stream activities with groups of 
people, care should be taken to avoid and minimize the crushing of mussels underfoot. We 
recommend that any such activities be limited to localized areas designated for this 
educational purpose, and avoid important mussel beds and locations supporting rare 
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species that could be damaged. Groups should always be closely supervised by a qualified 
professional. Live mussel exhibits, such as at nature centers, are also recommended for 
education and outreach, to familiarize citizens with local species and their conservation 
issues. However, maintenance of live mussels in captivity is often challenging, and should 
be thoroughly researched and appropriate aquaria available before captive exhibits are 
attempted (most mussels require flowing water to mimic river currents). 
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From: Hahn, Michael G.
Sent: Wednesday, August 13, 2014 11:07 AM
To: 'tabla_brain@att.net'
Cc: 'Theodore.Lipscomb@milwcnty.com'; Murray, Joshua A.; 'Burzynski, Marsha B - DNR'; 



'Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR'; 'william.wawrzyn@wi.gov'; 'Karl.Stave@milwcnty.com'; 
'jordan.kolata@milwaukeecountywi.gov'; 'Kevin.Haley@milwcnty.com'; 
'James.Keegan@milwcnty.com'; Slawski, Thomas M.; Krueger, Jerry 
(Gerald.Krueger@aecom.com); 'Jernigan, Anthony D MVP'; 'Grundman, Carol'; 
'Nathan.Zoch@Wisconsin.gov'; 'Paul Jenswold'; Kyle A. Schumacher (kschumac@blm.gov); 
Sharon Gayan (sharon.gayan@wisconsin.gov); 'John.Dargle@milwcnty.com'; Don Pirrung 
(don.pirrung@aecom.com)



Subject: FW: Elevations portrayed in Estabrook Dam EA hydraulic analysis and Memorandum Report 
172



Dear Mr. Kreuziger: 



 



Our responses to your July 19, 2014, questions are indicated in red below. 



 



In response to a July 28, 2014, question regarding the elevation at RM 6.827 under the 6.3 foot high rock ramp 



alternative, this alternative is the only alternative which involves a modeled physical change downstream of the dam. 



The proposed rock ramp would replace the gated portion of the dam, extending 100 to 200 feet downstream of the 



location of the gated section. The increased velocity from the resulting “rapids” due to the rock ramp would cause a 



slight decrease in the flood stage at RM 6.827 as compared with the existing condition model and other alternatives.  



 



Your July 28, 2014, email posed a question regarding differences in flood stages between this analysis and calculations 



performed in the 1930s for the original dam proposal. For a 14,700 cfs event, the 1930s calculations showed the then 



proposed dam (with gates open) would cause a stage increase of 2.7 feet as compared to the without dam condition. In 



our current analysis, for a 14,800 cfs event, our model shows the dam (also with gates open) causes a stage increase of 



1.45 feet as compared to the without dam (Alternative 2: Dam Removal) condition. Computational methods and 



hydraulic modeling techniques have significantly evolved over the past 80 years. Through the use of ever-improving 



hydraulic modeling programs, which enable consideration of backwater effects along the River, we are now able to 



represent hydraulic structures and the flow of water through them with more complexity and accuracy than the 



techniques that were employed in the original calculations. 



 



 



________________________________________ 
From: tabla_brain@att.net [tabla_brain@att.net] 
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 2:08 AM 
To: Hahn, Michael G. 
Subject: elevations portrayed in Estabrook Dam EA hydraulic analysis and Memorandum Report 172 
 
Dear Mr. Hahn: 
 
I do not understand the elevations stated in the hydraulic analysis provided for the Estabrook Dam 
EA. 
 
According to USGS, the gauge at Estabrook Park, 0408700, has an elevation of 606.91, NAVD88. 
 
According to a converter I found here: 
 
http://www.coj.net/departments/planning-and-development/development-services-division/convert-
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ngvd29-to-navd88.aspx 
 
the elevation 606.91, NAVD88 converts to 607.23, NGVD29. 
 
SEWRPC used NGVD 29 in the hydraulic analysis for the Estabrook Dam EA and in SEWRPC 
Memorandum Report No. 172, A Watercourse System Plan for The Milwaukee River In Milwaukee 
County Upstream Of The Milwaukee Harbor Estuary. 
 
 
According to Memorandum Report 172, a 1 % probability flood at the Estabrook Gauge has a flow of 
14,800 CFS. According to USGS,NWS  and FEMA data,  on June 21, 1997 this gauge read 10 feet 
and the flow was 16,500 CFS.  This flood is also documented in Memorandum Reprort 172. By 
adding 10 feet to the gauge height, this would indicate that this larger than a 100 yr flood had an 
elevation of  617.23, NGVD29. 
 
Memorandum Report 172 states that the elevation for a 1 % flood at mile 6.829, just above Estabrook 
Dam, is 620.46. The analysis for the EA states that the elevation for a 1 % flood at the same point 
with a repaired dam is 620.68. Both studies state that the elevation for a 1% flood at mile 6.827, just 
below Estabrook Dam is 619.23. I am not sure of the exact location of the gauge, but according to 
USGS it is about 1200 feet downstream of the dam. This would put it at approvimately  mile 6.60. The 
EA analysis does not include elevations for anything downstream of 6.827, but the Memorandum 
Report 172 does. The 1 % elevation at mile 6.61 is 618.45 and at 6.567 it is 617.63. 
 
So, how is it that your 1 % flood elevations are approximately one foot higher than the actual 
measured elevation of a flood that was larger than a 1 % flood? 



We have field checked the location of USGS gage 04087000 and confirmed that the gage house and the published 



coordinates are located between Milwaukee River model cross-sections RM 6.567 and RM 6.610 downstream from 



Estabrook dam. Based on the USGS 04087000 stage-discharge rating curve, a flow of 14,800 cfs (100-year flow) would 



result in a stage of approximately 616.7 feet above NGVD29. At the location of the coordinates of USGS 04087000, the 



100-year stage of the FEMA FIS effective model and the model reflected in SEWRPC MR No. 172 would be about 618.0 



feet above NGVD29. This difference is a reasonable correlation and calibration between modeled and measured data. In 



addition, this difference between the modeled and measured stage downstream of the dam would not be realized in the 



reaches of interest upstream of the dam due to the hydraulic effects of the  dam structures. 
 
Also, how is it that the elevations in the EA analysis are almost all slightly higher than those reported 
in Memorandum Report 172, especially when Memorandum Report 172 claimed that there would be 
no change in the 1 % elevations until at least 2020?  



The Milwaukee River flood flow and stage information presented in SEWRPC MR No. 172 is based on the effective model 



described in the September 26, 2008, FEMA FIS for Milwaukee County, which served as the starting point for the 



Estabrook dam EA analysis. The changes made to the effective model to establish the existing condition model in the 



analysis are documented on page 4 in the “Existing Condition” section of the SEWRPC Hydraulic Analysis. The change in 



stage at RM 6.829 can be attributed entirely to the refined representation of Estabrook dam described in the 3
rd



 



paragraph of the “Existing Condition” section. At other upstream locations, changes in stage relate to both this refined 



representation and other model refinements described on page 4. 



The year 2020 reference in MR No. 172 refers to the year of the planned land use conditions within the Milwaukee River 



watershed for which flood flows were developed. The results of the same hydrologic (flow development) procedure 



were used in the Estabrook analysis. The changes to the existing conditions model mentioned in our April 25, 2014, 



memorandum refer to changes to the hydraulic (stage development) model. 
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Perhaps SEWRPC has now changed its idea of a 100 yr flood, after July 22, 2010? 



As you correctly noted in your July 28, 2014 email, the 100-yr flood flow modeled in the hydraulic analysis is the same as 



that used in MR No. 172.  



 But if so, how is it that the elevations at mile 6.827, just below the dam,  are the same for the 2 
reports here compared, and yet all the others are different? 



The revisions made to the existing conditions model described in the analysis were made either to the dam itself or 



upstream of the dam. The computational nature of the modeling program (computations proceeding from downstream 



to upstream) therefore dictate that any changes in stage would be limited to cross-sections upstream of the dam. 
 
Finally, please state the flow rate of what you considered to be a 1 % flood for the EA analysis. 



As you correctly noted in your July 28, 2014 email, the 100-yr flood flow for the Milwaukee River in the vicinity of the 



dam is 14,800 cfs. 



 
 
Brian Kreuziger 










daily data 7 14-7 27 2010


			 			Date			Discharge,
ft3/s
(Mean)			Discharge in gallons per second


						07/14/10			380			2842.5974025972			 			 


						07/15/10			3560			26630.6493506476			 			 


						07/16/10			2260			16905.9740259729			 			 


						07/17/10			2300			17205.1948051937			 			 


						07/18/10			1910			14287.7922077913			 			 


						07/19/10			1480			11071.1688311681			 			 


						07/20/10			1200			8976.6233766228			 			 


						07/21/10			971			7263.584415584			 			 


						07/22/10			4290			32091.4285714265			 			 


						07/23/10			3570			26705.4545454528			 			 


						07/24/10			2710			20272.2077922065			 			 


						07/25/10			2260			16905.9740259729			 			 


						07/26/10			1820			13614.5454545446			 			 


						07/27/10			1520			11370.3896103889			 			 





&C&A


&CPage &P





every 15 minutes


			date			time			cubic foot oer second discharge			gallon per second discharge			gallon per hour discharge


			07/14/2010 15:00 CDT			2.37			398			2977.2467532466			10718088.3116876


			07/14/2010 15:15 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 15:30 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 15:45 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 16:00 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 16:15 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 16:30 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 16:45 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 17:00 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 17:15 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 17:30 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 17:45 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 18:00 CDT			2.39			410			3,067			11,041,247


			07/14/2010 18:15 CDT			2.39			410			3,067			11,041,247


			07/14/2010 18:30 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 18:45 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 19:00 CDT			2.39			410			3,067			11,041,247


			07/14/2010 19:15 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 19:30 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 19:45 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 20:00 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 20:15 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 20:30 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 20:45 CDT			2.38			404			3,022			10,879,668


			07/14/2010 21:00 CDT			2.37			398			2,977			10,718,088


			07/14/2010 21:15 CDT			2.37			398			2,977			10,718,088


			07/14/2010 21:30 CDT			2.37			398			2,977			10,718,088


			07/14/2010 21:45 CDT			2.37			398			2,977			10,718,088


			07/14/2010 22:00 CDT			2.4			416			3,112			11,202,826


			07/14/2010 22:15 CDT			2.52			493			3,688			13,276,426


			07/14/2010 22:30 CDT			2.56			520			3,890			14,003,532


			07/14/2010 22:45 CDT			2.69			613			4,586			16,508,010


			07/14/2010 23:00 CDT			2.87			753			5,633			20,278,192


			07/14/2010 23:15 CDT			3.01			872			6,523			23,482,847


			07/14/2010 23:30 CDT			3.14			989			7,398			26,633,642


			07/14/2010 23:45 CDT			3.24			1080			8,079			29,084,260


			07/15/2010 00:00 CDT			3.3			1140			8,528			30,700,052


			07/15/2010 00:15 CDT			3.34			1180			8,827			31,777,247


			07/15/2010 00:30 CDT			3.46			1310			9,799			35,278,130


			07/15/2010 00:45 CDT			3.61			1470			10,996			39,586,909


			07/15/2010 01:00 CDT			3.75			1630			12,193			43,895,688


			07/15/2010 01:15 CDT			4.2			2200			16,457			59,245,714


			07/15/2010 01:30 CDT			4.73			2980			22,292			80,251,013


			07/15/2010 01:45 CDT			5.28			3900			29,174			105,026,494						In the 24 hour period from 1:45 am on July 15th to  1;45 am July 16th, the Estabrook dam conveyed enough water to fill the MMSD deep tunnel more than 211/2 times.


			07/15/2010 02:00 CDT			5.95			5180			38,749			139,496,727									9,289,458,701.30			21.5033766234


			07/15/2010 02:15 CDT			6.47			6290			47,052			169,388,883


			07/15/2010 02:30 CDT			6.82			7100			53,112			191,202,078


			07/15/2010 02:45 CDT			7.1			7780			58,198			209,514,390


			07/15/2010 03:00 CDT			7.17			7950			59,470			214,092,468


			07/15/2010 03:15 CDT			7.16			7930			59,321			213,553,870


			07/15/2010 03:30 CDT			7.08			7730			57,824			208,167,896


			07/15/2010 03:45 CDT			6.94			7390			55,281			199,011,740


			07/15/2010 04:00 CDT			6.78			7000			52,364			188,509,091


			07/15/2010 04:15 CDT			6.59			6560			49,072			176,659,948


			07/15/2010 04:30 CDT			6.4			6140			45,930			165,349,403


			07/15/2010 04:45 CDT			6.2			5700			42,639			153,500,260


			07/15/2010 05:00 CDT			6.03			5340			39,946			143,805,506


			07/15/2010 05:15 CDT			5.84			4960			37,103			133,572,156


			07/15/2010 05:30 CDT			5.68			4640			34,710			124,954,597


			07/15/2010 05:45 CDT			5.51			4320			32,316			116,337,039


			07/15/2010 06:00 CDT			5.42			4150			31,044			111,758,961


			07/15/2010 06:15 CDT			5.35			4030			30,146			108,527,377


			07/15/2010 06:30 CDT			5.33			3990			29,847			107,450,182


			07/15/2010 06:45 CDT			5.4			4120			30,820			110,951,065


			07/15/2010 07:00 CDT			5.43			4170			31,194			112,297,558


			07/15/2010 07:15 CDT			5.5			4300			32,166			115,798,442


			07/15/2010 07:30 CDT			5.57			4430			33,139			119,299,325


			07/15/2010 07:45 CDT			5.69			4660			34,859			125,493,195


			07/15/2010 08:00 CDT			5.71			4700			35,158			126,570,390


			07/15/2010 08:15 CDT			5.76			4800			35,906			129,263,377


			07/15/2010 08:30 CDT			5.77			4820			36,056			129,801,974


			07/15/2010 08:45 CDT			5.74			4760			35,607			128,186,182


			07/15/2010 09:00 CDT			5.72			4720			35,308			127,108,987


			07/15/2010 09:15 CDT			5.71			4700			35,158			126,570,390


			07/15/2010 09:30 CDT			5.67			4620			34,560			124,416,000


			07/15/2010 09:45 CDT			5.62			4530			33,887			121,992,312


			07/15/2010 10:00 CDT			5.59			4470			33,438			120,376,519


			07/15/2010 10:15 CDT			5.55			4390			32,839			118,222,130


			07/15/2010 10:30 CDT			5.5			4300			32,166			115,798,442


			07/15/2010 10:45 CDT			5.45			4210			31,493			113,374,753


			07/15/2010 11:00 CDT			5.38			4080			30,521			109,873,870


			07/15/2010 11:15 CDT			5.34			4010			29,997			107,988,779


			07/15/2010 11:30 CDT			5.29			3920			29,324			105,565,091


			07/15/2010 11:45 CDT			5.23			3810			28,501			102,602,805


			07/15/2010 12:00 CDT			5.18			3720			27,828			100,179,117


			07/15/2010 12:15 CDT			5.12			3620			27,079			97,486,130


			07/15/2010 12:30 CDT			5.08			3550			26,556			95,601,039


			07/15/2010 12:45 CDT			5.03			3470			25,957			93,446,649


			07/15/2010 13:00 CDT			4.98			3380			25,284			91,022,961


			07/15/2010 13:15 CDT			4.94			3320			24,835			89,407,169


			07/15/2010 13:30 CDT			4.89			3230			24,162			86,983,481


			07/15/2010 13:45 CDT			4.84			3150			23,564			84,829,091


			07/15/2010 14:00 CDT			4.8			3090			23,115			83,213,299


			07/15/2010 14:15 CDT			4.74			2990			22,367			80,520,312


			07/15/2010 14:30 CDT			4.71			2950			22,068			79,443,117


			07/15/2010 14:45 CDT			4.66			2870			21,469			77,288,727


			07/15/2010 15:00 CDT			4.62			2810			21,020			75,672,935


			07/15/2010 15:15 CDT			4.58			2750			20,571			74,057,143


			07/15/2010 15:30 CDT			4.53			2670			19,973			71,902,753


			07/15/2010 15:45 CDT			4.5			2630			19,674			70,825,558


			07/15/2010 16:00 CDT			4.47			2580			19,300			69,479,065


			07/15/2010 16:15 CDT			4.43			2530			18,926			68,132,571


			07/15/2010 16:30 CDT			4.39			2470			18,477			66,516,779


			07/15/2010 16:45 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/15/2010 17:00 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/15/2010 17:15 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/15/2010 17:30 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/15/2010 17:45 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/15/2010 18:00 CDT			4.22			2230			16,682			60,053,610


			07/15/2010 18:15 CDT			4.2			2200			16,457			59,245,714


			07/15/2010 18:30 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/15/2010 18:45 CDT			4.16			2150			16,083			57,899,221


			07/15/2010 19:00 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/15/2010 19:15 CDT			4.12			2100			15,709			56,552,727


			07/15/2010 19:30 CDT			4.11			2080			15,559			56,014,130


			07/15/2010 19:45 CDT			4.1			2070			15,485			55,744,831


			07/15/2010 20:00 CDT			4.08			2040			15,260			54,936,935


			07/15/2010 20:15 CDT			4.08			2040			15,260			54,936,935


			07/15/2010 20:30 CDT			4.07			2030			15,185			54,667,636


			07/15/2010 20:45 CDT			4.06			2020			15,111			54,398,338


			07/15/2010 21:00 CDT			4.05			2000			14,961			53,859,740


			07/15/2010 21:15 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/15/2010 21:30 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/15/2010 21:45 CDT			4.03			1980			14,811			53,321,143


			07/15/2010 22:00 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/15/2010 22:15 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/15/2010 22:30 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/15/2010 22:45 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/15/2010 23:00 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/15/2010 23:15 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/15/2010 23:30 CDT			4.03			1980			14,811			53,321,143


			07/15/2010 23:45 CDT			4.03			1980			14,811			53,321,143


			07/16/2010 00:00 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/16/2010 00:15 CDT			4.03			1980			14,811			53,321,143


			07/16/2010 00:30 CDT			4.03			1980			14,811			53,321,143


			07/16/2010 00:45 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/16/2010 01:00 CDT			4.05			2000			14,961			53,859,740


			07/16/2010 01:15 CDT			4.06			2020			15,111			54,398,338


			07/16/2010 01:30 CDT			4.06			2020			15,111			54,398,338


			07/16/2010 01:45 CDT			4.07			2030			15,185			54,667,636


			07/16/2010 02:00 CDT			4.07			2030			15,185			54,667,636


			07/16/2010 02:15 CDT			4.08			2040			15,260			54,936,935


			07/16/2010 02:30 CDT			4.09			2060			15,410			55,475,532


			07/16/2010 02:45 CDT			4.09			2060			15,410			55,475,532


			07/16/2010 03:00 CDT			4.1			2070			15,485			55,744,831


			07/16/2010 03:15 CDT			4.1			2070			15,485			55,744,831


			07/16/2010 03:30 CDT			4.11			2080			15,559			56,014,130


			07/16/2010 03:45 CDT			4.11			2080			15,559			56,014,130


			07/16/2010 04:00 CDT			4.12			2100			15,709			56,552,727


			07/16/2010 04:15 CDT			4.12			2100			15,709			56,552,727


			07/16/2010 04:30 CDT			4.13			2110			15,784			56,822,026


			07/16/2010 04:45 CDT			4.13			2110			15,784			56,822,026


			07/16/2010 05:00 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/16/2010 05:15 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/16/2010 05:30 CDT			4.15			2140			16,008			57,629,922


			07/16/2010 05:45 CDT			4.15			2140			16,008			57,629,922


			07/16/2010 06:00 CDT			4.16			2150			16,083			57,899,221


			07/16/2010 06:15 CDT			4.16			2150			16,083			57,899,221


			07/16/2010 06:30 CDT			4.17			2160			16,158			58,168,519


			07/16/2010 06:45 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/16/2010 07:00 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/16/2010 07:15 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/16/2010 07:30 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/16/2010 07:45 CDT			4.19			2190			16,382			58,976,416


			07/16/2010 08:00 CDT			4.19			2190			16,382			58,976,416


			07/16/2010 08:15 CDT			4.19			2190			16,382			58,976,416


			07/16/2010 08:30 CDT			4.2			2200			16,457			59,245,714


			07/16/2010 08:45 CDT			4.2			2200			16,457			59,245,714


			07/16/2010 09:00 CDT			4.21			2220			16,607			59,784,312


			07/16/2010 09:15 CDT			4.23			2240			16,756			60,322,909


			07/16/2010 09:30 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/16/2010 09:45 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/16/2010 10:00 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/16/2010 10:15 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/16/2010 10:30 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/16/2010 10:45 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/16/2010 11:00 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/16/2010 11:15 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/16/2010 11:30 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/16/2010 11:45 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/16/2010 12:00 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/16/2010 12:15 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/16/2010 12:30 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/16/2010 12:45 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/16/2010 13:00 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/16/2010 13:15 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/16/2010 13:30 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/16/2010 13:45 CDT			4.28			2310			17,280			62,208,000


			07/16/2010 14:00 CDT			4.28			2310			17,280			62,208,000


			07/16/2010 14:15 CDT			4.28			2310			17,280			62,208,000


			07/16/2010 14:30 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/16/2010 14:45 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/16/2010 15:00 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/16/2010 15:15 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/16/2010 15:30 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/16/2010 15:45 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/16/2010 16:00 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/16/2010 16:15 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/16/2010 16:30 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/16/2010 16:45 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/16/2010 17:00 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/16/2010 17:15 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/16/2010 17:30 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/16/2010 17:45 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/16/2010 18:00 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/16/2010 18:15 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/16/2010 18:30 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 18:45 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 19:00 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 19:15 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 19:30 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 19:45 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 20:00 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 20:15 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 20:30 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 20:45 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/16/2010 21:00 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/16/2010 21:15 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/16/2010 21:30 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/16/2010 21:45 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/16/2010 22:00 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/16/2010 22:15 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/16/2010 22:30 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/16/2010 22:45 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/16/2010 23:00 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/16/2010 23:15 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/16/2010 23:30 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/16/2010 23:45 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/17/2010 00:00 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 00:15 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/17/2010 00:30 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/17/2010 00:45 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/17/2010 01:00 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 01:15 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 01:30 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 01:45 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 02:00 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 02:15 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 02:30 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/17/2010 02:45 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 03:00 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 03:15 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 03:30 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 03:45 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/17/2010 04:00 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/17/2010 04:15 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/17/2010 04:30 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/17/2010 04:45 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/17/2010 05:00 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/17/2010 05:15 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/17/2010 05:30 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/17/2010 05:45 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/17/2010 06:00 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/17/2010 06:15 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/17/2010 06:30 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/17/2010 06:45 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/17/2010 07:00 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/17/2010 07:15 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/17/2010 07:30 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/17/2010 07:45 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/17/2010 08:00 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/17/2010 08:15 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/17/2010 08:30 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/17/2010 08:45 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/17/2010 09:00 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/17/2010 09:15 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/17/2010 09:30 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/17/2010 09:45 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/17/2010 10:00 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/17/2010 10:15 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/17/2010 10:30 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/17/2010 10:45 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/17/2010 11:00 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/17/2010 11:15 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/17/2010 11:30 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/17/2010 11:45 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/17/2010 12:00 CDT			4.28			2310			17,280			62,208,000


			07/17/2010 12:15 CDT			4.28			2310			17,280			62,208,000


			07/17/2010 12:30 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/17/2010 12:45 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/17/2010 13:00 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/17/2010 13:15 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/17/2010 13:30 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/17/2010 13:45 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/17/2010 14:00 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/17/2010 14:15 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/17/2010 14:30 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/17/2010 14:45 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/17/2010 15:00 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/17/2010 15:15 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/17/2010 15:30 CDT			4.23			2240			16,756			60,322,909


			07/17/2010 15:45 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/17/2010 16:00 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/17/2010 16:15 CDT			4.22			2230			16,682			60,053,610


			07/17/2010 16:30 CDT			4.23			2240			16,756			60,322,909


			07/17/2010 16:45 CDT			4.22			2230			16,682			60,053,610


			07/17/2010 17:00 CDT			4.22			2230			16,682			60,053,610


			07/17/2010 17:15 CDT			4.22			2230			16,682			60,053,610


			07/17/2010 17:30 CDT			4.22			2230			16,682			60,053,610


			07/17/2010 17:45 CDT			4.22			2230			16,682			60,053,610


			07/17/2010 18:00 CDT			4.2			2200			16,457			59,245,714


			07/17/2010 18:15 CDT			4.2			2200			16,457			59,245,714


			07/17/2010 18:30 CDT			4.21			2220			16,607			59,784,312


			07/17/2010 18:45 CDT			4.2			2200			16,457			59,245,714


			07/17/2010 19:00 CDT			4.19			2190			16,382			58,976,416


			07/17/2010 19:15 CDT			4.19			2190			16,382			58,976,416


			07/17/2010 19:30 CDT			4.19			2190			16,382			58,976,416


			07/17/2010 19:45 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/17/2010 20:00 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/17/2010 20:15 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/17/2010 20:30 CDT			4.18			2180			16,308			58,707,117


			07/17/2010 20:45 CDT			4.17			2160			16,158			58,168,519


			07/17/2010 21:00 CDT			4.17			2160			16,158			58,168,519


			07/17/2010 21:15 CDT			4.17			2160			16,158			58,168,519


			07/17/2010 21:30 CDT			4.17			2160			16,158			58,168,519


			07/17/2010 21:45 CDT			4.16			2150			16,083			57,899,221


			07/17/2010 22:00 CDT			4.17			2160			16,158			58,168,519


			07/17/2010 22:15 CDT			4.15			2140			16,008			57,629,922


			07/17/2010 22:30 CDT			4.16			2150			16,083			57,899,221


			07/17/2010 22:45 CDT			4.16			2150			16,083			57,899,221


			07/17/2010 23:00 CDT			4.15			2140			16,008			57,629,922


			07/17/2010 23:15 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/17/2010 23:30 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/17/2010 23:45 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/18/2010 00:00 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/18/2010 00:15 CDT			4.14			2120			15,859			57,091,325


			07/18/2010 00:30 CDT			4.13			2110			15,784			56,822,026


			07/18/2010 00:45 CDT			4.13			2110			15,784			56,822,026


			07/18/2010 01:00 CDT			4.12			2100			15,709			56,552,727


			07/18/2010 01:15 CDT			4.12			2100			15,709			56,552,727


			07/18/2010 01:30 CDT			4.12			2100			15,709			56,552,727


			07/18/2010 01:45 CDT			4.12			2100			15,709			56,552,727


			07/18/2010 02:00 CDT			4.11			2080			15,559			56,014,130


			07/18/2010 02:15 CDT			4.11			2080			15,559			56,014,130


			07/18/2010 02:30 CDT			4.11			2080			15,559			56,014,130


			07/18/2010 02:45 CDT			4.11			2080			15,559			56,014,130


			07/18/2010 03:00 CDT			4.1			2070			15,485			55,744,831


			07/18/2010 03:15 CDT			4.09			2060			15,410			55,475,532


			07/18/2010 03:30 CDT			4.1			2070			15,485			55,744,831


			07/18/2010 03:45 CDT			4.09			2060			15,410			55,475,532


			07/18/2010 04:00 CDT			4.09			2060			15,410			55,475,532


			07/18/2010 04:15 CDT			4.08			2040			15,260			54,936,935


			07/18/2010 04:30 CDT			4.08			2040			15,260			54,936,935


			07/18/2010 04:45 CDT			4.07			2030			15,185			54,667,636


			07/18/2010 05:00 CDT			4.08			2040			15,260			54,936,935


			07/18/2010 05:15 CDT			4.07			2030			15,185			54,667,636


			07/18/2010 05:30 CDT			4.07			2030			15,185			54,667,636


			07/18/2010 05:45 CDT			4.07			2030			15,185			54,667,636


			07/18/2010 06:00 CDT			4.06			2020			15,111			54,398,338


			07/18/2010 06:15 CDT			4.06			2020			15,111			54,398,338


			07/18/2010 06:30 CDT			4.06			2020			15,111			54,398,338


			07/18/2010 06:45 CDT			4.05			2000			14,961			53,859,740


			07/18/2010 07:00 CDT			4.05			2000			14,961			53,859,740


			07/18/2010 07:15 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/18/2010 07:30 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/18/2010 07:45 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/18/2010 08:00 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/18/2010 08:15 CDT			4.03			1980			14,811			53,321,143


			07/18/2010 08:30 CDT			4.03			1980			14,811			53,321,143


			07/18/2010 08:45 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/18/2010 09:00 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/18/2010 09:15 CDT			4.02			1960			14,662			52,782,545


			07/18/2010 09:30 CDT			4.01			1950			14,587			52,513,247


			07/18/2010 09:45 CDT			4.01			1950			14,587			52,513,247


			07/18/2010 10:00 CDT			4.01			1950			14,587			52,513,247


			07/18/2010 10:15 CDT			4.01			1950			14,587			52,513,247


			07/18/2010 10:30 CDT			4			1940			14,512			52,243,948


			07/18/2010 10:45 CDT			4			1940			14,512			52,243,948


			07/18/2010 11:00 CDT			4			1940			14,512			52,243,948


			07/18/2010 11:15 CDT			3.99			1930			14,437			51,974,649


			07/18/2010 11:30 CDT			3.99			1930			14,437			51,974,649


			07/18/2010 11:45 CDT			3.98			1910			14,288			51,436,052


			07/18/2010 12:00 CDT			3.99			1930			14,437			51,974,649


			07/18/2010 12:15 CDT			3.98			1910			14,288			51,436,052


			07/18/2010 12:30 CDT			3.98			1910			14,288			51,436,052


			07/18/2010 12:45 CDT			3.98			1910			14,288			51,436,052


			07/18/2010 13:00 CDT			3.97			1900			14,213			51,166,753


			07/18/2010 13:15 CDT			3.96			1890			14,138			50,897,455


			07/18/2010 13:30 CDT			3.96			1890			14,138			50,897,455


			07/18/2010 13:45 CDT			3.95			1880			14,063			50,628,156


			07/18/2010 14:00 CDT			3.95			1880			14,063			50,628,156


			07/18/2010 14:15 CDT			3.94			1860			13,914			50,089,558


			07/18/2010 14:30 CDT			3.94			1860			13,914			50,089,558


			07/18/2010 14:45 CDT			3.94			1860			13,914			50,089,558


			07/18/2010 15:00 CDT			3.93			1850			13,839			49,820,260


			07/18/2010 15:15 CDT			3.93			1850			13,839			49,820,260


			07/18/2010 15:30 CDT			3.93			1850			13,839			49,820,260


			07/18/2010 15:45 CDT			3.92			1840			13,764			49,550,961


			07/18/2010 16:00 CDT			3.92			1840			13,764			49,550,961


			07/18/2010 16:15 CDT			3.92			1840			13,764			49,550,961


			07/18/2010 16:30 CDT			3.92			1840			13,764			49,550,961


			07/18/2010 16:45 CDT			3.91			1830			13,689			49,281,662


			07/18/2010 17:00 CDT			3.9			1810			13,540			48,743,065


			07/18/2010 17:15 CDT			3.9			1810			13,540			48,743,065


			07/18/2010 17:30 CDT			3.9			1810			13,540			48,743,065


			07/18/2010 17:45 CDT			3.9			1810			13,540			48,743,065


			07/18/2010 18:00 CDT			3.89			1800			13,465			48,473,766


			07/18/2010 18:15 CDT			3.89			1800			13,465			48,473,766


			07/18/2010 18:30 CDT			3.88			1790			13,390			48,204,468


			07/18/2010 18:45 CDT			3.87			1780			13,315			47,935,169


			07/18/2010 19:00 CDT			3.87			1780			13,315			47,935,169


			07/18/2010 19:15 CDT			3.87			1780			13,315			47,935,169


			07/18/2010 19:30 CDT			3.86			1760			13,166			47,396,571


			07/18/2010 19:45 CDT			3.86			1760			13,166			47,396,571


			07/18/2010 20:00 CDT			3.86			1760			13,166			47,396,571


			07/18/2010 20:15 CDT			3.86			1760			13,166			47,396,571


			07/18/2010 20:30 CDT			3.85			1750			13,091			47,127,273


			07/18/2010 20:45 CDT			3.84			1740			13,016			46,857,974


			07/18/2010 21:00 CDT			3.84			1740			13,016			46,857,974


			07/18/2010 21:15 CDT			3.84			1740			13,016			46,857,974


			07/18/2010 21:30 CDT			3.83			1730			12,941			46,588,675


			07/18/2010 21:45 CDT			3.83			1730			12,941			46,588,675


			07/18/2010 22:00 CDT			3.82			1720			12,866			46,319,377


			07/18/2010 22:15 CDT			3.82			1720			12,866			46,319,377


			07/18/2010 22:30 CDT			3.82			1720			12,866			46,319,377


			07/18/2010 22:45 CDT			3.82			1720			12,866			46,319,377


			07/18/2010 23:00 CDT			3.81			1700			12,717			45,780,779


			07/18/2010 23:15 CDT			3.81			1700			12,717			45,780,779


			07/18/2010 23:30 CDT			3.8			1690			12,642			45,511,481


			07/18/2010 23:45 CDT			3.8			1690			12,642			45,511,481


			07/19/2010 00:00 CDT			3.79			1680			12,567			45,242,182


			07/19/2010 00:15 CDT			3.79			1680			12,567			45,242,182


			07/19/2010 00:30 CDT			3.79			1680			12,567			45,242,182


			07/19/2010 00:45 CDT			3.78			1670			12,492			44,972,883


			07/19/2010 01:00 CDT			3.78			1670			12,492			44,972,883


			07/19/2010 01:15 CDT			3.78			1670			12,492			44,972,883


			07/19/2010 01:30 CDT			3.77			1660			12,418			44,703,584


			07/19/2010 01:45 CDT			3.76			1640			12,268			44,164,987


			07/19/2010 02:00 CDT			3.76			1640			12,268			44,164,987


			07/19/2010 02:15 CDT			3.76			1640			12,268			44,164,987


			07/19/2010 02:30 CDT			3.75			1630			12,193			43,895,688


			07/19/2010 02:45 CDT			3.75			1630			12,193			43,895,688


			07/19/2010 03:00 CDT			3.75			1630			12,193			43,895,688


			07/19/2010 03:15 CDT			3.74			1620			12,118			43,626,390


			07/19/2010 03:30 CDT			3.74			1620			12,118			43,626,390


			07/19/2010 03:45 CDT			3.73			1610			12,044			43,357,091


			07/19/2010 04:00 CDT			3.73			1610			12,044			43,357,091


			07/19/2010 04:15 CDT			3.73			1610			12,044			43,357,091


			07/19/2010 04:30 CDT			3.72			1600			11,969			43,087,792


			07/19/2010 04:45 CDT			3.72			1600			11,969			43,087,792


			07/19/2010 05:00 CDT			3.72			1600			11,969			43,087,792


			07/19/2010 05:15 CDT			3.71			1580			11,819			42,549,195


			07/19/2010 05:30 CDT			3.7			1570			11,744			42,279,896


			07/19/2010 05:45 CDT			3.7			1570			11,744			42,279,896


			07/19/2010 06:00 CDT			3.7			1570			11,744			42,279,896


			07/19/2010 06:15 CDT			3.7			1570			11,744			42,279,896


			07/19/2010 06:30 CDT			3.69			1560			11,670			42,010,597


			07/19/2010 06:45 CDT			3.69			1560			11,670			42,010,597


			07/19/2010 07:00 CDT			3.69			1560			11,670			42,010,597


			07/19/2010 07:15 CDT			3.68			1550			11,595			41,741,299


			07/19/2010 07:30 CDT			3.67			1540			11,520			41,472,000


			07/19/2010 07:45 CDT			3.67			1540			11,520			41,472,000


			07/19/2010 08:00 CDT			3.67			1540			11,520			41,472,000


			07/19/2010 08:15 CDT			3.66			1530			11,445			41,202,701


			07/19/2010 08:30 CDT			3.66			1530			11,445			41,202,701


			07/19/2010 08:45 CDT			3.65			1520			11,370			40,933,403


			07/19/2010 09:00 CDT			3.65			1520			11,370			40,933,403


			07/19/2010 09:15 CDT			3.65			1520			11,370			40,933,403


			07/19/2010 09:30 CDT			3.64			1500			11,221			40,394,805


			07/19/2010 09:45 CDT			3.64			1500			11,221			40,394,805


			07/19/2010 10:00 CDT			3.64			1500			11,221			40,394,805


			07/19/2010 10:15 CDT			3.64			1500			11,221			40,394,805


			07/19/2010 10:30 CDT			3.63			1490			11,146			40,125,506


			07/19/2010 10:45 CDT			3.63			1490			11,146			40,125,506


			07/19/2010 11:00 CDT			3.62			1480			11,071			39,856,208


			07/19/2010 11:15 CDT			3.62			1480			11,071			39,856,208


			07/19/2010 11:30 CDT			3.62			1480			11,071			39,856,208


			07/19/2010 11:45 CDT			3.61			1470			10,996			39,586,909


			07/19/2010 12:00 CDT			3.61			1470			10,996			39,586,909


			07/19/2010 12:15 CDT			3.6			1460			10,922			39,317,610


			07/19/2010 12:30 CDT			3.6			1460			10,922			39,317,610


			07/19/2010 12:45 CDT			3.59			1450			10,847			39,048,312


			07/19/2010 13:00 CDT			3.58			1440			10,772			38,779,013


			07/19/2010 13:15 CDT			3.58			1440			10,772			38,779,013


			07/19/2010 13:30 CDT			3.57			1430			10,697			38,509,714


			07/19/2010 13:45 CDT			3.57			1430			10,697			38,509,714


			07/19/2010 14:00 CDT			3.57			1430			10,697			38,509,714


			07/19/2010 14:15 CDT			3.56			1420			10,622			38,240,416


			07/19/2010 14:30 CDT			3.56			1420			10,622			38,240,416


			07/19/2010 14:45 CDT			3.56			1420			10,622			38,240,416


			07/19/2010 15:00 CDT			3.55			1400			10,473			37,701,818


			07/19/2010 15:15 CDT			3.55			1400			10,473			37,701,818


			07/19/2010 15:30 CDT			3.54			1390			10,398			37,432,519


			07/19/2010 15:45 CDT			3.54			1390			10,398			37,432,519


			07/19/2010 16:00 CDT			3.54			1390			10,398			37,432,519


			07/19/2010 16:15 CDT			3.54			1390			10,398			37,432,519


			07/19/2010 16:30 CDT			3.53			1380			10,323			37,163,221


			07/19/2010 16:45 CDT			3.54			1390			10,398			37,432,519


			07/19/2010 17:00 CDT			3.53			1380			10,323			37,163,221


			07/19/2010 17:15 CDT			3.53			1380			10,323			37,163,221


			07/19/2010 17:30 CDT			3.53			1380			10,323			37,163,221


			07/19/2010 17:45 CDT			3.52			1370			10,248			36,893,922


			07/19/2010 18:00 CDT			3.52			1370			10,248			36,893,922


			07/19/2010 18:15 CDT			3.52			1370			10,248			36,893,922


			07/19/2010 18:30 CDT			3.52			1370			10,248			36,893,922


			07/19/2010 18:45 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 19:00 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 19:15 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 19:30 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 19:45 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 20:00 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 20:15 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 20:30 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 20:45 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 21:00 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 21:15 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 21:30 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 21:45 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 22:00 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 22:15 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 22:30 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 22:45 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 23:00 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 23:15 CDT			3.51			1360			10,174			36,624,623


			07/19/2010 23:30 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/19/2010 23:45 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/20/2010 00:00 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/20/2010 00:15 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/20/2010 00:30 CDT			3.5			1350			10,099			36,355,325


			07/20/2010 00:45 CDT			3.49			1340			10,024			36,086,026


			07/20/2010 01:00 CDT			3.49			1340			10,024			36,086,026


			07/20/2010 01:15 CDT			3.49			1340			10,024			36,086,026


			07/20/2010 01:30 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/20/2010 01:45 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/20/2010 02:00 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/20/2010 02:15 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/20/2010 02:30 CDT			3.47			1320			9,874			35,547,429


			07/20/2010 02:45 CDT			3.47			1320			9,874			35,547,429


			07/20/2010 03:00 CDT			3.46			1310			9,799			35,278,130


			07/20/2010 03:15 CDT			3.46			1310			9,799			35,278,130


			07/20/2010 03:30 CDT			3.45			1300			9,725			35,008,831


			07/20/2010 03:45 CDT			3.46			1310			9,799			35,278,130


			07/20/2010 04:00 CDT			3.45			1300			9,725			35,008,831


			07/20/2010 04:15 CDT			3.45			1300			9,725			35,008,831


			07/20/2010 04:30 CDT			3.44			1290			9,650			34,739,532


			07/20/2010 04:45 CDT			3.44			1290			9,650			34,739,532


			07/20/2010 05:00 CDT			3.44			1290			9,650			34,739,532


			07/20/2010 05:15 CDT			3.43			1280			9,575			34,470,234


			07/20/2010 05:30 CDT			3.43			1280			9,575			34,470,234


			07/20/2010 05:45 CDT			3.43			1280			9,575			34,470,234


			07/20/2010 06:00 CDT			3.42			1260			9,425			33,931,636


			07/20/2010 06:15 CDT			3.42			1260			9,425			33,931,636


			07/20/2010 06:30 CDT			3.41			1250			9,351			33,662,338


			07/20/2010 06:45 CDT			3.41			1250			9,351			33,662,338


			07/20/2010 07:00 CDT			3.41			1250			9,351			33,662,338


			07/20/2010 07:15 CDT			3.4			1240			9,276			33,393,039


			07/20/2010 07:30 CDT			3.4			1240			9,276			33,393,039


			07/20/2010 07:45 CDT			3.4			1240			9,276			33,393,039


			07/20/2010 08:00 CDT			3.39			1230			9,201			33,123,740


			07/20/2010 08:15 CDT			3.39			1230			9,201			33,123,740


			07/20/2010 08:30 CDT			3.38			1220			9,126			32,854,442


			07/20/2010 08:45 CDT			3.38			1220			9,126			32,854,442


			07/20/2010 09:00 CDT			3.38			1220			9,126			32,854,442


			07/20/2010 09:15 CDT			3.38			1220			9,126			32,854,442


			07/20/2010 09:30 CDT			3.37			1210			9,051			32,585,143


			07/20/2010 09:45 CDT			3.37			1210			9,051			32,585,143


			07/20/2010 10:00 CDT			3.37			1210			9,051			32,585,143


			07/20/2010 10:15 CDT			3.36			1200			8,977			32,315,844


			07/20/2010 10:30 CDT			3.36			1200			8,977			32,315,844


			07/20/2010 10:45 CDT			3.36			1200			8,977			32,315,844


			07/20/2010 11:00 CDT			3.36			1200			8,977			32,315,844


			07/20/2010 11:15 CDT			3.35			1190			8,902			32,046,545


			07/20/2010 11:30 CDT			3.35			1190			8,902			32,046,545


			07/20/2010 11:45 CDT			3.35			1190			8,902			32,046,545


			07/20/2010 12:00 CDT			3.34			1180			8,827			31,777,247


			07/20/2010 12:15 CDT			3.35			1190			8,902			32,046,545


			07/20/2010 12:30 CDT			3.34			1180			8,827			31,777,247


			07/20/2010 12:45 CDT			3.34			1180			8,827			31,777,247


			07/20/2010 13:00 CDT			3.34			1180			8,827			31,777,247


			07/20/2010 13:15 CDT			3.33			1170			8,752			31,507,948


			07/20/2010 13:30 CDT			3.33			1170			8,752			31,507,948


			07/20/2010 13:45 CDT			3.33			1170			8,752			31,507,948


			07/20/2010 14:00 CDT			3.33			1170			8,752			31,507,948


			07/20/2010 14:15 CDT			3.33			1170			8,752			31,507,948


			07/20/2010 14:30 CDT			3.32			1160			8,677			31,238,649


			07/20/2010 14:45 CDT			3.32			1160			8,677			31,238,649


			07/20/2010 15:00 CDT			3.32			1160			8,677			31,238,649


			07/20/2010 15:15 CDT			3.32			1160			8,677			31,238,649


			07/20/2010 15:30 CDT			3.31			1150			8,603			30,969,351


			07/20/2010 15:45 CDT			3.31			1150			8,603			30,969,351


			07/20/2010 16:00 CDT			3.31			1150			8,603			30,969,351


			07/20/2010 16:15 CDT			3.31			1150			8,603			30,969,351


			07/20/2010 16:30 CDT			3.3			1140			8,528			30,700,052


			07/20/2010 16:45 CDT			3.3			1140			8,528			30,700,052


			07/20/2010 17:00 CDT			3.3			1140			8,528			30,700,052


			07/20/2010 17:15 CDT			3.3			1140			8,528			30,700,052


			07/20/2010 17:30 CDT			3.29			1130			8,453			30,430,753


			07/20/2010 17:45 CDT			3.3			1140			8,528			30,700,052


			07/20/2010 18:00 CDT			3.29			1130			8,453			30,430,753


			07/20/2010 18:15 CDT			3.29			1130			8,453			30,430,753


			07/20/2010 18:30 CDT			3.28			1120			8,378			30,161,455


			07/20/2010 18:45 CDT			3.28			1120			8,378			30,161,455


			07/20/2010 19:00 CDT			3.28			1120			8,378			30,161,455


			07/20/2010 19:15 CDT			3.28			1120			8,378			30,161,455


			07/20/2010 19:30 CDT			3.28			1120			8,378			30,161,455


			07/20/2010 19:45 CDT			3.27			1110			8,303			29,892,156


			07/20/2010 20:00 CDT			3.27			1110			8,303			29,892,156


			07/20/2010 20:15 CDT			3.26			1100			8,229			29,622,857


			07/20/2010 20:30 CDT			3.27			1110			8,303			29,892,156


			07/20/2010 20:45 CDT			3.26			1100			8,229			29,622,857


			07/20/2010 21:00 CDT			3.26			1100			8,229			29,622,857


			07/20/2010 21:15 CDT			3.26			1100			8,229			29,622,857


			07/20/2010 21:30 CDT			3.25			1090			8,154			29,353,558


			07/20/2010 21:45 CDT			3.25			1090			8,154			29,353,558


			07/20/2010 22:00 CDT			3.25			1090			8,154			29,353,558


			07/20/2010 22:15 CDT			3.25			1090			8,154			29,353,558


			07/20/2010 22:30 CDT			3.24			1080			8,079			29,084,260


			07/20/2010 22:45 CDT			3.24			1080			8,079			29,084,260


			07/20/2010 23:00 CDT			3.24			1080			8,079			29,084,260


			07/20/2010 23:15 CDT			3.24			1080			8,079			29,084,260


			07/20/2010 23:30 CDT			3.24			1080			8,079			29,084,260


			07/20/2010 23:45 CDT			3.23			1070			8,004			28,814,961


			07/21/2010 00:00 CDT			3.23			1070			8,004			28,814,961


			07/21/2010 00:15 CDT			3.22			1060			7,929			28,545,662


			07/21/2010 00:30 CDT			3.22			1060			7,929			28,545,662


			07/21/2010 00:45 CDT			3.22			1060			7,929			28,545,662


			07/21/2010 01:00 CDT			3.22			1060			7,929			28,545,662


			07/21/2010 01:15 CDT			3.22			1060			7,929			28,545,662


			07/21/2010 01:30 CDT			3.21			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 01:45 CDT			3.21			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 02:00 CDT			3.21			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 02:15 CDT			3.21			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 02:30 CDT			3.21			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 02:45 CDT			3.2			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 03:00 CDT			3.2			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 03:15 CDT			3.2			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 03:30 CDT			3.2			1050			7,855			28,276,364


			07/21/2010 03:45 CDT			3.19			1040			7,780			28,007,065


			07/21/2010 04:00 CDT			3.19			1040			7,780			28,007,065


			07/21/2010 04:15 CDT			3.18			1030			7,705			27,737,766


			07/21/2010 04:30 CDT			3.18			1030			7,705			27,737,766


			07/21/2010 04:45 CDT			3.18			1030			7,705			27,737,766


			07/21/2010 05:00 CDT			3.18			1030			7,705			27,737,766


			07/21/2010 05:15 CDT			3.18			1030			7,705			27,737,766


			07/21/2010 05:30 CDT			3.18			1030			7,705			27,737,766


			07/21/2010 05:45 CDT			3.18			1030			7,705			27,737,766


			07/21/2010 06:00 CDT			3.17			1020			7,630			27,468,468


			07/21/2010 06:15 CDT			3.17			1020			7,630			27,468,468


			07/21/2010 06:30 CDT			3.17			1020			7,630			27,468,468


			07/21/2010 06:45 CDT			3.17			1020			7,630			27,468,468


			07/21/2010 07:00 CDT			3.16			1010			7,555			27,199,169


			07/21/2010 07:15 CDT			3.16			1010			7,555			27,199,169


			07/21/2010 07:30 CDT			3.16			1010			7,555			27,199,169


			07/21/2010 07:45 CDT			3.16			1010			7,555			27,199,169


			07/21/2010 08:00 CDT			3.16			1010			7,555			27,199,169


			07/21/2010 08:15 CDT			3.15			998			7,466			26,876,010


			07/21/2010 08:30 CDT			3.15			998			7,466			26,876,010


			07/21/2010 08:45 CDT			3.15			998			7,466			26,876,010


			07/21/2010 09:00 CDT			3.14			989			7,398			26,633,642


			07/21/2010 09:15 CDT			3.15			998			7,466			26,876,010


			07/21/2010 09:30 CDT			3.14			989			7,398			26,633,642


			07/21/2010 09:45 CDT			3.14			989			7,398			26,633,642


			07/21/2010 10:00 CDT			3.14			989			7,398			26,633,642


			07/21/2010 10:15 CDT			3.13			979			7,323			26,364,343


			07/21/2010 10:30 CDT			3.13			979			7,323			26,364,343


			07/21/2010 10:45 CDT			3.13			979			7,323			26,364,343


			07/21/2010 11:00 CDT			3.12			970			7,256			26,121,974


			07/21/2010 11:15 CDT			3.12			970			7,256			26,121,974


			07/21/2010 11:30 CDT			3.12			970			7,256			26,121,974


			07/21/2010 11:45 CDT			3.12			970			7,256			26,121,974


			07/21/2010 12:00 CDT			3.12			970			7,256			26,121,974


			07/21/2010 12:15 CDT			3.12			970			7,256			26,121,974


			07/21/2010 12:30 CDT			3.11			961			7,189			25,879,605


			07/21/2010 12:45 CDT			3.11			961			7,189			25,879,605


			07/21/2010 13:00 CDT			3.11			961			7,189			25,879,605


			07/21/2010 13:15 CDT			3.11			961			7,189			25,879,605


			07/21/2010 13:30 CDT			3.1			952			7,121			25,637,236


			07/21/2010 13:45 CDT			3.1			952			7,121			25,637,236


			07/21/2010 14:00 CDT			3.1			952			7,121			25,637,236


			07/21/2010 14:15 CDT			3.1			952			7,121			25,637,236


			07/21/2010 14:30 CDT			3.1			952			7,121			25,637,236


			07/21/2010 14:45 CDT			3.1			952			7,121			25,637,236


			07/21/2010 15:00 CDT			3.09			943			7,054			25,394,868


			07/21/2010 15:15 CDT			3.09			943			7,054			25,394,868


			07/21/2010 15:30 CDT			3.09			943			7,054			25,394,868


			07/21/2010 15:45 CDT			3.09			943			7,054			25,394,868


			07/21/2010 16:00 CDT			3.08			934			6,987			25,152,499


			07/21/2010 16:15 CDT			3.08			934			6,987			25,152,499


			07/21/2010 16:30 CDT			3.08			934			6,987			25,152,499


			07/21/2010 16:45 CDT			3.08			934			6,987			25,152,499


			07/21/2010 17:00 CDT			3.08			934			6,987			25,152,499


			07/21/2010 17:15 CDT			3.07			925			6,919			24,910,130


			07/21/2010 17:30 CDT			3.07			925			6,919			24,910,130


			07/21/2010 17:45 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/21/2010 18:00 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/21/2010 18:15 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/21/2010 18:30 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/21/2010 18:45 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/21/2010 19:00 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/21/2010 19:15 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/21/2010 19:30 CDT			3.05			907			6,785			24,425,392


			07/21/2010 19:45 CDT			3.05			907			6,785			24,425,392


			07/21/2010 20:00 CDT			3.05			907			6,785			24,425,392


			07/21/2010 20:15 CDT			3.05			907			6,785			24,425,392


			07/21/2010 20:30 CDT			3.05			907			6,785			24,425,392


			07/21/2010 20:45 CDT			3.04			898			6,718			24,183,023


			07/21/2010 21:00 CDT			3.04			898			6,718			24,183,023


			07/21/2010 21:15 CDT			3.04			898			6,718			24,183,023


			07/21/2010 21:30 CDT			3.04			898			6,718			24,183,023


			07/21/2010 21:45 CDT			3.03			889			6,650			23,940,655


			07/21/2010 22:00 CDT			3.03			889			6,650			23,940,655


			07/21/2010 22:15 CDT			3.03			889			6,650			23,940,655


			07/21/2010 22:30 CDT			3.03			889			6,650			23,940,655


			07/21/2010 22:45 CDT			3.03			889			6,650			23,940,655


			07/21/2010 23:00 CDT			3.02			880			6,583			23,698,286


			07/21/2010 23:15 CDT			3.02			880			6,583			23,698,286


			07/21/2010 23:30 CDT			3.02			880			6,583			23,698,286


			07/21/2010 23:45 CDT			3.02			880			6,583			23,698,286


			07/22/2010 00:00 CDT			3.02			880			6,583			23,698,286


			07/22/2010 00:15 CDT			3.02			880			6,583			23,698,286


			07/22/2010 00:30 CDT			3.01			872			6,523			23,482,847


			07/22/2010 00:45 CDT			3.01			872			6,523			23,482,847


			07/22/2010 01:00 CDT			3.01			872			6,523			23,482,847


			07/22/2010 01:15 CDT			3.01			872			6,523			23,482,847


			07/22/2010 01:30 CDT			3			863			6,456			23,240,478


			07/22/2010 01:45 CDT			3			863			6,456			23,240,478


			07/22/2010 02:00 CDT			3			863			6,456			23,240,478


			07/22/2010 02:15 CDT			3			863			6,456			23,240,478


			07/22/2010 02:30 CDT			3			863			6,456			23,240,478


			07/22/2010 02:45 CDT			3			863			6,456			23,240,478


			07/22/2010 03:00 CDT			2.99			854			6,388			22,998,109


			07/22/2010 03:15 CDT			2.99			854			6,388			22,998,109


			07/22/2010 03:30 CDT			2.99			854			6,388			22,998,109


			07/22/2010 03:45 CDT			2.99			854			6,388			22,998,109


			07/22/2010 04:00 CDT			2.99			854			6,388			22,998,109


			07/22/2010 04:15 CDT			2.98			845			6,321			22,755,740


			07/22/2010 04:30 CDT			2.98			845			6,321			22,755,740


			07/22/2010 04:45 CDT			2.98			845			6,321			22,755,740


			07/22/2010 05:00 CDT			2.98			845			6,321			22,755,740


			07/22/2010 05:15 CDT			2.98			845			6,321			22,755,740


			07/22/2010 05:30 CDT			2.98			845			6,321			22,755,740


			07/22/2010 05:45 CDT			2.97			837			6,261			22,540,301


			07/22/2010 06:00 CDT			2.97			837			6,261			22,540,301


			07/22/2010 06:15 CDT			2.97			837			6,261			22,540,301


			07/22/2010 06:30 CDT			2.97			837			6,261			22,540,301


			07/22/2010 06:45 CDT			2.96			828			6,194			22,297,932


			07/22/2010 07:00 CDT			2.96			828			6,194			22,297,932


			07/22/2010 07:15 CDT			2.96			828			6,194			22,297,932


			07/22/2010 07:30 CDT			2.96			828			6,194			22,297,932


			07/22/2010 07:45 CDT			2.96			828			6,194			22,297,932


			07/22/2010 08:00 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 08:15 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 08:30 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 08:45 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 09:00 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 09:15 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 09:30 CDT			2.94			811			6,067			21,840,125


			07/22/2010 09:45 CDT			2.94			811			6,067			21,840,125


			07/22/2010 10:00 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 10:15 CDT			2.95			820			6,134			22,082,494


			07/22/2010 10:30 CDT			2.96			828			6,194			22,297,932


			07/22/2010 10:45 CDT			2.97			837			6,261			22,540,301


			07/22/2010 11:00 CDT			2.98			845			6,321			22,755,740


			07/22/2010 11:15 CDT			3.01			872			6,523			23,482,847


			07/22/2010 11:30 CDT			3.06			916			6,852			24,667,761


			07/22/2010 11:45 CDT			3.09			943			7,054			25,394,868


			07/22/2010 12:00 CDT			3.12			970			7,256			26,121,974


			07/22/2010 12:15 CDT			3.17			1020			7,630			27,468,468


			07/22/2010 12:30 CDT			3.22			1060			7,929			28,545,662


			07/22/2010 12:45 CDT			3.27			1110			8,303			29,892,156


			07/22/2010 13:00 CDT			3.33			1170			8,752			31,507,948


			07/22/2010 13:15 CDT			3.38			1220			9,126			32,854,442


			07/22/2010 13:30 CDT			3.43			1280			9,575			34,470,234


			07/22/2010 13:45 CDT			3.46			1310			9,799			35,278,130


			07/22/2010 14:00 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/22/2010 14:15 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/22/2010 14:30 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/22/2010 14:45 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/22/2010 15:00 CDT			3.48			1330			9,949			35,816,727


			07/22/2010 15:15 CDT			3.47			1320			9,874			35,547,429


			07/22/2010 15:30 CDT			3.46			1310			9,799			35,278,130


			07/22/2010 15:45 CDT			3.45			1300			9,725			35,008,831


			07/22/2010 16:00 CDT			3.43			1280			9,575			34,470,234


			07/22/2010 16:15 CDT			3.41			1250			9,351			33,662,338


			07/22/2010 16:30 CDT			3.4			1240			9,276			33,393,039


			07/22/2010 16:45 CDT			3.38			1220			9,126			32,854,442


			07/22/2010 17:00 CDT			3.36			1200			8,977			32,315,844


			07/22/2010 17:15 CDT			3.37			1210			9,051			32,585,143


			07/22/2010 17:30 CDT			3.65			1520			11,370			40,933,403


			07/22/2010 17:45 CDT			4.04			1990			14,886			53,590,442


			07/22/2010 18:00 CDT			4.6			2780			20,796			74,865,039


			07/22/2010 18:15 CDT			5.54			4380			32,765			117,952,831


			07/22/2010 18:30 CDT			6.79			7030			52,588			189,316,987


			07/22/2010 18:45 CDT			7.78			9540			71,364			256,910,961


			07/22/2010 19:00 CDT			8.5			11600			86,774			312,386,494			In the 12 hour period from 6:15 pm on July 22nd to  6:15 am July 23rd, the Estabrook dam conveyed enough water to fill the MMSD deep tunnel more than 30 times.


			07/22/2010 19:15 CDT			9.12			13500			100,987			363,553,247						13,084,954,597.40			30.2892467532


			07/22/2010 19:30 CDT			9.51			14800			110,712			398,562,078			If you look at the 24 hour period starting at the same time, the dam conveyed enough water to fill the MMSD deep tunnel more than 39 times


			07/22/2010 19:45 CDT			9.8			15800			118,192			425,491,948						16,877,218,909.09			39.0676363636


			07/22/2010 20:00 CDT			10.04			16600			124,177			447,035,844


			07/22/2010 20:15 CDT			10.17			17100			127,917			460,500,779


			07/22/2010 20:30 CDT			10.33			17700			132,405			476,658,701


			07/22/2010 20:45 CDT			10.41			18000			134,649			484,737,662


			07/22/2010 21:00 CDT			10.48			18200			136,145			490,123,636


			07/22/2010 21:15 CDT			10.44			18100			135,397			487,430,649


			07/22/2010 21:30 CDT			10.39			17900			133,901			482,044,675


			07/22/2010 21:45 CDT			10.33			17700			132,405			476,658,701


			07/22/2010 22:00 CDT			10.19			17200			128,665			463,193,766


			07/22/2010 22:15 CDT			10.04			16600			124,177			447,035,844


			07/22/2010 22:30 CDT			9.79			15800			118,192			425,491,948


			07/22/2010 22:45 CDT			9.56			15000			112,208			403,948,052


			07/22/2010 23:00 CDT			9.28			14000			104,727			377,018,182


			07/22/2010 23:15 CDT			8.95			13000			97,247			350,088,312


			07/22/2010 23:30 CDT			8.66			12100			90,514			325,851,429


			07/22/2010 23:45 CDT			8.34			11100			83,034			298,921,558						406837			sum of 96 discharge measurements July 22


			07/23/2010 00:00 CDT			8.04			10300			77,049			277,377,662


			07/23/2010 00:15 CDT			7.82			9650			72,187			259,873,247


			07/23/2010 00:30 CDT			7.6			9060			67,774			243,984,623


			07/23/2010 00:45 CDT			7.42			8590			64,258			231,327,584


			07/23/2010 01:00 CDT			7.2			8030			60,069			216,246,857


			07/23/2010 01:15 CDT			7.02			7580			56,702			204,128,416


			07/23/2010 01:30 CDT			6.84			7150			53,486			192,548,571


			07/23/2010 01:45 CDT			6.71			6840			51,167			184,200,312


			07/23/2010 02:00 CDT			6.54			6450			48,249			173,697,662


			07/23/2010 02:15 CDT			6.41			6160			46,080			165,888,000


			07/23/2010 02:30 CDT			6.25			5810			43,462			156,462,545


			07/23/2010 02:45 CDT			6.15			5600			41,891			150,807,273


			07/23/2010 03:00 CDT			6.04			5370			40,170			144,613,403


			07/23/2010 03:15 CDT			5.95			5180			38,749			139,496,727


			07/23/2010 03:30 CDT			5.88			5040			37,702			135,726,545


			07/23/2010 03:45 CDT			5.78			4840			36,206			130,340,571


			07/23/2010 04:00 CDT			5.7			4680			35,009			126,031,792


			07/23/2010 04:15 CDT			5.61			4510			33,737			121,453,714


			07/23/2010 04:30 CDT			5.55			4390			32,839			118,222,130


			07/23/2010 04:45 CDT			5.49			4280			32,017			115,259,844


			07/23/2010 05:00 CDT			5.45			4210			31,493			113,374,753


			07/23/2010 05:15 CDT			5.36			4040			30,221			108,796,675


			07/23/2010 05:30 CDT			5.32			3970			29,698			106,911,584


			07/23/2010 05:45 CDT			5.27			3880			29,024			104,487,896


			07/23/2010 06:00 CDT			5.23			3810			28,501			102,602,805


			07/23/2010 06:15 CDT			5.18			3720			27,828			100,179,117						485890			sum of 49 measurements 6:15 PM- 6:15 AM


			07/23/2010 06:30 CDT			5.15			3670			27,454			98,832,623


			07/23/2010 06:45 CDT			5.12			3620			27,079			97,486,130


			07/23/2010 07:00 CDT			5.09			3570			26,705			96,139,636


			07/23/2010 07:15 CDT			5.05			3500			26,182			94,254,545


			07/23/2010 07:30 CDT			5.03			3470			25,957			93,446,649


			07/23/2010 07:45 CDT			4.99			3400			25,434			91,561,558


			07/23/2010 08:00 CDT			4.98			3380			25,284			91,022,961


			07/23/2010 08:15 CDT			4.95			3330			24,910			89,676,468


			07/23/2010 08:30 CDT			4.93			3300			24,686			88,868,571


			07/23/2010 08:45 CDT			4.9			3250			24,312			87,522,078


			07/23/2010 09:00 CDT			4.88			3220			24,087			86,714,182


			07/23/2010 09:15 CDT			4.87			3200			23,938			86,175,584


			07/23/2010 09:30 CDT			4.85			3170			23,713			85,367,688


			07/23/2010 09:45 CDT			4.84			3150			23,564			84,829,091


			07/23/2010 10:00 CDT			4.81			3100			23,190			83,482,597


			07/23/2010 10:15 CDT			4.79			3070			22,965			82,674,701


			07/23/2010 10:30 CDT			4.77			3040			22,741			81,866,805


			07/23/2010 10:45 CDT			4.76			3030			22,666			81,597,506


			07/23/2010 11:00 CDT			4.75			3010			22,516			81,058,909


			07/23/2010 11:15 CDT			4.73			2980			22,292			80,251,013


			07/23/2010 11:30 CDT			4.71			2950			22,068			79,443,117


			07/23/2010 11:45 CDT			4.68			2900			21,694			78,096,623


			07/23/2010 12:00 CDT			4.66			2870			21,469			77,288,727


			07/23/2010 12:15 CDT			4.65			2850			21,319			76,750,130


			07/23/2010 12:30 CDT			4.64			2840			21,245			76,480,831


			07/23/2010 12:45 CDT			4.62			2810			21,020			75,672,935


			07/23/2010 13:00 CDT			4.62			2810			21,020			75,672,935


			07/23/2010 13:15 CDT			4.6			2780			20,796			74,865,039


			07/23/2010 13:30 CDT			4.58			2750			20,571			74,057,143


			07/23/2010 13:45 CDT			4.57			2730			20,422			73,518,545


			07/23/2010 14:00 CDT			4.56			2720			20,347			73,249,247


			07/23/2010 14:15 CDT			4.55			2700			20,197			72,710,649


			07/23/2010 14:30 CDT			4.56			2720			20,347			73,249,247


			07/23/2010 14:45 CDT			4.55			2700			20,197			72,710,649


			07/23/2010 15:00 CDT			4.54			2690			20,123			72,441,351


			07/23/2010 15:15 CDT			4.53			2670			19,973			71,902,753


			07/23/2010 15:30 CDT			4.52			2660			19,898			71,633,455


			07/23/2010 15:45 CDT			4.5			2630			19,674			70,825,558


			07/23/2010 16:00 CDT			4.5			2630			19,674			70,825,558


			07/23/2010 16:15 CDT			4.49			2610			19,524			70,286,961


			07/23/2010 16:30 CDT			4.47			2580			19,300			69,479,065


			07/23/2010 16:45 CDT			4.47			2580			19,300			69,479,065


			07/23/2010 17:00 CDT			4.46			2570			19,225			69,209,766


			07/23/2010 17:15 CDT			4.44			2540			19,001			68,401,870


			07/23/2010 17:30 CDT			4.43			2530			18,926			68,132,571


			07/23/2010 17:45 CDT			4.43			2530			18,926			68,132,571


			07/23/2010 18:00 CDT			4.42			2510			18,776			67,593,974


			07/23/2010 18:15 CDT			4.41			2500			18,701			67,324,675


			07/23/2010 18:30 CDT			4.4			2480			18,552			66,786,078


			07/23/2010 18:45 CDT			4.39			2470			18,477			66,516,779


			07/23/2010 19:00 CDT			4.39			2470			18,477			66,516,779


			07/23/2010 19:15 CDT			4.38			2450			18,327			65,978,182


			07/23/2010 19:30 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/23/2010 19:45 CDT			4.37			2440			18,252			65,708,883


			07/23/2010 20:00 CDT			4.36			2430			18,178			65,439,584


			07/23/2010 20:15 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/23/2010 20:30 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/23/2010 20:45 CDT			4.35			2410			18,028			64,900,987


			07/23/2010 21:00 CDT			4.34			2400			17,953			64,631,688


			07/23/2010 21:15 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/23/2010 21:30 CDT			4.33			2380			17,804			64,093,091


			07/23/2010 21:45 CDT			4.32			2370			17,729			63,823,792


			07/23/2010 22:00 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/23/2010 22:15 CDT			4.31			2350			17,579			63,285,195


			07/23/2010 22:30 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/23/2010 22:45 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/23/2010 23:00 CDT			4.3			2340			17,504			63,015,896


			07/23/2010 23:15 CDT			4.29			2330			17,430			62,746,597


			07/23/2010 23:30 CDT			4.28			2310			17,280			62,208,000


			07/23/2010 23:45 CDT			4.28			2310			17,280			62,208,000						346560			sum of 96 discharge measurements July 23


			07/24/2010 00:00 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/24/2010 00:15 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/24/2010 00:30 CDT			4.27			2300			17,205			61,938,701


			07/24/2010 00:45 CDT			4.26			2280			17,056			61,400,104


			07/24/2010 01:00 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/24/2010 01:15 CDT			4.25			2270			16,981			61,130,805


			07/24/2010 01:30 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/24/2010 01:45 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506


			07/24/2010 02:00 CDT			4.23			2240			16,756			60,322,909


			07/24/2010 02:15 CDT			4.24			2260			16,906			60,861,506
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National Weather Service



Advanced Hydrological Prediction Service



Retreieved 2-13-14 from:



http://water.weather.gov/ahps2/crests.php?wfo=mkx&gage=meew3



Historical Crests for Milwaukee River at Milwaukee-Estabrook Park

(1) 10.00 ft on 06/21/1997
(2) 9.00 ft on 03/20/1918
(3) 9.00 ft on 08/06/1924
(4) 8.06 ft on 06/08/2008
(5) 8.05 ft on 03/31/1960
(6) 7.92 ft on 04/03/1959
(7) 7.55 ft on 03/19/1948
(8) 7.53 ft on 03/24/1975
(9) 7.50 ft on 08/06/1998
(10) 7.46 ft on 07/02/1978
(11) 7.13 ft on 03/22/1952
(12) 7.10 ft on 03/15/1929
(13) 7.10 ft on 06/24/1940
(14) 7.00 ft on 03/15/1946
(15) 6.93 ft on 05/24/2004
(16) 6.89 ft on 06/05/1953
(17) 6.87 ft on 04/19/1993
(18) 6.84 ft on 07/23/2010
(19) 6.81 ft on 03/16/1943
(20) 6.61 ft on 03/04/1974
(21) 6.57 ft on 07/10/1984
(22) 6.54 ft on 03/30/1984
(23) 6.50 ft on 06/19/1996
(24) 5.86 ft on 03/23/2011
(25) 5.81 ft on 03/11/2009
(26) 5.77 ft on 07/15/2010
(27) 5.74 ft on 04/03/2007
(28) 5.68 ft on 08/28/1995
(29) 5.60 ft on 04/11/2008
(30) 5.54 ft on 03/16/2007
(31) 4.96 ft on 07/01/1991
(32) 4.93 ft on 03/14/2010
(33) 4.88 ft on 11/01/1992
(34) 4.55 ft on 03/31/2008
(35) 4.36 ft on 03/23/1994
(36) 4.05 ft on 02/13/2009
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Life of all kinds has returned to the Milwaukee 



River. 



© Robert Queen



April 2005



River on the rebound



Restoring the lifeblood 



that flows through the 



heart of Milwaukee.



Kathleen Wolski and 



William Wawrzyn



When "Milwaukee" meant the river | River interests regrouped



For more than 150 years it took a lot of kicks, but recent restoration and 



protection has helped revitalize the Milwaukee River, and it is definitely a 



river on the rebound. One of the most dramatic and controversial changes to 



the river focused on removing the North Avenue Dam in downtown 



Milwaukee, but the river's story stretches much farther upstream and much 



further back in time.



Almost 100 miles in length, the Milwaukee River flows from headwaters in 



Fond du Lac and Sheboygan counties through seven counties draining an area 



of nearly 725 square miles that is home to a fifth of Wisconsin's residents. The 



river's north, east and west branches, and Cedar Creek merge with the 



Kinnickinnic and Menomonee rivers in this "gathering place by the 



waters" (the Native American meaning of "Milwaukee") to flow through the 



city into the Milwaukee River Estuary and Lake Michigan.



In its upper reaches, the Milwaukee River drains undeveloped portions of the 



Northern Unit of the Kettle Moraine State Forest and developed rural lands. 



Runoff from barnyards, feedlots, and ever increasing paved suburban 
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developments flow downstream. The river's lower reaches tax the waters even 



more substantially. The Milwaukee River system drains the most densely 



populated region in the state. Moreover, more than 950 industries and 14 



municipal treatment plants discharge wastewater into the water basin and 



runoff from streets, rail yards and rooftops strain its natural abilities to cleanse 



and recover. Still, there are encouraging signs that the river's vital role in 



Milwaukee's economic past will be reflected in renewed prosperity as the river 



recovers into the future.



When "Milwaukee" meant the river



During the city's formative years, the river helped transform the region into a 



major transportation, economic and industrial center. With the opening of the 



Erie Canal, the first trading vessels arrived in Milwaukee in 1832, creating 



demand to develop transportation routes that could move imported goods west 



and ship Wisconsin's ample natural resources to eastern and European 



markets. A Milwaukee canal was envisioned as a conduit and a catapult for 



economic growth.



The Milwaukee and Rock River Canal was an ambitious plan designed to link 



the Milwaukee and Menomonee rivers with a manmade waterway that would 



follow the Menomonee west, cut through to the Rock River and the four lakes 



in Madison, link to the Wisconsin River, and eventually to the Mississippi.



In 1835, a timber dam across the Milwaukee River, just south of North 



Avenue, was built to control water flow in the Milwaukee and Rock River 



Canal. Only about one mile of the project along the west banks of the 



Milwaukee River was completed before the project was abandoned. The 



Milwaukee and Rock River Canal Company went bankrupt and ceased 



operation in 1866, the same year spring floods washed out the original dam; 



its timbers damaged or destroyed five bridges on the Milwaukee River on 



their way downstream to Lake Michigan. In 1884, the City of Milwaukee 



filled in the canal and built Commerce Street on the site.



A new dam was built in 1891 to control flooding and regulate water between 



the upper and lower portions of the river. The 2.5-mile-long 82-acre 



impoundment created behind the dam was a prime place of leisure and 



recreation for many Milwaukeeans. Swimming schools, beaches, passenger 



ferries, boat liveries, rowing schools and commercial icehouses thrived above 



the dam. Ships and barges continued to use the lower river to meet the 



transportation needs of the machine shops, breweries, tanneries, paper mills, 



factories and other industries located along the river.



Unfortunately, in addition to recreation and commerce, the river was a 



convenient dumping ground. Industries and residents used the river as a 



sewer, and stormwater runoff from developing urban areas and agricultural 



lands upstream further eroded water quality. Water pollution closed the 



beaches in the 1930s and city residents complained of a foul odor from the 



river. Sediments built up behind dams and other obstructions trapped 
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pollutants like heavy metals, organic chemicals and nutrients in the silty 



layers.



For the most part, Milwaukeeans turned their back on the river during the 



post-WWII years. New families moved out of the older neighborhoods along 



the river seeking new housing on the city fringe and in the suburbs. Public 



parks and private developments bordering the river fell into disuse and 



disrepair.



Railroads and trucks replaced freighters, and in 1959 the last commercial 



vessel navigated the Milwaukee River upstream of Buffalo Street. Many 



factories and warehouses along the lower river closed, leaving behind 



abandoned and blighted buildings. Downtown Milwaukee, once the heart of 



evening entertainment, had become a ghost town after offices closed for the 



day. Ornate movie theaters were torn down and replaced with parking lots.



River interests regrouped



Cleaning up the river has provided outstanding examples of regional 



cooperation, citizen and community involvement. As in so many Wisconsin 



rivers and streams, wastewater and piped wastes from industries were once 



considered the major impediment to water quality. Beginning in the 1970s, 



major investments upgraded private and public wastewater treatment plants. 



Soon after, hundreds of millions of dollars were spent containing and treating 



combined sewer overflows in the Milwaukee area. Those efforts continue.



Nevertheless, environmental quality and river uses along the Milwaukee River 



were still limited. Recognizing these conditions, the Department of Natural 



Resources completed a comprehensive plan that recommended improvements 



throughout the Milwaukee River Basin. Thanks in part to this planning effort, 



a Milwaukee River Revitalization Council and a watershed plan developed to 



focus on the river's cultural, environmental, recreational and economic 



benefits. The River Revitalization Foundation raised community support to 



acquire land to form a recreational trail and corridor along the lower 



riverbanks. Now, cement that might formerly have been used to channel and 



straighten the river is being poured for riverwalks, new homes and businesses 



proud to carry a riverside address.



Thousands of students from area high schools participate in the Testing the 



Waters program to monitor and learn about water quality in the river. 



Landowners in rural areas are working with the state on cost-sharing programs 



to help reduce runoff pollution from their farms. Each year, business groups 



and nonprofit organizations join together for river cleanups. Cities, villages 



and towns are developing riverwalks, parks, and are sponsoring festivals and 



activities celebrating the vitality of the Milwaukee River.



Much of the river's physical recovery can be linked to projects that removed 



seven obsolete dams on the main stem and tributary waters starting in 1990. 



These removals included the Young America in Washington County, the 



Woolen Mills dam in the city of West Bend, Chair Factory dam in the Village 
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of Grafton, the DNR's New Fane dam in the Kettle Moraine State Forest, the 



Waubeka dam outside of Fredonia, the Schweitzer dam outside of Jackson, as 



well as the largest dam on the river, North Avenue Dam in Milwaukee.



As noted in the River Alliance's account of river recovery, "At the former 



Chair Factory dam site in Grafton, removal uncovered beautiful dells as this 



portion of the Milwaukee River cuts through the Niagara Escarpment. At both 



New Fane and Young America dam sites, removal restored habitat for the 



threatened longear sunfish. In West Bend, removal of the Woolen Mills dam...



[subsequently] created a 60-acre park that has become the crown jewel of that 



city."



Removing the North Avenue Dam and impoundment was viewed as a 



linchpin for riverside recovery. In late 1990, the dam gates were opened, 



lowering water levels to accommodate replacing of a water main and repairing 



a bridge. Then-Mayor John Norquist agreed to leave the dam gates open while 



DNR staff led a technical advisory group consisting of city, county, village of 



Shorewood, Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission and the 



Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District. The technical team studied 



alternatives and recommended partial removal of the dam to lower and narrow 



the river flow to natural conditions. Once exposed muds dried out and 



consolidated, the riverbanks were seeded with natural vegetation to keep 



sediments in place as the river returned to a natural state.



To help the Milwaukee River heal itself,



the North Avenue Dam was removed. 



© William Wawrzyn



The 2.5 miles of river from the Estabrook Dam to the North Avenue Dam 



narrowed considerably as the free-flowing river resumed a more natural 



course. The drawdown also exposed more than 150 years of accumulated 



garbage. During the summers of 1991 and 1992, Youth Conservation Corps 



members and numerous volunteers removed and recycled more than 2,000 



tires and about 600 yards of other debris including auto parts, shopping carts 



and appliances. Water quality and habitat was improving. Fish subsequently 



moved in from populations upstream and downstream of the former dam.



Downstream, the City began building the first segment of a downtown 



riverwalk system and started holding annual festivals like River Splash to 



celebrate the river. The enthusiasm spawned equal interest in revitalizing 



neighborhoods and housing downtown. Further study recommended removing 



the dam in its entirety. Permits were secured and the dam was taken out in 



1997.



The fishery responded very quickly, noted Will Wawrzyn, one of the DNR 



biologists who spent more than seven years working on the project. Fish 



species using the river increased five-fold in just a few years. The waters that 
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used to hold common carp and white sucker now have healthy populations of 



smallmouth bass. Walleye and lake sturgeon restoration projects are underway 



and a state-threatened species, the greater redhorse, is common here. Where 



the river flow remains strong and steady, trout and salmon have migrated 



approximately 30 river miles upstream as far as the Village of Grafton on the 



Milwaukee River and to the City of Cedarburg on Cedar Creek. Today, you 



can walk along the former impoundment and see herons and osprey, red fox 



and river otters on restored wetlands along the floodplain.



City parks along the river are benefiting from a renewed interest from 



neighborhood coalitions through groups like the Urban Ecology Center in 



Riverside Park. The center holds canoe trips, river exploration and remains a 



community center for scientific explorations in the heart of the city. The city, 



county and state are working on a streambank restoration project to stop 



erosion, establish hiking trails, and create canoe and kayak access. A canoe 



trip along the Milwaukee River from North Avenue to downtown presents a 



beautiful urban perspective. Luxury apartments and condominiums have 



replaced old warehouses. During the warmer months, outdoor tables in 



restaurants and pubs that located on the river are at a premium, and pontoon 



and paddle boat rentals are available.



The city has nearly completed the downtown phase of the riverwalk, and 



future development will focus on the north and south ends, possibly extending 



from the North Avenue bridge to the Third Ward and Lake Michigan harbor. 



A pedestrian bridge now spans the former dam site connecting new 



developments along Commerce St. and existing Riverwest neighborhood with 



that of the historic Brady St. neighborhood.



Rich in history, the Milwaukee River is finally receiving respect and 



recognition as a treasured natural resource flowing through the heart of an 



invigorated downtown.



Kathleen Wolski is DNR's public affairs manager for southeastern 



Wisconsin. William Wawrzyn is a DNR fisheries biologist for the 



Southeast Region.
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Case Study - North Avenue


The North Avenue Dam on the Milwaukee River was a much larger structure than Woolen Mills. It was the first structure upstream from Lake Michigan and within the City of Milwaukee. It blocked anadromous runs of salmonids and other fishes from Lake Michigan. With its breach, 30 river miles were opened up to accommodate those runs, providing 7,708 hours of fishing directed at salmonids during 1998 upstream of the dam.


http://ua.dnr.wi.gov/org/water/wm/dsfm/dams/removal.html
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Comment regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement dated approximately March, 



2016 for the proposed repair of the Estabrook Dam in Milwaukee County. 



 



I am in favor of repairing the dam. 



With respect to the alternatives presented for an operational order I am generally in favor of Alternative 



#2- Partial Winter Drawdown Operation. However, no valid reason has been offered by previous draft 



EAs and the EIR as to the timing of the drawdown. The dEIS notes potential impacts on spawning runs 



and mussels associated with the proposed timing of Alternative #2. I suggest that any such impacts 



could be mitigated with a more reasonable timing of the drawdown. Since I live on the river a short 



distance upstream of the dam I have firsthand experience as to conditions on the river. I see no valid 



reason to draw down the impoundment as early as September 15. It is unreasonable to believe that 



such an early date is necessary to mitigate ice problems. More reasonable dates would be November 1 



November 15, or possibly even December 1. The same concept applies to the seasonal end of the 



proposed drawdown. The drawdown could easily be ended by April 15 and still have the same 



effectiveness at mitigating ice issues.  



Better still would be to allow flexibility in the timing and exact manner of the drawdown. I am not 



familiar with the exact timing of the various fish runs. It seems to me that they are not determined by a 



specific date on the calendar. Therefore it would seem most beneficial to begin the drawdown after the 



last run in the fall if at all possible. The same idea would also apply in spring.  If there are known fish 



runs in early spring, then it seems that the end of the drawdown should begin before such time if 



possible. If not possible to time the drawdown season to fully accommodate fish runs, it would seem 



that past practice of opening one or 2 of the gates partially to facilitate such runs could be easily 



achieved and allowed and provided for as a part of the operational order. 



When the dam was originally built, there had been a recent history of large flooding events occurring in 



March that were associated with the buildup of ice on the river in conjunction with rain events and the 



beginning of thawing of such ice. It seems readily apparent that a study of such events could easily be 



done with the goal of achieving a better proposed date for ending the drawdown than the seemingly 



arbitrary date proposed. I believe the conclusion of such a study would be that significant flooding 



events exacerbated by ice have generally not happened beyond April 1 and likely have never happened 



beyond April 15. Now there is recent history of 5 and 10 year flooding events occurring in April. These 



recent events have not been associated with significant ice buildup factors, to my knowledge.  So it 



could be that ending of the drawdown in April would also then cause the need to open the gates for rain 



events in April. Again, a competent and objective study of such events would surely lead to a logical 



conclusion that would call for ending the drawdown significantly earlier than May 15 and perhaps as 



early as April 1. 



 Better still would be to allow the beginning and end of the drawdown to be determined on a seasonal 



basis, within established time windows, but based on actual current weather factors and other actual 



current circumstances such as fish runs. 
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Whatever operational order is determined I would suggest that such order be followed by continued 



monitoring of actual conditions on the river. If actual conditions on the river indicate that improvements 



to the operational order can be made, then such improvements should be made. 



 Bearing this thought in mind, the replacement of the stop-log section with some type of permanent 



structure would be a mistake and it should not be allowed. Retaining the stop-log structure would 



provide opportunity for more present and future variations to the operational order. The operational 



order may or may not allow for a seasonal drawdown.  If it does not allow for seasonal draw-downs then 



the stop-logs would provide for more and better variations to any draw-downs required for 



maintenance or other reason. The stop-logs would also allow for more and better variations to any 



drawdown occurring outside of a standard seasonal drawdown. There is no reason to replace the stop-



log section and many reasons to retain it. It should remain. 



 



At section 2 of the dEIS, a misstatement of fact occurs. The term “run-of the river” nowhere appears in 



the original PSC permit.  



The original 1937 Public Service Commission permit, provided for a fixed pool during “normal 



conditions”. Flood control and maintenance are two of the stated conditions, which the document cites as 



reasons for “operating the dam”.  Normal water level is defined as 36’, according to the applicant’s 



datum, which is the historic natural water elevation.  No other operational order was made at that time. 



 



The only authoritative document making any recommendations as to the water level is the original 



permit, which was granted on May 26, 1937. (5) The permit provides for a normal water level under 



normal conditions and states: 



 



“It is proposed to maintain a normal water level at approximately 36.00 feet applicants datum."  



(underlining added) 



 



It also states previous to that:  
 



“The purpose of the proposed dam is flood control, maintaining normal water level under normal 



conditions, and to provide recreational facilities." (underlining  and italics added) 



 



The permit does not require that the water level be maintained continually at any specific level. Such a 



requirement would likely be indicated by use of the word "shall"; as in, "the water level shall be 



maintained at 36.00." The permit language deliberately allowed for broad interpretation allowing for 



reasonable manipulation of the water level by using the adjective "normal" to modify the term "water 



level". The creation of ice dams under full pool condition (36.00 ft) is not a "normal" condition. 



Therefore, at some point the annual drawdown was begun. Furthermore, potential flood conditions are 
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not "normal" conditions. Therefore it was and is perfectly within reason and lawful under the permit to 



open some or all of the gates when there is flood potential and for purpose of preventing ice damming.  



There are also records suggesting that the seasonal drawdown has been occurring since at least 1969. 



Historic records and photographs demonstrate that full pond conditions during winter months led to 



severe ice dam problems. These problems required emergency action including dynamite blasting of ice 



dams. The operational protocol proposed by MRPA recommended a partial winter drawdown that 



begins later in the year than recent practice. This protocol would alleviate spring thaw and ice dam 



flooding concerns while minimizing adverse biological effects of seasonal drawdown. This protocol will 



also have biological benefits over continuous full pool operation. I have made suggestions 



recommending a similar protocol above. 



 



 Furthermore, contrary to the vague statement regarding correspondence of 1986 being the first such 



correspondence, I am attaching correspondence from 1983 acknowledging the seasonal drawdown. (42) 



The statement that the “river morphology never included a widening or ‘natural-lake-like’ feature” is not 



supported by the facts and should be removed. 



The area upstream of the present dam did consist of a lake –like area previous to excavation of the river 



bed which was begun in 1933. True, the central channel through Lincoln Park did not exist, however a 



lake-like condition of deeper and slower moving water did exist due to the existence of a substantial 



rock ledge in the river channel in the vicinity of Port Washington Road. The documents provided in 



Attachment 2 of the EIR clearly state that the removal of the rock ledge was begun in 1933. Another 



document states that the removal was 50% complete by August, 1935.  The 1937 aerial photograph 



provided which purports to prove that a lake –like condition did not exist was taken after the vast 



majority of the natural rock dam that previously existed and created the lake–like condition had been 



removed. The letter dated 9-1-39 that is included in Attachment 2 of the EIR  clearly states that the dam 



was built to maintain a water level equal to the level that existed prior to removal of the rock ledge, as 



does the document included in Attachment 2  titled “Estabrook Park Dam”.  Both of these documents 



refer to the pre-existing portion of river as a “body of still water.” MRPA has provided numerous further 



documents proving the existence of a lake-like condition and that the purpose of the dam is to maintain 



the natural historic water level. ( 1-4,6)Yet, none of these documents were been included in the EIR. The 



1940 Wisconsin Planning Board Bulleting referred to in this section clearly states that the capacity of the 



channel must never be reduced, yet this entire document is clearly biased in favor of dam removal- 



which would substantially reduce the capacity of the channel. 



 



There are problems with the hydraulic analyses conducted by SEWRPC. All of the 100 yr elevations 



portrayed in the SEWRPC analysis were higher than those portrayed in a similar study of the 



area performed by FEMA and completed in 2008. SEWRPC was asked for an explanation of this 



difference and their answer was essentially that the lake infill that has occurred since then due 
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to the draw down condition is the reason for this increase. Since the drawn down condition 



approximates dam removal conditions, this seems to indicate that dam removal will eventually 



lead to higher flood elevations than dam repair. Here is the question and the answer provided 



by Mr. Hahn of SEWRPC on August 13, 2014: 



Q. “ Also, how is it that the elevations in the EA analysis are almost all slightly higher than those 



reported in Memorandum Report 172, especially when Memorandum Report 172 claimed that 



there would be no change in the 1 % elevations until at least 2020? “ 



A. “The Milwaukee River flood flow and stage information presented in SEWRPC MR No. 172 is 



based on the effective model described in the September 26, 2008, FEMA FIS for Milwaukee 



County, which served as the starting point for the Estabrook dam EA analysis. The changes 



made to the effective model to establish the existing condition model in the analysis are 



documented on page 4 in the “Existing Condition” section of the SEWRPC Hydraulic Analysis. 



The change in stage at RM 6.829 can be attributed entirely to the refined representation of 



Estabrook dam described in the 3rd paragraph of the “Existing Condition” section. At other 



upstream locations, changes in stage relate to both this refined representation and other model 



refinements described on page 4.” (16) 



There have been two 100 year flood events since 1997. The June 21, 1997  peak flood elevation 
at the Estabrook GIS gauge was about 3/4 foot lower than what FEMA and SEWRPC flood 
models predict. The peak flow rate of that event was 16,500 cfs, 11% higher than the 100 yr 
flow rate of 14,800 cfs. The flood of  July 22, 2010, which peaked at 18,200 cfs, 23% higher than 
100 yr flood flow, had a peak elevation of 1/4 foot less than that of a 100 yr flood as modeled 
by the FEMA and SEWRPC models. (17,18) 
 
In the below reproduced email correspondence with Michael Hahn of SEWRPC, he 
acknowledges that a discrepancy of close to 1 foot between actual and modeled data exists and 
then declares such discrepancy is "reasonable". He then makes a seemingly unfounded claim 
that this discrepancy further does not apply to areas upstream of the Estabrook Dam. This is 
rather convenient for him to say, since such statement cannot be disproved because of the fact 
that the next GIS gauge is at Cedarburg, far beyond the Estabrook impoundment.  The specifics 
of the discrepancy discussed is that an actual 16,500 cfs event  in 1997 measured an actual 
elevation of 3/4 foot lower than the FEMA 2008 modeled 100 yr elevation (14,800 CFS) at the 
same point, that point being the GIS gauge just downstream of Estabrook Dam. 
 
 
Q. “SEWRPC used NGVD 29 in the hydraulic analysis for the Estabrook Dam EA and in SEWRPC 
Memorandum Report No. 172, A Watercourse System Plan for The Milwaukee River In 
Milwaukee County Upstream Of The Milwaukee Harbor Estuary. 
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According to Memorandum Report 172, a 1 % probability flood at the Estabrook Gauge has a 
flow of 14,800 CFS. According to USGS,NWS  and FEMA data,  on June 21, 1997 this gauge read 
10 feet and the flow was 16,500 CFS.  This flood is also documented in Memorandum Reprort 
172. By adding 10 feet to the gauge height, this would indicate that this larger than a 100 yr 
flood had an elevation of  617.23, NGVD29. 
 
Memorandum Report 172 states that the elevation for a 1 % flood at mile 6.829, just above 
Estabrook Dam, is 620.46. The analysis for the EA states that the elevation for a 1 % flood at the 
same point with a repaired dam is 620.68. Both studies state that the elevation for a 1% flood 
at mile 6.827, just below Estabrook Dam is 619.23. I am not sure of the exact location of the 
gauge, but according to USGS it is about 1200 feet downstream of the dam. This would put it at 
approvimately  mile 6.60. The EA analysis does not include elevations for anything downstream 
of 6.827, but the Memorandum Report 172 does. The 1 % elevation at mile 6.61 is 618.45 and 
at 6.567 it is 617.63. 
 
So, how is it that your 1 % flood elevations are approximately one foot higher than the actual 
measured elevation of a flood that was larger than a 1 % flood? “ 



A.  “We have field checked the location of USGS gage 04087000 and confirmed that the gage 
house and the published coordinates are located between Milwaukee River model cross-
sections RM 6.567 and RM 6.610 downstream from Estabrook dam. Based on the USGS 
04087000 stage-discharge rating curve, a flow of 14,800 cfs (100-year flow) would result in a 
stage of approximately 616.7 feet above NGVD29. At the location of the coordinates of USGS 
04087000, the 100-year stage of the FEMA FIS effective model and the model reflected in 
SEWRPC MR No. 172 would be about 618.0 feet above NGVD29. This difference is a reasonable 
correlation and calibration between modeled and measured data. In addition, this difference 
between the modeled and measured stage downstream of the dam would not be realized in 
the reaches of interest upstream of the dam due to the hydraulic effects of the dam 
structures.” 



 
 It would seem readily apparent that a 1 foot discrepancy between actual and modeled 
conditions is of utmost significance, especially when the actual condition shows actual flood 
elevations to be significantly lower than those claimed by FEMA and accordingly, SEWRPC.  
 
So, the SEWRPC analysis when viewed in light of the FEMA analysis shows that: 
  
1. The entire model is flawed because it does not accurately predict actual events 
2. Within the flawed model, the model shows that in-growth due to the prolonged drawdown 
has increased 100 yr flood elevations. 
  
It would then follow that upon permanent dam removal, according to these models, further 
increase to the 100 yr elevations can be expected and that such elevations may eventually 
increase beyond the established limits. (16) 
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I applaud the dEIS for its relatively objective treatment of fish an mussels at Section 11 and 



elsewhere in reference to proposed operational alternatives. Nevertheless opponents of dam 



repair will likely seize upon these sections and possible implied implications of them in 



attempts to derail this project. Therefore, I offer comments in opposition to such likely 



arguments. 



The Casper study (11) referred to as a “recent mussel study” cited by this dEIS at Section 11 



directly contradicts the possibly misleading implications of this section on mussels. The Casper 



study unequivocally states that of the four areas of the Milwaukee River that were studied, the 



Lincoln Park area had the most species of dead and alive mussels by far. All of the other areas 



studied were downstream of Lincoln Park. It would seem then that the dam is not causing a 



problem.  This expert report claims elsewhere that the removal of the North Ave dam was great 



for the environment. Yet the three areas studied by Casper that are within the former North 



Ave impoundment had about half the species of mussels. Furthermore, the Casper study was 



conducted in summer of 2012, after 4 years of continuous drawdown. There was no 



comparison to pre draw-down, so all implications that the drawdown has negative effect are 



not based on any evidence. The Casper study clearly states that there were many dead mussels 



found in dry backwater areas of the Lincoln Park area. The Casper study, rather than stating the 



obvious, that these areas were dry because of the long term drawdown, instead attempts to 



blame the supposed die-out on a supposed drought of 2012. The introduction of the Casper 



study makes it clear that many things about mussels are not known. Not all host species are 



known, it is not clearly known how juveniles feed, whether or not temperature affects 



reproduction is not really known, etc. What is known is that contaminants do affect them. Yet, 



the most contaminated area studied had the most mussels. No explanation for this was offered. 



(11) 



The discussion of mussels and fish at Section 11 and other sections related to the proposed 
operational order alternatives is general in nature and no evidence has been presented that 
would substantiate any negative effects attributed to the Estabrook Dam or use of the gates 
thereof under various operational alternatives. What are the host fish for these particular 
mussels? Which of these host fish, if any, are impacted in movement by the dam? If fish are 
restricted in movement by the dam, why are there more fish and mussel species upstream of 
the dam than downstream?  How is it that a DNR employee in the past called Estabrook Dam a 
“complete barrier” to fish movement (10) when elsewhere the DNR claims that opening of the 
North Ave Dam opened up 30 river miles to salmonid migration and now claims that it is not a 
complete barrier? (31,32) How is it that Estabrook passage is so important to the sturgeon 
being reared 50 miles upstream when they clearly will never get past the “complete barrier” at 
the Grafton dam? If any host fish are in fact restricted in movement, what proof is there that 
this restriction in movement actually affects the mussels? Is fish movement up or downstream 
necessary to mussel larvae? Or do the larvae simply need something to feed on? If movement is 
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necessary, what proof is there that movement beyond the supposed barrier is necessary?  
There is no substantial evidence that impacts of the dam under any of the proposed 
operational alternatives would have such an impact on fish and mussels as to require removal 
of the dam. 
 
Repectfully Submitted this 6th day of April, 2016, by  
 
Brian Kreuziger 
706 West Rock Place 
Glendale, WI 53209 
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From: Renate Witt
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: comments
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 9:15:52 AM


I live in the City of Milwaukee and I am against repair of the Estabrook dam.  I don't think
 repairing the dam is a good use of my tax dollars.  I support removal of the dam because this
 will result in a healthier ecosystem for the Milwaukee River.


Thank you,


Renate Witt
7556 N 53 ST
Milwaukee, WI 53223



mailto:rwitt10@gmail.com

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov






From: Brian K
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: test comment
Date: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 8:46:41 AM


This comment is a test to determine whether this email address is valid.
 
-Brian Kreuziger



mailto:tabla_brain@att.net

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov






From: Raphael Pride
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:07:11 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Raphael Pride 
snapspartan@gmail.com 
2370 N. Weil Stret 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov










From: Glen Goebel
To: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
Subject: Hearing
Date: Monday, March 14, 2016 9:25:06 PM


Hi Krisina,
Today, I was told that “several representatives from the DNR will be standing by story boards
 of the imagines fish ladders. People come in between the selected time and sometime
 during that schedule, the DNR will / may have a seating area where people will sit down to
 hear a presentation at some point.”


I’ve seen that kind of presentation for Estabrook dam but I was under the impression that it was
 going to be a hearing in which all would hear the comments and the DNR would actually be
 recording each of the comments.
 
Please clarify how the hearing will be conducted.
Thanks
Glen


This email is safe. www.avast.com



mailto:ggoebel1@wi.rr.com

mailto:Kristina.Betzold@wisconsin.gov
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From: Don McClellan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:43:23 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Don McClellan 
dmcclell@columbia-stmarys.org 
7771 N Chadwick Rd 
Glendale, WI, Wisconsin 53217



mailto:dmcclell@columbia-stmarys.org

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov










From: Al Godshaw
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: phyllis santacroce-neighbor; Christopher Daood
Subject: estabrook dam
Date: Sunday, March 27, 2016 8:45:05 PM


I live at 610 W Riverview Dr Glendale WI 53209


I am writing to you in response to the hearing that took place last week that I was unable to attend.  I have lived


on the Milwaukee River in Glendale since 1980.  I am opposed to repairing the dam !——please think about


what is best for the river itself and apply the correct biological facts for the river -in other words what is best


for the river!!!——please discard the arguments that promote boating and water skiing which might have been


best in 1938!——what is best now for the river in 2016-apply those scientific facts and than make a correct


decision as to whether to issue the permits for repair or deny on the basis of what is best for the river itself.


We know factually that repairing the dam will increase our risk upstream to flooding .  Please carefully way this


into to your decision to issue the permits.  Thank you —Alan Godshaw



mailto:algod@earthlink.net

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov
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From: Larry/Susan Neidorfler
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam repair
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 7:07:54 AM


To whom it concerns:


   I'm sending this message with hope of repairing the dam. I've lived in Glendale for
 23 years. Also, I'm a avid canoeist. Up until the long draw down of the dam I canoed
 the river weekly 3or4 times. I didn't have too drive a long distance. I realized a great
 work out and over the years saw some good wildlife. I can't express how much I miss
 paddling the Glendale section of the river. Also, I met many other paddlers, Even a
 fellow from Mequon who would bring his amphibious car on the river. I just believe
 removing the dam is taking away many many opportunities for peoples enjoyment for
 that section of the rive   


                  Thank-You
              Larry Neidorfler
5720 N. Milwaukee River PKWY
         Glendale Wi.



mailto:neidorflej@sbcglobal.net

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov






From: Terrence Pavletic
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 6:27:17 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Terrence Pavletic 
tpavlet@hotmail.com 
12121 W Sunset Lane 
Greenfield, Wisconsin 53228



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov










From: Ben Ulrich
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:16:15 PM


Good afternoon, as regards to the  estabrook dam wether it should be repaired or removed, in my opinion it should
 be removed to let the natural Eco Systems have a chance to take hold in the river again, and also in my opinion I
 think it should be done to the Thiensville dam as well, really put the natural back in the river. Thanks


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:goldeneaglecaretaking@gmail.com

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov






From: Mitch Krohn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:49:51 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Mitch Krohn 
krohnmitchell@gmail.com 
W55n223 Woodmere ct#4 
Cedarburg, Wisconsin 53012
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From: Beverly Mioskowski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:10:04 PM


Although I attended the DNR's meeting on the Estabrook Dam, I did not speak. I would like it known that I am in
 favor of repairing the Estabrook Dam. I really don't understand why, after the Common Council had already voted
 to repair the Dam, there is so much waste of taxpayer's money rehashing the YES VOTE in favor of the dam. How
 many more times does another meeting or study have to be done?


I have lived on the river just up from the Dam for 20 years. When I moved here and the dam was functioning, there
 was a lot of wildlife bordering the river. I do NOT see that wildlife now. I could see fish jump. I no longer do.
 There were people  using the river, having fun on the river. Now, nobody. In many places the river is now just too
 shallow for even a canoe. By the way, if someone really watched the river in front of my house, there are ducks that
 stand on the bed of the river and the water doesn't even come up to their bellies!


I am also tired of several economic arguments used by such politicians such as Abele and Barrett that claim
 taxpayers money is being used to build a lake for rich landowners. What Lake? I have never seen one nor have I
 ever been told by city/county government that I live on a lake. in fact, I was told that my house cost more because it
 was "on the river." I have also repeatedly been told when paying my property tax that my taxes are higher than
 those for a comparable house to mine that I PAY MORE TAXES BECAUSE MY HOUSE IS "ON THE RIVER." 
 Does anybody seriously think that if the dam is not repaired/replaced my property will NOT lose its value? Will my
 taxes be adjusted for that loss of value? I think not.


Abele says repairing the dam is building a lake for "wealthy landowners."  Perhaps he and all those ignorant of what
 this area is like should make themselves  familiar with this neighborhood  It is one of the oldest sections of
 Glendale. It is a middle class neighborhood made up of teachers, musicians, small business owners, office
 personnel, etc.  Are these taxpayers considered the "wealthy?" I think not.


I have seen two baseball games since the Braves(Yes, I mean the Milwaukee Braves.)stopped playing here. I have
 not seen a professional basketball game since Lou Al Cinder(Yes, I know that is not his present name.) played for
 the Bucks. YET MY TAXES HAVE BEEN USED TO PAY FOR TWO VERY EXPENSIVE STADIUMS THAt I
 DO NOT USE! At least access to the river is available to the public. And, it is free! Now Barrett is planning on
 using taxpayer money to build his streetcar,another "public" project that I probably will seldom if ever use. How
 many millions will that trolley cost? How many millions will be spent on the maintenance of the stadiums and the
 street car? Need-less-to-say, I am thoroughly disgusted with these two local politicians and their supporters.


I urge that the Estabrook Dam be repaired.


Beverly Mioskowski
1108 W. River park Lane
Glendale, WI 53209
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From: Bill (& Mary) Schoultz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Tear down the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 1:33:52 PM


The county has been given ample opportunity(s) to “fix” the dam and the courts have continued to extend the
 deadline to do so.
The dam serves no legitimate purpose and is a detriment to the Milwaukee River river shed.
The few individuals upstream that may benefit from repairing this albatross have had plenty of time to adjust to the
 lower water levels.
Now is the time to order the removal of the dam.  Environmentally, it is the correct course of action.
For the county board to continue to push otherwise, represents a total lack of fiscal restraint & common sense and
 will remain a constant slap in the face of all Milwaukee County residents (i.e. taxpayers) for many years to come.
Let  Mother Nature take back what belongs to her.  Remove the dam!
Thank you.
 
-Bill Schoultz
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From: David Ciepluch
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:45:41 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Please remove the dam and restore the river.


Thank you,


David Ciepluch 
dciepluch@att.net 
728 W Abbott Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221
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From: Evan Maruszewski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the Dam!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:21:38 AM


Hello, I am writing as a concerned citizen who used to live in Shorewood and now currently
 resides in Milwaukee, in Murray Hill. I and my entire family are avid hikers, walkers, bikers
 and all around nature enthusiasts. We love Wisconsin for all its splendor and beauty, and for
 us the Milwaukee river is a big part of that. We use the bike path and hiking trails of the
 Oakleaf trail constantly, rain, snow or shine. We have seen firsthand what the Estabrook dam
 is doing to the river. It is an eyesore, a danger to public safety, and not worth repairing,
 especially when it would cost us taxpayers so much money and "benefit" such a small group.
 Personally, I think it is irresponsible to even consider wasting so much money on what will
 inevitably be bad for Wisconsin in every conceivable way. It will be bad for the environment,
 it will encourage the use of damaging, loud, dangerous motorboats, and will see the further
 pollution of our sacred waterways. 


I urge you to remove the dam and secure a healthier, more cost-effective future for our
 beautiful state and all its inhabitants, human and otherwise.


--


Evan Nicholas Maruszewski
Polakie Games
3047 N. Murray
Milwaukee, WI 53211
Mobile (414) 841-6983
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From: Bill Hartz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:44:15 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Bill Hartz 
william.hartz@marquette.edu 
3228 N Holton St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Brigid Condon
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:47:43 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Brigid Condon 
brigidacondon@yahoo.com 
3004 S Superior 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: John Rumpf
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: please do NOT rebuild
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 11:14:55 PM


I live within 5 minutes and fish next to or hike by the dam multiple times a week.  Rebuilding and maintenance
 would be a huge waste of taxpayers' dollars.  I am out of town tomorrow and can't be at the hearing.


Thanks!


  John Rumpf


Sent from my iPad
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From: Greg Schuchardt
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:17:27 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Greg Schuchardt 
greg.schuchardt@gmail.com 
962 N 124th Street 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53226
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From: Quintin Bendixn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:14:31 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Quintin Bendixn 
qbendixen@gmail.com 
3157 S Adams Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Donna Pollock
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 11:34:17 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Donna Pollock


Donna Pollock 
depollock47@gmail.com 
4395 N Alpine Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Richard Schroeder
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 11:50:23 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Richard Schroeder 
richard_schroeder@bradycorp.com 
N58W24061 Clover Drive Apt 72 
Sussex, Wisconsin 53089
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From: Bob Kopesky
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:04:41 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Bob Kopesky 
kopesrj@att.net 
4645 S Scot Drive 
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
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From: sportsterdave1@gmail.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dan Removal
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:50:51 PM


Just a quick note as to the proposed repair of the Estabrook Dam.
 
As a concerned resident on Milwaukee Co. I an puzzled as to why this is even being considered. All
 around the country dams are being removed for the overall health of watersheds. Why millions of
 tax dollars are to be spent on a outdated dam project that is KNOWN to harm the environment
 and increases the risk of flooding is beyond me. PLEASE demand that Milwaukee Co. remove the
 dam. Thank you for your consideration.
 
Sincerely David Henningsen
6911 W. Wells St.
Wauwatosa, WI 53213
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Bob Bolda
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 9:18:16 PM


Kristina:


I just read the article on the recently announced lawsuit.  Wonderful news.  And, for whatever
 it's worth, repairing that dam instead of demolishing it, is NOT in the best interest of our
 natural resources.   And that obviously, is what the DNR is commissioned to do.


Bob Bolda
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From: Betsy Rowbottom
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 12:46:04 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I feel strongly about this issue.


I attended the public hearing on March 22. I was shocked by some of the individuals'
 selfishness who spoke. This is a matter of what's best for the majority of people. Removing
 the dam is very clearly what's in the best interest for most people and animals.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Betsy Rowbottom 
betsyrowbottom@gmail.com 
2120 E. Jarvis Street 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Tom McCaffrey
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:24:08 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Tom McCaffrey 
t42holden@outlook.com 
10486 W Stony Ridge Cir #19 
Sister Bay, Wisconsin 54234
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From: Dan Boehm
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Public comment re: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:11:58 PM


Please record my comments in favor of removal of the Estabrook Dam.  I appreciate the fact that removal of the dam
 saves money, and improves the health of the river for fish and other wildlife. 


Dan Boehm
Shorewood
4/5/16


Sent from my iPad
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From: Joseph Ciavaglia Jr
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:16:56 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joseph Ciavaglia Jr 
jchevy@ptd.net 
435 Behrens Road 
Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania 18229
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From: Erin Neville
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 11:11:19 AM


To Whom it may Concern, 


Please remove the Dam at Estabrook Park. As a tax payer in the County I DO NOT want to
 foot the bill for the select few that benefit from the Dam being repaired. It is better for the
 environment as well. Thank you for your time. 
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From: Will & Ann Schmid
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 6:33:41 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Will & Ann Schmid 
annschmid@mac.com 
2960 N Marietta Ave 
Milwaukee, WI, Colorado 53211d
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From: Joshua Pollack
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:19:06 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I live a few blocks away from the Estabrook Dam. I fish in the Milwaukee River, and when my
 daughter is a little older, I hope we can canoe down the river too. The river is a key resource
 to the community and it played a role in my decision to live in Shorewood.


Since I care about the river, I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the
 environmental and socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and
 that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in
 Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joshua Pollack 
joshpo@gmail.com 
4323 N Stowell Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Mary J. Kemnitz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Do not replace the dam on the Milwaukee River.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:35:37 PM


To whom it may concern,
   I have been a lifelong Milwaukean... 62 years long. It is never healthy for a river to be
 dammed. We need every river/ water supply we can keep. Thirty years from now, if we care
 for our Milwaukee River, we will be THE PLACE to be. Also, I do not appreciate paying taxes
 to harm one of our natural resources.  Respectfully, Mary Kemnitz   2608 North 53rd Street
  Milwaukee, WI 53210
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From: Michael Totoraitis
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Re: Estabrook Dam Removal
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 5:02:58 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


I am an avid fisherman and supporter of the Southeastern WI Trout Unlimited conservation
 group.


I fully support the removal of the Estabrook dam both for the future cost savings as well as
 the positive environmental effects that will come from it.


Please remove the dam. Thank you.


Respectfully,


Michael F Totoraitis
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From: Jason Reimer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam consideration
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:34:20 PM


Hi Kristina,


So, the dam… A topic that you well know has been debated for way too long—but with much passion from all
 sides.


While I’ve been a member of the River Keeper marketing committee for a year or so, I can empathize with all the
 different stories and underlying motivations. 


Our memories are extremely important—and we’d like to share those same happy times we experienced with our
 friends and families for years to come. But as much as I consider myself a romantic, I’m also a realist. And, there
 are things in play that I believe are bigger than we humans. The fact that we’re the top of the food chain shouldn’t
 mean that our needs are the only needs. Forget the monetary figures being thrown back and forth for/against
 removal or repair. What we’re talking about is a living (for now) body of water that feeds a lot of different life
 forms. We call it an “urban river”. That seems like a convenient branding of something we have never owned. It
 became an urban (dirty and less appealing) body of water due to our actions.


I feel for those who remember a certain lifestyle on the river and no longer enjoy it in the same way. But repairing
 the dam to try and recapture something that is no longer possible seems like just another example of human want
 and short-term thinking.


I’m hoping that this time human action equates to doing something that will have more of a positive long-term
 effect. Whether or not it directly benefits our near-term entertainment or not.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Jason C. Reimer
River-dweller (6815 N Elm Tree Rd, Glendale)
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From: Zachary Savage
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:16:07 PM


Bottom Line Up Front:


I am against the repair of the Estabrook Dam. As the final approving body I am petitioning
 you to decline the permit for repair and instead provide the necessary means for removal.


However, if for some incomprehensible reason you decide to move forward with repair, I am
 in favor of Alternative #1 and request the gates not be closed until June 1 and be opened
 September 1. My property is highly susceptible to flooding due to runoff and heavy spring
 rains so with the seasonal trends it is too risky for my safety if the gates are closed May 15. A
 large number of the dam repair supporters who live along Rock Place and Montclaire Avenue
 are situated above the FMEA flood plane, do not pay flood insurance, and have been
 unwilling to consider the ramifications should a flood occur.


Again, I encourage you to do the right thing by removing this albatross from our community
 and not allow a small amount of public incompetency dictate this decision.


Comments:


My name is Zach Savage and as a wakeboarder, competitive rower, grease monkey,
 and mechanical engineer I’m not your typical conservationist. I live at 838 W Riverview Dr
 in Glendale and am directly impacted by your decision. This address is also worth noting
 because my street, like many others in Glendale, honors our beautiful River. Throughout
 Glendale we have gorgeous homes lining roads named River Park, River Forest, River Edge,
 and Milwaukee River Parkway; the last of which runs through the heart of our renowned
 Lincoln and Kletzsch Parks. There are not any streets named Lake Drive, Lakeview Road, or
 Lincoln Lake Parkway because Glendale surrounds a river, not a reservoir. Like many of my
 neighbors I love living along the Milwaukee River because it provides such a unique
 experience. Rivers are dynamic, alive, and like us, the Milwaukee needs motion to maintain
 its health. 


In spring it is fed by melting snow and heavy rain as it quickly roars to life.Throughout
 summer the Milwaukee ebbs after long hot weeks exposing the shallow banks full of aquatic
 life, only to rise and flow again with the occasional passing storm. In the fall it starts to settle
 down allowing fish, migrating birds, and furred friends to have one final splash before winter.
 Even as the bone chilling cold sets in, the Milwaukee never truly sleeps. Under the ice and
 snow it continues its steady journey to Lake Michigan, revitalizing and preparing for yet
 another cycle. Without this continuous motion, there is no river.


Living near and along a river comes with responsibility. The Milwaukee is like a child
 and as a community we are responsible for raising it for the next generations to enjoy. This
 means sometimes we must admit to our mistakes and right our wrongs. Damming the
 Milwaukee in the 1930’s was a mistake, we know this now. Today we have the perfect
 opportunity to fix it. Our rich past proves we are capable of correcting wrongs, and have
 already done this extremely well. The rehabilitation of the 2.5 mile stretch of the Milwaukee
 River between Estabrook dam and the decommissioned North Avenue dam is proof a healthy
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 river and an active recreational environment will coexist after the Estabrook dam is gone.


As members of our Department of Natural Resources please look to your mission
 statement for this decision and consider the future of the Milwaukee River for generations to
 come. Public will has changed, and the scientific evidence gathered proves we should not
 replace the Estabrook Dam. I along with the majority of Glendale residents--whose Mayor
 and Common Council have unfortunately made ambiguous statements on this issue in an
 attempt to save face--stand beside the officials of our larger community who have taken a
 clear stand for removal: Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett, Shorewood Village President Guy
 Johnson, Village of Brown Deer President Carl Krueger, Milwaukee Alderman Nik Kovac,
 County Executive Chris Able, and MMSD Executive Director Kevin Shafer. These officials
 represent a population more than tenfold that of Glendale and agree removal is the safest,
 most fiscally responsible option.


I am requesting you please carry out the public will--my will--by declining the permits
 required for repairing the Estabrook Dam. Instead, I ask that you provide the necessary means
 for removal to protect and enhance our natural resources for centuries by enabling wildlife,
 fish, and a sustainable ecosystem to flourish in the upper Milwaukee River. We can protect
 and enhance our natural resource by taking action now. Outdoor recreation will continue.
 While the activities and experiences might be different than we have had in the past, it will be
 OK. Glendale is a strong community that embraces a bright future.


Thank you.


Zach Savage


Evidence Against Repair


         Cost


o   The estimated cost of repair ($5.13M over life of dam ~30 yrs.) is three times
 the estimated cost of removal ($1.67 Million).


§  Removal:


·         Capital: $1.674M


·         Annual Operating Costs: $0


§  Repair:


·         Capital: $2.518M


·         Annual Operating Cost: $160K (not including dredging)


·         Total after 20 yrs. (when the dam will need to be rebuilt or
 repaired again and dredging will need to occur): $5.134M


o   Approximately $49M was just spent on dredging and removing harmful







 PCB’s from Lincoln Park. Dredging will continue to be part of the cost of
 operation that can be avoided.


         Water Quality


o   The Dam creates poor water quality north and south of it location. It
 impounds or back up water upstream, which increases water temperatures.
 Warm water holds less oxygen than cold water harming fish and other aquatic
 life. Warm water, in combination with excess nutrients, exacerbates algae
 growth. When algae are broken down naturally in the stream by bacteria, more
 oxygen is consumed, which can decrease oxygen levels. This segment of the
 Milwaukee River (as well areas north to Cedarburg and south to Lake
 Michigan) is part of the Milwaukee Estuary “Area of Concern,” designated as
 such in 1987 due to harmful historical modifications and pollutants that are
 considered toxic contaminants.


         Sedimentation


o   The Dam causes sediment to build up in the impoundment area, which
 negatively affects fish and mussels. The lack of sediment moving downstream
 of a dam starves downstream areas of sediment needed to create riparian
 habitats, sandbars, floodplains, and other river features. Eventually, an
 impoundment will fill up with sediment, impairing water quality and
 recreational use, and must be dredged, which is very costly.


o   Historically, the County operated the Estabrook Dam by opening and closing
 the gates on a seasonal basis (open in the fall and close in the spring). When
 the gates were open, large amounts of sediment would be flushed downstream
 in one big release rather than slowly over time. These large volumes of
 sediment can cause harm to fish eggs, mussels, and other aquatic life
 downstream. While some sediment movement is natural and essential to create
 riparian habitat and to provide nutrients to downstream areas, these large
 flushes are unnatural and negatively impact the river system.


o   Sedimentation over the years has made the impoundment very shallow, even
 prior to 2009 when the Dam was ordered open. This can worsen water
 temperature and oxygen issues, as the depth of water column decreases in the
 impoundment.


         Fish impediment


o   Impediment of fish passage is another harm caused by the Dam. Removal of
 the Dam would allow fish to swim upstream to spawning habitats. Healthy and
 sustainable fisheries are important to paddlers, fishermen, and the community
 at large. Ozaukee County spent over $8 million upstream to improve fish
 passage, and the removal of Estabrook Dam would expand the benefit of those
 projects.


         Unnatural Water Levels


o   The historic Dam operations created unnatural water level manipulations.







 These abnormal seasonal fluctuations can cause “dry out” or “freeze out” of
 amphibians and other aquatic life that live in the impoundment. They lay their
 eggs along the shallow shoreline area and when that water disappears with the
 opening of the gates, the eggs or individuals dry and/or freeze.


o   While the impoundment creates seasonal and limited recreational
 opportunities, it also increases flooding on properties located upstream of the
 Dam and within the Milwaukee River floodplain. Removing the Dam would
 also restore the natural and wild aspect of the Milwaukee River in the
 Estabrook and Lincoln Park areas. Overall, the ecological health created by a
 free flowing river offers greater long term value than maintaining the
 impoundment.


         Recreation


o   Recreational opportunities, such as, paddling and fishing would be improved
 with Dam removal. Removing the Dam would eliminate motorized boating,
 however it would also remove safety hazards for other recreational uses such
 as swimming, fishing, kayaking and canoeing.








From: Lata Blackwell
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 9:49:08 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lata Blackwell 
larakblackwell@gmail.com 
2648 E Shorewood Blvd 
Wisconsin, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Miriam Schechter
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:16:48 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Miriam Schechter


Miriam Schechter 
mschechterw@gmail.com 
4045 N Richland Ct 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Bradford Kral
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Restoration Draft EIS
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 3:08:53 PM


 


03-23-2016
Response to Estabrook Dam DNR EIS Draft Report Meeting 03-22-2016
Attn: Kristina Betzold, Department of Natural Resources
2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Drive
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
 
Tel: 414-507-4946
DNREstabrook@wi.gov
 
I have reviewed the Draft EIS found on line. For the record I am in favor of restoration of the
 pre-drawdown water level through repair of the dam with the addition of a passive fish
 passage as proposed in the report. My family has lived along the banks of the Milwaukee
 River in the affected areas extending from just south of Silver Spring Drive to the north and
 as far south as within the present park itself off Green Bay Road dating back to 1927.
The usability of the river for recreation beginning with the drawdown in 2008 has been
 seriously affected, not in a favorable way. Fishing along the banks has disappeared due to
 difficult access. Canoeing and kayaking bottoms out in low flow summer months when such
 recreation is most desirable.
Aesthetically the River has been reduced to something approximating a poorly managed
 drainage ditch. The riverbed, of the “lagoon” or as some have dubbed the “lake” and other
 areas beginning near Silver Spring Drive, below the planned water mark have become a
 tangle of brush, small trees and other invasive growth over the past eight years. If this
 opportunistic growth is left in place when the impound is flooded to level, river flow,
 usability and aesthetics would be problematic.
My Question to you is as follows:
Does the proposal to restore the dam and its impoundment include removal, by
 some practical means, the invasive plants from the now exposed riverbed
 before inundation?
If so, unless I missed something, no mention is made of this remedial activity in the report.
 
Thank you for your consideration,
 
Bradford R. Kral


th
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8061 N 45  Street
Brown Deer, WI 53223-3722
Tel: 414-362-0860
 
bkral2@msn.com
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From: Heather Johnston
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Support removal of Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 8:12:37 AM


Hello,


As a Milwaukee county resident, I'm writing to communicate that I support the
 removal of Estabrook Dam.  The natural benefits of removal as well as the reduction
 in upfront capital as well as maintenance costs far outweigh any benefits of
 rebuilding this dam.  Please consider this moving forward. 


Best regards,
Heather Johnston


--
“Around here... we don't look backwards for very long. We keep moving forward, opening up new doors
 and doing new things, because we're curious... and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.”
  ― Walt Disney
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From: Tony Young
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:53:53 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Tony Young 
tonyyoung15@hotmail.com 
221 E. Monroe Street 
Port Washington, Wisconsin 53074
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From: Jeff Schenck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 9:19:20 AM


As a taxpayer, fisherman, and outdoor enthusiast, I am completely against repairing and maintaining this dam. What
 a waste when such resources are so badly needed elsewhere . As an trout fisherman, the dam serves as a major
 impediment to restoration of trout and other fish populations .  Remove the dam!!!


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Tim Schaefer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:09:26 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Tim Schaefer 
tgschaefer@ameritech.net 
1013 E Lexington Blvd 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: David Thomas
To: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR; Sturtevant, William - DNR; DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: RE: Questions about Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 5:58:50 PM


Thank you so much, Kristina,  I understand completely.  My questions are to help us formulate our
 comments, which we’ll most likely present in writing, before the deadline.  I’ll try calling you soon.
 
Thanks you again,
David
 


From: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR [mailto:Kristina.Betzold@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 5:41 PM
To: David Thomas <David@thomerwald.net>; Sturtevant, William - DNR
 <William.Sturtevant@wisconsin.gov>; DNR ESTABROOK <DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov>
Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Questions about Estabrook Dam EIS
 
David, 
 
We are able to speak with you by phone if you desire, but because phone calls are not part of
 the public record we cannot include anything discussed as a record of comment on the draft
 EIS.
 
If your questions are specific to the EIS or the EIS process you can contact me at the number
 below.  Bill can address questions specific to the dam or project itself and can be reached at
 the number on the website.
 
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 


Kristina Betzold
Environmental Analysis Specialist 
Cell Phone: (414) 507-4946
kristina.betzold@wisconsin.gov
 
 
 
 
-------- Original message --------
From: David Thomas <David@thomerwald.net>
Date: 3/15/2016 4:52 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Sturtevant, William - DNR" <William.Sturtevant@wisconsin.gov>, DNR ESTABROOK
 <DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov>, "Betzold, Kristina A - DNR"
 <Kristina.Betzold@wisconsin.gov>
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Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com
Subject: Questions about Estabrook Dam EIS
 
Hi,
 
Friends of Lincoln Park is planning on providing feedback on the operation of the Estabrook dam.  I
 have read the Draft EIS but still would like to discuss the fine points with someone from the DNR if
 you have time.
 
Friends of Lincoln park advocates for “Safe and accessible quiet water recreation” in the park.  We
 are also very protective of wildlife habitat in the park.
 
Would someone have time for a 10-15 minute phone call?  Or should I try and outline my questions
 via email?
 
Thank you so much for your interest.
 
David
Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com – Board Exec Committee.
 
David Thomas
Secretary, Friends of Lincoln Park
414-344-1044
www.LincolnParkFriends.org
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From: ina pillar
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 3:26:06 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


ina pillar 
aigheannach@yahoo.com 
236 prairie vw st 
oregon, Wisconsin 53575
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From: Denny Caneff
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:56:19 PM


Hello, Kristina:


We have been actively calling for the removal of the Estabrook Dam ever since the WNDR
 red-flagged it for repair or removal back in 2009.


It is absurd this dam is still being discussed as something that should be prepared, with the
 additional absurdity of adding fish passage there.  The best "fish passage" possible at that site
 would the absence of the concrete barrier to a free-flowing river.


I understand that the Milwaukee County Board has appropriated funds for repair and fish
 passage.  That appropriation was a purely political move and the product of bureaucratic
 machinations.  It does not reflect what would be in the best interest of the citizens of
 Milwaukee County or of an ecologically healthy Milwaukee River.


I urge the Wisconsin DNR to use its authority to the extent possible to prevent repair of this
 dam and to instead facilitate its removal.


Thank you for your consideration.


Denny Caneff
Executive Director
River Alliance of Wisconsin 
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From: Adolph Krebs
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Rebuild Estabrook dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 2:55:04 PM


As a property owner on the Milw. River, I'm for the repair of the dam, a higher river level in summer, and lake
 restoration in Lincoln Park. Thank You. Adolph Krebs .


Sent from my iPad
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From: DC Palmer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 11:04:25 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


DC Palmer 
dcpalmer_53217@yahoo.com 
5111 N Bay Ridge 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Harvey Taylor
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 10:15:58 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Harvey Taylor 
htaylor@wi.rr.com 
2557 N. Booth St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Regina Miller
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 10:22:56 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Regina Miller


Regina Miller 
mile_rock@yahoo.com 
5734 N Milwaukee River Pkwy 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Milos Vuckovich
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:40:06 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Milos Vuckovich 
milosvuckovich@gmail.com 
12530 West Lagoon Rd 
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
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From: Hanson, Eleanor J.
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook damn
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 8:19:44 PM


Please support the removal of the estabrook park river damn.
Eleanor Hanson



mailto:hansone@hartwick.edu
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From: Linda Rosland
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 2:25:20 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Linda Rosland 
linda.r@riverwestlife.com 
3412 N Pierce St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Wendy Porterfield
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 5:57:06 PM


My name is Wendy Porterfield. I live up on the Milwaukee River in Mequon. The dam should be removed. It is the
 only sensible solution to its decay. It serves no purpose any longer to repair it is ludicrous. Certainly the DNR is
 aware of the continues improvement in water quality of the Milwaukee River in our Ozaukee County. Please make
 way for better water, and increased fish by removing the dam. It will benefit us all, but most importantly future
 generations.
Wendy Porterfield
3245 Oak Shore Lane
Mequon, WI 53092
On the banks of the beautiful free flowing Milwaukee River



mailto:wjport@att.net
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From: Annette Enters
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comment Regarding the Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 1:05:28 PM


Dear Ms. Betzold,


As you heard various times during the hearing on Tues., March 22, we also want to
 thank you and the other DNR representatives for considering our comments on this
 issue.


Our address is 5230 N. Milwaukee River Parkway, Milwaukee, 53209


We are in favor of the repair of the Estabrook Dam and support the EIS, including
 the fish ladder and winter drawdown. 


Being riparians, of course, we benefit from the water level being higher.  But there
 are many others who use Lincoln park for picnicking, hiking and biking.  About 1
 year after the drawdown in 2008, we noticed along the Oakleaf Trail in Lincoln
 Park, that weeds grew up because of the low water level and became as tall as trees,
 completely blocking the view of the water.  What is the point of having a river right
 in the city if it cannot be enjoyed by the masses?


One other point, the riparians in Glendale who support dam removal site the threat
 of flooding.  Has that been a problem during the decades that the dam has been in
 place?  The only floods that we have seen have been since 2008.  These were
 severe conditions which had nothing to do with the dam.


Thanks again for your time and attention to the Milwaukee River and Estabrook
 Dam.


Sincerely,


Mark and Annette Enters



mailto:AEnters@EastbrookAcademy.org
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From: Patti McNair
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 8:57:01 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale, and
 allow the comparative pros and cons of each option to responsibly inform decision-making.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Patrice McNair


Patti McNair 
patti.mcnair@gmail.com 
1967 N. Riverwalk Way 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Patrick and Lori Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 7:45:56 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Patrick and Lori Rorabeck 
patrick.rorabeck@sbcglobal.net 
136 N. 86th Street 
WAUWATOSA, Wisconsin 53226
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From: A Moreen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 11:36:05 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


A Moreen 
almireen@gmail.com 
21482 Encina rd 
Topanga , California 90290
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From: Sara Larson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 11:29:23 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sara Larson 
sara.b.larson@gmail.com 
128 E. Rosedale Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: LISA DUEPPEN
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:44:27 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Thomas & Lisa Dueppen


LISA DUEPPEN 
tdueppen@wi.rr.com 
N91 W17582 ST REGIS DR 
MENOMONEE FALLS, Wisconsin 53051
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From: Christopher Celi
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 12:42:39 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Christopher Celi


Christopher Celi 
ccceli@gmail.com 
1025 Sherman Ave 
Madison, Wisconsin 53703
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From: John Widdifield
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:31:22 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John Widdifield 
johnwiddifield@hotmail.com 
4722 n Hollywood ave 
Whitefish bay, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Jan Koel
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 12:48:18 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Jan Koel, 
Menomonee FAlls


Jan Koel 
jdkoel@att.net 
W176N8610 Sunset Rg. 
Menomonee Falls , Wisconsin 53051- 2674
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From: Jessica Wegner
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:55:40 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jessica Wegner 
jessica.wegner@yahoo.com 
2620 South Logan Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Laura Gould
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:19:21 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Laura Gould


Laura Gould 
lgould272@gmail.com 
4432 N Woodruff Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: LAURIE MUENCH
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:44:34 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


LAURIE MUENCH 
muench.lauriej@gmail.com 
3978 S HATELY AVE 
ST FRANCIS, Wisconsin 53235
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From: Woody Benson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:34:26 AM


To Whom It May Concern,
 
After listening to the debates regarding "repair or remove" the dam, I am writing to express
 my opinion that the dam be removed. Such action will save county residents a lot of money
 as well as have a positive impact on restoring river ecology.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
 
D. Woodrow Benson
3312 N Summit Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53211
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From: Mark Crawford
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: FW: Chris Abele For Milwaukee County - Removing Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 3:02:05 PM


 
 


Crawford Asset Management, LLC
Mark Crawford


Managing Member
 


865 West Montclaire Avenue
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217


Office 414-964-5040
Cell 414-975-2599


crawford@etfwisdom.com
crawfordassetmanagement.com


This e-mail is a saved document.  It is private and contains data, files or text privileged and confidential.  This e-
mail is intended for the sole purpose of the individual or entity to which it is addressed.  It is prohibited for


 anyone else to disclose, copy, distribute or use the contents of this e-mail for any purpose.  If you have received
 this e-mail in error, please forgive the sender.  Thank you.  Infinity, gratitude, love.


 


From: Mark Crawford [mailto:crawford@etfwisdom.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 3:00 PM
To: 'jennifer@milwaukeeriverkeepers.org' <jennifer@milwaukeeriverkeepers.org>
Subject: FW: Chris Abele For Milwaukee County - Removing Estabrook Dam
 
 
 


Crawford Asset Management, LLC
Mark Crawford


Managing Member
 


865 West Montclaire Avenue
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217


Office 414-964-5040
Cell 414-975-2599


crawford@etfwisdom.com
crawfordassetmanagement.com
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This e-mail is a saved document.  It is private and contains data, files or text privileged and confidential.  This e-
mail is intended for the sole purpose of the individual or entity to which it is addressed.  It is prohibited for


 anyone else to disclose, copy, distribute or use the contents of this e-mail for any purpose.  If you have received
 this e-mail in error, please forgive the sender.  Thank you.  Infinity, gratitude, love.


 
From: John Zapfel [mailto:jz@chrisabele.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2016 10:58 AM
To: crawford@etfwisdom.com
Subject: Chris Abele For Milwaukee County - Removing Estabrook Dam
 
Mark,
 
I hope all is well.  Wanted to share with you, the ad you recorded is up:
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fczVYIBDz8
 
Please feel free to share with whomever.  
 
JZ
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From: RITA THIBODEAUX
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:47:28 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


RITA THIBODEAUX 
rita1818@wi.rr.com 
1818 E SHOREWOOD 
WI, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Jan Judziewicz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 11:35:03 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jan Judziewicz 
judziewicz@yahoo.com 
1959 N RiverWalk Way 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Brian K
To: "mailto:DNREstabrook@wi.gov"; DNR ESTABROOK; Betzold, Kristina A - DNR; DNR SECRETARY; Sen.Taylor -


 LEGIS
Subject: official comment on Estabrook Dam dEIS
Date: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 9:40:46 AM


To Whom It May Concern:
 
This is a comment regarding the draft EIS for the repair of Estabrook Dam in Milwaukee County.
 
My recollection of NR 150 is that a public hearing is not required. However, it would appear that
 one is to be held. However the notice for this hearing are conflicting. The notice that appears at
  http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/EIA/estabrook.html  says the hearing begins at 6 PM. However, that
 website then provides a “hearing notice” link to another DNR website,
 http://dnr.wi.gov/Calendar/Hearings/?id=4068  . That website says the hearing begins at 5:30 PM.
 There is also a notice published in The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel on March 8, 2016. That notice
 states a time of 6 PM.
 
Now, if the hearing is not a statutory requirement, then I suppose that notice of such hearing is also
 not a statutory requirement. However, the fact that you seem to be having a hearing would seem
 to indicate that you are still interested in public involvement in this process or at least in giving the
 impression that you are interested. The fact of the matter is that this process has been going on for
 8 years now and that DNR and Milwaukee County officials and employees have deliberately
 excluded input from stakeholders in the neighborhoods immediately adjacent to the Estabrook
 Dam Impoundment and Lincoln Park. Past notices of public hearings were not sent to
 predominantly minority areas in the  vicinity of Lincoln Park but were sent to all white
 neighborhoods nowhere near the impoundment. The concerns  and facts presented by
 stakeholder organization Milwaukee River Preservation Association have been systematically
 ignored and downplayed throughout the process. The evidence is undeniable that  DNR and
 Milwaukee County employees and officials worked in complete ignorance of the extensive changes
 to NR 150 that were effective April 1, 2014 until sometime in 2016. Even then, as the DNR
 Estabrook website implies, they still do not seem to understand the law. But when they were and
 are advised by DNR employees claiming to know the law it is understandable that some of us
 believe that there is a vast conspiracy within Milwaukee County government and the DNR intent
 on removing the Estabrook Dam in utter disregard for the law and the will of the people as
 expressed by the official Milwaukee County policy of repairing the dam as determined by
 representative democracy.
 
Speaking of those intent  on removing the dam and exerting undue influence while working in
 concert with rogue DNR and Milwaukee County  employees, the draft EIS contains an incorrect
 date regarding the nuisance lawsuit filed by an extremist organization that receives a significant
 portion of its funding from the DNR. That lawsuit was filed in 2011.
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From: Joan Tarachow
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:38:36 AM


I am opposed to repairing the Estabrook Dam for Ecological and financial reasons.


Joan Tarachow
6820 N.  Neil Pl.
Glendale, WI  53209
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From: Bernice Jones
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Esterbrook dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:25:46 PM


Please consider total removal. Better for the river and for the tax payer


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Richard Galling
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:59:41 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Richard Galling 
richard.galling@gmail.com 
903 E Juneau Ave #24 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
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From: Erik Wanta
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: tear down the dam
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:25:45 PM


-- 
Erik Wanta
312-448-1207
erikwanta@gmail.com
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From: Mark Boyce
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Please remove the dam and release the river to a more natural way of being.
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 3:38:51 PM


Kristina Betzold


Department of Natural Resources


2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Drive


Milwaukee, WI 53212


Dear Kristina,


I am a life-long Milwaukee county resident, until moving to nearby Menomonee Falls, in
 2000. I grew up two blocks from the Menomonee River north of Burleigh. I use our rivers to
 kayak, hike, stroll, photograph and draw inspiration from along it's banks. Downtown, I
 recreate and socialize next to it. It relaxes me and so many of our residents – human, animal
 and aquatic. I love our rivers. They shape who I am.


You've heard every argument before about dollar amounts, economic impact, etc. but have you
 heard this?


There is no good NEED for the Estabrook Dam. For some residents immediately upstream,
 there is a WANT.


If one looks at our long history with our rivers, one sees mostly abuse that has degraded our
 rivers throughout the time that humans have industrialized our city. The dam is a very
 unnatural, unattractive continuance of that legacy of abuse and degradation of our rivers.


The river WANTS to be a natural corridor and NEEDS to run cleaner. Nobody likes a yukky
 river. Nobody.


Where the rivers have no suggestion of the influence of our human residents, it is best. Please
 remove the dam and release the river to a more natural way of being.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Mark Boyce
262-229-1068
mboyce@me.com
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From: Michelle Boehm
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:06:55 PM


Please remove the Estabrook Dam.  It is more than shocking to me that some people are trying to
 repair the dam when that action requires substantially more public funding and has a higher
 negative environmental impact.  Repairing the dam benefits a very small minority of constituents,
 while removing it benefits considerably more.  Please make the right decision and remove the
 dam.
 
Sincerely,
 
Michelle Boehm
2401 E. Newton Ave.
Shorewood, WI  53211
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From: Laurie Segal
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:43:21 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Dean and Laurie Segal


Laurie Segal 
lbsart@gmail.com 
7037 N Lombardy Rd 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Elizabeth Bargren
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Thoughts on Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 12:53:14 PM


Good afternoon,


I was disappointed when the Milwaukee Country supervisors chose to fund the rebuilding of
 the dam.  I understand why the home owners on the river and the people who use Lincoln
 Park would like it rebuilt; however, I haven't heard a good reason why all the tax payers in the
 County should fund it.  If there is a Friends of Lincoln Park organization, I didn't hear that
 they are providing some funding and I didn't hear the riverfront homeowners offer to help
 either.  I live in Wauwatosa.  I am not a member of either Riverkeepers or Friends of Hart
 Park, but when the groups thought it would be good to have more native plants along the
 Menomonee River and Parkway here in Wauwatosa, people applied for grant money and I
 was one of many volunteers organizing and planting those plants for several years.  I
 understand that waterways are different, but putting sweat equity or dollars toward a desired
 outcome pulls more weight then just making phone calls and saying I want it to happen
 because I want it to. So funding is one issue - to rebuild it and provide maintenance for years
 to come at taxpayer expense. 


Another, is the health of the river itself.  I know that a fish passage is being built.  That's
 good.  Barriers for fish movement were just removed from the Menomonee River in
 Wauwatosa this past November.  I understand that some species have already been seen
 upriver where they haven't been in ???  So for the health of the Milwaukee River a fish
 passage will be installed.  Yep.  Or we could just take the dam out.  Better.


Thanks for considering my comments.  I appreciate the opportunity. 


Elizabeth Bargren
1941 Church ST
Wauwatosa, WI 53213
414-453-2394
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From: Chris Keene
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 12:22:12 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Chris Keene 
somedanish@yahoo.com 
4365 Glenway st. 
Wauwatosa , Wisconsin 53222
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From: Amy Monahan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Repair
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 3:16:08 PM
Attachments: David Holmes recap.doc


ATT00001.htm


I spoke at the meeting this week. I just want to say that I am delighted that you are continuing 
to move forward with a plan to repair the dam. It has been a ridiculously long process so far 
and would be delighted to see some actual results.
I am in favor of repairing the dam with a fish passage.
Please see the attached document for some of the many reasons why.
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The Estabrook Dam Controversy



The following are segments from a series of 7 articles that were published in Urban Milwaukee online magazine between November 24, 2015-February 10, 2016. David Holmes, a resident of the Milwaukee area for over 40 years, wrote them. He is an environmental scientist and grant writer specializing in the assessment, clean up and redevelopment of brownfield sites. He is currently pursuing a doctoral degree in Freshwater Sciences at UW-Milwaukee. He has supported dam removal in many situations, but after his extensive research into the particulars of the Estabrook Dam, he recommends repair, not removal. In these articles, he cites sources to back up many of his statements, but in the interest of brevity they have been removed here. Please see http://www.urbanmilwaukee.com for complete articles. (Enter “Estabrook Dam” in the “search” box.)



· “In spite of claims to the contrary, removal of the dam would almost certainly have significant negative impacts on recreational values within the three mile segment of the river impounded by the dam, as well as troubling environmental justice implications:



· Use of the impoundment for recreational boating will be permanently eliminated (an outcome that should not be taken lightly given that the impoundment appears to represent the only boat-able inland lake in Milwaukee County).



· Use of this segment of river for kayaking and other paddle sports is likely to be significantly reduced due to the shallower water and/or higher flow velocities.



· The recreational value of Lincoln Park will be negatively impacted, given that it is a park specifically designed for water-based recreational activities (swimming, boating, and ice skating).



· Removal of the dam could have the unintended but enormously important result of eliminating the possibility of achieving swimmable rivers (regardless of future improvements in water quality), as the impoundment may represent the only remaining location in Milwaukee County where physical conditions suitable for safe swimming are present in a river.



· Though this segment of the Milwaukee River appears to have the highest percentage of African American residents adjoining census tracts of any major waterfront area in the state, there appears to have been no meaningful participation by these residents in any of the public outreach or the decision process to date. A decision to remove the dam under these circumstances would have extraordinarily negative environmental justice implications, as there is no evidence that creating a “free flowing” and “more natural” river with greatly reduced recreational opportunities would serve the interest of these residents. 



· Perhaps the most important factor to weigh in evaluating repair versus removal is that a decision to remove the dam will be permanent. There will be no possibility of constructing a new dam at some future date, if a determination is later made that the environmental or flood reduction benefits were negligible, and the loss in property values, property tax revenues, and recreational uses were much greater than assumed.”1


Here Holmes addresses more environmental issues:



“The possibility exists that in the short term (as the river reaches some type of equilibrium with maturing vegetation on 30 acres of former impoundment) that sedimentation issues might be exacerbated with the removal of the dam. Temperature extremes could also be exacerbated during the summer months if the dam is removed, due to the very shallow water depths that may develop. Whereas only eight species of fish were recorded in the North Ave. Dam Impoundment prior to the removal of the dam, at least 24 species of fish were present in the Estabrook Impoundment in 2000-2001…Sections of the river immediately upstream and one-half mile downstream were rated excellent (for fishing) long before the 2008 WDNR order to open the (dam) gates.”2


Here Holmes addresses property values and their impact on costs of removing the dam:



“As this is such an important issue and data on it is so scanty, I thought the Mequon-Thiensville Dam might provide more current and relevant data on the impact of an impoundment on waterfront property values in the Milwaukee area…I examined the values for a continuous 1-1/4 mile section of Parkview Avenue that contains 52 residential properties of similar size and all having frontage on the Milwaukee River…” 3


He finds that those homes on the impoundment above the dam have a value of $206,507 per acre. Those below without direct access to the impoundment have a value of $132,319 per acre. A $65,630 difference per acre. This would result in losses of property tax revenues. “If similar valuation differences would hold true at the Estabrook Dam, then the total cost for removing the dam could increase by $15 million or more, resulting in the cost for the removal alternative being three times rather than one-third the cost for repair.”3


Holmes reminds us that there may be other unanticipated costs in removing the dam



“For the Woolen Mills Dam in West Bend, the initial removal cost of $82,000 proved to be accurate, but ended up being less than 4 percent of a total of $2.3 million ultimately spent on improvements and restoration within the 61-acre former impoundment area.”4


Thank you for your consideration of these issues.



Amy Monahan



721 W. Montclaire Ave.



Glendale, WI 53217



(414) 961-2620



1 “Why the Estabrook Dam Must Be Saved”, Urban Milwaukee, November 24, 2015



2 “Estabrook Dam’s Environmental Impact“. Urban Milwaukee, January 17, 2016



3 “Repairing Estabrook Dam Will Cost Less”, Urban Milwaukee, December 23, 2015



4 “The Path Forward for Estabrook Dam”, Urban Milwaukee, February 10, 2016
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From: Aaron Morgan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: REPAIR THE ESTABROOK DAM
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:05:17 PM


 


I do  live right on the Milwaukee River but have enjoyed the river for recreation and
 renewal. I am very disappointed that the question of the Estabrook Dam is still
 unresolved.
 
I am in favor or repair of the dam because I feel that the Lincoln Park impoundment
 and the river directly north of it have in the past provided so many varied
 opportunities for recreation to so many diverse populations in the area.   
 
I am in favor of a partial winter drawdown for safety reasons and fully automated
 gates, eliminating the need to hire an individual to watch the weather and gage the
 flow of the river.
 
This is a great resource for such an urban area. Please follow the order to repair!
 Thanks,


Aaron Morgan


2623 N.4th St.


Milwaukee,WI53212


 


Remember - The whole community will benefit by getting the river and the
 lake/impoundment back.  Estabrook, Lincoln, Kletzsch Parks and the Milwaukee
 River Parkway all have shorelines on this lake and with the cleanup project
 completed, the river can be enjoyed to its full potential by everyone.


Thank you, in advance, for your help. 
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From: Celeste Verhelst
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:24:08 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Celeste Verhelst 
celestendril@gmail.com 
824 E Center St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Robert Schneider
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:11:14 PM


Kristina Betzold,


The rest of this letter is a form letter, but I'm asking as a taxpayer for you to recommend
 removing Estabrook Dam. There are fiscal and environmental benefits to doing so, as
 explained below.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Robert Schneider 
Citizen and Taxpayer


Robert Schneider 
rjschneider76@gmail.com 
2447 N Humboldt Blvd 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Karen Kaminsky
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: No to the dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 2:33:06 PM


We wish to add our voices to the growing chorus of those who do NOT wish to fund and
 maintain the dam.  We have nothing erudite to offer, no new take on Estabrook, just this:
 please accept our heartfelt vote against any more dollars devoted to repair and yearly
 maintenance of the dam.  No dam.


Karen and Peter Kaminsky
610 E Glencoe Pl
Bayside, WI 53217
414-751-7325
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From: karen ballman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:05:12 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


karen ballman 
kballman@wi.rr.com 
4210 south honey creek drive 
milwaukee, Wisconsin 53220
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From: Sally Maddick
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:00:31 PM


Remove the dam for natural environmental integrity.


Sally Maddick
735 N. 34th St.
Milwaukee, WI  53208
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From: Raphael Pride
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 6:40:36 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Raphael Pride 
snapspartan@gmail.com 
2370 N. Weil Stret 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Karon S
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 7:22:59 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Karon S 
karon524@yahoo.com 
7565 Parkview Rd 
Greendale, Wisconsin 53129
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From: John C Brown
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:46:14 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John C Brown 
repentt2004@yahoo.com 
3269 South 3rd St 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Jason Spring
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:10:09 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jason Spring 
sprinjas94@gmail.com 
3006 West American Drive 
greenfield, Wisconsin 53221
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From: Heil, Bob
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Park Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 1:31:38 PM
Attachments: image001.png


 
Ms. Kristina Betzold,
 
I am a resident of Greenfield in Milwaukee County. I frequently paddle the various
 waterways in the county and enjoy the parks with my family. I am writing you to in regards
 to the Estabrook Park dam on the Milwaukee River. I see the DNR will be having another
 public hearing about the dam on Tuesday March 22nd. I may be unable to attend and so I
 am writing you. I feel that all options and circumstances need to be evaluated when
 determining the fate of the dam. Of what I know of the DNR’s Environmental Impact
 Statement, it covers repairing the dam and the continued operation and maintenance of
 the dam, but not the impact or benefits of removing the dam. Nor does it make any
 estimate of Milwaukee County’s ability (financial or otherwise) to operate and maintain the
 dam if it is repaired. In the past the County couldn’t afford to fund a position to operate the
 dam and hence it hasn’t been operated properly in years. It’s blatantly obvious that the
 County does not have the financial resources to maintain it properly. As of the last few
 months and the disrepair of the Horticulture Conservancy Domes, again whether repaired
 or replaced, Milwaukee County’s financial ability will be extremely burdened for probably
 the next twenty years. My guess is the Domes will get priority over the dam. Lastly, none of
 the plans I’ve seen include any sort of fishway, which I believe by DNR standards would be
 required and further add cost.
 
I feel the scope of options should include removal of the Estabrook Park Dam. I also feel
 that the past performance record of the County, and future financial ability of the County,
 along with the many benefits of removal of the dam, all point to one logical course of
 action; remove the dam. If it is within the scope of the DNR’s, I feel they should
 recommend to the Milwaukee County Board that removal seems the best all-around
 option, for the river, and for the County and its tax payers.
 
Thank You,
 
Cell-414-378-9535
 
Bob Heil
Sr. Process Metallurgist/Engineer
Charter Steel - Saukville Melt Division
262-268-2258
262-268-2573 (FAX)
www.chartersteel.com


Charter Manufacturing Company, Inc.     
            One Family. One Team.
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The information contained in this message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended
 recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Neither this electronic message nor
 its content is intended to constitute formation of a contract binding any Charter Manufacturing company.
 Charter Manufacturing will be contractually bound only upon execution by an authorized officer of a
 contract including agreed terms and conditions. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use
 of this message by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive this
 information in error, please contact the sender and permanently delete from all storage media without
 forwarding or retaining a copy.








From: ann tilque
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Dam
Date: Saturday, March 26, 2016 4:49:55 PM


As a tax payer and a Milwaukee County voter I propose and beg that the dam be repaired at the actual cost, with  a 
 fish passage and winter drawdown.
 With all the facts that I have read and been shown the repair of the damn is more economical and the use of the
 river for recreational purposes for the community is more valuable Than if the damn was removed. 
Do this for the citizens of Milwaukee
Thanks for doing the right thing!
Regards, Ann Tilque
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From: William Moore
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:51:17 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


William Moore 
environ1@sbcglobal.net 
4260 So. Victoria Cir. 
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
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From: Dr. Chuck Holloway
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Removal
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:57:08 AM


Hello,


I am writing to voice my support for the removal of the Estabrook dam.


I reside at 8934 N Lake Dr., Bayside, 53217


Thank you,


Chuck Holloway, PhD
President, Human Development Center
 
This message is intended for the sole use of the individual and entity to which it is addressed,
 and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
 applicable law. If you are not the intended addressee, nor authorized to receive for the
 intended addressee, you are hereby notified that you may not use, copy, disclose or distribute
 to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this
 message in error, please immediately advise the sender by reply email and delete the message.
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From: Jerome Vielehr
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: ariar4062@yahoo.com
Subject: FW: Estabrook Dam Preservation
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 8:00:08 PM


 


Dear Kristin,
 
I still regret that I could not make it to the Estabrook Dam review meeting on the evening of 
March 22nd, but I very much appreciate the opportunity that I had to talk with you a few
 days later. Per your advice, I am now sending you a few words in support of "Preserving
 Estabrook".
 
Initially, I should state that I am in complete concurrence with all of the reasons that I have
 heard and read about the importance of keeping this Milwaukee legacy and landmark intact
 for now and for the future. I would, however, like to place some additional emphasis on how
 critical the continuation of dam is to having a favorable impact on our current Milwaukee
 area youth. Virtually all young people are attracted to the water, and the opportunities it
 affords for such wholesome activities as skating, cross country skiing, swimming, fishing,
 boating, playing games, and simply gossiping along the shoreline. This is in contrast to the
 many opportunities  which are presented to them for unwholesome activities every day. For
 many of these young people, society has created an environment that almost leads them to
 these unwholesome activities. Thus, whenever we have an opportunity to provide an
 attractive alternative to these  unwholesome activities, it is incumbent upon us to seize the
 opportunity and nurture it in every way possible. 
 
The restoration and preservation of the Estabrook  Dam represents such an opportunity, and
 I fervently hope that the Department Of Natural Resources will treat it accordingly.
 
Sincerely yours,
 
Jerome E. Vielehr
 
P.S. Should anyone desire to communicate with me on this issue, my Cellphone number is 
       (414) 839-4312, and the best Email address is vielehr@alum.mit.edu
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From: Aaron Godfrey
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:22:59 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Aaron Godfrey 
godfrey.aaron@gmail.com 
2529 N. Bartlett Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Kae Donlevy
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:04:03 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kae Donlevy 
kdonlevy@aol.com 
3625 N 86TH ST 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53222
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From: Laurie Longtine
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 1:25:07 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Laurie Longtine 
longtine@wi.rr.com 
w271 s3581 Oak Knoll Dr 
Waukesha, Wisconsin 53189
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From: Tom Neubauer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:04:58 PM


Please add my name to the list of those opposed to repairing and modifying the existing dam.  It should be removed.


Tom Neubauer
5341 N Idlewild Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53217
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From: Tim Vargo
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam removal
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 8:47:48 AM


Hello,
 
I am writing in strong support of removing the Estabrook Dam.  As an ecologist it is a no-brainer to
 allow the river to do what it and gravity and entropy want it to do which ultimately benefits people
 and wildlife.  The dam  has been open for almost 10 years and is still a great paddle.  Most dam
 removal cases in the past have resulted in increases in property values.  So, economically, socially,
 environmentally it all makes absolute sense to tear it down rather than have us all pay through the
 teeth for the wims of a few homeowners upstream.
 
Thank you,
 
 
Timothy Vargo
Manager of Research and Citizen Science
Urban Ecology Center
1500 E Park Pl
Milwaukee WI  53211
 
(414) 964-8505 x116
Fax: (414) 964-1084
 
tvargo@urbanecologycenter.org
www.urbanecologycenter.org
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From: Jane Wester
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 6:19:44 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jane Wester 
jane.wester@yahoo.com 
7525 Parkview Road #11 
Greendale, Wisconsin 53129
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From: Beth Stapleton
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: A river doesn"t run through it.
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 5:07:47 PM


My name is Beth Stapleton, and I am in favor of the Estabrook Dam repairs.


It saddens me that this issue has become a political hot potatoe with misleading statements
 about who wants the dam, and that every other week some group files yet again another
 lawsuit to prolong the inevitable repair of the dam. Since 1998 we have lived along the
 Western oxbow of the Milwaukee River which is in the heart of this magnificent system of
 the three major parks. The end of our backyard is enhanced by this western estuary of the
 Milwaukee River,  We have been more amazed by the beauty after the completion of the river
 restoration to the western and eastern estuaries and all along the Milwaukee river. The water
 has provided all of us this unique environment shared by wildlife and humans. We embrace
 the usage of the river by all who kayak or canoe their way through the winding, tranquil
 western water way. We especially embrace the wildlife inhabitants along this unique area.
 The parks are so full of life because of the WATER.  On any given weekend in summer
 through fall you will see hundreds of people utilizing the parks and enjoying what they have
 to offer The Milwaukee River and her estuaries to the East and the west is a historic, iconic
 gem that binds all communities that surround her. If the dam is not repaired you will see a
 huge decline in the precious and fragile ecosystem that the Milwaukee River provides. With
 today's technology, a new dam will be more effective and efficient. With the River clean up
 of the pcp's, and the sedimentation clean up, I believe the risk of flooding will be considerably
 less. With automation the cost to run the dam should be a lot less. I am all for the Dam repair
 and I look forward to the start of the repair process. I have attached a photo of a group
 enjoying the estuary to the west and what she has to offer.  Without the dam we have little to
 no water, muck,weeds, and the usual garbage such as shopping carts, car tires, plastic grocery
 bags flapping around in stead of the wildlife that embrace the area. I DO NOT want to be
 attending meetings five years from now against the latest proposal for a conversion of the
 river beds to a bike/run-walk path.


Thank you for your time 
Beth Stapleton
1701 W. Lawn Ave
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From: Abby Kuranz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 6:57:44 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Abby Kuranz 
abby@milwaukeeriverkeeper.org 
3627 N Humboldt Blvd #4 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Abby Kuranz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:01:39 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Abby Kuranz 
akuranz@gmail.com 
3333 Patzke Lane 
Racine, Wisconsin 53405
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From: Matt Flower
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Removal of the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:34:13 PM


As an environmental educator that is well versed in river ecology and uses that stretch of
 river to do outdoor educational programming with children of all ages... 


Please remove the Estabrook Dam as an alternative to repair


Thanks for your consideration ,


Matt Flower
Environmental Educator
www.urbanecologycenter.org
414-964-8505 Ext.111
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From: Bargren, Paul
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Joe Cincotta; Kuglitsch, Paul
Subject: Comments on Estabrook Dam, Milwaukee Co.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:39:58 PM
Attachments: DNR Comment Letter.pdf


Please see attached submission for comments on Estabrook Dam.
 
 
Paul Bargren
Corporation Counsel
Milwaukee County Courthouse, Room 303
901 North 9th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233
ph: 414-278-4315
 
 
This message is intended for the sole use of the individual and entity to which it is addressed,
 and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under
 applicable law. If you are not the intended addressee, nor authorized to receive for the
 intended addressee, you are hereby notified that you may not use, copy, disclose or distribute
 to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this
 message in error, please immediately advise the sender by reply email and delete the message.



mailto:Paul.Bargren@milwaukeecountywi.gov

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov

mailto:jcincotta@kerkmandunn.com
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Via email to DNREstabrook@wi.gov  



 



Kristina Betzold 



DNR 



200 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr. 



Milwaukee, WI 53212 



 



Re: Comments on Estabrook Dam, Milwaukee Co. 



Dear Ms. Betzold: 



This letter from Milwaukee County responds specifically to comments in a letter dated March 



25, 2016 (“Letter”), and submitted by Attorney Joseph R. Cincotta to Tanya Lourigan on behalf 



of Milwaukee Riverkeeper.  Riverkeeper’s Letter raised several points regarding Wisconsin 



statutes that are in error. 



1. Wis. Stat. § 31.38 is not a requirement 



Riverkeeper contends that Milwaukee County’s repairs of the Estabrook Dam must proceed only 



under Wis. Stat. § 31.38.  In Riverkeeper’s view, this means the County must create a special 



assessment district to fund the repairs and must go through a plan-approval process that, in 



Riverkeeper’s view, has not been completed.  See Letter at 3-4.   



Riverkeeper’s analysis is incorrect.   



First, the County is proceeding with repairs on the dam because it was ordered by the 



Milwaukee County Circuit Court to abate the nuisance.  Wis. Stat. § 31.38 is irrelevant to that 



court-ordered relief.  Riverkeeper brought its 2011 lawsuit against the County under Wis. Stat. 



§ 31.25, which declares any dam constructed or maintained in violation of Chapter 31 to be “a 
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public nuisance, and the construction thereof may be enjoined and the maintenance thereof may 



be abated by action at the suit of the state or any citizen thereof.”  It is under that authority, not 



§ 31.38, that the Court ordered Milwaukee County in 2012 to repair or remove the dam.  The 



limitations of § 31.38 are irrelevant to the County’s requirement to comply with the injunctive 



command in the Order to abate the nuisance.   



Second, §  38.31 is a permissive, not mandatory, path for a county to use to build or maintain a 



dam through a special assessment district.  Riverkeeper ignores the operative word in Wis. Stat. 



§ 38.31:  “may.”  Section 38.31(1) states (emphasis added): 



Every municipality may, subject to this chapter, authorize the 



acquisition, construction, maintenance or repair of dams across any 



lake or stream adjoining or within the limits of such municipality, 



and may locate such dam within or without such limits. 



“May,” as used in § 31.38(1), is used to grant permission or to indicate possibility, not to impose 



a requirement.   



It would make no sense for the legislature to require a special assessment district to be formed 



for repairs on an existing dam.  Section 31.38 was added to the statutes in 1959, more than 20 



years after construction of the Estabrook Dam.  Laws of 1959 ch. 441 § 9 (creating § 31.38).  



Imposing a special assessment district requirement for repairs on existing dams is illogical.  



Sub(1) of § 31.38 states that a municipality “may locate such dam within or without” its 



municipal limits (emphasis added).  This is consistent with a statute aimed at dam construction, 



not dam repair. 



Language elsewhere in Chapter 31 shows § 31.38 is an alternate approach to funding dam work, 



not the only approach.  Wis. Stat. § 31.06(3)(b) states that the DNR “shall” grant a permit for a 



dam on public land if hearings show the dam is in the public interest and if the finance 



requirements of § 31.14(2) or (3) are met. 



Here, § 31.14(2) is the key, because sub. (2)(a) allows the applicant to show financial 



responsibility (emphasis added) “either by the creation of a special assessment district under ss. 



31.38 and 66.07073 [the bond provision], or by any other means which in the department’s 



judgment will give reasonable assurance that the dam will be maintained for a reasonable period 



of time not less than 10 years.”  By its terms. § 31.14(2) shows that § 31.38 is not the only route 



available to the County. 



Third, aside and apart from § 31.38, the County has direct statutory authority to repair the dam.  



Specifically, the County is empowered by statute to 



Construct, purchase, acquire, lease, develop, improve, extend, 



equip, operate and maintain all county buildings, structures and 



facilities hereinafter in this subsection referred to as “projects”, 



including without limitation … dams in county lands… 



Wis. Stat. § 59.52(6)(d)1 (emphasis added).   



Having been awarded the power to maintain its assets, including dams, the County has direct 



statutory authority to levy taxes or issue bonds to carry out that purpose, without need to resort to 



§ 31.38.  “[T]he board of any county is vested with all powers of a local, legislative and 



administrative character … and for such purposes to levy county taxes, to issue bonds, 



assessment certificates and improvement bonds, or any other evidence of indebtedness.”  Wis. 



Stat. § 59.03(2).   
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Moreover, in order to “give counties the largest measure of self-government under the 



administrative home rule authority granted to counties in s. 59.03 (1),” the authority and the 



taxing and bonding powers under Chapter 59 “shall be liberally construed in favor of the rights, 



powers and privileges of counties to exercise any organizational or administrative power.”  Wis. 



Stat. § 59.04.  This statutory authority shows that the County is not limited to just one path 



forward on dam repair. 



2. The County is able to provide reasonable financial assurance 



Riverkeeper appears to challenge either the County’s financial ability to maintain the Dam after 



repair or the DNR’s involvement in assuring same.  Letter at 4-5. There can be no doubt that the 



County has provided “reasonable assurance that the dam will be maintained for a reasonable 



period of time not less than 10 years,” as required to satisfy Wis. Stat. § 31.14(2)(a).  As the 



County’s submissions show1, continuing annual costs are projected at about $160,000, of which 



$51,000 is funded through dedicated television tower receipts, leaving about $110,000 to be paid 



for yearly out of general County operating revenues.  In addition, when the Dam is ready to 



begin operations, there will be about $250,000 in a trust fund from the tower receipts that can be 



amortized toward operations costs.  Relying on the full faith and credit of Milwaukee County to 



include the almost negligible increment of about $110,000 in a yearly County budget of $1.37 



billion (including a Parks Department budget of $49 million) is much more than “reasonable 



assurance” upon which the DNR can rely.  



3. Repair of the Dam is a public purpose for which public funds may be spent 



Riverkeeper argues that repair of the Dam is intended only to “provide enhanced recreational 



benefits to a very small population of private property owners” and therefore is an illegal 



expenditure of public tax dollars for a non-public purpose.  Letter at 5-6.  This is incorrect, both 



as a statement of the results of the repair and as a statement of the law of public spending. 



First, repair will result in public benefits.  As the DNR states in its own description of the 



project, the goal of the repair project is to “improve the Milwaukee River ecosystem as well as 



balance the needs of riparians, recreational users and Milwaukee County.”  Draft EIS at 3, 



http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/eia/estabrook.html  The proposed alternative “should increase the 



diversity and population of fish upstream of the dam[,] … increase the probability of developing 



sustainable populations of lake sturgeon and walleye within the watershed” and enhance 



recreational fishing opportunities, id. at 17, all of which are beneficial public purposes.  



Testimony at the March 22 public hearing on the draft EIS included witnesses from the Friends 



of Lincoln Park and others in the upstream neighborhoods who stated that repairs to the Dam 



would result in recreational and scenic improvements, which, again, are beneficial public 



purposes for which public funds may be spent.. 



Second, as a matter of basic statutory authority, Chapter 67 of the statutes addresses public 



borrowing.  Under Wis. Stat. § 67.04(2)(a), the county “may borrow money and issue bonds to 



finance any project undertaken for a public purpose.” 



“Public purpose” is specifically defined to mean “the performance of any power or duty of the 



issuing municipality.”  Wis. Stat. § 67.04(1)(b).  Since, as noted above, a county specifically 



holds the statutory power to “maintain … dams in county lands…,”  Wis. Stat. § 59.52(6)(d)1, 



the County’s exercise of the power to maintain dams is a “public purpose.  To cement the 



                                                 
1 County EIS/EIR at 2-16 http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/EIA/documents/Estabrook/EstabrookEIR.pdf  
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definition, “project” is defined in the borrowing statute to include the “renovation, rebuilding, 



repair or improvement of … property, … equipment or facilities.”  Wis. Stat. § 67.04(1)(ar).  



And, finally, to remove any doubt, “[t]he legislature finds that contracting of debt under this 



chapter for any project constitutes a public purpose.”  Wis. Stat. § 67.04(4).  



There is no doubt that the simple act of repairing a dam is a public purpose, for which public 



funds may be spent.  Riverkeeper’s “private use” theory is simply mistaken. 



Please feel free to contact either one of us if we can be of any additional assistance. 



Very truly yours, 



 
Paul Bargren 



Corporation Counsel   



 



Paul D. Kuglitsch 



Deputy Corporation Counsel 



 



cc: Atty. Joseph R. Cincotta (via email) 













From: C K
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 10:16:40 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


C K 
dudette53147@yahoo.com 
N3367 Juniper Rd 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin 53147



mailto:info@actionnetwork.org
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From: Tom McElwee
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 4:36:37 PM


To Whom It Concerns:
I support the repair of the Estabrook Dam and the fish passage.
Thank you. 
Thomas McElwee
18330 Coach House Ct
Brookfield, WI 53045
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From: Nancy Aten
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:03:43 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


To not fully evaluate dam removal seems irresponsible and counter to the job of your public
 agency, the WDNR. Dam removal is the only option that benefits the river, wildlife, human
 health and safety, taxes and public funding, and property values too.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Nancy Aten


Nancy Aten 
nancyaten@earthlink.net 
4811 W. Parkview Dr. 
Mequon, Wisconsin 53092
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From: Charles Hays
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:53:37 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Charles Hays 
cdhays@yahoo.com 
1325 N VAN BUREN ST APT 209 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53202
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From: Doris Curley
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 27, 2016 1:50:31 PM


Dear Ms. Betzold,


I live at 4854 N. Navajo Ave. in Glendale.  I am in favor of tearing down the dam and letting
 the Milwaukee River flow freely and naturally.  I do not wish millions of dollars of taxpayers'
 money spent on repairing or replacing or the proposed fish passage for the benefit of a few to
 have their own "water park".  My vote is to tear it down, please.  Thank you for your
 consideration.


Doris Curley 
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From: Marjie Tomter
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 4:54:25 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


We need healthy rivers now, more than ever. The few reasons to keep the dam pale in
 comparison to the many strong ones to remove it. It's is past time for the few who "like" it to
 step aside for the good of the river, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin and the planet.


Thank you,


Marjie Tomter 
mstmsed@gmail.com 
1097 Lake Shore Road 
Grafton, Wisconsin 53024
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From: Sharon Wolf
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 10:51:55 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sharon Wolf 
sharon.wolf@rocketmail.com 
2588 N. Frederick Ave, #208 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Laurie Segal
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:41:01 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Laurie Segal 
lbsart@gmail.com 
7037 N Lombardy Rd 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Demaris Kenwood
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:02:23 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Demaris Kenwood 
pandimai@yahoo.com 
5720 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Edith Gilman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:09:48 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


I live one block from the river, in Glendale. I appreciate what it is, its significance for this entire
 area. I welcome the idea of removal of the dam and look forward to the benefits for the birds,
 other critters and the growing things I tramp along the river to observe.


Edith Gilman 
edith.gilman@gmail.com 
1600 W Green Tree Rd, #123 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Denny Rauen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:21:40 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Denny Rauen 
denny@rauenguitars.com 
2473 N Weil St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: John December
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 4:57:40 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee
 River in Glendale. The Dam is a serious hazard to water quality, natural resources, and
 safety.


The people opposing removing the Estabrook Dam have a conflict of interest--they seek public
 funds to prop up their property prices. It is not right for private landowners to demand public
 funds to pay for a structure with a proven failure history with the goal of propping up the
 perceived value of their own property.


The County has a failed history of maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get
 higher as the dam continues to age and degrade. This Dam's failure could lead to serious
 results and liability if this negligence results in tragic injury or death to anyone or damage to
 other property.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years, and 
5) remove a serious safety hazard.


Thank you,


John December 
john@december.com 
1104 N. Marshall St. Apt. 303 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-3303
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From: courtney langosch
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:05:26 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


courtney langosch 
c.t.langosch@gmail.com 
3460 e. van norman 
cudahy, Wisconsin 53110
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From: lucia petrie
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 10:17:22 AM


Kristina Betzold,


. 
DNR- 
The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish
 movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a
 risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The
 County has a failed history of properly maintaining and operating this dam, and the stakes get
 higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, Why not get this done??


Lucia Petrie


lucia petrie 
luciapetrie@gmail.com 
4201 N downer ave 
shorewood, wi
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From: Brian Koll
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:06:05 PM


Please remove the Estabrook Dam.


Thank you, 


Brian Koll 
Milwaukee



mailto:briankoll@hotmail.com

mailto:DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov






From: eredeker5425@gmail.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 10:31:53 AM


Hello - we live in Glendale on the Milwaukee River. Please consider all of the facts and remove the dam - there is
 no other logical conclusion. Please don't be swayed by the noisy and emotional "Save the Dam" rhetoric. The city
 of Milwaukee supports removal. Thank you.


Ellen Redeker
6601 N Alberta Ct
Glendale,  WI.  53217


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:eredeker5425@gmail.com
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From: Hilary Merline
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:10:05 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Hilary Merline


Hilary Merline 
hilary.merline@gmail.com 
8466 N Fox Croft Lane 
Fox Point, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Katie Vino
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:17:38 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Also, we have an amazing opportunity with the removal of this dam to not only maintain the
 impoundment up stream but to offer a place for the community to gather and recreate.


People say a whitewater park for kayaking, I feel that we can make a park that would be used
 by beginners all the way to experts.


Please remove this dam, at once!


Thank you, 
Katie


Katie Vino 
katievino821@gmail.com 
18385 SURREY LN 
BROOKFIELD, Wisconsin 53045
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From: Steve Giuntoli
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam removal
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 3:58:30 PM


I'm in favor of removal. As a kayaker, canoeist and taxpayer it only makes sense to spend less.
 After all, we've got a nice big lake nearby...


Thank you,


Steve Giuntoli
513 Heidel Rd
Thiensville, WI 53092


www.qualitymattersllc.us
steve@qualitymattersllc.us
262-546-7800
giuntolisteve@gmail.com
262-674-0909
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From: Martha Spencer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: The damn will hurt my property
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 12:47:48 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I live on the Milwaukee River in a flood plain. It's my understanding that my property is one of
 300 that could benefit from the damn removal. This would reduce my risk of flooding, reduce
 my insurance and perhaps even allow me to live out my years where I had planned to be. 
I hope the DNR will take property owners like me into account when you review the damn's
 future. My house is my only asset. I could lose everything to a flood event. I'm retired on a
 fairly low income and hope you will look at all the benefits and good that will come from
 remvoing the damn.


Sincerely, 
Martha Spencer 
6116 N. Sunny Point Rd 
Glendale, Wi


Martha Spencer 
marthaspencer@sbcglobal.net 
6116 N. Sunny Point Road 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Joe Shaffer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam - I Support Complete Removal
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:11:03 PM


Dear Ms. Kristina Betzold,


I am writing to express my support for complete removal of the Estabrook Dam.


Complete removal is in the best interests of the Milwaukee County taxpayers and the environment.  The science and
 the economics could not be more clear.


The only people who will benefit from repairing the dam are a handful of landowners upstream.  Kudos to Thedore
 Lipscomb for keeping dam repair in the Milwaukee County Budget, he is a very able legislator.  However, repairing
 the dam is a very bad decision for the rest of us. 


In your role as environmental stewards for Wisconsin, please consider complete removal as the best and only course
 of action regarding the Estabrook Dam.


Best wishes,


Joe Shaffer
Shorewood, WI



mailto:argolights@gmail.com
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From: Rebecca Neumann
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:55:45 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Rebecca Neumann


Rebecca Neumann 
rneumann088@gmail.com 
7908 N Boyd Way 
Fox Point, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Dale Karpen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 2:34:25 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Dale Karpen 
dalekarpen@gmail.com 
2024 N Fratney St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Sara Zirbel
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 8:27:40 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sara Zirbel 
mootza@gmail.com 
715 W Theresa Ct 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Richard Hieber
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:30:07 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Richard Hieber 
ritschi999@web.de 
Steinerstr. 3 
Memmingen, Bayern 87700
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From: Abby Kuranz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 13, 2016 10:02:16 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing you to ask that you recommend removing the Estabrook Dam 
located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. The Estabrook Dam 
currently impairs the health of the Milwaukee River and will continue 
to do so to an even greater extent if repaired.


The Estabrook Dam affects the natural flow of the river and does not 
allow fish to swim freely up and down stream. It also traps sediment, 
which builds up over time and degrades the quality of water upstream 
the Dam. Once flushed downstream at the enormous expense of Milwaukee 
County taxpayers, the sediment releases bacteria and pollutants into 
the river, which are eventually released into the Milwaukee Estuary 
and Lake Michigan.


While repairing the dam with a fish passage structure will cost 
Milwaukee County taxpayers over $6 million, and the decision will need 
to be addressed yet again at the end of the Dam’s 20-year lifespan, 
removal is a much cheaper and permanent solution that will cost 
Milwaukee County taxpayers a one-time fee of $1.7 million.


The Estabrook Dam also increases flood risk for upstream homeowners 
and poses a risk to public safety if it fails. Repairing the dam won’t 
solve any of these problems.


In order for there to be a comprehensive review of the impacts of the 
Estabrook Dam on the Milwaukee River and the community that relies on 
that river, this evaluation must include an evaluation of all options. 
Without considering removal as an option, the Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources has not fully informed the public of the positive 
and negative impacts of this decision.


Thank you,


Abby Kuranz 
abby@milwaukeeriverkeeper.org 
3627 N Humboldt Blvd #4 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Pirrung, Don
To: Dargle, John (John.Dargle@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Johnson-Boorse, Paula


 (Paula.JohnsonBoorse@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Stave, Karl (Karl.Stave@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Haley,
 Kevin (Kevin.Haley@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Koltun, Raisa; Dean, Chuck; Hiller, Jaren; Betzold, Kristina A -
 DNR; Marcangeli, April N - DNR; Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D - DNR; Drew, Paul


Subject: FW: County to start Estabrook Dam repairs, fish passage in June
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 7:54:26 AM


Attached is an article from the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel from Sunday March 13, 2016 regarding
 Estabrook Dam. …. Don Pirrung
 
Don Pirrung, PE
Senior Engineer
Environment
D 920-406-3140
don.pirrung@aecom.com
 
Note : New phone number and address.
 
AECOM
1035 Kepler Drive, Green Bay, WI 54311
T 920.468.1978 F 920.468.3312
 
From: don.pirrung@aecom.com [mailto:don.pirrung@aecom.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 11:39 AM
To: Pirrung, Don
Subject: County to start Estabrook Dam repairs, fish passage in June
 


  
 * Please note, the sender's email address has not been
 verified.
  


 
Estabrook Dam article March 13, 2016.


 


  
  
 Click the following to access the sent link:
  


 
County to start Estabrook Dam repairs, fish passage


 in June*
   


 


  


 


 
  
Get your EMAIL THIS Browser Button and use it to email
 content from any Web site. Click here for more
 information.


  
  


 


*This article can also be accessed if you copy and paste the entire address below into your
 web browser.
http://www.jsonline.com/news/milwaukee/county-to-start-estabrook-dam-repairs-fish-passage-
in-june-b99685590z1-371900321.html
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From: Matthew Groppi
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Comments
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:24:09 PM


The Department should consider removal of the dam instead of repair because the Milwaukee
 Estuary is an Area of Concern (AOC) and one of the AOC goals is to enhance fish and wildlife
 populations and their habitats. Removing the dam would provide numerous benefits to fish and
 wildlife habitat as well as their populations. This would also help with the Department efforts to
 restore the lake sturgeon population as they would have more access to spawning habitat.
 Northern Pike along with many other fish species would also benefit from increased access to
 spawning habitat upriver from the Estabrook Dam site.
 
This watershed and the Milwaukee Estuary AOC is much more significant than increasing water
 levels on one section of the river. The public expects the department act in the best interest of the
 resource and this was clearly the case with establishing the AOC. Removing the North Avenue Dam
 has greatly improved the river and removing the Estabrook Dam would also be a great benefit for
 the river. Again this would also further the goal of the AOC to enhance fish and wildlife habitat and
 their populations.
 
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/greatlakes/milwaukee.html
 
Matt Groppi
 
 



mailto:matthew.groppi@yahoo.com
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From: joolie hannis
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam should be removed
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 5:16:10 PM


Thanks for taking comments. 


 I've read the articles both pro and con, and I feel the dam should be removed. This is mostly for great
 environmental reasons!


Julie Hanus
Milw County and Milw City resident.
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From: Terrance Krueger
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:00:38 PM


Kristina Betzold,


The only way we should consider rebuilding the Estabrook Dam is if we replaced it with a
 Hydro-electric dam. 
Not sure that is feasible or would make 
any sense. I have four million reason to say no! Think about it? Why would the tax 
payer of State of WI, Milwaukee County just want to give away four million dollars.


Terrance Krueger 
terrykrueger1@gmail.com 
5903 W. Park Hill Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213
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From: Peter Railand
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 25, 2016 6:28:18 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Peter Railand 
lookbacktosee@yahoo.com 
2410 E. Stratford Ct, 
Shorewood , Wisconsin 53211
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From: Katie Parent
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:46:18 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Katie Parent 
katiekate53217@gmail.com 
5862 N Shore Dr 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Margaret Gould
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:29:16 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Margaret Gould 
mg2wx@yahoo.com 
4432 N. Woodruff Ave. 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Mary Holleback
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 4:57:53 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Mary Holleback 
mholleback@gmail.com 
720 Madison Ave. 
West Bend, Wisconsin 53095
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From: Cheryl Nenn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Jennifer Bolger Breceda
Subject: Milwaukee Riverkeeper comments on Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:54:01 PM
Attachments: MRK Estabrook EIS Comments FINAL.pdf


Provencher et al 2008.pdf


Kristina—
 
Please see our attached comments on the Estabrook Dam EIS. Let me know if you have any
 questions on these comments.  
 
Thank you,
 
Cheryl
Cheryl Nenn 
Riverkeeper
Milwaukee Riverkeeper
1845 N Farwell Avenue, Suite 100
Milwaukee, WI 53202
Direct: 414-287-0207 ext. 2
Main: 414-287-0207
Like us on Facebook | Follow us on Twitter
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April 6, 2016  
 
 
Kristina Betzold 
Environmental Analysis and Review Specialist 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
2300 N. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.  
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
 
Dear Kristina, 
 
On behalf of Milwaukee Riverkeeper, we submit the following comments on the Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources’ (DNR or Department) Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) for the Estabrook Dam (Dam).  In sum, the most economically responsible and 
environmentally sound alternative for the Milwaukee River, its users, and taxpayers is 
removal of the Estabrook Dam.  Our comments are detailed below and organized by section 
of the EIS.  Additional procedural concerns were submitted in a separate letter to the DNR 
by Attorney Joe Cincotta of Kerkman and Dunn dated March 25, 2016. 
 
Overview of the Proposal 
 
DNR issued an Administrative Order on September 26, 2008 ordering Milwaukee County to 
drawdown the impoundment due to safety concerns, and the Dam has been opened for 
nearly 8 years.  The DNR issued a Repair or Abandon Order for the Dam on July 28, 2009.   
 
DNR has taken the position that under state regulations only the preferred alternative 
submitted by Milwaukee County can be considered, which is dam repair with fish passage.  
On the contrary, Chapter 31 of the State Code, particularly Chapter 31.02, gives the 
Department broad jurisdiction over dams and dam actions so as to protect public rights 
and the public trust, and to protect life, health, and property.  Additionally, WEPA/NEPA 
requires that all alternatives be considered when conducting an EIS.   
 
DNR states that neither repairing the Dam nor establishing an operating order for water 
levels or flows requires an EIS under NR 150.20 as those actions are considered as a “minor 
action” and “Integrated Analysis” action, respectively, but that the Department has “elected 
to use the EIS process to facilitate public review.”  Even though the statute states that these 
types of actions don’t require an EIS, DNR has essentially decided to go forward with an 
EIS, ostensibly because of the long history and contentiousness of the issue, and the 
required involvement of other federal agencies. The Department should have included 
analysis of all other reasonable alternatives such as dam removal or construction of a rock 
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ramp, both of which would be better environmentally and socioeconomically and at a 
lower cost to state and county taxpayers than repair with fish passage.   
 
The DNR has not substantiated why it has classified this project as a “minor action” under 
federal NEPA rules. The extended period of time that the Dam has been out of operation, 
the risk of upstream flooding and drainage damage, and significant environmental effects 
posed by dam repair and operations all support that this is a major action.  The Army Corps 
of Engineers will need to review the fish passage design and water level impacts, as well as 
the other permits referenced in the Section 3 Authorities and Approvals section of the EIS.  
To treat this project like a simple permit renewal violates the DNR’s authority and 
responsibility under federal and state law. 
 
In addition, significant federal and state funding is being allocated toward this repair 
project as part of the state dam safety and stewardship grant programs and by the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service for the fish passage.  Federal coordination with the state will be 
required and for that reason, the DNR should include consideration of other alternatives in 
the EIS.  
 
Furthermore, Milwaukee County’s past failure to operate and maintain the Dam or address 
past repair orders from the Department going back to 1995, is further evidence that the 
County lacks wherewithal to adequately fund, inspect, operate and maintain this structure 
in a way that will protect both human and wildlife populations.  While we will discuss this 
issue more below, this is not a simple dam repair or changing out some bolts and rebar, but 
rather addressing decades of neglect.   
 
Construction of the fish passage is not a simple dam repair and the proposal by the County 
is insufficient to fully analyze the direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts of the fish passage.  
Milwaukee County proposes to remove four gates for the fishway on river left (or the north 
bank) and to install a series of weirs.  However, the proposal lacks any specific design 
details other than the location of gate removal, and no information is provided on water 
level or drainage impacts from the addition of the fish passage, nor any guarantee that the 
County would have sufficient funds for trained personnel to operate and maintain the 
fishway. The EIS states that the County is still working on the modeling for the fish passage, 
but the public will not be afforded the opportunity to review or address those impacts or 
potential fishery benefits as part of this EIS.  Preparation of the EIS on this aspect of the 
repair proposal is premature and the County has not sufficiently addressed this part of the 
project.  The DNR should require additional information before analyzing and concluding 
on the impacts of the fish passage.  
 
Purpose and Need 
 
The most important part of any EIS is the purpose and need for the project.  In this 
instance, there is no public purpose or need for repair, other than fulfilling the DNR’s 
Order, which could be met by either repair or abandonment.  While the Purpose and Need 
section states that “the public requested the local government construct a dam to create a 
pool for enhancing parkland aesthetics and recreational purposes,” other parts of the EIS 
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state that the Dam is no longer fulfilling this purpose.  In addition, repairing the dam and 
adding fish passage is no longer central to the purpose and need to provide recreation and 
aesthetics. The planners of the Dam could not have foreseen the degraded aesthetics and 
recreation that would result from building the Dam. The impoundment and Dam degrade 
aesthetics, and the impoundment provides few unique public recreation opportunities that 
couldn’t be enhanced and enjoyed by the public without the Dam.  Aside from limited 
motorized boating, the impoundment does not provide unique or additional recreational 
activities than a free flowing river.  Moreover, no adequate public boat launch exists in the 
impoundment, as mentioned in Section 12 of the EIS, in the Recreational Resources section 
of the Affected Cultural Environment.  
 
From a content perspective, historical facts and details are missing and some of the history 
is incorrectly stated.  This should be corrected prior to finalizing the EIS.  While the EIS 
puts forth the history of the construction of Estabrook Dam and its long demise, it does not 
include relevant information on the County’s failure to address several repair orders 
detailed in inspection reports dating back to 1995.  It also fails to include information 
regarding the County’s failure to meet several deadlines for the 2009 Repair or Abandon 
Order over the last seven years.  In addition, as previously communicated via email, 
Milwaukee Riverkeeper filed a nuisance lawsuit in 2011 (not 2014) after the County failed 
to meet their first deadline of the 2009 Order.  It is critical that this section of the EIS 
includes the full history of the Dam to the extent it substantiates the “need” for action, as 
well as the long history of the County’s failure to operate and maintain the structure.  
Further, this is relevant given the large sums of state and federal funds being spent on this 
repair project with a fishway, which require financial assurance that the structures will be 
operated and maintained.  The worst case scenario would be that the County repairs this 
dam, puts in a fish passage, and fails to operate or maintain it.  This would result in the 
County and DNR facing another decision point on the Dam several years down the line.  The 
DNR has a duty to ensure that the worst case scenario does not occur. 
 
Alternatives 
 
The most cost effective and efficient alternative to provide fish passage for all native fishes 
is complete removal of the Dam.  This alternative, which was not considered, would also 
have no continual operation and maintenance costs.  We urge the DNR to consider removal 
of the Dam as an alternative. 
 
Of the dam repair alternatives considered, the only acceptable operational scenario is year 
round, run of the river full pool; however, that operational scenario poses significant 
flooding and environmental concerns.  While Milwaukee Riverkeeper supports fish passage 
in general, spending a million dollars on a fish passage that would not function during 
either drawdown alternative—full winter drawdown or partial winter drawdown—makes 
no sense and is not a real fish passage option.  Under either drawdown alternative, from 
September 15th to May 15th or for a full 8 months, the fish passage would not be functional, 
and this is a key period when there are substantial spawning runs of salmon, brown and 
rainbow trout, walleye, white sucker and lake sturgeon.  Spending a million dollars on a 
fish passage to pass fish for 4 months is not a good deal for the Milwaukee River or the 
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taxpayer. The need and benefit for drawdowns are so limited and environmental impacts 
so severe that the Operational Order should dismiss seasonal drawdowns as reasonable 
water level management alternatives. 
 
Dam Repair with Full Winter Drawdown 
During full winter drawdown, fish would be able to pass upstream through the gates 
hypothetically from September 15th to May 15th.  There would be no flow through the fish 
passage during this time, making it useless for 8 months of the year. Thus, there is no need 
to construct a fishway under this alternative, because the peak migratory period for native 
and non-native species would be met through open gates. The fishway would only possibly 
benefit native species whose peak migrations occur between mid-May through June when 
gates would be closed (e.g., white suckers and Redhorse spp.). Although the fish attracting 
flows tend to be on the spillover side of the Dam (river left or south bank), fish would not 
be able to traverse the spillway during a full winter drawdown.  In addition, there are other 
negative and unacceptable environmental impacts from a full winter drawdown, which are 
discussed in more detail below and which should remove this alternative from future 
consideration. 
 
Dam Repair with Partial Winter Drawdown 
A partial winter drawdown results in a lower water level in the impoundment, stop logs are 
removed from the spillover and gates are closed all winter, which would allow no fish to 
swim through the gates and not enough flows to pass fish.  A lower pool also makes it 
unlikely any fish would be able to pass over the spillover.  The overall result is that there 
would be NO fish passage for 8 months of the year despite a million dollar investment in 
fish passage.  This option is completely unacceptable and should be removed from future 
consideration.  In addition, this alternative poses real safety risk to County staff that would 
have to access the fixed crest spillway to take out and put in stop logs in the fall and spring, 
which are normally times of very fast river flows and high water.  This option does not 
comport with dam safety rules. 
 
Dam Repair with Full Pool or Normal Water Level  
Of the dam repair alternatives, the best option is a year round, full pool or “normal pool 
operation” with run of the river operations and no drawdown.  This option provides the 
best chance hypothetically for fish passage 12 months out of the year and during the most 
important spawning months of the year.  It also would minimize some environmental 
impacts from dam operations (e.g., erosion, scour, sedimentation and dislodging of 
downstream aquatic organisms).   
 
Notwithstanding the hypothetical pros, this alternative would not address many other 
negative environmental impacts posed by the impoundment, including sedimentation that 
leads to poor habitat and water quality conditions for fish and other aquatic life like 
mussels.  Indeed, the benefits of normal pool or full pool operation for fish would be 
discounted by the liabilities of increasing flooding upstream for more than the current 300 
homeowners in the 100 year floodplain, and increased liability to the County should staff 
not be able to open gates during anything larger than a 10 year storm.  There is an 
acknowledgement in the EIS that if the gates were closed during a flood event only 
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somewhat greater than a 10-year event, effects would be similar to 100 year flood 
elevations upstream, and that during a 100 year event with gates closed, water levels 
would be elevated significantly from 100 year flood elevations (from 5 inches at Bender 
Road to 1.5 feet at the Dam).  No actual water level data or impacted number of properties 
is included to allow comparison of impacts of operation of the dam with 6 gates and fish 
passage versus 10 gates.  Nor is there any comparison of repair with fish passage versus 
the rock ramp alternative in the County’s EIR, which would also be preferable to this 
option.  This section of the EIS also does not discuss which alternatives would require a 
dam operator.  
 
All of these options pose significant concerns either with flooding, success of fish passage 
or other environmental and safety issues.  Removal of the Dam carries none of these 
concerns or issues and will achieve the goals of the Department’s Orders. 
 
Manipulation of Terrestrial Resources 
 
We would object to rock riprap over geotextile fabric for slope protection upstream and 
downstream of the gated dam structure.  Rip rap is very painful for recreational users 
portaging the dam structure.  There was no information provided about whether paddlers 
could pass through the fish passage or whether the existing take-out upstream of the dam 
and existing portage would be kept or improved as part of this project.  Given large flows 
during storm events and private property on the south bank of the river, its likely paddlers 
will need to portage on the same side of the river as the fish passage, and this should be 
considered as part of the EIS.  The EIS also does not mention how the County will address 
the existing pile of debris that has been historically removed from in front of the “dragon’s 
teeth” or icebreakers and placed adjacent to the Dam on the north bank for nearly a decade.  
Also, the EIS does not include any mention of whether the past practice of removing debris 
from the icebreakers will still be possible under a full pool or partial seasonal drawdown 
scenario using past protocol and procedure that required a tracked machine to drive 
through the river.  At a minimum, these considerations should be added to the EIS. 
 
Manipulation of Aquatic Resources and Physical Effects 
 
This section of the EIS mentions when and how gates would be opened to adjust water 
levels, but does not model water level effects from the fish passage.  The impacts of the 
fishway to 100-year probability flood elevations have not been provided in the EIS, which 
begs the question of how the County’s dam repair plans and Chapter 31 permits can be 
approved? The existing hydrologic and hydraulic model developed by SEWRPC and 
floodplain approved by FEMA as referenced in the EIS assume that the structure has 10 
gates that will all be open during a 100-year frequency storm.  This assumption does not 
reflect real world conditions of how the Dam can be operated.  Even with the gates opened 
to their maximum capacity, there is more “structure” than opening, and this impacts both 
the capacity and conveyance of the Dam and increases flood conditions upstream for a 
range of flood events from the 10-year to 500 year event.   
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The EIS acknowledges that with all ten gates closed during a 100-year event, the river 
levels would be as much as 1.5 feet higher than the 100 year flood elevation near the Dam, 
and continue to exceed the 100 year flood elevation up to Bender Road.  The EIS also 
acknowledges that if “6 gates are closed during a 100-year frequency flood, the 100-year 
flood elevations will be exceeded and can contribute to upstream flooding.”  Given the 
significant increase in flood risk to upstream homeowners and potential liability to the 
County, it is critical that this information be carefully considered before the DNR grant any 
approval of this proposed project or an operational order.  DNR is required to protect 
public health and safety.  
 
This is especially concerning because based on past performance, it is likely that County 
Staff will not be able to open all the gates (6 or 10) during a major flood event.  In the past, 
County staff has not been able to raise gates due to mechanical gate failure, electrical 
problems, and/or lack of safe access to the structure.  The need for dam maintenance will 
increase over time, not only due to the age of the 80 year old structure, but also due to 
increased maintenance required for the fish passage and to keep dam gates from freezing 
during winter months under several operational scenarios.  The EIS states that either 
aerators or glycol systems would need to be put in place to protect against the gates 
freezing.  Both require maintenance.  Moreover, a glycol system creates unnecessary 
potential for harm to the public, fish, water quality and wildlife should it leak into the river.  
The potential for increased ice jams under the normal pool or partial drawdown scenarios 
is great and will cause safety issues.  Given that the majority of flow will flow over the 
spillway, it’s possible that under full pool some ice and debris could continue to flow over 
the spillway; however, it’s unlikely that this would happen under a partial drawdown, 
leading to increased debris removal costs.  
 
Any fishway design that requires frequent manipulations or major maintenance is 
concerning given the County’s past poor performance with this structure.  Further, simply 
requiring the County to assure that 25% of the natural flow passes through the fishway, 
without specific plans, is insufficient for an EIS.  For example, the design appears to have 
multiple weirs to balance water depth and velocity through the upstream portion of the 
fishway to prevent any decrease in water elevation in the impoundment.  This will likely 
require frequent flow manipulations in the fish passage, especially during the spring when 
the impoundment is being refilled (should any seasonal drawdown be allowed), and this 
also coincides with peak spring migration for fish.  Placing the fishway on the north bank of 
the river through the gated section, far away from the dominant “fish attracting flows,”  
which are at the other end of the dam at the fixed crest spillway, is a poor design.  Even 
with the dam gates being opened now for nearly 8 years and given lack of a clearly defined 
thalweg in this portion of the channel, the dominant flow of the river is along the south 
bank adjacent to the spillway.  This raises concerns about whether the County will be able 
to ensure that 25% of the river flows will go through that fish passage, regardless of 
operational scenario.  
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Affected Biological Community and Biological Effects 
 



Repair of the dam with any operational scenario would cause continued sedimentation to 
build up in the impoundment, degrading water quality and habitat, and leading to a carp 
dominated system.  The best alternative to reduce sedimentation, protect aquatic life, 
provide fish passage, and improve water quality is complete dam removal, which was not 
considered.   
 
Either dam repair drawdown alternative would flush sediment downstream when gates 
are open, causing sediment to be deposited in the streambed, leading to loss of mussel 
habitat and increased sediment clogging of mussel siphons and gils.  Keeping dam gates 
permanently closed in a full pool or normal operation scenario, would lead to continued 
sediment deposition behind the impoundment causing its habitat value and water quality 
to be degraded for mussels, fish, and other life.  The impoundment also causes higher water 
temperatures and decreased oxygen levels that minimize value to aquatic life and result in 
nuisance algae blooms in the summer, which further degrade water quality.  Mussels in 
shallow water can be exposed to hypoxia from algae as well as to ammonia from decaying 
organic material.  Likewise, suddenly closing the gates in spring to raise the impoundment 
water level under a full or partial winter drawdown, would lower water levels downstream 
causing desiccation of mussels and other aquatic life downstream of the Dam.  



 
Similarly, sudden release of water through dam gates in the fall as the impoundment is 
lowered has been shown in the past to cause erosion and scour downstream.  In addition, a 
large discharge of flow or a discharge during the wrong season can dislodge organisms 
downstream and upstream of the dam causing death or stress to mussels, juvenile fish, 
macroinvertebrates, and other aquatic life.  Any of the drawdown alternatives is troubling 
from this regard, but there are also likely impacts under a full pool or normal water level 
condition, as the County would still be allowed to operate the gates during flooding 
conditions. In addition, lowering of water levels can cause mussels and other organisms to 
be left high and dry, stranding them, drying them out and making them more vulnerable to 
predation.  We have seen evidence also of death of frogs and other amphibians from past 
dam operations, by both drying out and freezing.  Likewise, dropping water levels can kill 
wetland plants that become dewatered as a result of drawdown.  All drawdown scenarios 
are bad for mussels and aquatic life.  While a partial drawdown could provide more water 
in the impoundment during winter, which would benefit mussel populations, this is 
outweighed by restriction of movement of fish, which are also hosts required for mussel 
reproduction.  Full drawdown would allow fish passage, but also cause more mussel injury 
and death through sedimentation and desiccation.  Thus, full pool would be the most 
protective operational scenario, especially for mussels and other aquatic life.  The most 
protective alternative for mussels would be complete dam removal, which would provide 
the best water quality, best conditions for mussel growth and survival, and best likelihood 
of passage of fish hosts. 



 
Opening and closing of gates and resulting changes in water level makes it impossible for 
vegetation to become established on streambanks under any dam repair scenario.  This 
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subsequently leads to increased sediment transport from erosion, and resulting impacts on 
fish and aquatic life both upstream and downstream of the dam.  
 
Despite a laundry list of sensitive fish, mussel, macroinvertebrate and other plant and 
animal life detailed in the Affected Biological Environment section, there was no mention 
under different operational scenarios whether or not there could be greater biological 
effects to certain species of concern under different operational scenarios.  For example, it 
would be helpful to know whether certain species such as redhorse, sturgeon, the striped 
shiner, and others would be able to use the fish passage if properly designed given 
expected flow and water depths.  



 
A discharge from the dam that is too low—either due to a partial winter drawdown or a 
drought, making the fish passage un-operational during a full pool scenario—could cause 
significant impacts to fish, mussels, and other life downstream.  Mussels, invertebrates, and 
other aquatic life move very slowly, and would not be able to adapt to rapid changes in 
impoundment water levels.  Given the climate change predictions of more frequent and 
volatile storms, punctuated by drought, it is questionable whether this Dam can be 
operated in any way to minimize negative impacts on fish and aquatic life while 
simultaneously protecting upstream landowners from flooding.  Dam repair is a lose-lose 
scenario, the only benefit of which is to provide a limited number of private landowners 
with a few months of a “lake” for their pontoon boats.  
 
Affected Cultural Environment and Cultural Effects 
 
The dam repair option that also minimizes impacts to the environment is the full pool or 
normal water level operation.  Dam repair provides only a minimal increase in recreational 
value for the general public.  The impoundment is unlikely to attract many motor boaters 
that do not live in the impoundment given the lack of actual stream miles that can be 
traversed at wake or no-wake speeds, which range from approximately 0.2 miles to 1 mile 
for wake speeds based on type of craft, and a max of 2 miles for no-wake motorized boating 
under best case flow conditions.   



 
Dam repair, under any operational scenario, would cause increasing sedimentation over 
time in the impoundment, which ultimately is the key factor limiting the quality of fisheries, 
habitat, and water quality.  Increasing sediment build up over time will affect recreation of 
all kinds, but most importantly, the ability to use motorized boats.  Motorized boating 
would not be possible for 8 months of the year under either drawdown scenario; the 
season could be extended a few months potentially under a full pool scenario unless more 
flows need to be diverted to maintain 25% flow in the fish passage.  None of these 
considerations are included in the EIS and should be assessed and included. 
 
In addition, sediment build up in the impoundment under any repair scenario would 
require costly dredging to maintain and facilitate continued recreation by motor boats.  On 
the flipside, while dam removal would result in no motorized boating of any kind, the 
benefits outweigh this impact, including: improvement in habitat, fisheries, and water 
quality; reduction in nuisance algae and eutrophic conditions contributing to impairments 
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in the Milwaukee River Area of Concern; improvement in conditions for other recreational 
activities such as paddling and fishing; and improvement in aesthetics.  Dam repair is not 
needed to facilitate public recreation 12 months of the year to Lincoln and Estabrook Parks.  
 
The EIS did not, but needs to include consideration of nuisance trash, how it would be 
removed under different operational scenarios, how often it would be disposed of, and 
impacts related thereto, including costs.  Debris removal is made more complicated by 
repair scenarios that increase water levels during winter months (e.g., full pool, partial 
drawdown), making it difficult if not impossible to remove trash and debris from behind 
the icebreakers due to high water.  In addition, a partial or full winter drawdown would 
ensure continued accumulation of debris behind the fixed crest spillway.  The County’s 
reliance on past expenditures for debris removal is not an accurate representation of future 
needs should this dam be repaired.  
 
Furthermore, not only does trash contribute to the aesthetic impairment of the Milwaukee 
River Area of Concern, it is also bad for wildlife and inhibits recreation such as paddling.  In 
the past, paddlers have had to portage the icebreakers due to trash accumulation and this is 
likely to continue with or without a fish passage.  
 
Socioeconomic Effects  
 
The Socioeconomic effects section, which is three sentences long, states that DNR does not 
anticipate any impacts to homeowners from repair of the dam due to reestablishment of 
water levels, and states there could be increased fishing from the fish passage.  Again, this 
intimates that dam removal would cause impacts to property values, which has no factual 
basis.  Over the last 8 years, homes have continued to sell in the impoundment, and thus 
claims that there would be $200 million plus in lost property value should the dam be 
removed are unfounded.  We have not seen one report of property value decline from a 
small dam removal in Wisconsin or elsewhere.  Conversely, past studies of property value 
impacts from small dam removal in Wisconsin have shown that property values tend to 
stay the same or improve after dam removal (Provencher et al, 2008). 
 
Socioeconomic effects did not consider the negative effects from potential upstream 
flooding should the County not get all gates open in any storm exceeding a 15-year event.  
Given the new SEWRPC study on the hydrological and hydraulic effects of the Dam, the 
County would be liable under any repair scenario for upstream flooding should they not get 
gates open in time.  There would also likely be negative effects from poor water quality and 
increased growth of nuisance algae, both of which are likely unavoidable in the short-term.  
This could impact recreation and house sales should the dam be repaired.   
 
Short and Long-Term Environmental Effects and Cumulative Impacts 
 
The short and long-term environmental effects and cumulative impacts were not 
sufficiently analyzed and the DNR must prepare a more thorough review.  For example, 
long term environmental effects of Dam repair with fish passage did not adequately include 
negative effects from the continued existence of the impoundment and increased 
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sedimentation over time to habitat, water quality, or aquatic life as previously described.  
There was some discussion of increased risk of ice damage under a normal pool, but no 
other discussion of ice impacts under other scenarios.  It is important to note that even 
with the gates open over the last 8 years, there continues to be ice damming upstream, 
especially in the big bends of the river.  These sections did not consider nuisance trash or 
the County’s failure to remove trash accumulation from past dam maintenance as 
mentioned above.   
 
The cumulative impacts section states there are no such impacts from dam repair under 
any operational scenario.  For example, over time, any repair option will have cumulative 
impacts on sediment deposition, and this would likely require future dredging for 
navigation and/or of contaminated sediments from upstream Superfund sites such as 
Cedar Creek.  Likewise, over time, constant flushing of sediment downstream from dam 
operations is likely to degrade downstream habitats and affect aquatic life such as mussels 
and macroinvertebrates.  This section is completely deficient.  



 
Risk and Precedent 
 
This section of the EIS intimates that there is a risk that repair with fish passage could 
enhance movement of aquatic invasive species.  This conflicts with other statements in the 
EIS (Affected Biological Environment section) where the Department concludes that the 
dam is not a barrier to aquatic invasive species.  Furthermore, no evidence supports that 
supposition either.  The real risks include: that the fish passage would not operate as 
intended given changes in flow regimes or lack of maintenance by Milwaukee County; the 
increased flood risk to upstream homeowners under different operational scenarios; and 
the significant risk to downstream paddlers and fishermen every time the gates are opened 
suddenly during a storm event. Downstream paddlers and fishermen are often unaware 
when the gates are opened during storms, which put them directly in harm’s way.  



 
In the Risk and Precedent section, there should also be some analysis of the County’s 
wherewithal, or lack thereof, to hire a dam operator or to operate and maintain this dam 
over time.  There is no “fund” to pay for future operations and maintenance, except for a 
statement that $51,000 per year will be allocated for this purpose from television and radio 
antenna rental fees paid to the County for the towers across from Estabrook Park.  No 
financial assurance bond has been provided and no trust account created.  Further, that 
leaves a nearly $110,000 per year shortfall.  State law requires that a dam owner prove that 
it can finance a dam for 10 years which the County has not done. 
 
Lastly, the EIS mentions that there is a good precedent for the Estabrook fishway that was 
set by the fish passage on the Milwaukee River in Thiensville.  Thiensville’s fishway was 
developed as a nature-like fishway with little need for water level manipulation and no 
mechanical or moving parts.  Allowing Milwaukee County repair this dam given its past 
performance and its inability to meet any deadline to repair the structure going back to 
1995, and extending to the 2009 Repair or Abandon Order, sets a negative precedent and 
one that cannot be ignored.   
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Limiting the Department’s role to only looking at Milwaukee County’s preferred option sets 
a negative precedent for Wisconsin given that there are around 3,900 dams left in 
Wisconsin, many of which are old and failing.  If we truly want to improve water quality, 
clean up our Milwaukee River Area of Concern, minimize flood risk, and set ourselves up to 
be more resilient for a changing climate, then we need to question the “repair” or major 
rebuilding of dams that provide no public benefit.  The DNR is charged with the duty and 
authority to first and foremost protect the public trust and public interest in our shared 
waters.  The DNR’s preliminary decision to let the County repair and operate Estabrook 
Dam given the significant negative environmental effects and risks to public safety laid out 
in the EIS sets a negative precedent for Wisconsin.  We encourage you to update the EIS to 
include the points raised herein and more importantly, to revise the EIS to include a 
consideration of all alternatives and impacts of dam removal as required by state and 
federal law.  
 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.  If you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to contact us at (414) 287-0207 or at cheryl_nenn@milwaukeeriverkeeper.org. 
 
Respectfully, 



 
Cheryl Nenn 
Riverkeeper 
 
 
 





mailto:cheryl_nenn@milwaukeeriverkeeper.org














































































From: Lorry Rifkin
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:23:13 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lorry Rifkin 
junk@rifkinclan.com 
7821 N Mohawk 
Fox Point, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Tom Anderson-Brown
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam - Remove it
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:42:05 AM


Hello,


I would like to say that I am in favor of removal of the Estabrook Dam. The river should
 provide the best habitat possible for wildlife and aquatics species and a free-flowing river will
 increase recreational use by fishermen, kayakers, and sightseers.


Please count my voice in favor of removal!


Tom Anderson-Brown
608-335-2857
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From: Craig Stephen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, March 26, 2016 7:36:47 PM


Please repair the Estrabrook dam.  I hope there is a partial winter draw down for safety reason.


 


Growing up I learned to fish by my father in Lincoln Park on the fishing pier.  This was in the
 1960(s).  At the time we lived at 70th and Hampton Ave.  The benefits from the dam in
 Estabrook Park reach many people, young and old, throughout the greater Milwaukee area. 
 This experience should be shared with future generations to come.  I hope to teach my
 grandchildren how to fish in Lincoln Park when the Estabrook Dam is repaired.


Best regards,


Craig Stephen


832 W Riverview Drive


Glendale, WI 53209
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From: Clark Blachly
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 9:53:54 AM


Please don't put this off any longer the river is in terrible condition please repair now. Do not let them rip that dam
 out and leave this lake impoundment dry and ugly and unusable
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Gail Grenier Sweet
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 25, 2016 8:39:24 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Gail Grenier Sweet 
gsweet@wctc.edu 
5426 W Andover Rd 
Milw, Wisconsin 53219
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From: Jim Cauley
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:00:45 PM


Dear Wisconsin DNR,


My wife and I favor the removal of the Estabrook dam for many reasons.
We enjoy canoeing on the Milwaukee River, but currently we are not able to canoe from Kletsch park downstream due to two dams - the Estabrook and
 Kletzch park dams.  (We do canoe from Grafton to Thiensville and from Thiensville to Kletzch, as well as from Shorewood to Lake Michigan.


Removal is much more prudent than repairs that will only last 20 years before more major work must be done.
Removal will improve water quality.
Removal will improve fish habitat and the diversity of fish species that are present in the river.  (The proposed repair with a fish passage will not work
 during much of the year.)
Removal will reduce flood risk upstream from the dam.
Removal will reduce public safety risk downstream.


The private property owners on the river above the dam should not be able to force the public to fund the rebuilding of the dam just so they can have
 their own lake to play in when there are many more compelling interests in favor of removal.


Thank you for considering our thoughts.
Jim Cauley & Brenda Andrews
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From: Will Wawrzyn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
Subject: Comments on Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:18:32 PM


Hi Kristina,
 
For your review and consideration, below are my comments on the Estabrook Dam draft EIS.
 
I understand that the purpose of the draft EIS is not related to any action governing the County’s decision to repair or remove the dam. For the record, it is my
 opinion as a tax paying resident of Milwaukee County and user of the Milwaukee River, the County should change its current policy on the Estabrook Dam
 from repair with the addition of fish passage to dam removal.  Based on the weight of evidence presented in the Environmental Impact Report dated October
 15, 2015 prepared by the County’s consultant AECOM, removal of the dam is the least expensive alternative and affords the greatest socio-economic and
 environmental benefits for taxpaying County residents, the Milwaukee River and its users. As of 2008, an independent study concluded that the deferred
 maintenance of just the Milwaukee County Park infrastructure was over $250 million dollars. The County’s own consultant concluded that the life of the dam
 following the proposed repairs is 20-years after which the entire structure will have to be replaced dwarfing the $6.2 million dollars that will be spent up to
 that time. The socio-economic and environmental impacts for repairing the dam do not add up.
 
With regards to the current draft Environmental Impact Statement intended to address the County’s preferred Operational Order (OO) for establishing
 operation of the dam and the impoundment water levels, and the Inspection, Operation, and Maintenance (IOM) plan, Milwaukee County has a long record of
 failing to adequately fund, operate and maintain the Estabrook Dam for the protection of human health and the environment.  The inability to operate water
 levels in a timely and effective manner has resulted in documented water quality impacts by flushing of polluted sediment, fish kills, failed year classes of
 important game fish, desiccation of mussel populations, fish and aquatic life habitat, de-watering of wetlands, river bank instability, increased damages from
 river overbank flooding and surcharging of storm sewers to name a few.
 
Contrary to decades long arguments by dam repair proponents that the dam protects residents from flooding, only removal of the dam reduces flood liability.
 The inability to properly operate water levels during even minor flood events has the potential to greatly impact private property and infrastructure and the
 County’s liability. Consider the finding of the SEWRPC flood study. 
·   With all 10 flood gates open, the 100-year flood event elevations increase between 0.5 and 1.5-feet between the Dam and Bender Road;
·   If the County is unable to raise all 10 gates of the dam during the 100-year flood event because of obstacles such as unsafe access to the dam, staff


 availability, the loss of power during the storm, mechanical gate failure, or the accumulation of ice and debris at the gates, the flood water elevations would
 be as much as 1.5 feet higher than the 100-year flood elevation near the dam with the gates open, and continue to exceed the 100-year flood elevation
 at Bender Road. This would result in flood damages to more than the current 292 residences in the current 100-year floodplain.


·   If the County is unable to raise all 10 gates during more frequent and less extreme flood events beginning at the 15-year flood event, the flood levels and
 resulting damages would be similar to those experienced during the 100-year flood with all 10 gates raised.


 
If the County cannot raise all 10 gates of the dam during the 100-year flood, flood elevations increase up to 10-inches with most of the properties increasing
 flood elevations by about 5-inches. This is not an insignificant amount when considering how flat the topography is in the Sunny Point neighborhood (between
 Silver Spring Drive and Bender Road), the potential for additional flood water damages, or the consequences of flood water entering floor drains that
 contribute to sanitary sewer backups and overflows. Alternatively, under the dam removal option, the 100-year floodplain decreases by up to 6-inches with
 most properties seeing water levels decreasing by 3-inches. If you own a flood prone residence, every inch decrease in flooding has a real value.
 
There are approximately 292 residential properties in the 100-year floodplain (all but four are located between Silver Spring Drive and Bender Road in the City
 of Glendale’s Sunny Point neighborhood), 163 properties have water frontage and 129 are located inland from the river and do not have waterfront property
 and access to the river. In the event that the County is unable to raise all of the dam gates in a timely manner, even for floods much less extreme than the 100-
year event, the number of waterfront properties experiencing flood damage will remain the same. However the number of overall properties without
 waterfront property experiencing flood damage would increase. If all the dam gates cannot be opened in a timely manner and flood damages occur, it would
 increase the County’s exposure to flood damage liability.
 
Residents with mortgages located in the 100-year floodplain already carry flood insurance and future flood insurance premiums will be increasing. The 129
 residences located in the 100-year floodplain and without waterfront access do not have the added property value that waterfront property owners have. As
 such, they may have the most to gain from being removed from the floodplain boundary by eliminating payment for flood insurance, and absent that stigma,
 could receive a higher selling price.
Removal of natural and man-made debris from the dam spillways and “dragons teeth”,  and in particular the fixed crest spillway. The planned addition of the
 fishway will require additional staffing to remove debris to insure effective fish passage. The debris limits the flood flow capacity and resulting upstream flood
 elevations of the spillways, and threaten the structural integrity of the spillway and dragons teeth.
 
To date, the County has appropriated only $51,000 per year of the estimated $160,000 annual operation and maintenance cost required for the dam and
 proposed fishway. Some in the County and outside the County have stated that the balance for the dam’s operation and maintenance from this funding source
 will be $300,000 by 2017. That balance may not add up. County staff has said that there is not a designated account collecting these rental fees, and they
 could have already been spent on other projects. The funding from only started in 2014 or 2015 and the account would have been used for no less than three
 debris removals in 2015, and debris removal must still be completed for 2016. Past debris removals have cost as much as $40,000 per year and 300 cubic yards
 of debris are still awaiting removal from the Estabrook Park floodplain next to the dam’s gated section. The County has never removed the worst of the debris
 fields located along the fixed crest spillway where access is difficult and privately owned. The fixed crest spillway is much wider and irregular making removal
 especially difficult and certainly more costly. Any additional shortfalls in funding for the dam and fishway O&M will have to be funded through the annual
 budget process. Since there is no designated fund for the balance of dam and fishway O&M, the County must allocate the balance by way of the same annual
 budgeting process that competes for all County projects.  Given the existing and additional risks to flooded properties for the range of flood events between the
 15-year and 100-year recurring interval should the remaining dam gates not be opened in a timely manner, the IOM plan for the County’s Estabrook Dam
 should:


1.        Require sufficient details for the inspection and decision criteria for the removal of debris from the fixed crest and gated spillways, and “dragons
 teeth”.


2.        Training of personnel for the inspection of debris fields.
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3.        Require details on the means and methods for the removal by County staff and equipment or private contractors.
4.        Require proof of encumbered funding sources on an annual basis for all IOM tasks estimated at $160,000 per year.


 
The EIS should clearly state the flood and drainage impacts associated with the Dam’s operation for a full range of flood events ranging from the 15-year to
 100-year recurring intervals assuming the fishway is constructed and with all remaining gates are opened and for the condition whereby all the remaining
 gates are closed.
 
Also, it should state that under the gates closed scenario while the number of additional landowners impacted by the full range of flood events could be
 significant, the specific impacted landowners have not been identified due to the lack of detailed parcel elevation surveys, in particular the area bounded by
 Silver Spring Drive and Bender Road in the City of Glendale.
 
SEWRPC as part of their previous flood studies has estimated the financial impacts of the 100-year flood event assuming the gates of the dam are open. The
 costs should be revised to include the number of impacted residents for the full range of flood events described above under the fishway and remaining gates
 closed scenario.
 
This information is needed and consistent with the required Operational Order since the County will be required to staff and operate the remaining dam gates
 and impoundment water levels to avoid these flood and storm sewer drainage impacts. This information should be developed before finalizing the EIS, and
 included in the Operational Order and the Inspection, Operation and Maintenance plan so that the County and impacted landowners are abundantly aware of
 the County’s potential liability absent adequate staffing and funding for the Dam’s operation.
 
The timeline for the public review and comment period should be extended until such time more completed fishway plans are available and the impacts to
 upstream flooding are analyzed. From a structural and regulatory perspective, the planned fishway will be part of the Estabrook Dam. The fishway plans
 presented in the draft EIS were very brief and far from 90% complete. The effects of the fishway, the remaining gates and the operation of the gates and
 fishway on flood elevations are not presented.
 
The EIS, Operational Order and Inspection, Operation and Maintenance plan should specify how and at what extent (e.g., height and volumes) natural and
 man-made debris, at what extent shall be removed, the frequency, and how it would be removed so as not to impact the structural integrity and the flow
 capacity of both spillways and dragon’s teeth. 
 
The costs for the debris removal along the fixed crest, gated spillway and Dragon’s teeth should be differentiated and itemized. The EIS should state that the
 County does not have a direct and annual funding mechanism for the inspection, operation and maintenance plan for the dam, including debris removal and
 staffing for operating the water levels and fishway that is estimated at $160,000 per year.
 
Based on a 2010 aerial photographs, the extent of even partial drawdowns would be significant. Partial drawdowns would expose almost 16-acres of littoral
 habitat for just the “center cut” and “east oxbow”. There would be additional impacts to wildlife populations in isolated and stagnant backwater areas, and
 additional impacts from freezing and predation. The impacts attendant to “complete” drawdowns would be even more significant.
 
Finally and most extensively, the following is an article of mine that was published via the Urban Milwaukee.com publication.  They include relevant
 information that could be used to enhance the EIS from a historical and current perspective. The entire article can be accessed by way of the following link:
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55157271e4b0179c6ec8b662/t/56e342154c2f8502d979d2aa/1457734177488/EstabrookDam_ver_FINAL+03112016.pdf
 
Respectfully,
 
Will Wawrzyn
4444 S. Packard Ave.
Cudahy, WI 53110
wwawrzyn@att.net
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From: John Nelson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comments on Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 5:07:16 PM


As a professional fisheries biologist and retired resource manager, I fully support the removal
 of the Estabrook Dam on the Milwaukee River. I was directly involved in the removal of
 approximately 18 small and large dams over my 30 year career and can state that removal of
 those dams was the most effective and impactful resource management on rivers that may
 occur. 
The dams have many negative impacts on the biological, chemical and physical character of
 rivers. The habitat created by dams favors bottom feeding fishes such as the common carp
 while degrading habitat for sight feeding native fish such as smallmouth bass and northern
 pike.  The physical structure blocks the important seasonal movement between winter and
 summer habitat and prevents access to important spawning habitat for those species. The
 waters held back by the dam are normally more turbid due to carp activity and diurnal shifts
 in oxygen levels may be much greater due to the still water effect. Benthic macroinvertebrate 
 communities are normally far less diverse behind dams as are the fish communities
 themselves. Conversely, diversity of  fish and invertebrate communities have been
 documented to almost immediately increase dramatically with dam removal.
Overall recreational use of waters restored by dam removal increases greatly as well.  We
 documented those increases in use with the removal of the Woolen Mills dam on the
 Milwaukee River in West Bend (removed in 1988).  Upland use also increased significantly
 with dam removal.
Again, the environmental and recreational benefits of dam removal far outweigh the perceived
 social benefits of retaining the dam.  I fully support the option of removing the Estabrook
 Dam.
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From: Martha Davis Kipcak
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:31:24 PM


Kristina Betzold,


Remove the Dam. 
It is the fiscally responsible and environmentally responsible thing to do.


I live on the Milwaukee River. I understand the repercussions.


Think big and long. Not small and short.


Thank you.


Martha Davis Kipcak 
3354 N. Gordon Place 
Milwaukee, WI 53212


Martha Davis Kipcak 
mdaviskipcak@gmail.com 
3354 N. Gordon Place 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Wendy Butler
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 4:24:44 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Wendy Butler 
wbutler87@gmail.com 
8245 Cascade CT. 
Franklin, Wisconsin 53132
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From: rklug90611@aol.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Lincoln Park Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:28:01 PM


 Kristina Betzold,


Please vote for repair or replacement of the Lincoln Park dam.  This is an important element
 in recreational activities as well as local property values. There should also be a seasonal
 "drawdown" for the prevention of thin ice fall through, ice jams and flooding.  It would also
 be a good idea to include community involvement in the operation of the dam.
Thank You, The Klugs
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From: Tom Ozburn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 10:43:59 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Tom Ozburn 
plstrman@yahoo.com 
4141 s 60th #20 
Greenfield, Wisconsin 53220
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From: Howard Hinterthuer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:16:38 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Howard Hinterthuer 
howard.embeddedreporter.lewis@gmail.com 
672 N Montgomery Street, #5 
Port Washington, Wisconsin 53074
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From: Jenelle Hilbert
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 12:28:31 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jenelle Hilbert 
jen_nellie99@yahoo.com 
3268A S. Quincy Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Kevin Hensiak
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:19:57 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kevin Hensiak 
khensiak@netzero.net 
10532 W CORTEZ CIR APT 19 
FRANKLIN, Wisconsin 53132
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From: Mark Bruhy
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:50:00 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Mark Bruhy 
markbruhy@gmail.com 
W62N822 Arbor Drive 
CEDARBURG, Wisconsin 53012
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From: Thomas Church
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:35:21 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Thomas Church 
tchurch14@yahoo.com 
2233 N Summit ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
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From: Christopher DeMarco
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:15:33 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Christopher DeMarco 
citodemarco@gmail.com 
4933 N Wildwood Avenue 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Sonya Baime
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 4:35:40 PM


I spoke in favor the dam on Tues night.  My husband and I have lived in Glendale on the Milw River for
 over 40n years an raised our two sons here.  It was so exciting for our family the day the river was
 reduced to its lower level for the winter and allowed to reach its upper level for the summer.  That meant
 we could put our boat in the water and resume our summer boating fun.  What will become of our boat
 houses?
 
What is going to happen to our cement retaining walls if the dam is not going to be repaired?  What is
 going to happen to the steps of the Blatz Pavilion which lead down to what once an area for ice skating
 or swimming?  The steps will lead down to mud and weeds for people to walk through.  Of course, that
 would be unsightly and need to be reconstructed along with many other pipes for drainage, etc.  Money
 and More Money.
 
Why do we have to have so many votes on this issue?  The Baseball Stadium didn't take 7 years of
 voting. Neither did the new Bucks stadium.  Stop trying to make this a political issue.
 
I am in favor of partial winter drawdown for safety reasons.
 
Sonya Baime
1100 west River Park Lane
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
artbysonya@wi.rr.com
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From: Mike Arney
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Please evaluate removal of Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:42:51 PM


To whom it may concern:


It is my hope that the DNR will evaluate the possibility of removing the Estabrook Dam,
 instead of just repairing or replacing it. As someone concerned with the health of our rivers
 and streams, I think a free-flowing river serves our community better than one with a dam in
 it. In addition, this will save taxpayers money for construction and maintenance.


Thanks for considering my opinions on this.


Michael Arney
1447 Saint Charles Street
Wauwatosa, WI  53213
414-771-8850
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From: Zach Naylor
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 8:31:40 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Zach Naylor 
zjnaylor@gmail.com 
4506 N. Marlborough 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Terri Meinhardt
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Removal
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:16:25 PM


Hello,
“I support complete removal of the Estabrook Dam.  This is in the best interests of the
 Milwaukee County taxpayers and the river environment.”
Thank you!
Terri


 


Terri Meinhardt
Culver Brand Design
219 N Milwaukee St.
Milwaukee, WI 53202
phone: 414.276.7550
direct: 414.935.6274
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From: Vesna Harris
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 11:34:35 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Vesna Harris 
vharrisp@hotmail.com 
8454 East WindLake Road 
WindLake, Wisconsin 53185
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From: Sarah Backus
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 9:51:46 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


Removal of the dam is a viable, sensible, economically sound and environmentally friendly
 solution! 
I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sarah Backus 
sbwalter24@gmail.com 
2844 N56 Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53210
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From: John Rodstrom
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:23:01 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John Rodstrom


John Rodstrom 
rodstrom@wisc.edu 
922 S. Brooks St Apt. #3 
Madison, Wisconsin 53715
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From: dan panetti
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 2:54:43 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


dan panetti 
danpanetti@milwpc.com 
11004 n port washington road 
mequon, Wisconsin 53092
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From: Jim Gennrich
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Should Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:29:24 AM


Kristina Betzold,


The DNR's Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) only looks at 1) repairing the dam and 2)
 the continued operation and maintenance of the dam. The DNR, should, as part of the EIS
 review, consider and evaluate all alternatives, including the complete removal of the dam
 located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale Wis.


Thank you, 
Jim Gennrich 
Thiensville, WI (upstream of the dam)


Jim Gennrich 
jkgennrich@gmail.com 
509 LAUREL DR 
THIENSVILLE, Wisconsin 53092
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From: Dain Maddox
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Dain Maddox
Subject: Estabrook Dam - Remove the dam alternative
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:56:35 PM


Ms Betzhold,
I respectfully request that the DNR EstaBrook Dam Environmental Impact Statement consider
 the alternative to REMOVE the dam.  Regardless of whether this alternative is selected, it 
must be considered in detail to ensure a complete and honorable environmental analysis.  The 
removal alternative has broad community support and it is a reasonable option to the two 
alternatives in the current EIS.  
I greatly appreciate all the time and energy that DNR staff and others have committed to the 
Estabrook project.  It would be unfortunate to not consider all reasonable alternatives, 
particularly the option to remove the dam completely.


Thank you for all your hard work
Sincerely


Dain Maddox
105 N 88th St
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
414.737.4204
dmaddox@wi.rr.com
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From: Barbara Diaz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 11:54:58 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Barbara Diaz 
Whitefish Bay, near the hideous dam


Barbara Diaz 
bcrabbd@mac.com 
1505 E. Hampton Rd 
Whitefish Bay, WI, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Megan Andrews-Sharer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Ken Leinbach
Subject: Estabrook Dam Comments - Ken Leinbach
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 10:21:40 AM


Dear Kristina,
 
I am submitting the written comments of Ken Leinbach, Executive Director of the Urban Ecology
 Center, supporting the removal of the Estabrook Dam. He has written the following three articles:


·        http://urbanecologycenter.org/pdf/Estabrook%20Dam.pdf (May 2015) The text of this
 article is included below.


·        http://urbanecologycenter.org/blog/if-you-won-t-listen-to-me-listen-to-the-lorax.html
 (August 2015)


·        http://urbanecologycenter.org/pdf/newsletter/2009/may_june_09.pdf (2009)
 
Best Regards,
Megan Andrews-Sharer
 
Executive Assistant
Urban Ecology Center
1500 East Park Place
Milwaukee, WI 53211
414.964.8505
 
Ken’s article, and most detailed remarks encouraging the removal of the Estabrook dam:
 
“To all involved with the decision on what to do with the deteriorating Estabrook Dam,
 
As the Executive Director of the Urban Ecology Center, I have received an exceptionally high
 number of calls related to this community problem. In part because of this community outpouring,
 in part because we use the river as an educational asset for tens of thousands of students each
 year, and in part because of friendships I have developed with home owners who live on the
 impoundment above the dam -- I have looked very closely at this issue. I have seen the incredible
 ecological rebound first hand since the removal of the North Avenue Dam below Estabrook, as well
 as the amazing recreational asset that a still water system can provide for the community above
 Estabrook. The Urban Ecology Center uses the river more than any other group in the city. We
 provide environmental education for children and adults on both the stretch of river below the
 dam and the area above the dam as well. We teach hundreds of kids each summer how to canoe
 on the Lincoln Park impoundment. I state all of this to make clear that our organization can benefit
 from either scenario: dam repaired or dam removed. Most people that I heard speak at the March
 24th council meeting had a strong opinion each sighting facts that backed their case. Like you, I
 listened. At that point, I was not prepared to make a decision about my position, and I said this at
 the meeting. However, since the meeting I have done additional research, and I would like to share
 with you the line of reasoning I would use to make a decision, were I in your shoes.
 
First, it must be understood that any option considered must address the known toxins that exist in
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 the sediments above the dam and near Lincoln Creek. No matter what happens to the dam, these
 toxins must be removed and capped, and this action must be financed with government dollars (I
 believe that this is already in process). Those who own property along the river but had nothing to
 do with the toxins in the sediment should not be held responsible for the cost associated with
 cleaning up these sediments (as some have suggested they should). Leaving the toxins in place is
 not an option … they have to be dealt with. With the requirement to remove the toxins in all cases
 understood, there are three options to consider:
 
1) Do we repair the dam and manage the impoundment with seasonal draw-downs as we are doing
 now?
2) Do we repair the dam and manage the impoundment differently so it stays as a permanent
 “lake”?
3) Do we remove the dam entirely?
 
I will address each of these three options in order.
 
1) Do we repair the dam and manage the impoundment with seasonal draw-downs? No, definitely
 not. The most important thing to consider for the long term is the ecological impact of any decision
 we make. If there is anything that I hope we have learned over the past century, it is that
 everything is connected. In this case, a healthy life-sustaining waterway means clean water, a
 productive fishery, vibrant riparian land, healthy and sustainable parks, and positive recreational
 opportunities (instead of crime along abandoned polluted waterways). All of these factors connect
 to lifestyle satisfaction, which translates to job retention in the area, etc. Thus, whatever decision
 is made must keep a long term healthy natural ecosystem at the forefront of the decision. Our
 current management of the impoundment above the Estabrook Dam through seasonal draw-
downs does not in any way nurture a healthy natural ecosystem. In fact, it does just the opposite.
 Many plants, fish, frogs, other amphibians, dragonflies, crayfish, macro invertebrates (bugs that
 live in the water), and micro-organisms at the bottom of the food web cannot adequately adapt to
 a summer lake and a winter river. The entire impoundment area is scoured, frozen or desiccated
 each year as a result of these seasonal draw-downs. The seasonal operation does not allow for a
 sustainable and balanced fish population or wildlife and plant community. It is true that many of
 these plants and animals do exist in the area today, even with this oscillation, but our current
 management does not produce anywhere near the diversity or abundance of life that this
 waterway should have or is capable of supporting. For this reason it is my opinion that this “status
 quo” option should be taken off the table.
 
2) Do we rebuild the existing dam in a way that creates a permanent, ecologically-sound lake? For
 political and social reasons (and frankly some selfish reasons … I like kayaking on the
 impoundment) this is the option I would have liked to be able to advocate for. I believe that an
 urban area of 1.5 million people is enhanced by a diversity of opportunities and experiences.
 Having unique parkland that allows for the still water experience of boating and fishing, as well as
 the “cool” factor of having a park with lake trails and islands to explore is a good thing for the
 community. The real question is -- can this be accomplished in an ecologically sound and
 sustainable manner; and can it be done with minimal short- and long-term economic costs?
 Certainly such natural impoundments like beaver dams do exist in nature. With proper design of







 the dam, accounting for fish movement, ice issues and flooding, it seems possible that exploring
 this option could yield an ecologically sound plan. I have done some of this exploration for the
 purpose of forming my own opinion, discussing at length these issues with experts in related
 aquatic fields. Unfortunately, no one that I have spoken with has been able to recommend a way
 to create an ecologically sound impoundment with a new or repaired dam without changing the
 way we manage the entire river basin. This could not happen overnight and would take a bundle of
 money. There are two reasons why this solution is problematic: ice and sediments.
 
Ice considerations are real. According to the Estabrook Dam Report, engineers state that the
 current dam is not structurally strong enough to withstand the pressures created from a full and
 frozen impoundment. It is for this reason, as well as concerns about spring ice break-up and
 flooding, that the impoundment is drawn down each fall (October). No one that I know of has
 argued against this. Can we make a structure strong enough to withstand this ice pressure when
 melting snow and ice are also causing peak flows to occur? Perhaps. However, we will still have the
 spring ice break-up to contend with, which can complicate flooding in this populated urban area.
 
Aside from the concerns about ice, there are also the sediment concerns. Prior to human
 settlement, soil systems were quite stable: heavy spring rains and floods flowed over deep-rooted
 prairies and strong healthy forests and picked up much less soil than today’s rains. The plowing of
 fields with short-rooted crops (like corn and soy beans), coupled with significant development that
 stirs up soils, means that spring floods carry significantly more sediment than a century ago. Any
 impoundment created today fills up much faster than even 50 years ago. Additionally, while we
 have reduced pollutants entering the river, we have yet to even come close to eliminating the
 pollutants that enter into this highly developed watershed. As we already are experiencing with
 the existing toxic sediments, these pollutants settle in the sediments above dams. Sedimentation
 rates for this area are estimated at 1-inch per year and in less than a decade the biological impacts
 of these accumulated polluted sediments would be severe. Therefore, going back to a natural
 impoundment system is not, in fact, realistic without significant management (dredging) and
 ecological costs. There may still be social reasons to explore this option, but at this moment, this
 option should not be embraced without more time for research, or I fear we will again severely
 compromise the future ecological, social and economic value of the waterway. I do not believe,
 due to the deterioration of the existing dam, that the window of time needed for adequate
 research exists (I might be wrong here, as I did not investigate the current structural integrity of
 the existing dam as I have no expertise in this area).
 
3) Do we remove the dam entirely? Based on all the information that I have collected to date, this
 is the solution that I have to advocate for, if somewhat reluctantly. We know, from the experience
 of the North Avenue Dam removal, that, while the process was not without flaws, the end result
 has been an amazing ecological success. Where once there were barely any fish (only two or three
 hardy species recorded), today there are now over 39 species, with fish literally jumping out of the
 water when we take kids down to the river. Within a year of the draw down at North Avenue, the
 mud flats were blooming with native flowers and thick with grasses. There are 160 species of birds
 now known to migrate through this lush ecosystem and human visitation to the newly acquired
 parkland has increased tenfold. It worked above the North Avenue Dam, and it can work again
 above Estabrook. However, doing this right will require proper sediment management, adequate







 budgeting for planting, riverbank and floodplain management, a strong design consideration of the
 entire river from Estabrook to Bender Road as it relates to fish habitat and small craft navigation. It
 will require time, patience, cooperation and support among the WHOLE river basin community.
 This means that when the decision is made budgets should support equipment and time for
 habitat enhancement and for clearing a channel for canoeing this whole stretch even in low water
 conditions. Remember, this is not in fact a restoration project but rather, this is creating something
 entirely new with the river (see below). Let’s do it right. As a river instead of an impoundment the
 water will still be there. In fact, once the sediments are remediated and planted, the park will
 benefit by offering a cleaner environment; fish one can actually catch and consume without being
 concerned about one’s health; more variety of fish, more shoreline and more diverse habitats…and
 it will be sustainable and significantly less costly to maintain.
 
Dam removal is not my preferred choice, but is instead what I believe is the right choice. After
 listening to the many comments in support of repairing the dam at the March 24th council
 meeting, I can envision a few questions cropping up in response to my position supporting the less-
than-popular option of dam removal.
 
What about the “historic restoration” argument? Let’s be clear, there is no “historic restoration”
 involved with this project as some have suggested. Whatever route is chosen is a decision to create
 a new ecosystem, a new management plan and a new recreational plan. Over the past century and
 a half, we have manipulated the Milwaukee River, the environment around the river, and the
 entire watershed that feeds this stretch of urban river to such a degree that there is no way to
 approximate what it once was. I recognize and am amazed at the history surrounding these
 manipulations. In the 1930’s, 1600 workers sweated and toiled to blast rock and change the course
 of the river, dredging and filling as they want. Their effort was based on the engineering and
 knowledge base of the day. There was little thought given to “environmental impacts and benefits”
 back then. Commerce was the rule of the day. Environmental modifications and loss were
 widespread everywhere without knowledge of the long-term ramifications. We’ve filled in
 wetlands, vastly increased sediment loads, put in dams, increased pavement, and added toxins by
 the ton. My point here is this: the argument that repairing the dam will “restore” the river to its
 original level, prior to the blasting of the rock outcroppings in the 1930’s as if this will restore a
 once pristine ecological system really does not hold water (pardon the pun). The blasting of this
 outcropping was one of many thousands of manipulations done to the Milwaukee River. We
 cannot undo them all, and just undoing one will not, in itself, solve a problem.
 
What about property value loss? This one is hard. I know good people who will be affected by this
 decision. However, I read the river report and talked to people who were involved with the cited
 real estate study conducted by the University of Wisconsin-Madison that concluded that property
 values were not affected by previous dam removals. It makes sense to me. I saw first hand how the
 property values above the North Avenue dam significantly increased as the pollutants were
 contained and the river restored to ecological health. I also heard real estate experts put their
 name on the line to debunk the River Report’s conclusion of minimal property value loss. Who do
 you believe? This is outside of my expertise, so my opinion on this one is of little value. I will say
 this though, I live on a city street with no natural amenity out my back door, and I for one would
 trade my house of equal value with any property owner along the Milwaukee River corridor in a







 heart beat. While it would be great to live on a lake-like impoundment, I would just as gladly move
 my home along a free flowing natural river. What about flood control? The Dam was indeed
 created for flood control reasons. However, it does not appear to have much, if any, actual impact
 on flooding. In short: it really didn’t work. This conclusion does have some debate associated with
 it. However, talking with experts on river hydrology and observing 14 years of significant river
 flooding has convinced me that while the dam may have minor impact on small flood events, in
 truth it has no real impact on large flood events. It is a small dam and significant flooding quickly
 overwhelms its designed intent for control.
 
In Conclusion
 
I had hoped to come up with a creative compromise solution that would allow for a healthy “lake
 like” ecosystem, happy property owners, and a very cool and permanent amenity for Milwaukee
 County. I have come to the conclusion, however, that unless we secure very significant funding and
 somehow buy more time this is not likely and may not even be possible. I looked into small hydro-
electricity generation as a means of diverting some of the public burden, but my cursory search did
 not reveal a realistic system for a small dam of this size, nor does hydro-electricity solve the
 ecological or engineering issues raised above. Thus, in the current economic climate I fear the
 answer is clear.
 
The dam must be removed, but done so in accordance to what I stated above, where appropriate
 funds are put into ecological and recreational restoration all the way up to Bender Road.
 
While the issue here is controversial and contentious, the not-always-pretty democratic process to
 arrive at community consensus (and ultimately a decision) is in fact impressive. Thank you for
 taking your valuable time to read this and I’d be happy to answer any questions that may have
 arisen from this letter.
 
One final Note: If we did have a way in which to buy some time with a band aid fix of some kind to
 the dam and we did manage to find a significant funding source, here is what I would suggest. We
 should use this dam as a catalyst for initiating a two year process to create an entire Milwaukee
 River Basin plan. In my research there was almost unanimous consensus among all ecologists,
 biologists, and hydrologists that in the ideal world this “problem” that we face would not be taken
 in isolation. As stated earlier, everything is connected to everything else … especially in a river
 system. It would be very exciting to sit down with area experts from the entire river basin and
 come up with a master plan and strategy for total river renewal. In this master plan it would be
 decided where it makes sense, for the sake of life in the river and the humans that live nearby, to
 have impoundments, fast flow, hydro-electricity, wetlands, etc. With this big picture approach we
 would work hard to eliminate the pollutants that enter the system and significantly reduce the
 sediment load approaching the stable system that existed before human settlements. What is
 exciting is that we have the expertise right here. At UWM we have some of the top fresh water
 ecologists in the world. If stimulus money can be used to study a volcano in Alaska (as I read in the
 paper today), why couldn’t it be used to study the Milwaukee River Basin? If funds were available I
 would offer my services to coordinate experts in the field for such dialogue to begin. In this
 scenario, an impoundment in Milwaukee might actually become feasible and embraced by all.







 However, it is just a likely that the extra time and research would only verify the wisdom in taking
 out the dam.”
 








From: Lynn
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 11:29:20 AM


As a serious canoeist, I am generally not supportive of dams.
 
I did attend the meeting in Glendale.
 
After listening to all speakers, I wish to support the repairs, fish ladder, winter drawdown, etc.
 
I sympathize with the property owners in Glendale.
 
I am not that concerned about ‘cost differentials’.
 
My wife agrees. Her email is dianegp@wi.rr.com       Diane Graham Pagenkop
 
I am Lynn Pagenkop                lynnhp@wi.rr.com
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From: Jeff Eigenberger
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:16:33 PM


Need to force the crook out of office keeping the dam in place to keep a few people happy.
 These dam's are outdated and cause more harm than good. There isn't one good reason to
 keep it.


Jeffrey M. Eigenberger
2376 S 75th St. Apt 3
West Allis WI 53219
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From: William Reid
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Removal of Eastbrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:47:09 AM


Please remove the Eastbrook dam:


It is the most cost effective option
It will help increase the fish population
Removal is better for public safety


Thank you for your consideration,
Bill Reid


904 East Pearson Avenue
Milwaukee, WI
53202
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From: Timothy Schafer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 8:15:34 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Timothy Schafer 
toshea6989@sbcglobal.net 
1728 Mackinac Ave. 
South Milwaukee, WI, Wisconsin 53172
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From: George Owen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Fwd: For removing the dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 7:35:14 AM


My house looks across Gordon Place to the River. My church, Milwaukee Friends Meeting is
 on the River. I walk a loop around both sides of the River. The River is an important part of
 my life. The River greenway is one of the great gems of our city, reminding us of the beauty
 and power of Nature and the Land. Removing the dam is a continuation of our reverence and
 respect not only of the River, but of the generations to come. Please consider the impact of
 removing the dam on the living waters of our city.


George Owen
2563 N Gordon Place
Milwaukee 53212
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From: joanne fetting
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 8:18:16 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


joanne fetting 
mfetting@msn.com 
5025 n woodruff ave 
whitefish bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Daniel Thew
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:31:00 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


I DO NOT WANT A SINGLE PENNY OF MY TAX MONEY GOING TO THE PROPOGATION
 OF THAT EYE SORE!


Thank you,


Daniel Thew 
thew386@hotmail.com 
2403 n Weil st 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53122
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From: Barbara Jakopac
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:12:19 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Barbara Jakopac 
bjakopac@wi.rr.com 
3124 S. 40th Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215
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From: janet.knotts@yahoo.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: REPAIR THE ESTABROOK DAM
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:16:38 AM


I do not live right on the Milwaukee River but have enjoyed the river for recreation and
 renewal. I am very disappointed that the question of the Estabrook Dam is still
 unresolved.
 
I am in favor of repairing the dam because I feel that the Lincoln Park impoundment
 and the river directly north of it have in the past provided so many varied
 opportunities for recreation to so many diverse populations in the area. I walk in this
 area regularly, and enjoyed the river in it's previous state.
 
My properties borders Lincoln Creek, so I am in favor of a partial winter drawdown for
 safety reasons and fully automated gates, eliminating the need to hire an individual
 to watch the weather and gauge the flow of the river.
 
This is a great resource for such an urban area. Please follow the order to repair!
 
Janet Knotts


1623 & 1629 W Lawn Ave


Milwaukee, WI 53209


janet.knotts@yahoo.com
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From: Laura Herzog
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 10:55:58 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, (I am very concerned about the future escalation of climate
 change which will probably create more deluges and floods upstream) and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Sincerely, 
Laura Herzog


Laura Herzog 
laura7534@aol.com 
701 West Monrovia Ave. 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Jeff Whittle
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 10:24:41 PM


I don’t have to review the evidence on your behalf, but please register my support for removing the
 dam on the Milwaukee river in Estabrook park.
 
My read of the evidence suggests this would be the right thing to do.
 
Jeff Whittle, MD, MPH
 



mailto:jwhittle@wi.rr.com
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From: Kevin Hensiak
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:20:33 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kevin Hensiak 
khensiak@netzero.net 
10532 W CORTEZ CIR APT 19 
FRANKLIN, Wisconsin 53132
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From: Linda Keane
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Removal
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:49:53 PM


Dear DNR, 
As Milwaukee becomes aware of river mismanagement and takes strides to right wrongs,
 removal of the Estabrook Dam is one of the wrongs that can be corrected. Water flow and
 riverine habitat and wildlife continuation are critical first steps on the Milwaukee River. I
 have supported the removal of the dam since the beginning possibilities of repair or removal. 
Environmental Impacts of Dams
Dam Effects on Rivers
Dams Reduce River Flow to Ponds
River Habitats change
Dams Degrade water quality
I write again to remove the dam. 
Sincerely, 
Linda Keane, AIA


Linda Nelson Keane, AIA, AIADO
Professor of Architecture and Environmental Design
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago
LinkedIN
www.NEXT.cc
www.STUDIO1032.com
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From: Dave Schulz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:34:01 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Dave Schulz 
dmschulz@yahoo.com 
707 E Potter Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: David Weissman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:18:03 PM


I am writing to express my desire that you work to remove, not repair, the Estabrook Dam.


Thanks


David Weissman, MD
4045 N. Richland Ct
Shorewood, WI 53211



mailto:dweissman38@gmail.com
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From: james stillman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:46:09 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


james stillman 
jstillman963@msn.com 
1825 E. Lake Bluff 
Shorewood, Wi. , Wisconsin 53211
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From: Andrea Berens
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:40:51 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Andrea Berens 
andreaberens@yahoo.com 
2961 North Newhall Street 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53211
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From: TJ Jeske
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 11:41:29 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


TJ Jeske 
tjjeske@yahoo.com 
1959 N Riverwalk Way 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53212
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From: Pirrung, Don
To: Dargle, John (John.Dargle@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Stave, Karl (Karl.Stave@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Haley,


 Kevin (Kevin.Haley@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Dean, Chuck; Hiller, Jaren; Drew, Paul; Koltun, Raisa; Johnson-
Boorse, Paula (Paula.JohnsonBoorse@milwaukeecountywi.gov); Lourigan, Tanya L - DNR; Zoch, Nathan D -
 DNR; Marcangeli, April N - DNR; Betzold, Kristina A - DNR


Subject: FW: Op-Ed: Don’t Repair the Estabrook Dam » Urban Milwaukee
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 11:38:08 AM


An article from Will Wawrzyn was just published in Urban Milwaukee about Estabrook Dam. A link is provided
 below. ... Don Pirrung


Don Pirrung, PE
Senior Engineer
Environment
D 920-406-3140
don.pirrung@aecom.com
 
Note : New phone number and address.


AECOM
1035 Kepler Drive, Green Bay, WI 54311
T 920.468.1978 F 920.468.3312


-----Original Message-----
From: Will Wawrzyn [mailto:wwawrzyn@att.net]
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 11:07 AM
To: Pirrung, Don
Subject: Op-Ed: Don’t Repair the Estabrook Dam » Urban Milwaukee


http://urbanmilwaukee.com/2016/03/15/op-ed-dont-repair-the-estabrook-dam/


Sent from my iPad
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From: Mary Manes
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 8:09:56 AM


I am for the removal of the estabrook dam .
The removal would make the river more environmentally healthier.
I feel that flooding would be highly reduced because with the dam repaired we allow human
 error to exist.
The on going tax dollars that would be needed could be used elsewhere in Milwaukee county
 so that every one could enjoy improvements not just the 100 or so land owners that live along
 the river.


Let the river do what a river should do ... Rise and fall as dictated by nature.


Mary manes
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From: Steve
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estarook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 10:19:38 AM


Estabrook Dam comments


I believe the old dam should be removed only, no new dam, no impoundment.  I’m against
 replacing the Estabrook Dam with a new dam as too expensive and environmentally harmful and
 feel that the only solution that makes sense is to just remove the dam.  It would cost millions more
 to replace and maintain it, and the only ones to benefit would be a few land owners bordering the
 river between Hampton Ave and Bender Road in Glendale.  The greater risks of damage from
 higher water levels, the new polluted silt accumulating behind any new dam or impoundment, the
 increased possibility of lawsuits and the possibly of winter damaging a new dam would impose on
 tax payers too much cost and too much risk, for too little summer recreation for too few people. 


The waste collected at the dam at Estabrook Park is unsightly, unsafe and possibly a fire or
 pollutant hazard.  Such a site has no business within a public park and removing the dam would
 probably remove the collecting of any more waste there.


We’ve had 8 years to see the effects of a free flowing Milwaukee River at that location yet I cannot
 find any Environmental impact studies for the effects of that free flowing river there during any of
 that time. 


Steven Alt          


Glendale, WI
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From: David Thomas
To: Sturtevant, William - DNR; DNR ESTABROOK; Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com
Subject: Questions about Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 4:52:25 PM


Hi,
 
Friends of Lincoln Park is planning on providing feedback on the operation of the Estabrook dam.  I
 have read the Draft EIS but still would like to discuss the fine points with someone from the DNR if
 you have time.
 
Friends of Lincoln park advocates for “Safe and accessible quiet water recreation” in the park.  We
 are also very protective of wildlife habitat in the park.
 
Would someone have time for a 10-15 minute phone call?  Or should I try and outline my questions
 via email?
 
Thank you so much for your interest.
 
David
Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com – Board Exec Committee.
 
David Thomas
Secretary, Friends of Lincoln Park
414-344-1044
www.LincolnParkFriends.org
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From: May Germain
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 1:40:24 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


May Germain 
germainme@gmail.com 
3277 N Gordon Pl 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Lynn Sbonik
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam / Kristina Betzold
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 1:57:58 PM


Dear Kristina,
I attended the meeting at Glen Hills Middle School and came away convinced that the 
Estabrook Dam should be removed. I understand how difficult this would be for the those  
who live on the river and who fear that it will never be as they once remembered it. It will be 
different but in time will be beautiful in a way that is impossible to foresee. 
The cost of the repair and maintenance makes little sense to serve a few property owners when
 Milwaukee County is in greater need of repairing existing facilities that are dearer to our 
hearts and serve a larger number of citizens.. 
I write this as I look upon the Milwaukee River just above Chambers Street. The river runs 
free, sometimes fast, sometimes slow. It offers us daily opportunities to walk its banks which 
apparently was not as easy when the river was impounded by the North Ave Dam.
I support an option to add removal of the dam to the DNR’s EIM.


The world works and so will the river if we turn it loose.


Lynn Sbonik
3066 N Gordon Circle
Milwaukee WI 53212
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From: Gary Sis
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:56:51 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Gary Sis 
like2hike@live.com 
4771 N. Elkhart Ave. 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Linda Reid
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:21:14 AM


Dear Ms. Betzold,


The Estabrook Dam is a wasteful structure that our county cannot afford and is causing
 significant damage to our environment. Please remove this danger to our environment, public
 safety, and budget.


Thank you,
Linda Reid 
Milwaukee, WI
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From: Barb Dylak
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Removal
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:59:05 PM


We support the removal of the Estabrook Dam. Removal of the dam is best for the
 health of the Milwaukee river and would be most cost-effective for the tax-payers.


Barb & Greg Dylak
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From: Douglas H. Frazer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: estabrook park dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:51:07 AM


I favor removal. It makes sense economically and environmentally. There is no public purpose in dam repair.
 Repair confers a private benefit to a small number of homeowners upstream. If those homeowners would
 agree to pay for a fish ladder and lake through a special assessment we might be having a different
 discussion. What the homeowners want, rather, is a free ride. It’s not right.
 
Remove the dam.
 
Douglas H. Frazer
Attorney
Ph:  262.754.2850
F: 262.754.2845
dhf@dewittross.com
13935 Bishop’s Drive, Suite 300
Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005


www.dewittross.com
 


********************************************************************************************************


This message is a PRIVATE communication. This message and all attachments are a private communication sent by a law firm
 and may be confidential or protected by privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
 disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the information contained in or attached to this message is strictly prohibited. Please
 notify the sender of the delivery error by replying to this message, and then delete it from your system. Thank you.
********************************************************************************************************
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From: Dick Dragiewicz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Removal Suggestion
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:30:31 PM


Hi Ms. Betzold,
 
The Wisconsin DNR has requested comments about the Estabrook Dam.  Here are my
 comments/suggestion.
 
The cost of repairing/maintaining the Estabrook Dam far exceeds the cost of its removal. 
 Based on this simple arithmetic everyone should be in agreement that removal of the dam is
 the best decision.   Politician shouldn't have the option of spending excess funds to satisfy a
 very, very limited number of voters.
 
Why should ALL the taxpayers in Milwaukee County have to pay for a private lake that only a
 few residents would be able to use?  Access to this portion of the Milwaukee River is limited
 and parking is a challenge.
 
Removal of the dam would improve my personal fishing opportunities on the Milwaukee
 River.  I pay for this opportunity by paying a premium for my non-resident fishing license,
 purchasing gasoline, meals, and fly fishing supplies at local shops.  Wisconsin needs more
 tourist dollars not less.  REMOVE THE DAM don't try to fix it and bring in more tourists.
 
 
Thanks,
 


Dick Dragiewicz
Northbrook, IL
obiobiobi@ameritech.net
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From: Nicholas La Joie
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:56:57 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Nicholas La Joie 
nicholas.lajoie@marquette.edu 
2761 N. Downer Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Madelyn Ricco
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estrabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 12:37:40 PM


Keep the Dam


Sent from my iPad
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From: Jan Koel
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 8:01:14 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jan Koel 
jdkoel@att.net 
W176N8610 Sunset Rg. 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051
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From: Rebecca North
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:37:13 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


Removal of the Estabrook Dam should be based on what is good for the health of the river
 and critters that depend upon it for their lives.


When the North Ave. dam came down the river became so much healthier. All citizens could
 see the improvement.


Please do not let a small group of property owners who want the artificial lake prevent what is
 good for the river. We must be good stewards of the Milwaukee River.


Thank you, 
Rebecca North


Rebecca North 
rebecca.north@att.net 
3204 N. Cambridge Ave. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Joshua Liberatore
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:06:28 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joshua Liberatore 
liberatissimo@yahoo.com 
4222 N. Larkin Street 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: janet Doellman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 5:09:00 PM


This e-mail is in regard to the potential repair and long term maintenance of the Estabrook Dam. 
This is a poor choice because the fish and environment will continue to be damaged by the continued presence of
 this dam.  Also the cost to maintain this dam is not appropriate.  The county must continue to pay for something
 that is not environmentally sound for the next 20-30 years for the benefit of a small number of residents who live
 near the waterway.
Please do not waste our county tax dollars on this project.


Thank you
Janet Doellman
4948 N. Berkeley
Whitefish Bay Wi
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From: Jason Brunner
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Please Consider Removal of the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:41:35 AM


Hello - I received an email from Milwaukee Riverkeeper noting that you have only reviewed two possible
 alternatives for the Estabrook Dam (repairing the dam and continued operation of the dam).  


As a resident of Shorewood and an avid user of trails and parks along the river, I would ask that you also
 consider removal of the dam for the reasons mentioned in the email I received from Milwaukee
 Riverkeeper.


I feel it's most responsible to review all alternatives before making a decision.


Thanks


Jason


(Excerpt of Email from Milwaukee Riverkeeper)


The DNR's Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) only looks at 1) repairing the dam and 2) the
 continued operation and maintenance of the dam. However, the DNR should not have such a
 narrow focus. The DNR, should, as part of the EIS review, consider and evaluate all alternatives,
 including the complete removal of the dam. An informed decision requires a thorough analysis of
 all alternatives, as does Wisconsin law. Given the environmental impact and large amount of
 state and federal funding proposed for this project, the DNR needs to consider all alternatives
 and make its decision with the health of our community and the Milwaukee River in mind.


Removing the Estabrook Dam:


Saves Milwaukee County taxpayers money (at least $4 million cheaper over 20 years);
Improves the health of the Milwaukee River;
Decreases flood risk upstream; and
Reduces liability for the County and risk to public safety.
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From: Emmanuel Hess
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Removing Estabrook Dam is simply the right thing to do.
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 9:48:53 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


IT IS IRRESPONSIBLE FOR SHORT TERM POLITICS TO TRUMP LONG TERM WISDOM.


Thank you,


Emmanuel Hess


Emmanuel Hess 
sewshal@gmail.com 
841 W Riverview Dr 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Grace Conover
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:31:28 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Grace Conover 
gracerenaex@gmail.com 
13420 Nicolet Abe 
Elm grove , Wisconsin 53122
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From: Michael Holloway
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 1:53:38 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


P.S. In the end I don't believe it's about the dam. I believe it's about the County Board
 chairman and County Board getting even with a County Executive that worked to make them
 a part-time board which is as it should be.


How about if we honestly, honestly take politics out of it and do what is best for the river, the
 environment and tax payer - in just that order.


Michael Holloway 
homebuyeba@gmail.com 
1835 N. Riverwalk Way 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Glen Goebel
To: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
Subject: Glen Goebel"s comments for Estabrook Dam dEIS
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:21:01 PM
Attachments: Glen"s EIS written comments 4 4 16.pdf


Dear Ms. Betzold,
I have attached my letter of comment regarding  the dEIS for Estabrook Dam to this email.  To avoid
 any possible technicality of not having my comments received, I have also put them below into the
 body of this email.
Thanks
Glen Goebel, 700 West Rock Place, Glendale, WI 53209


 
Kristina Betzold
Department of Natural Resources
2300 N Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.
Milwaukee, 53212


April 5th, 2016
700 West Rock Place
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
414-332-7090 ggoebel1@wi.rr.com


 
Regarding: EIS comments
Dear Ms. Betzold,
Here are my comments regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Estabrook Dam.


·        I am in favor of repairing the Estabrook Dam


·        I support Alternative 1: Full Winter Drawdown, but would much prefer Partial winter drawdown if and only if a short period
 of full drawdown were provided for shoreline maintenance each year.


o    I believe some sort of winter drawdown is needed for safety. Ice buildup would be less likely and those who fall
 through thin ice would not likely drown or be carried under in shallower water.


o    I believe a short period each of full drawdown is needed each year for affordable shoreline maintenance.
 Maintenance including seawall and storm sewer work would cost prohibitive if sea walls and storm sewers were
 immersed. If the period of full drawdown were limited to 2 or 3 weeks, and were delayed until warmer weather of
 late March or mid-April, impacts to aquatic and amphibious species would be minimized.


o    Recreational use would benefit if full pond conditions were extended at least a month longer than the May 15th to
 September 15th period suggested in the “Manipulation of Aquatic Resources Alternatives #1 and #2. Normal water
 elevations on adjacent and other reaches as well as the Estabrook impoundment normally fluctuate significantly
 anyway, according to USGS historic data. Autumn is historically a lower flow time with reduced water elevation
 in adjacent reaches. Macroinvertebrate and several amphibious species could more easily adjust to partial
 drawdown than full winter drawdown. For these reasons, I believe the impoundment would benefit from a mid-
level elevation protocol dropping water elevation no more than 6” per day from September 15th through early spring
 period.


·        I believe Milwaukee County and the DNR should take a much more adaptive approach in developing operational protocol and
 management of the dam, through collaboration with the most affected stakeholders, including those who live along the river
 and who recreationally use the river most. Goals of the community as well as actual outcomes will undoubtedly be different
 than the ones imposed through the processes involved in developing this draft EIS.


 
Regarding completeness and accuracy of the dEIS:


·        Navigational use has been misstated in the dEIS to have spanned a much shorter area than has been widely practiced. Use of
 deeper draft and motorized boats including large pontoon boats has extended upstream from the dam, contiguously to within
 250 yards of the Bender Road Bridge during times of full pool.


 
Use of power boats as well as row boats kayaks, jet skis and other vessels, all of which formerly plied these waters, would not be possible
 during most summer months if the dam were removed. The dEIS only discusses deeper draft vessels with regards to early fall and low
 flow river conditions but fails to state that deeper draft vessels could not possibly operate on the impoundment during any
 conditions other than spring or high water conditions without the dam operating at full pond.


·        Spokespeople for Milwaukee County Parks Department, especially Kevin Haley, often and publicly made their preference for
 dam removal known. Parks department preference for removal has resulted in disregard of information contrary to their goal
 of dam removal as well as extended delays. Predicted flood probabilities due to overgrowth of the channel, reduced
 recreational availability, and upstream costs associated with removal have not been reported or minimized. Unfrank repair
 operation and maintenance costs of the dam have been inflated in Parks and AECOM documents. These false figures have
 been compounded with interest to portray a disproportionately high cost of repair and absurdly low cost or removal to the
 public, and those portrayals are often repeated by the media and by the county executive to politicize the dam and sway public
 opinion against repair. The restoration project was passed by Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors. Costs were funded
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Kristina Betzold  



Department of Natural Resources  



2300 N Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Dr.  



Milwaukee, 53212 



April 5
th
, 2016 



700 West Rock Place 



Glendale, Wisconsin 53209 



414-332-7090 



ggoebel1@wi.rr.com  



 



Regarding: EIS comments 



Dear Ms. Betzold, 



Here are my comments regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Estabrook Dam. 



 I am in favor of repairing the Estabrook Dam 



 I support Alternative 1: Full Winter Drawdown, but would much prefer Partial winter drawdown if and 



only if a short period of full drawdown were provided for shoreline maintenance each year.   



o I believe some sort of winter drawdown is needed for safety.  Ice buildup would be less likely 



and those who fall through thin ice would not likely drown or be carried under in shallower 



water. 



o I believe a short period each of full drawdown is needed each year for affordable shoreline 



maintenance.  Maintenance including seawall and storm sewer work would cost prohibitive if 



sea walls and storm sewers were immersed.  If the period of full drawdown were limited to 2 or 



3 weeks, and were delayed until warmer weather of late March or mid-April, impacts to aquatic 



and amphibious species would be minimized. 



o Recreational use would benefit if full pond conditions were extended at least a month longer 



than the May 15
th
 to September 15



th
 period suggested in the “Manipulation of Aquatic 



Resources Alternatives #1 and #2.  Normal water elevations on adjacent and other reaches as 



well as the Estabrook impoundment normally fluctuate significantly anyway, according to 



USGS historic data.  Autumn is historically a lower flow time with reduced water elevation in 



adjacent reaches.  Macroinvertebrate and several amphibious species could more easily adjust to 



partial drawdown than full winter drawdown.  For these reasons, I believe the impoundment 



would benefit from a mid-level elevation protocol dropping water elevation no more than 6” per 



day from September 15
th
 through early spring period.   



 I believe Milwaukee County and the DNR should take a much more adaptive approach in developing 



operational protocol and management of the dam, through collaboration with the most affected 



stakeholders, including those who live along the river and who recreationally use the river most.  Goals 



of the community as well as actual outcomes will undoubtedly be different than the ones imposed 



through the processes involved in developing this draft EIS. 



Regarding completeness and accuracy of the dEIS: 



 Navigational use has been misstated in the dEIS to have spanned a much shorter area than has been 



widely practiced.  Use of deeper draft and motorized boats including large pontoon boats has extended 



upstream from the dam, contiguously to within 250 yards of the Bender Road Bridge during times of 



full pool.   



Use of power boats as well as row boats kayaks, jet skis and other vessels, all of which formerly 



plied these waters, would not be possible during most summer months if the dam were removed. The 



dEIS only discusses deeper draft vessels with regards to early fall and low flow river conditions but fails 
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to state that deeper draft vessels could not possibly operate on the impoundment during any 



conditions other than spring or high water conditions without the dam operating at full pond. 



 Spokespeople for Milwaukee County Parks Department, especially Kevin Haley, often and publicly 



made their preference for dam removal known.  Parks department preference for removal has resulted in 



disregard of information contrary to their goal of dam removal as well as extended delays.  Predicted 



flood probabilities due to overgrowth of the channel, reduced recreational availability, and upstream 



costs associated with removal have not been reported or minimized.  Unfrank repair operation and 



maintenance costs of the dam have been inflated in Parks and AECOM documents.  These false figures 



have been compounded with interest to portray a disproportionately high cost of repair and absurdly low 



cost or removal to the public, and those portrayals are often repeated by the media and by the county 



executive to politicize the dam and sway public opinion against repair.  The restoration project was 



passed by Milwaukee County Board of Supervisors.  Costs were funded since 2009 but Milwaukee 



County Parks has delayed the restoration of this lake needlessly and used supposed US Bureau of Land 



Management ownership as well as PCB cleanup work as excuses to delay repair for nearly 8 years.  To 



provide even handed reporting of the alternatives, please instruct the county to provide all costs 



for removal, including upstream restoration into the removal cost portrayals and to remove 



unrealistic costs, such as in-person live monitoring from repair cost portrayals. 



 Please change the statement from “BLM is no longer an agency having regulatory authority for the 



project.  Even though they erroneously claimed it, BLM never had authority of the dam.  BLM was 



told by Milwaukee County Parks that they owned part of the dam, and consequently interfered in 



progress for several years.  MRPA supplied proof of county ownership several years before BLM finally 



relinquished their attempted land grab.   



 Page 2, paragraph 2 of the dEIS states that the river never included a natural lake-like feature.  Please 



remove that false statement from the final EIS document.  Here is one of several historic references 



cited from Department of the Interior, National Parks Service, who built the dam “River level of 36 feet 



(Datum) is the same as what it was before the rock ledge was removed.  The lake to be formed is not 



new but is the lake as it existed before the rock ledge was removed.” 
i
  More proof could be found in 



the numerous photos available at the Milwaukee County Historical Society showing swimming and 



boating activities, at several beaches along the impoundment lake, prior to construction of the Estabrook 



Dam.  Those activities would not be possible in a shallow water river, such as upstream or downstream 



from the lake. 



 Flood potential is not an impact of dam restoration.  Several dam repair opponents spoke at the dEIS 



hearing with claims of flood relief if the dam would be removed.  MMSD stated 391 structures are in 



the floodplain but none would be removed from the floodplain if the dam were removed.
ii
  Numerous 



attempts to correct flawed data used by SEWRPC in their hydraulic have been disregarded, even when 



delivered by certified mail.  The incorrect application of data resulted in erroneous flood profiles due to 



their use of inappropriate roughness coefficients for the shoreline. An actual 200-year-flood in 1997 did 



not result in flooding at levels nearly as high as those predicted by the model.  MRPA provided detailed 



documentation to the County as well as to SEWRPC which they claimed was significant, but then did 



not quantify the claim, only spent a few hours on site and applied a much diminished roughness 



coefficient rather than the one prescribed by the Gauckler–Manning formula for open channel flow.  



SEWRPC claimed to have used the Gauckler–Manning formula as the basis of calculation for their 



analysis.  Please address the flood concern in the final EIS by stating that no structures would be 



impacted by this repair.  In addition, all present structures built on the flood plain have been built with 



knowledge and after the flood plain designation of those sites were already established.  Continuation of 
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the normal and historic conditions is should not be considered an impact but rather normal, natural 



equilibrium of the area. 



 An ongoing court case revealed that county predictions of lowered water quality as well as the resultant 



biological effects associated dam removal were not based on the available data for this area, but rather 



from data from outside the impounded area.  Water temperature during warm weather, dissolved oxygen 



fluctuations and turbidity data have been recorded prior to and during dam drawdown by Water Action 



Volunteers, trained by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the University of Wisconsin 



Cooperative Extension.  MMSD has collected and retained even more detailed data.  Those data sources 



may not have been chosen because they would not support claims that water quality diminished in the 



Estabrook Dam impoundment during full pond.  While water quality is a factor with some other dams, 



no consistent correlation between water quality and dam operation could be shown relating to the 



Estabrook Dam impoundment.  The opposite, unsubstantiated claim was erroneously made by several 



dam opponents at the dEIS hearing.   



 “Risk of Repair with Fish Passage” listed in the dEIS was based on the above mentioned SEWRPC 



hydraulic analysis, which, compared with actual flood data has already been shown to be incorrect. 



 Please remove reference to species that have not been found in this or adjacent reaches of the 



Milwaukee River including Redfin Shiner, Longear Sunfish, Striped Shiner, Butler’s garter snake, 



Spike, Lilliput and Ellipse muscles.  If dropping water elevations would have brought those species to 



this formerly naturally impounded still-water environment, No evidence of live specimens were not 



found in this area even though the dam was drawn down for 7 ½ years.  Drawdown conditions are 



essentially the same conditions as would be present if the dam were removed.  Other still-water drainage 



lakes exist on the Milwaukee River, and this drainage lake has been in existence for all of recorded 



history, so these species should not play a role in this EIS.  The dEIS suggests some of these species 



may have lived in the impounded area based on the presence of shells.  Significant fill and other 



manipulations of the soil have been done throughout the area, which could have brought those artifacts 



to the area.  Downstream migration of these artifacts would be another plausible reason for their 



presence in the area.  Shells certainly would not be found on the surface, intact and identifiable that 



predated construction of the Estabrook Dam or the complete channel reconstruction of the 1930s.  



Indications that these species would inhabit the area in the future are not strong enough to be included in 



this study.  I request conjecture regarding these species be removed from the report. 



Regarding costs, offsetting tax revenues and economic impacts 



Costs were not discussed in the dEIS document but cost concerns have been prevalent and ever present in all 



documents leading up to this point including “Addendum No.2 Environmental Impact Report for Estabrook 



Dam, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin Prepared by Don Pirrung, AECOM.  Opponents of repair have stated they 



intend to influence Milwaukee County to reverse the plan to repair the dam.  For this reason I am addressing 



costs in this series of comments.  Please state in the final EIS that upstream cost impacts have not been 



addressed in the document resulting in actual costs of repair or removal being different than previously 



portrayed by the county. 



 Operation and Maintenance costs portrayals have been inflated for Estabrook Dam with the effect of 



making repair appear to be cost prohibitive.  Specifically the one hundred thousand dollar per year O & 



M cost of having an operator monitoring the dam.  Normal procedure of most similarly large dams 



includes automation and remote control, as with DNR, Army Corps of Engineers, and Tennessee Valley 



Authority dams.  Estabrook Dam has been operated as an automated dam for 7 years, beginning in 2000 
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without incident.  Manually monitoring the dam would be less dependable and financially 



disadvantageous.  It just costs more. 



 Property value concerns and data that were delivered have been disregarded by Milwaukee County 



Parks Department.  The studies that Parks cited as supporting evidence that property values would not 



be negatively affected, warned that “The conclusion [of no diminished value] should not be extended to 



large impoundments where such activities as fishing, boating and swimming are especially attractive.” 
iii



  The study was misapplied as a tool to attempt to support a dam removal agenda.  Multiple, more 



applicable sources suggest property values, as well as the related tax revenues derived from navigable 



frontage is 22-40% higher than on unnavigable water ways. MRPA has delivered several documents 



which refute the county’s valuation claims several times over the years but they have not been 



acknowledged or used or refuted. 



 “Other costs” including upstream restoration costs, which result from dam removals, and normally 



amount to 20-30 times the physical removal cost have not been acknowledged in this report.  Municipal 



storm sewer outfalls as well as Wisconsin DOT, Milwaukee County Park and private shoreline costs, if 



addressed, would undoubtedly be several millions of dollars.  Property owners will seek remedy from 



the county for these costs. 



 Legal notice was given to Milwaukee County that property owners intend to file suit for loss of 



navigational rights and for unauthorized taking of property value.  The suit would involve several 



million dollars and would likely be costly to defend against. 



Please use these comments in developing the final EIS. If asked, I would make my source documents available 



for inspection.  I would like this letter to be available as a public record if requested.  I would also be delighted 



to answer or respond to any questions or comment about what I have said here 



Sincerely, 



 



Glen Goebel 



 



                                                           
i Department of the Interior, National Parks Service, Project SP-5 Job No. E. C. W. 123,  Proposed Dam, 
Estabrook Park, Milwaukee County (with Field Technician’s comments) Park Authority, April 19, 1937 pg. 3, 
par. 3 
ii MMSD file 15-053-5, May 4,2015, pg. 3, par. 2 
iii Does Small Dam Removal Affect Local Property Values? An Empirical Analysis,  Provencher, Sarakinos, Meyer, 
2006 pg.14, par. 3 












 since 2009 but Milwaukee County Parks has delayed the restoration of this lake needlessly and used supposed US Bureau of
 Land Management ownership as well as PCB cleanup work as excuses to delay repair for nearly 8 years. To provide even
 handed reporting of the alternatives, please instruct the county to provide all costs for removal, including upstream
 restoration into the removal cost portrayals and to remove unrealistic costs, such as in-person live monitoring from
 repair cost portrayals.


·        Please change the statement from “BLM is no longer an agency having regulatory authority for the project. Even though they
 erroneously claimed it, BLM never had authority of the dam. BLM was told by Milwaukee County Parks that they owned
 part of the dam, and consequently interfered in progress for several years. MRPA supplied proof of county ownership several
 years before BLM finally relinquished their attempted land grab.


·        Page 2, paragraph 2 of the dEIS states that the river never included a natural lake-like feature. Please remove that false
 statement from the final EIS document. Here is one of several historic references cited from Department of the Interior,
 National Parks Service, who built the dam “River level of 36 feet (Datum) is the same as what it was before the rock ledge
 was removed. The lake to be formed is not new but is the lake as it existed before the rock ledge was removed.” i More proof
 could be found in the numerous photos available at the Milwaukee County Historical Society showing swimming and boating
 activities, at several beaches along the impoundment lake, prior to construction of the Estabrook Dam. Those activities would
 not be possible in a shallow water river, such as upstream or downstream from the lake.


·        Flood potential is not an impact of dam restoration. Several dam repair opponents spoke at the dEIS hearing with claims of
 flood relief if the dam would be removed. MMSD stated 391 structures are in the floodplain but none would be removed from
 the floodplain if the dam were removed.ii Numerous attempts to correct flawed data used by SEWRPC in their hydraulic have
 been disregarded, even when delivered by certified mail. The incorrect application of data resulted in erroneous flood profiles
 due to their use of inappropriate roughness coefficients for the shoreline. An actual 200-year-flood in 1997 did not result in
 flooding at levels nearly as high as those predicted by the model. MRPA provided detailed documentation to the County as
 well as to SEWRPC which they claimed was significant, but then did not quantify the claim, only spent a few hours on site
 and applied a much diminished roughness coefficient rather than the one prescribed by the Gauckler–Manning formula for
 open channel flow. SEWRPC claimed to have used the Gauckler–Manning formula as the basis of calculation for their
 analysis. Please address the flood concern in the final EIS by stating that no structures would be impacted by this
 repair. In addition, all present structures built on the flood plain have been built with knowledge and after the flood plain
 designation of those sites were already established. Continuation of


 







 
the normal and historic conditions is should not be considered an impact but rather normal, natural equilibrium of the area.


·        An ongoing court case revealed that county predictions of lowered water quality as well as the resultant biological effects
 associated dam removal were not based on the available data for this area, but rather from data from outside the impounded
 area. Water temperature during warm weather, dissolved oxygen fluctuations and turbidity data have been recorded prior to
 and during dam drawdown by Water Action Volunteers, trained by Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the
 University of Wisconsin Cooperative Extension. MMSD has collected and retained even more detailed data. Those data
 sources may not have been chosen because they would not support claims that water quality diminished in the Estabrook Dam
 impoundment during full pond. While water quality is a factor with some other dams, no consistent correlation between
 water quality and dam operation could be shown relating to the Estabrook Dam impoundment. The opposite,
 unsubstantiated claim was erroneously made by several dam opponents at the dEIS hearing.


·        “Risk of Repair with Fish Passage” listed in the dEIS was based on the above mentioned SEWRPC hydraulic analysis, which,
 compared with actual flood data has already been shown to be incorrect.


·        Please remove reference to species that have not been found in this or adjacent reaches of the Milwaukee River
 including Redfin Shiner, Longear Sunfish, Striped Shiner, Butler’s garter snake, Spike, Lilliput and Ellipse muscles. If
 dropping water elevations would have brought those species to this formerly naturally impounded still-water environment, No
 evidence of live specimens were not found in this area even though the dam was drawn down for 7 ½ years. Drawdown
 conditions are essentially the same conditions as would be present if the dam were removed. Other still-water drainage lakes
 exist on the Milwaukee River, and this drainage lake has been in existence for all of recorded history, so these species should
 not play a role in this EIS. The dEIS suggests some of these species may have lived in the impounded area based on the
 presence of shells. Significant fill and other manipulations of the soil have been done throughout the area, which could have
 brought those artifacts to the area. Downstream migration of these artifacts would be another plausible reason for their
 presence in the area. Shells certainly would not be found on the surface, intact and identifiable that predated construction of
 the Estabrook Dam or the complete channel reconstruction of the 1930s. Indications that these species would inhabit the area
 in the future are not strong enough to be included in this study. I request conjecture regarding these species be removed
 from the report.


 
Regarding costs, offsetting tax revenues and economic impacts
Costs were not discussed in the dEIS document but cost concerns have been prevalent and ever present in all documents leading up to this
 point including “Addendum No.2 Environmental Impact Report for Estabrook Dam, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin Prepared by Don
 Pirrung, AECOM. Opponents of repair have stated they intend to influence Milwaukee County to reverse the plan to repair the dam. For
 this reason I am addressing costs in this series of comments. Please state in the final EIS that upstream cost impacts have not been
 addressed in the document resulting in actual costs of repair or removal being different than previously portrayed by the county.


·        Operation and Maintenance costs portrayals have been inflated for Estabrook Dam with the effect of making repair appear to
 be cost prohibitive. Specifically the one hundred thousand dollar per year O & M cost of having an operator monitoring the
 dam. Normal procedure of most similarly large dams includes automation and remote control, as with DNR, Army Corps of
 Engineers, and Tennessee Valley Authority dams. Estabrook Dam has been operated as an automated dam for 7 years,
 beginning in 2000


 
·        Property value concerns and data that were delivered have been disregarded by Milwaukee County Parks Department. The


 studies that Parks cited as supporting evidence that property values would not be negatively affected, warned that “The
 conclusion [of no diminished value] should not be extended to large impoundments where such activities as fishing, boating
 and swimming are especially attractive.” iii The study was misapplied as a tool to attempt to support a dam removal agenda.
 Multiple, more applicable sources suggest property values, as well as the related tax revenues derived from navigable
 frontage is 22-40% higher than on unnavigable water ways. MRPA has delivered several documents which refute the
 county’s valuation claims several times over the years but they have not been acknowledged or used or refuted.


·        “Other costs” including upstream restoration costs, which result from dam removals, and normally amount to 20-30 times the
 physical removal cost have not been acknowledged in this report. Municipal storm sewer outfalls as well as Wisconsin DOT,
 Milwaukee County Park and private shoreline costs, if addressed, would undoubtedly be several millions of dollars. Property
 owners will seek remedy from the county for these costs.


·        Legal notice was given to Milwaukee County that property owners intend to file suit for loss of navigational rights and for
 unauthorized taking of property value. The suit would involve several million dollars and would likely be costly to defend
 against.


 
Please use these comments in developing the final EIS. If asked, I would make my source documents available for inspection. I would
 like this letter to be available as a public record if requested. I would also be delighted to answer or respond to any questions or comment
 about what I have said here
 
Sincerely,
Glen Goebel
End Notes”







i Department of the Interior, National Parks Service, Project SP-5 Job No. E. C. W. 123, Proposed Dam, Estabrook Park, Milwaukee
 County (with Field Technician’s comments) Park Authority, April 19, 1937 pg. 3, par. 3
ii MMSD file 15-053-5, May 4,2015, pg. 3, par. 2
iii Does Small Dam Removal Affect Local Property Values? An Empirical Analysis, Provencher, Sarakinos, Meyer, 2006 pg.14, par. 3
without incident. Manually monitoring the dam would be less dependable and financially disadvantageous. It just costs more.
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From: Natalie Dorrler
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 5:30:02 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Let the fish swim!


Thank you,


Natalie Dorrler 
ndorrler426@gmail.com 
N5478 2nd St. 
Waubeka, Wisconsin 53021
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From: Joyce Radtke
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:21:39 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Joyce Radtke 
paintrunread@gmail.com 
6168 S. Creekside Drive #6 
Cudahy, Wisconsin 53221
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From: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
To: David Thomas; Sturtevant, William - DNR; DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Questions about Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 5:41:24 PM


David, 


We are able to speak with you by phone if you desire, but because phone calls are not part of
 the public record we cannot include anything discussed as a record of comment on the draft
 EIS.


If your questions are specific to the EIS or the EIS process you can contact me at the number
 below.  Bill can address questions specific to the dam or project itself and can be reached at
 the number on the website.


We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 


Kristina Betzold
Environmental Analysis Specialist 
Cell Phone: (414) 507-4946
kristina.betzold@wisconsin.gov


-------- Original message --------
From: David Thomas <David@thomerwald.net>
Date: 3/15/2016 4:52 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: "Sturtevant, William - DNR" <William.Sturtevant@wisconsin.gov>, DNR ESTABROOK
 <DNRESTABROOK@wisconsin.gov>, "Betzold, Kristina A - DNR"
 <Kristina.Betzold@wisconsin.gov>
Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com
Subject: Questions about Estabrook Dam EIS


Hi,
 
Friends of Lincoln Park is planning on providing feedback on the operation of the Estabrook dam.  I
 have read the Draft EIS but still would like to discuss the fine points with someone from the DNR if
 you have time.
 
Friends of Lincoln park advocates for “Safe and accessible quiet water recreation” in the park.  We
 are also very protective of wildlife habitat in the park.
 
Would someone have time for a 10-15 minute phone call?  Or should I try and outline my questions
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 via email?
 
Thank you so much for your interest.
 
David
Cc: LincolnParkInfo@gmail.com – Board Exec Committee.
 
David Thomas
Secretary, Friends of Lincoln Park
414-344-1044
www.LincolnParkFriends.org
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From: Bridget King
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 2:40:32 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Bridget King


Bridget King 
bridgetking1953@gmail.com 
3475 N Dousman St 
Milwaukee, WI, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Mark Metzke
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Rebuild the dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 2:13:37 PM


To the DNR folks,
 
I was in attendance the night of the public hearing but could not stay until the end. I wanted to
 reiterate some of the good points people made, from my perspective of course. One other thing I
 noticed, from an outsider or independent point of view, is that both ends of the debate seen to
 like to cherry pick facts. I hope you people at the DNR are diligent in your research to get to the
 truth.
 
Some of the points I wanted to make are as follows:


1.       It is an urban waterway, many inner city residents did use this area in the past and could
 again under proper management. In the past it was under-utilized and not promoted very
 well. To lose this city/county resource would be a shame. I am one of the past users of the
 waterway, and I used to waterski on the river. Many times, children (and adults) would
 wave to us and ask for boat rides. Obviously in these times you cannot do this without
 parental permission, but this could be a function of the parks going forward.


2.       On that same point, I do not live on the river, the impoundment area is a couple miles from
 my home and Lincoln park is about five miles from my home. However, I consider this area
 “in my backyard” and appreciate how close it is, and that without repairs to the dam, I will
 have to go elsewhere to pursue my water sports passions.


3.       The Thiensville dam should be a good example of how an urban waterway can benefit a
 community. It supports public and private activity for miles up-river. (It’s primarily where I
 go to ski now.)


4.       The fish ladder is a good addition to the project. It alleviates the fish migration problem
 while still keeping the water deep enough for ALL users of the PUBLIC waterway. I did
 however bristle when the charter fishing businessman got up and spouted how the dam
 hurts his business by hurting the migration of fish. NON-NATIVE PACIFIC SALMON are
 usually what these guys fish for.


5.       It is a shame the dam has become a pawn in the elections. The MC Executive has lied about
 this dam and used pictures of other areas to represent the impoundment for political gain.
 He says the money could be used for the parks department while downplaying that the
 river is one of the gems of Lincoln Park.


6.       Once more, it is an urban waterway, there are plenty of places a short drive from the city
 where complete peacefulness can be found if that’s what you require. The short stretch of
 the river that is part of the impoundment is a very small percentage of the Milwaukee
 River as a whole.


7.       The impoundment provides a relatively safe place for paddlers without
 experience/strength, a faster flowing river excludes many from the opportunity to partake
 of these activities.


8.       Dam removal would take away yet another resource from “North side” Milwaukee
 residents. These are overwhelmingly minority.
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These points outline my stronger thoughts about this issue. To be clear, I favor rebuilding the dam.
 
Mark Metzke
6845 N Range Line Rd
Glendale, WI 53209








From: therese klein
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:17:29 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


therese klein 
thrskln@gmail.com 
4237 N WOODBURN ST 
SHOREWOOD, Wisconsin 53211
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From: kmheck@wi.rr.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 7:30:59 AM


How in the twenty-first century can you consider building a dam on a major river? A dam the
 serves no purpose and is not wanted by most of us who use the parks. It is time to remove
 the dam. The number of homes who would benefit from the pool is not justified by the cost
 of the dam.
 
I live next to Estabrook Park and Lincoln Park and often walk the trails. The impoundment
 pool will benefit a very small number of homes and only those homes, just as it did before
 2008. On the park side of the river, there is little to no access to the pool. Those areas are
 almost  inaccessible and seldom used. Even before 2008, when the dam gates were
 operational, very few people visited the pool. There are no picnic areas, no paved paths, and
 no fishing spots. There is a rough trail along side the river, but that trail is just as beautiful
 now as when the dam was operational. In fact, I see more wildlife and plants now than
 before.
 
Supervisor Lipscomb, and a few home owners, are the only people fighting for this dam. The
 rest of us want the river restored to it’s natural state.
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From: Loretta Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 11:04:45 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Loretta Rorabeck 
be.amazing@sbcglobal.net 
136 N. 86th Street 
Wauwatosa, Colorado WI 53226
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From: Hans Moscicke
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:12:16 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I fully believe these following words as an avid fly fisherman (we call ourselves anglers) and
 lover of nature.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Hans Moscicke 
hansmoscicke@gmail.com 
2233 S. Mound st. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Kevin O"Brien
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: removal of Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 8:16:43 PM


Hello,


I am writing in support of complete removal of the Estabrook Dam, without plans for
 reconstruct another unnecessary dam in its place.


Removing the Estabrook Dam:


Saves Milwaukee County taxpayers money (at least $4 million cheaper over 20 years);
Improves the health of the Milwaukee River;
Decreases flood risk upstream; and
Reduces liability for the County and risk to public safety.


Thank  you,
Kevin O’Brien
2135 n 69th


Wauwatosa 53213
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From: Paul Bachowski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Removal of Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 11:34:02 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


I support the removal of the Estabrook Dam for a multitude of environmental and economic
 reasons. The removal of the dam will best allow continued improvement of river water
 conditions that will create ecotourism supported jobs.


Sincerely,


Paul Bachowski
2029 N. 5th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212
8107077@gmail.com
414.810.7077
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From: ehansen@wi.rr.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comments on DNR DEIS for Estabrook Dam, Milwaukee Co.
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:06:00 PM


I am writing to support removal of the Estabrook Dam. The DNR’s Draft Environmental Impact Statement should
 include that option and not only the option of rebuilding the dam.


I want a free flowing natural river -- a restoration similar to what happened when the North Avenue Dam was
 removed.


I've watched that restoration first hand. It has been 26 years since the North Ave. Dam came out - and the
 improvements are truly massive. Fish, birds and other wildlife are notable. Even more notable is the widespread use
 of the river corridor by citizens on multi use trails.


With the leadership of the Urban Ecology Center, the River Revitalization Foundation and other groups, many
 volunteers have helped to turn the old mud flats into well-enjoyed areas. I believe water quality will also be better
 when the Estabrook Dam is removed.


In addition I am a paddler as well as a fisherman - both activities that relate to a free flowing river - not an artificial
 lake constructed by a high maintenance dam.


Sincerely,


Eric Hansen
2934 N. Prospect
Milw. WI 53211
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From: Carol Limbach
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 11:24:13 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Carol Limbach 
carolalimbach@gmai.com 
2533 E Denton Ave 
St Francis, Wisconsin 53235
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From: Mary Lou Lamonda
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:54:35 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


The removal of the North Avenue dam has been a major success with return of fish, birds and
 now even beaver, what once smelled and collected garbage ,has now become a beautiful
 park area, that is enjoyed by many. This will be the same with the removal of the estabrook
 dam which has already been much better with the opening of the dam for the last 5 years, let
 the river flow!


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Mary Lou Lamonda 
lamonda@gmail.com 
731 E. Locust St 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Thomas Puralewski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 8:34:12 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Thomas Puralewski 
tom@bevandtom.com 
W3245 Hunt Ridge Drive 
Elkhorn, Wisconsin 53121
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From: Kettlewell, Anna on behalf of Shafer, Kevin
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: Jacquart, Steve
Subject: Public Comments
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 9:34:35 AM
Attachments: 03.23.16-Estabrook Dam EIS Comments.pdf


To Whom It  May Concern:
 
Please see the attached letter from Kevin Shafer regarding the Estabrook Dam.  If you have any
 questions, please contact him through the phone number below.  Thank you!
 
Anna Kettlewell
Commission Secretary/Executive Administrator
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District
260 W. Seeboth Street
Milwaukee, WI 53204
Phone: 414.225.2088
akettlewell@mmsd.com
www.mmsd.com
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         Kevin L. Shafer, P.E. 
           Executive Director 



milwaukee metropolitan sewerage district 
260 W. Seeboth Street, Milwaukee, WI  53204-1446 



414-225-2088 ● email: KShafer@mmsd.com  ● www.mmsd.com 



 
March 23, 2016 
 
Kristina Betzhold 
Department of Natural Resources 
2300 North Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive 
Milwaukee, WI 53212 
 
Subject: Estabrook Dam Rehabilitation and Operation Draft Environmental Impact 



Statement 
 
Dear Ms Betzhold: 
 
One of the missions of the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District (District) is to reduce 
flood risks in its tributary communities.  Flooding directly causes property damage, economic 
losses, and adverse health effects.  In addition, when structures are flooded, inflow into the 
sewerage system increases operating costs and causes overflows.  From this perspective, the 
District has reviewed the draft environmental impact statement for the Estabrook Dam 
Rehabilitation and Operation (dEIS).    
 
The dEIS is limited to three approaches to operating a repaired dam: (1) gates closed, (2) full 
winter drawdown, and (3) partial winter drawdown.  The dEIS fails to provide sufficient 
information to compare flood risks among the different options.  The dEIS should identify the 
number of structures in the 100-year floodplain and the typical depth of flooding for structures 
in both Glendale and Milwaukee.  To allow a complete understanding of how the dam affects 
flooding, the dEIS should show flood elevations, number of affected structures, and depth of 
flooding for gates open, gates closed, and dam removed.      
 
Generally, I am disappointed by the narrow scope of the dEIS.  This project has much public 
interest and deserves a thorough analysis.  The District’s Commission adopted a resolution in 
May 2015 (enclosed) supporting removal of the dam because removal would support the 
District’s efforts to reduce flood risks, while also improving habitat, water quality, and 
sediment quality.  Furthermore, removal would have no continuing operation and maintenance 
costs.  The public would benefit from a detailed analysis of the complete range of options; 
therefore, please consider extending the scope of the dEIS to include additional options, 
including removal.   
 
If you have questions, please contact Tom Chapman from my staff at tchapman@mmsd.com or 
414.225.2154.  Thanks for your attention to these comments.   
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Kristina Betzhold 
March 23, 2016 
Page 2 of 2 
 
Sincerely, 
   
 
 
Kevin L. Shafer, P.E.  
Executive Director 
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District 
 
Encl.: MMSD Commission Resolution – Support for Removal of the Estabrook Dam 



(May 18, 2015) 
 



















From: Frank Datzer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam removal
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 4:40:34 PM


To Whom it may concern
my wife and I have been living in the Clovernook area for over 20 years only after we purchased our home and did
 we realize we would have to pay flood insurance.
In the history of this home and this neighborhood we have never seen floodwaters approach our house or for that
 matter even flood our street. Anything we can do to strengthen the case that this area is zoned incorrectly is needed.
 The removal of this damn is going to reduce risks of flood in this area so we wholeheartedly believe that damn
 should be removed for this reason and all of the other reasons which are
evident.


Frank R Datzer
414-467-6787
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Danica Hess
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 10:09:32 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Danica Hess 
dradzins8@gmail.com 
841 W Riverview Dr 
Glendale, Wi, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Gary Messenger
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 25, 2016 10:42:59 PM


I would like to see the dam repaired!
 
The dam is beautiful when operational!  It used to hold
 
many Rainbow Trout and Chinook Salmon!  The river
 
level will drop considerably with the dam removed. 
 
People that live in Milwaukee will have to drive all the way
 
to Cedarberg, or Grafton to fish deeper water! 
 
 
Thank you for your consideration!
 
 
 
Gary Messenger Sr.


No threats detected. www.avast.com
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From: Ross, Vicky
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: REPAIR THE ESTABROOK DAM
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:51:20 PM


I do live on the Milwaukee River in Glendale and have enjoyed the river for recreation
 and renewal, especially when it was deep enough and calm enough in the summer
 months to launch our kayaks or canoe, paddle down river as long as we liked, then
 turn around and paddle back with ease.


I am very disappointed that the fate of the Estabrook Dam is still in question while
 Milwaukee County’s decision to repair has been in place for over 5 years.
 
I am in favor or repair of the dam because I feel that the Lincoln Park impoundment
 and the river directly north of it have in the past provided so many


varied opportunities for recreation to many diverse populations in the area.   
 
I am in favor of a partial winter drawdown for safety reasons and fully automated
 gates,


eliminating the need to hire a dedicated individual to constantly monitor the weather
 and gage the flow of the river.
 
This is a truly unique community resource, uncommon to find in such a densely
 populated urban area.


Please support Milwaukee County’s intention to repair the Estabrook Dam and
 approve any/all permits required for the project to proceed without further delay.
 
Vicky Ross


6265 N. Sunny Point Rd.


Glendale


 


Remember - The whole community will benefit by getting the river and the
 lake/impoundment back.  Estabrook, Lincoln, Kletzsch Parks and the Milwaukee
 River Parkway all have shorelines on this lake and with the cleanup project
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 completed, the river can at last be enjoyed to its full potential by everyone.


Thank you, in advance, for your help. 


 
 


The security, delivery, and timeliness of delivery of electronic mail sent over the Internet is not guaranteed. Most electronic mail is not
 secured. Do not send us confidential information like social security numbers, account numbers, or driver's license numbers by electronic
 mail.


The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential, proprietary,
 and/or privileged material. Any review, re-transmission, dissemination, or other use of or taking action in reliance upon this information
 by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please contact the sender
 and delete the material from the computer.








From: greta longreen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Estabrook dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 7:23:15 AM


Hi, My name is Greta Longreen, I live at 500 W. Riverview Dr. Glendale, WI 53209. I want the
 Estabrook dam repaired with a fish passage. Also a partial winter draw down for safety reasons
 and automated gates to save money. I think that there should be community involvement in the
 development of the operational protocol of the dam. Thank you, Greta Longreen
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From: Jason Korb
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 11:31:20 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jason Korb 
jkorb@kaa-arch.com 
1005 E Crocker 
Bayside, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Julie Roeschen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:46:24 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Julie Roeschen 
jkroeschen@sbcglobal.net 
1745 W Saddlebrook Lane 
Mequon, Wisconsin 53097
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From: Rick Frye
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:02:37 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Rick Frye 
frye2fish@gmail.com 
18101 W Woodland Ct 
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53146
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From: Catherine Flaherty
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:08:40 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Catherine Flaherty 
catherineflaherty2500@gmail.com 
2500 E Newton Avenue 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Hartz, Bill
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comments
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:22:34 PM


Greetings,
Please use my tax dollars wisely.
Do not rebuild the Estabrook Dam.
Use the savings to rebuild/repair the Mitchell Park Domes.
 
Thank you
 
 


Bill Hartz
Milwaukee, WI
(414) 690 - 1022
william.hartz@marquette.edu
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From: George Kiesow
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 7:54:29 PM


Take down the Dam. Sometimes a river just wants to be a river. Thanks, Geo Kiesow
Sent from my iPhone
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From: David Clark
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:59:01 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I am very familiar with the Estabrook dam, having hiked both sides of the river and kayaked
 downstream. I do not understand all of the technicalities but am concerned about
 RiverKeeper's warning that you are not presenting the benefits of removing the dam. It has
 always seemed that this is about serving a minority of property owners to the north at the
 expense of the general public and environment.


David Clark 
daviddclark@gmail.com 
923 E Kilbourn 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
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From: Madelyn Ricco
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estrabrook Adam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 12:38:31 PM


Repair dam with winter drawdown


Sent from my iPad
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From: Patrick Jones
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:05:25 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR must consider the better option of dam removal and not only the County’s preferred
 alternative of dam repair and associated operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The
 Estabrook Dam currently degrades the health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish
 movement, increases flood risk for homeowners who live upstream of the dam, and poses a
 risk to public safety and will continue to do so to an even greater extent if repaired. The
 County history of failing to properly maintain and operate this dam, and the stakes get higher
 as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community as a whole.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Patrick Jones 
pjones@wi.rr.com 
6523 W. Fremont Pl. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53219-3069
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From: lee -- bunny
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 1:26:21 PM


I have been a resident of Glendale for 43 years and live within 2 blocks
of the Milwaukee River.  In that time, I have experienced two floods in
my area.  I have enjoyed the river while on walks and as I cross the
bridge on Silver Spring Drive.   I have also noticed a decline in river
traffic over the past 43 years--fewer canoes, piers, and such.  The dam
is open and the level and flow of the river are a joy to observe  and,
especially, to see the changes that occur with the seasons.  I note the
fishing for salmon in spring and have watched the salmon scale the
waterfall in Kletzsch Park.  It is a wonderful natural resource in this
area.


I wonder, in the heat of whether to replace the dam or not replace the
dam, anyone has ever looked at current patterns of recreation on or near
the river.  Times change; foci change.  Are we still viewing the river
as we had fifty years ago?  (I'm told of pontoon boats carrying evening
party goers, of water-skiing, of motor boating.) Or should we be
reflecting the current view of natural beauty and an environmentally
appropriate stewardship of this natural resource?


I am vehemently opposed to the the reconstruction of the Estabrook Dam. 
The gates are currently open.  Since the gates have been open, there
seems to be a sufficient water level to fill the various outlets and
ponds in Estabrook Park which have had their shore lines beautifully
restored.  To spend the amount proposed by the county government to
repair the dam for the enjoyment of a few Milwaukee County residents is,
in my mind, an incredible waste of money.  I am aware that the Milwaukee
County Board has approved a new dam; I am also aware that the County
Board has, in the past, made some unwise choices re: the parking annex
over the freeway, the O'Donnell Parking structure, the lack of
maintenance of the Mitchell Domes. And now we are faced with a 5 million
dollar project that will probably continue to tax the citizens of
Milwaukee County far beyond my life span.  I believe better use could be
made of the money with upgrades to parks all over the county which would
benefit a larger population than just a few Glendale residents.


I hope the DNR prevails in this issue.  If not, I hope that an
assessment for the expenditure is borne by those few who have raised
loud, selfish voices to maintain a water level for their personal benefit.


Bernice A. Balicki
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From: Thomas Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 8:59:20 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Tommy Rorabeck


Thomas Rorabeck 
tommy.rorabeck@gmail.com 
136 North 86th Street 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53226
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From: Seamus Holloway
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:56:58 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Seamus Holloway 
seamus.holloway@gmail.com 
2419 S. Superior Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Kathleen Rollins
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 3:58:52 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kathleen Rollins 
rollins63@yahoo.com 
4460 N Bartlett Ave 
Shorewood, Colorado WI 53211
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From: Beth Kyte
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:56:01 PM


Please remove the Estabrook Dam. It will cost more money to maintain than to take down and having the river flow
 back to its natural state is what's good for everyone - recreational paddlers, wildlife, fish and overall water quality.


We are making great strides to improve water quality and with MMSD's support with overall storm water solutions,
 we will all continue to enjoy our cleaner watershed for years to come.


The time is now - let's not wait any longer. Let's take the dam down and put the issue to rest!!


Thank you!


Beth Kyte
Milwaukee, WI
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From: Peter Lee
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:49:45 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Remove the damn dam! 
Thank you,


Peter Lee 
pwlee43@gmail.com 
3320 W Kilbourn Ave 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53208
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From: Robert Korman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:46:01 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Robert Korman 
robert.korman@sbcglobal.net 
3519 W Abbott Av 
Greenfield, Wisconsin 53221
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From: Mary Kamps
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:36:00 AM


DNR:  Please require removal of the Estabrook Dam. Repair is way too expensive. We’ve proved that it’s good for
 the river fish and wildlife, and for the river itself, to run free. The dam is too far gone to repair.  MARY KAMPS,
 Milwakee
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From: carol johnstone
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:32:22 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


carol johnstone 
carol.johnstone@gmail.com 
3412 N. Cramer St. 
Milwaukee, WI, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Karen Reynolds
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 1:35:37 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Karen Reynolds 
reynolds33.green@yahoo.com 
2750 A n Bremen st 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Sura Faraj
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 6:19:48 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


Please remove the dam. The information is out there to support it. 
Thank you.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Sura Faraj 
peaceiscollectivepower@juno.com 
3029a N Booth st 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: David Lange
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:16:34 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


David Lange 
langed6172@att.net 
2951 N. 74 Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53210
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From: Stephen Gusho
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 2:23:47 PM


Kristina Betzold,


Please repair the Estabrook Dam and add Automated Dam Gates.


Thru all the years I have been in this area, the Dam Gates have been open in the Winter for
 Water Draw Down. For safety and Spring melting please do a Winter Water Draw Down.


I do not think a fish passage is needed. If the Dam Gates are open during the fish migration
 period in the Spring and Fall, the fish can pass thru the open gates.


Thank you,


Stephen Gusho
1100 W Riverview Dr
Glendale, WI
53209


Phone  414-228-8546
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From: James Hansen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:04:50 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years. 


The river is just starting to come back to life, please give it a fighting chance. 
Thank you, 
James Hansen


James Hansen 
iriejim22@yahoo.com 
3851 N Lalumiere rd 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066-4503
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From: Michael Jenich
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 7:59:44 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Michael Jenich 
mrjenich@yahoo.com 
1553 N 51 street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208
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From: Larry Kopperud
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:06:04 PM


To Whom it May Concern,
I am voicing my opinion that the Estabrook Dam should be removed and not repaired including the addition of a fish passage.
 The two major reasons are the cost to all Milwaukee County residents and the lack of improvement to the health of the river
 as a fishery. I is very clear that the repair would only benefit a very small number of people who live on the river (at least in
 their opinion).at impose a very short term demolition / rebuild cost and long term maintenance / operating cost to all of us. It
 is also very clear that the water held behind a dam will be a detriment to the river by heating to unreasonable temperate levels
 and low flow levels that do not support a healthy river ecosystem.  We can already see improvement in the Menomenee River
 after the five impeding structure were removed in the last year near Hoyt Park.Having a dam at Estabrook will prevent all of
 us in the County and the State from having a great river again and a great fishery. 


Lawrence E Kopperud
8129 Woodland Ave
Wauwatosa, WI 53213
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From: Terry Pavletic
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Park Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 8:11:44 PM


We are opposed to spending any taxpayer money on repairing this dam. Please do the right
 thing for the taxpayers budget and the environment and tear the dam down. Most citizens
 of Milwaukee County along with the wildlife want the river flowing free there.


sincerely


Terry and Gail Pavletic
12121 W Sunset Lane
Greenfield WI 53228
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From: camellia mcelwee
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Park
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 12:58:15 PM


To whom it concerns:
Please repair the Estabrook Dam and the fish passage.
Thank you.
Cam McElwee
18330 Coach House Court
Brookfield, WI 53045


Sent from my iPad
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From: Theresa Lowder
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:34:37 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I live in Milwaukee County and favor removal of the Estabrook Dam. It is expensive to
 maintain, and I can think of better ways for the county to use my tax money, one being the
 maintenance of our parks.


Please consider removing the dam.


Thank you.


Theresa Lowder


Theresa Lowder 
tlowder@wi.rr.com 
9240 N. Bethanne Drive 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53223
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From: Harbeck, William H.
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam - Please Preserve It
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 11:20:23 AM


I am writing to express my support for the current plan to repair the Estabrook Dam
 and construct a new fish passage.  I live in Grafton, and have first hand experienced
 the broadened recreational opportunities made available to the community as a
 whole (not just riparian owners) when Grafton voted to preserve the Bridge Street
 Dam as a result of a referendum that had massive support from all walks (the vote to
 preserve garnered about 75%).
 
Because the dam and lake was preserved, people can continue to boat, canoe,
 kayak, snowmobile, and cross-country ski on the river;  all activities that the DNR is
 supposed to promote.  And by incorporating a fish passage in the Estabrook dam,
 you have the best of both worlds because spawning opportunities will not be
 impeded.
 
Please do not be swayed by the skewed attitudes of groups like the Riverkeepers
 who conveniently disregard facts relating to the true costs of repair and that dam
 removal has some negative environmental impacts.  In promoting their own agenda
 they ignore that people matter, too.
 
Thanks for your consideration.
 
Bill Harbeck
907 17th Ave.
Grafton, WI 53024


 
William Harbeck / Partner
William.Harbeck@quarles.com / LinkedIn BIO vCard 
411 East Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 2400 / Milwaukee, WI 53202-4426 
Office 414-277-5853 / quarles.com 
Assistant Susan Lund 414-277-5852 


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission and any attachments are confidential and may be
 privileged. They should be read or retained only by the intended recipient. If you have received this transmission in
 error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the transmission from your system.
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From: Glen Goebel
To: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR
Subject: RE: Estabrook Dam EIR public hearing questions
Date: Sunday, March 13, 2016 11:12:13 PM


Ms Betzold,
I see a lot of recent activity with petitions regarding the Estabrook Dam lately.  Does every
 signature on a petition count as a comment for EIR purposes?  If so, are there any time or form
 related requirements?  Would signatures or forms with signatures gathered before the hearing
 announcement be disqualified?  I’m really concerned because the RiverKeeper is hosting an event
 at a public place with a lot of traffic and potentially a lot of signatures of people who don’t care or
 know about this.
 
Thanks
Glen
 
 
From: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR [mailto:Kristina.Betzold@wisconsin.gov] 
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 12:36 PM
To: Glen Goebel
Cc: Sturtevant, William - DNR
Subject: RE: Estabrook Dam EIR public hearing questions
 
Glen, please see below for answers to your questions.
 
We are committed to service excellence.
Visit our survey at http://dnr.wi.gov/customersurvey to evaluate how I did.
 


Kristina Betzold
Environmental Analysis and Review Specialist
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
2300 N Dr. Martin Luther King Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53212
Cell Phone: (414) 507-4946
kristina.betzold@wisconsin.gov


 dnr.wi.gov


    
 
From: Glen Goebel [mailto:ggoebel1@wi.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 3:30 AM
To: Betzold, Kristina A - DNR; Sturtevant, William - DNR
Subject: Estabrook Dam EIR public hearing questions
 
 
Dear Ms Betzold,
I have 9 questions.  I’ve read the “dEIS” but would like clarification because of my unfamiliarity with
 this process and the apparently contradictory comments communicated by various people.  Please
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 respond as soon as possible so I may communicate the information accurately to others.
1.      What time will the doors open and what time will the hearing start?  (I’ve seen more than


 one on your website recently) Doors will open and sign in will start at 5:30pm.  The hearing
 will start at 6pm.


2.      How many minutes will each person be allowed to speak on at the Tuesday, March 22,
 2016, at the Estabrook Dam EIR public hearing?  This will be determined by how many
 people attend the hearing and indicate they want to speak.


3.      What order will the public be allowed to respond?  Will the first people to fill out response
 cards be allowed to speak first?  Those who indicate they want to speak will be called in
 the order they sign in.


4.      Are all responses treated equally?  Would a letter or email carry more weight than a verbal
 response at the hearing? Verbal comments at the hearing and written comments are
 equally considered.


5.      Will telephone calls or any other form of response be weighed into this process? Phone
 calls are not part of the public record, so they will not be considered as comments on the
 draft EIS, but emailed written comments are considered equal to  mailed written
 comments.


6.      I’m not familiar with this process but it looks as if Milwaukee County could have chosen a
 different, simpler process.  Is that right?  DNR has elected to use the NR 150 EIS process for
 this project.  I cannot speak on behalf of Milwaukee County. 


7.      It looks as if the choice to “repair the Estabrook Dam with fish passage” has already been
 established and will be granted at the end of the process.  Is that correct?  As the dam
 owner, this decision rests with Milwaukee County. DNR provides plan review to ensure
 that design meets our floodplain and dam safety standards and any other applicable laws.


8.      It looks like the main outcome of this hearing is intended to determine either (1) Full-
Winter Drawdown Operation or (2) Partial Winter Drawdown Operation, or (3) Partial
 Winter Drawdown Operation, but no other operational alternatives.  Is that correct?  The
 intent of the hearing is to hear comments from the public on the draft EIS.  DNR will
 consider these comments prior to finalizing the EIS.


9.      If any, what other choices or aspects of the dam will be determined by the EIS? The EIS
 discloses environmental analysis information to the public.  It is not a decision document.


10.   Once the Department of Natural Resources issues a Dam Operating Order, could that
 Operational Order be changed if some unforeseen issue were discovered?  If so, what type
 of issues would qualify for such a change and what governmental or citizen based action
 would be needed to review and change an Operational Order?    I have forwarded this
 question to our dam safety staff and they should be responding.


·        I was thinking of ad possible flooding issue if ice damming occurred due to ice
 build-up that rarely occurred when full winter drawdown was practiced, or possibly
 some environmental issue.


Thanks in advance for your help in clarifying these questions.  Your answers will help
 members of the local community be better prepared to provide clear responses which
 address the intended query of this process.
Glen Goebel       
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From: Brad Bartkus
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Removal
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 4:23:04 PM


As a resident of Cedarburg, an avid fisherman, kayaker, canoer, and lover all things wild and
 natural I would love to see the Estabrook Dam removed. I'd love to see trout, salmon, and
 Sturgeon making their way back up the river. I'd love to see the return of osprey, and eagles,
 herons, egret and other waterfowl of all kinds up and down the river from Saukville to Lake
 Michigan. In the movie "Field of Dreams" we heard "If you build it, they will come." Well, if
 you tear it down they will come...meaning tourists and outdoor enthusiasts of all kinds. From
 bird watchers, to hikers, bicyclists, photographers, fisherman, and boaters...they WILL come.


-- 
Regards,
Brad Bartkus
DOUBLEBURN DESIGN
262•416•8079
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From: Demaris Kenwood
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:13:42 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Demaris Kenwood 
pandimai@yahoo.com 
5720 N. Bay Ridge Ave. 
MILWAUKEE, WI, Wisconsin 53217
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From: rvehring@wi.rr.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrooke Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 6:17:35 PM


I sincerely hope those of you attending last weeks meeting found it as enlightening  as I did. There were many points
 both sides brought up.Its clear with the various sides and groups fighting for or against this, it could be hard for
 some people to sort out
Having been to most all the meetings on this from the start I I guess common in todays political strategy. Several
 things no matter how many times have been proved in prior meetings keep getting used against this project.


1, the cost quoted by people wanting the dam removed are far from real,there are other quotes out there, but since
 this blows out their major point here, those quotes do not get shared.


2, Also to be brought up under costs. It has been decided that people along the river could sue for loss of value, that
 alone would make removing the dam far more costly, but of course the removal side chooses to not consider this,
 too bad because someone would end up with those's costs


3, I find it funny that Glendale will not stand up for the dam publicly yet they have their own dam just upstream
 from this one. Interesting. Is this perhaps part of the Milw Co politics?


4, Many of the people speaking in favor of removal are of paid positions in groups like Milw River keeper, many
 have political agendas, Chris Abele with his fortune is spending more on adds against this then it would cost to fix
 it. I would like to know how much that is a factor with these other political groups and areas. If there were not
 going down at election time, I'm sure this would be a much different game


I think the thing that impressed me most was the teenagers that stood and spoke about what having that dam means
 to them, that shows the interest for the future.


Mr Abele, and his political partners want you to think this is about the money. beyond the false numbers they
 preach, lets consider this. How much did the water park on Hampton and Green Bay really cost us. Its the giant
 blue, red, yellow structure they put in the center of the park. To add insult, directly across from this but not part of
 the water park is the huge red tube on the red square base. This is the entrance to Milw. River Parkway, the
 beginning of the park. It seems there is no limit that Mr Abele will spend on things like this, he puts this gaudy stuff
 front and center, yet will not restore the dam and bring back the natural beauty that it has always brought there.


This is a political battle unfortunatly, please do not let that win, if the dam is removed it can never be returned to
 what it should be.


Please rebuild the Estabrooke Dam
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From: Frank Datzer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Take it down
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:36:08 PM


I don't want to spend more money and future money on something that will do nothing to improve our city or my
 life.  Take down the damn and be done with it


Frank R Datzer
414-467-6787
Sent from my iPhone
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From: John Bach
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 7:55:18 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John Bach 
jsbach114@yahoo.com 
2218 W. Marne Av. 
Glendale, Wisconsin 53209
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From: Clatk Blachly
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR must repair Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 8:50:20 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


A public waterway is being altered without considering the loss of all recreation to this last
 remaining urban lake


What is going to happen to this area when this is gone. You cannot expect a free flowing river
 to magically appear where this lake impoundment use to be. You want proof just look at the
 river now 
The River keeper has no plans for restoring any of this area to get it back the way it's been for
 80 years


Thank you, 
Clark Blachly


Clatk Blachly 
cinigirl@yahoo.com 
1008 w eula 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53209
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From: Michael Kuhr
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:40:51 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Michael Kuhr 
mikek.trout@yahoo.com 
6103 Queens Way 
Monona, WI, Wisconsin 53716
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From: Robin Squier
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:07:47 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Robin Squier 
amro016@me.com 
3060 N. Gordon Cr. 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53212
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From: Robert Boucher
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:03:43 AM


Dear WDNR,


I would urge you to remove the Estabrook dam as it damaging the ecological integrity to the 
Milwaukee River.   It is an eyesore and nuisance.  I encourage you to demonstrate some 
leadership and force its removal and work to restore the site.


This issue has dragged on for years because of the Milwaukee county Board has been 
obstructionist on it removal. 


Please take it down and refuse to allow any more stalling.


Thank you,


Bob Boucher


Executive Director
P.O. Box 347
West Bend, WI 53095
rboucher@clcf.info
414 315 8360
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From: Ananda Walker
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:43:27 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Please consider the long term effects on the environment. Not every country in the world has
 clean water so please do what is best to keep out environment and water clean and free-
 please remove the dam. 
Thank you, 
Ananda


Ananda Walker 
anandatheta@gmail.com 
1862 a north warren ave 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53202
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From: Patrick Kenney
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:34:03 AM


Please insist that the Estabrook dam is removed.  It is a eye sore, and
to repair it is throwing our tax money away.


Thank you,


Patrick Kenney
5341 N 49th St
Milwaukee, Wi 53218-3404
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From: Kathy Rogers
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: for Kristine Betzold re Public Comment on Estabrook Park Dam
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:28:24 AM


Dear Ms. Betzold,
 
I am writing to support the removal of the Estabrook Park Dam.  I believe the continued
 presence of the dam is harmful to the overall quality of the river and its ecosystem.  I believe
 the costs associated with removing the dam would be a better investment in the overall
 health of the river in that area and beyond, than would the costs of continuing to repair and
 maintain a modified dam structure.  Thank you for considering my views. 
 
Sincerely,
Kathy A Rogers
5059 N Woodburn St
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217
414-961-0142
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From: Barbara Eisenberg
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam comment
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:56:17 PM


I would like to express my support for the removal of the Estabrook Dam. It is the ecologically
 responsible thing to do. We have see how ecosystems benefit when dams have been removed
 across the country. Case in point- since the North Ave. Dam was removed the number of fish
 species has increased from less than 10 to more than 30 species. Repairing and maintaining
 the dam would only benefit the small number of residents who enjoy using their boats on the
 lake created by the artificial structure. I expect the DNR make a decision based on science not
 on political pressure. Thank you.


Sincerely,
Barb Eisenberg
1246 E. Chambers St.  
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From: Christopher
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Dam Removal.
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 9:37:42 PM


Hello DNR,


I am a local resident near the dam at Estabrook Park and weekly use the park.  I am in favor of removal of the dam. 
 The reasons are the negative environmental effects of the dam and the high cost in repairing it. 


Sincerely,


Christopher DeMarco


4933 N Wildwood Avenue
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217
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From: DC Palmer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:56:34 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I am hoping that election results will push this removal forward.


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


DC Palmer 
dcpalmer_53217@yahoo.com 
5111 N Bay Ridge 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Rosanne Champagne
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 5:21:04 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Rosanne Champagne 
rmchamp@gmail.com 
4146 n Maryland ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Bobbi Rector
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:05:15 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Bobbi Rector 
burector@gmail.com 
6911 N LONGVIEW AVE 
GLENDALE, Wisconsin 53209
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From: margaret gould
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 3:55:26 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


margaret gould 
gould4@hotmail.com 
4432 n.Woodruff Ave. 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Alexis Tabakow
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:55:43 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Alexis Tabakow 
tabakowalexis@gmail.com 
2843 N Bremen #3 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Ryan Strong
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:29:07 PM


Kristina Betzold,


Please consider removing the dam and turning the river into a white water park .


It is happening with dam removal all across the country .


Surf waves can be created down steam of the old dam.


Kayakers and stand up paddle boarders surf these waves , as part of a growing water sport
 community .


If you build it they will come !!!!


It will stimulate economy and also gives spectators something to do .


Check out how the success off Wausau whitewater park has been for the community . They
 attract visitors from multiple states ever other weekend !


Thanks for your thought


Ryan Strong 
strongv03@gmail.com 
1132 dakine st 
Golden, Colorado 80401
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From: Rachel D.
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:45:02 AM


To whom it may concern, 


I strongly believe the Estabrook Dam should be removed.  We should no longer be paying to
 fix or maintain this unnecessary eyesore, which disrupts the natural flow and functioning of
 the river and surrounding & connected ecosystems.  The money spent removing it instead will
 be well worth it, and money will never have to go towards the dam again in the future.  Please
 remove the Estabrook dam!


Sincerely,
Rachel Davauer
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From: Mary Lou DeFino
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:02:42 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Mary Lou DeFino 
mlou2600@gmail.com 
2937 N Hackett Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Jill DeMarco
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 10:33:34 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


Hello, I am a local resident near Estabrook park and have enjoyed the use of the park for
 years.


I am strongly in favor of removing the dam. The Milwaukee River has improved in many ways
 over the past decade and the removal of dams will continue to help improve the quality of the
 water. In addition, the fish will have there natural habitat. The risk of flooding will be reduced.
 Finally, the cost of repairing the dam is not good use of tax payers money.


Thank you,


Jill DeMarco


Jill DeMarco 
citodemarco@gmail.com 
4933 N Wildwood Avenue 
Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: John Gelfer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 3:36:08 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community. 
The present dam benefits a small group of homeowners north of the dam. Taxpayers should
 not foot the bill for their benefit. 
Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John Gelfer 
gelfdad@att.net 
4215 N Olsen Ave 
Shorewood , Wisconsin 53211
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From: Gary Tuma
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 10:54:56 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


As a neighbor to the Milwaukee River and a frequent visitor to Estabrook Park, I'm writing to
 ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic
 impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the
 Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Gary Tuma 
sumavagary@gmail.com 
2740 A. N. Weil St. 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53212
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From: Kara Kunz
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Comments
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 3:30:30 PM


Hello DNR Personal,
 
I would like to give my two cents into this matter as you prepare the Environmental Impact
 Statement.  I understand the frustration and anger the residence that live upstream of the dam
 may have if the dam was to be taken out.  I would be mad too if I purchased a house for the
 sole purpose of having the leisure to use the Milwaukee River for recreational activities
 if/when the dam is in place.  However, the natural morphology of the River did not include a
 man made dam in any location.
 
There is a quote that I would like to share:
"We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them" -
 Albert Einstein
 
If I may say myself, Mr. Einstein was a brilliant man. You may take this quote many different
 ways, but I take it has in order to move forward with life now, we must change the way we
 did things in the past.  The dam was installed for recreational activities in the past, lets try to
 use the natural River for recreational activities instead. Installing a dam was not the right
 thing to do, and we must learn from our mistakes. 
 
Thank you for your time.
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From: L Erickson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, March 19, 2016 6:55:48 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


L Erickson 
lina.mikala@gmail.com 
3269A S Pine Ave 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53207
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From: David Reichert
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 3:03:41 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


David Reichert 
anakinman83@gmail.com 
3648 S Ahmedi Ave 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53235
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From: Lee Pfannerstill
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: remove it
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 9:36:52 PM


Please do not spend money to benefit just a few property tax payers, remove the dam and let the river come back to
 natural levels.  We have had issues of basement flooding in the past when the dam was still being closed because of
 the increase in the water table.  Please remove the dam!
Lee Pfannerstill
2141 W Fairlane Ave
Glendale, WI 53209
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From: Laird, Chris
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Milwaukee River/Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:56:31 PM


I am familiar with this project and am concerned that the benefits pale in comparison to the risks. 
 Aside from the cost to operate and maintain the dam, which far outweigh the cost of removal, the
 ecological impacts should take priority over any recreational benefits provided to operating
 motorized watercraft in a small area.  There is no shortage of motorized boating opportunities in
 this area and should be considered when looking at the total cost to provide convenience to a
 select few individuals. 
 
I enjoy the Milwaukee River and have enjoyed the progress made in restoration.  Let’s see that
 progress continue.  I am not a biologist, but common sense would have me believe that running
 water in a more natural environment makes for a healthier eco-system than pooled unnatural
 water.
 
Thanks,
 
Chris Laird
 
This communication (including any attachments) is for the use of the intended recipient(s)
 only and may contain information that is confidential, privileged or otherwise legally
 protected. Any unauthorized use or dissemination of this communication is prohibited. If you
 have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender by return e-
mail message and delete all copies of the original communication. Thank you for your
 cooperation. -
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From: Ann White
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: please save the dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 12:42:44 PM


Please continue on the route that was started 4 years ago to repair the dam.  It provides recreation for all parts of
 Milwaukee and  brings wildlife to the area as well. We want the drawdown for winter to avoid flooding
and for safety so kids don't fall into deep water if they are on the ice.
Thank you
Ann & Peter White
5724 N. River Forest Dr.
Glendale, WI 53209
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From: Greg Bradisse
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:24:57 PM


My wife and I have been Shorewood residents for 30 years.  We are in favor of having the
 remains of the Estabrook Dam removed completely.  It is our understanding that this is the
 better long-term solution both environmentally and fiscally.  We believe that the long term
 general public interest is served by this alternative.  The other option of repairing and
 installing a fish passage is less environmentally appropriate and a one-time and ongoing waste
 of taxpayer money to satisfy the desires of a handful of residents who stand to individually
 gain from 'lake-front' property.


Greg Bradisse
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From: wendyvehring@yahoo.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estrabrook dam
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 8:25:03 PM


Please consider repairing and not removing the dam.  I think this is beneficial for
 everyone in the city, county or state to use.


If the dam is not operational (with automated gates and seasonal draw down) to keep
 the river full, how much can we do in a 6 inch stream?  


Having a 6 inch stream would eliminate alot of activities, such as boating, canoeing,
 board surfing, etc. and the shoreline would be an ugly sight.


Please don't take our river away.


Thank you,
Wendy Vehring
1730 W. Lawn Ave.
Milwaukee, WI  53209
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From: Denise Hester
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 7:35:52 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Denise Hester 
dhester@wi.rr.com 
W145N5364 Thornhill Dr 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051
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From: Diane Olson Schmidt
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016 7:38:52 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Diane Olson Schmidt 
lacewinggdcs@att.net 
6087 N. Denmark St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53225
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From: Jayne Henderson
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:10:07 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jayne Henderson 
jayne@riveredge.us 
PO BOX 26 
NEWBURG, Wisconsin 53060
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From: Bob Monahan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam EIS
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 9:54:12 PM


I have been a Milwaukee County resident for more than 40 years,
 residing during most of that time in east side and Riverwest
 neighborhoods. Easy access to the Milwaukee River for paddling
 and fishing is one of the reasons I've remained in those
 areas.


Lincoln Park used to be a very busy place with many diverse
 groups of people enjoying the recreational opportunities
 available there.


Now that the toxic materials have been removed from Lincoln
 Creek and the Milwaukee River I urge you to move forward with
 repair of the Estabrook Dam, including fish passage and
 automated gates controls.


Help us revitalize a park with an empoundment that serves a
 very large community within several miles of the river. 


Thank you for allowing us to have input into your decision.


Regards,


Bob Monahan
721 W Montclaire Avenue
Glendale, WI
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From: Kristina Paris Paris
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:04:21 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Kristina Paris Paris 
pariskristina@hotmail.com 
PO Box 11526 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Angi Kizewski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:24:10 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Angi Kizewski


Angi Kizewski 
akkizewski@gmail.com 
8321 Gridley Ave 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213
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From: jlikes@earthlink.net
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 11:28:18 PM


I attended the DNR public hearing on March 22, 2016.  Thank you for providing this opportunity for concerned
 citizens to be heard.


I appreciated the comments of property owners who would like to see the dam repaired so they can enjoy many of
 the activities they have enjoyed in the past.  However, I have also lived on waterways--I grew up near Lake
 Michigan; I have lived in Wausau near the Wisconsin River; I have lived in Shiocton on the Wolf River.  I now live
 in Glendale near the Milwaukee River. I also want to enjoy water activities, but I don't expect that things must stay
 the same or return to past.


Today we view our unique Wisconsin environment in a different way.  Instead of artificially trying to "improve"
 upon nature, we are finally seeing the value in letting nature take charge. I strongly support the removal of the dam
 in order to restore a more natural river ecosystem.


The Milwaukee Co. Park system has been dealing with budgetary challenges which have impacted the quality and
 quantity of services to our park facilities and services.  It is a wasteful use of our scarce dollars to repair and
 maintain a dam when the benefits are limited.  I would rather the money be spent on dam demolition and future
 development of riverwalks and other enhancements for the enjoyment of nature.


Jeanne Likes
2230 W Good Hope Rd. #28
Glendale, WI 53209
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From: Ann
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: public comment
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:02:35 PM


Attention: Kristina Betzold
 
I agree with independent researchers that removing the Estabrook Dam will prevent
 flooding, improve water quality and create a better habitat for fish and wildlife. 
 Please consider the complete removal as an alternative to Milwaukee County's ill
 advised request for costly repair.
Thank you
 
Ann McIntyre
1229 N. Jackson Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202
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From: Katie Hassemer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 22, 2016 11:59:03 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Katie Hassemer 
katie.hassemer@gmail.com 
4420 N Cramer St 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: mike66@wi.rr.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 4:17:48 AM


Pleases remove the money pit of Milwaukee county


Those who want the dam to stay said there is a hidden cost to
 removal -- legal fees from homeowners who live along the water
 that has pooled because of the dam.


With potentially lower property values, that could lead to lawsuits
 and less revenue for the county.


Excuse me, is this a threat? 


"If we`re not paying taxes like we live on a boatable waterfront,
 those properties will not be valued as much as they would be
 otherwise," Glen Goebel said.


If they want the dam to stay the people that benefit from it
 should bare the cost of rebuilding and maintaining the dam.


The money would be better spent on repairing the depleting 
  infrastructure county wide.


Milwaukee county tax payers should not be burdened with
 even more taxes that benefit just a few.


Look at the removal of the north ave. dam, and how a free
 flowing River is a true improvement. Over an out dated way
 of thinking, that damming river is a good thing.
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The dam is something we no longer need.


No threats detected. www.avast.com
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From: Barbara Jakopac
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 10:40:23 AM


Kristina Petzold,
I attended the public hearing yesterday and was struck by the many comments made
 by the property owners along the river. Certainly they are concerned about their 
access to the river and its recreational use.  But I did not hear one person say 
anything concerning the ecosystem, biodiversity etc. of the RIVER. I believe the 
health of the RIVER should be the primary concern not that of a few property owners.
 With the dam removed and a channel dredged the river can run naturally and 
provide recreational opportunities for ALL citizens. But more importantly the RIVER 
will be healthy and running it’s natural course.


I urge you to honor your pledge to protect the Natural Resources of the State of 
Wisconsin to consider THE RIVER and its ecosystem and 
take down the dam and all other structures to allow it to flow as nature intended. 
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From: Rob Estlund
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:34:14 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Rob Estlund 
RobEstlund@hotmail.com 
406 W. Good Hope Road 
Glendale, WI, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Bruce Karr (bruce.karr@post.harvard.edu)
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 7:00:36 PM


I am a fisherman that fishes the Milwaukee River between Grafton and Hubbard Park.  The 
Estabrook Dam is an abomination for the river and the fish.  It should be removed, not 
repaired.  It is a hazard and in this case a few wealthy property owners have unfairly 
influenced what is a public resource.  They do not own the river, it is public property and 
should be managed for the public and not the few.  I am disappointed in the County Board and
 Larsen.  If I could vote against them for their actions I would.


Someone should make the right the decision for the most number of people and not for the 
few.


Bruce Karr
bruce.karr@post.harvard.edu
W72N517 Cider Mill Court
Cedarburg, WI 53012-1737
Mobile: 414.350.8367
Office: 262.376.9308
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From: Alison and Richard
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Support Dam Removal
Date: Sunday, April 03, 2016 11:21:59 AM


Dear DNR Estabrook EIS Team,
 
I offer the following comments in conjunction with your EIS:
 
As a long time resident of the Milwaukee River Watershed, I support removal of the
 Estabrook Dam.
 
I live near the former location of the North Avenue dam and I am a frequent user of
 recreational trails that parallel the river. The positive transformation of the river since the
 removal of the North Avenue Dam has been astounding. The water quality has improved,
 and the restored natural vistas upstream are an asset to the neighborhood. I have taken
 advantage of canoeing on the river which was impossible prior to the North Avenue Dam
 removal.
 
I believe that similar improvements would happen in the vicinity of the Estabrook Dam if it
 were removed. As we’ve seen with the North Avenue removal, these improvements would
 benefit the community at-large.
 
Sincerely,
 
Richard Schreiner
912 East Pleasant St.
Milwaukee, WI 53202
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From: David Rosenberg
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Eastabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 4:48:00 PM


I am a resident of the North Shore .I paddle the Milwaukee River. Since the Dam has
 been open and free flowing, I have seen many positive affects. There is more wildlife
 visible and more fish. The River seems cleaner. 
The river is taking back it's old course and making islands .There has been less
 flooding around the impoundment area . I think this should be continued and save
 millions of dollars by taking out the  Estabrook Dam.
David Rosenberg
8930 N Regent Rd
Bayside, Wisconsin. 53217
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From: Erin Brady
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:37:53 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Erin Brady 
erineabrady@yahoo.com 
3004 S Superior 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207
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From: Gisela Zelenka-Drysdale
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Removal of Estabrook dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 9:54:56 AM


I support removal of the Estabrook Dam.


Sincerely,


Gisela Zelenka-Drysdale
2121 N. 86th St.
Wauwatosa WI 53226
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From: joanne fetting
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 4:08:21 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


joanne fetting 
mfetting@msn.com 
5025 n woodruff ave 
whitefish bay, Wisconsin 53217
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From: angelo.savasta@gmail.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:09:31 PM


To him it may concern,


As we all know, controversy of that Estabrook Dam has been in discussion for sometime. It has been proven that
 removing the dam is in the best interest of our local economics, pollution, the local residents, the reproduction of
 salmon, pike, walleye, smallmouth, and trout.  All of these benefits while saving tax dollars to residents of
 Milwaukee County. It's time to take the dam down and restore The Milwaukee River back to a river.


Thanks for your consideration!
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From: Barbara Mottl
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 9:15:56 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Barbara Mottl 
bmottl@wi.rr.com 
S49w36869 PineView dr 
Dousman, Wisconsin 53118
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From: John Rennpferd
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Cc: CountyExec@milwaukeecountywi.gov; patricia.jursik@milwaukeecountywi.gov
Subject: Estabrook Dam Draft Environment Impact Statement
Date: Saturday, March 26, 2016 11:45:21 PM


To: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources


From: John R. Rennpferd


CC: Milwaukee County Executive Chris Abele, Milwaukee County Supervisor Patricia Jursik


Date: 26 March 2016


Re: Estabrook Dam Draft Environment Impact Statement


The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has some issues that require clarification, or
 rectification. There are environmental affects that have been downplayed, the Public Trust is
 violated, and the dam management pattern of Milwaukee County has been downplayed.


As a fisherman I am concerned about the environmental affects of the dam, and possible
 draw downs. The Estabrook dam is going to slow the river, which will cause sedimentation.
 The solar heating affect in the impoundment, and the solar heating affect of the water
 passing over the spillway will transform segments of the Milwaukee River from a cool water
 environment into a warm water environment (as it has in the past). The solar heating affect
 will be beneficial to invasive species such as carp, lamprey, mystery snails, and rusty crayfish.
 Additionally the property owners upstream of Estabrook park want a winter drawdown of
 the impoundment. A winter drawdown is going to have direct negative affects on the whole
 riparian ecosystem. Hibernating amphibians will be exposed, mussels will get stranded,
 macro-invertebrates will die from exposure to dry environments, and aquatic plants will get
 land locked.


The EIS unintentionally violates the public trust doctrine. The EIS states that the
 impoundment behind the Estabrook Dam will have a depth of 8.7 feet, and will cause depths
 as deep as 9.1 feet upstream. This alteration of the high, and low water marks violates the
 public trust of riparian access rights by preventing citizens from gaining access to the river by
 creating non-wadable areas in naturally wadable riparian zones. There is no quid-pro-quo as
 inferred in the IES. The impoundment does not provide public access for boaters; the state,
 nor the county parks own a launch in this segment of the river. The boat launch located on
 West Montclaire Ave. in Glendale, WI is owned by the municipality; therefore the
 municipality can open, and close the launch at any time without regard to the access rights
 of the remaining state, and county residents. Compounding this problem is that the launch
 at West Montclaire Ave does not have any parking. A lack of dedicated parking creates a
 defacto private launch as seen on Long Lake in Racine County where the municipality (City of
 Norway) posted no parking signs to prevent the public from using the DNR launch of off Hart
 Dr. I ask that the Wisconsin DNR to not provide approval of the EIS until a public access
 launch, with accompanying parking is guaranteed in writing.


Milwaukee County has a horrible history of neglecting its dam structures. Estabrook Dam has
 been out of compliance for a number of items since 1996; the dam has truly become a public
 nuisance. The Kletzsch park Dam has been out of compliance for masonry repairs since 2011.
 The South Milwaukee Dam on the Oak Creek has been out of compliance for multiple items
 since 2012, and its damage is known to have occurred as early as 1995. This pattern of
 neglect proves that the County will promise to repair these structures; however, due to fiscal
 issues Milwaukee County never truly funds the repairs. I ask the Wisconsin DNR to not
 provide approval of the EIS until Milwaukee County provides segregated, protected funds to
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 cover the repair of the Estabrook Dam, and the projected 20 years of maintenance.


The EIS is a good document; however, we can see that there are improvements that are
 needed before any parties can proceed. Environmental concerns need resolution. Protection
 of the Public Trust needs enforcement. And Milwaukee County needs to prove to the
 Wisconsin DNR that it actually can, and will fund the repair, and maintenance of the
 Estabrook Dam.


Sincerely,


John R. Rennpferd
1828 Marquette Ave
South Milwaukee, WI 53172
414-745-8488








From: David Zalewski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:16:09 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


David Zalewski 
mrz.david.zalewski@gmail.com 
106 W Seeboth St Unit 825 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
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From: Richard Bowen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam proposal
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 10:47:23 AM


Hello,
 
I am completely in favor of removing the Estabrook dam. It's a less expensive alternative to repair
 and, most importantly, it is best for the health of the Milwaukee River. Thank you.
 
Richard A. Bowen
14645 Woodland Pl.
Brookfield, WI 53005
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From: RENEE VANDLIK
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:50:23 PM


Kristina Betzold,


Dear Leaders of the Wisconsin DNR, 
I understand that you are currently considering only repair or maintenance of the current dam
 structure, however I believe a full environmental assessment of the effects for its removal
 must also be considered. I am writing to express my support for the complete removal of the
 Estabrook Dam.


As a neighboring resident, we often walk the shoreline and are in awe of the birds and other
 wildlife within this portion of the Milwaukee River corridor. With a free flowing, natural habitat
 restored, I wonder what other birds or wildlife might be attracted to this refuge. Beyond the
 corridor itself, the waterway is home to a variety of fish. Eliminating artificial barriers, i would
 think, would encourage more spawning. I believe it is your responsibility to study these
 potential benefits.


Not only does this study of removing the dam seem ecologically prudent, I also believe it
 would be fiscally prudent. I unfortunately see very little economic value in the dam's
 restoration, just a large drain of the state's and county's financial resources.


In conversations with my former County Supervisor Jerry Broderick, I've learned the vast
 majority of his constituents have expressed similar thoughts. This majority has been
 obstructed by County budget maneuvers and agendas that have been altered at the last
 minute.


I urge you to consider complete removal of the Estabrook Dam. Removing it would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Renee Vandlik 
4902 N. Woodburn 
Whitefish Bay, Wi 53217


RENEE VANDLIK 
jrvandlik@wi.rr.com 
4902 N WOODBURN ST 
WHITEFISH BAY, Connecticut 6065
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From: Jeffrey Stuck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 12:57:09 PM


Ladies and gentlemen,


Briefly, we support rebuilding the Estabrook Dam.


Unfortunately my wife is currently in the hospital and we will not be able to attend the Glenn
 Hills meeting.
We are happy to see the DNR oversight in this matter. 
Although we do live on the Milwaukee River, we can see both sides of the issue. Now that the
 county board has approved the new dam, we believe the DNR should support it.


Thank you for your time and all you do to make our state beautiful.


Jeff and Ronnie Stuck
1050 W. Riverview dr.
Glendale WI 53209
414-640-0301
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From: Jerry Patzwald
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 11:07:46 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Jerry Patzwald 
jdpatzwald@gmail.com 
1120 East Chambers Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Robert Korman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:30:29 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Robert Korman 
robert.korman@milwaukeecountywi.gov 
3519 W Abbott Av 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53226
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From: Deborah Darin
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:20:02 PM


Kristina Betzold,


Please conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and socioeconomic impacts of
 ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you recommend removing the Estabrook
 Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale. 


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing its duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Deborah Darin 
deborahdarin71@gmail.com 
2400 E Newton Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Mary Boyle
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:08:02 PM


To Whom It May Concern:


I am writing to inform you that I think the DNR should consider the removal of the Estabrook
 Dam.  This approach is money saving; more importantly, it is healthier for the river, as well
 as for decreasing incidents of flooding.


Thank you,


Mary Boyle


-- 
Mary Boyle
SEVEN HILLS CREATIONS
Publisher of Ozaukee Living Local
262.573.6678


Freelance Writing
Web Design, Marketing & Social Media Assistance
Consulting 
Education Liberator
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From: Frank Datzet
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:31:10 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Frank Datzet 
fdatzer@wi.rr.com 
6401 n sunset lane 
Glendale, Colorado Wi 53217
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From: Cate Mason
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 2:50:37 PM


Please support the complete removal of the dam. This may remove or lower the cost of flood insurance, is a more
 natural environment, and is a much less costly option. Thank you.


Cate Mason
5865 N River Forest Dr
Glendale, WI


Sent from my iPad
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From: Ray Isaacs
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 12:03:33 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Ray Isaacs 
ray@rayisaacs.net 
1915 E Kenilworth Pl 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
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From: Connor Stone
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 12:15:46 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Connor Stone


Connor Stone 
cdstone@uwm.edu 
2628 N Stowell Ave 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Mary Kamps
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: remove dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 6:44:02 PM


To the Wisconsin DNR:


Please order the removal of the Estabrook Dam. It interferes with the fish and the free flow of the water. Repairing it
 would be a foolish expense, not to mention an ecological insult.


Charles and Mary Kamps, Milwaukee
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From: rachel davauer
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:46:45 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


rachel davauer 
yorrik@yahoo.com 
4419 N. Oakland Ave. 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Omega Gordon
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 27, 2016 12:57:48 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Omega Gordon 
megag560@gmail.com 
2337 n holton 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Barbara Richards
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comments of Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 11:21:25 AM


 My name is Barbara Richards.  I live at 3210 N 83rd Street in
Milwaukee.  I urge you to act to remove the Estabrook Dam. This is ecologically,
 economically, esthetically, and morally the right thing to do.  I urge you to take a long
 view.


I am reminded of a whimsical old song:  There’s a Hole in the Bucket. Liza and Henry
 are faced with a series of problems each requiring a fix to fix the last fix. The song
 ends up where it began – one could sing it forever – for all time.   How many fixes will
 this dam require in the next seven generations? Do you know what the world will be
 then, ecologically, economically?  Can you justify handing this problem down to
 future generations?


I am also reminded of a poem by Gerard Manley Hopkins:
“The Binsey Poplars, Felled 1879”.   Hopkins had a favorite 
walk along a river bank overhung with poplar trees.  One day 
he found they had been all cut down.  He later learned they 
had been cut to make brake shoes for locomotive engines – the 
environmental scourge of his day.  


My aspens, dear, whose airy cages quelled, 
Quelled or quenched in leaves the leaping sun,
All felled, felled, are all felled:
Of a fresh a following folded rank
Not spared, not one
That dandled a sandalled
Shadow that swam or sank
On meadow and river and wind-wandering
weed-winding bank.


O if we but knew what we do
When we delve or hew –
Hack and rack the growing green!
Since country is so tender
To touch, her being so slender,
That, like this sleek and seeing ball
But a prick will make no eye at all,
Where we, even where we mean
To mend her we end her,
When we hew or delve:
After-comers cannot guess the beauty been.
Ten or twelve, only ten or twelve
Strokes of havoc unselve
The sweet especial scene,
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Rural scene, a rural scene, 
Sweet especial rural scene.


Let us return to our place as part of nature rather than her conqueror.  Please move
 to restore the river as much as humans are able.  Perhaps nature can do the rest.


Thank you.


"Let us abandon all fear and dread, for these do not befit men and women who are loved," said (Pope)
 Francis. "Instead, let us live the joy of encounter with the grace that transforms all."








From: Susie Seidelman
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 4:05:59 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Susie Seidelman 
susieseidelman@hotmail.com 
3306 N. Bremen St 
Milwaukee, WI, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Adam McEiver
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Friday, March 18, 2016 5:58:04 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Adam McEiver 
adammceiver@gmail.com 
6260 S LAKE DR APT 1121 
Cudahy, Wisconsin 53110
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From: Blachly, Clark
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Save the Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 11:23:07 AM


Please rebuild the dam.  There has been a dramatic loss of all recreation in this impoundment area. 
 The river right know is in horrible condition and has not been
Subject to any restoration during this time.  If the Dam is removed, who is going to restore this area
 to a usable river.
 
Please Fix as soon as possible before it is too late.
 
Clark Blachly
414-975-0177
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From: dstreator@wi.rr.com
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 7:02:39 AM


Dear Ms. Betzold,


I am writing you to express my support for repairing the Estabrook dam.  Repairing the dam will lower county costs
 and benefit year round public recreation.


I think it is also important to have yearly winter draw downs, not only for the safety of wintertime users but also to
 help decrease the potential of springtime ice jams.


I also feel it is important that the community is involved in developing the dams operational protocol.


Thank you, in advance, for your help.  The whole community will benefit by getting our lake back.  Estabrook,
 Lincoln, Kletzsch Parks and the Milwaukee River Parkway all have shorelines on this lake and with the cleanup
 project completed, fishing and beaches could reopen.


Sincerely


David and Laura Streator
15660 Luella Drive
Brookfield, WI 53005
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From: Maureen Kartheiser
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 5:07:33 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Maureen Kartheiser 
mtkartheiser@gmail.com 
4041 N. Prospect Avenue 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Theofilos Rafaelidys
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:30:10 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Theofilos Rafaelidys 
theofilosr@hotmail.com 
2742n bartlett 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Joe Conway
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Estabrook Damn
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:08:41 PM


Subject line: REPAIR THE ESTABROOK DAM 


I do live right on the Milwaukee River and have enjoyed the river for recreation and
 renewal. I am very disappointed that the question of the Estabrook Dam is still
 unresolved.
 
I am in favor or repair of the dam because I feel that the Lincoln Park impoundment
 and the river directly north of it have in the past provided so many varied
 opportunities for recreation to so many diverse populations in the area.   With the
 damn open, and the previously existing rock wall being removed, the river north of
 the Estabrook damn is mostly un navigable even for a canoe.
  
I am in favor of a partial winter drawdown for safety reasons and fully automated
 gates, eliminating the need to hire an individual to watch the weather and gage the
 flow of the river.
 
This is a great resource for such an urban area. Please follow the order to repair!
  -- 


Joe Conway
1030 W River Park Lane
Glendale, WI 53209
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From: Lori Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:05:40 PM


As a Milwaukee County resident for almost 30 years, I've had the opportunity to enjoy
 the Milwaukee River system in various ways: visiting and studying the river with 
groups of students, photographing the river and its surroundings, 


and raising 3 sons who've grown to be expert fly fisherman through 3 seasons of fishing on the
 river each year.


 


I am aware of some of the arguments for repairing the Estabrook Dam, but feel the 
following reasons will support the wiser choice to remove it:


 


1)    Removing the dam will help restore the river to its natural state, providing new 
habitat for upland wildlife, fish, and birds.


2)    A renewed river without the dam will increase recreational activities throughout 
the entire watershed for many people with a wide variety of interests in and 
appreciation of the river. 


3)    Finally, leaving a dam - regardless of its repair - will eventually pose a threat 
because of the toxic sediment likely to accumulate.


 


Recently I attended an event sponsored by Southeast Wisconsin Trout Unlimited and 
was encouraged by the large and enthusiastic number of young people who were in 
attendance. These are young men and women who are not only passionate about 
their healthy and respectful use of Wisconsin lakes, rivers, 


and streams, but they are future caretakers of our natural resources. If this young 
group of individuals is supporting the removal of the dam and leading a more 
widespread charge to renew and protect the precious waterways in this state, we 
need to listen.


 


You are in a position to help preserve one of Milwaukee County's water gems.  I 
appreciate your consideration of my stance and the stance of other's who support the 
removal of the Estabrook Dam.


 


Thank you.
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Sincerely,


 


Loretta Rorabeck


136 N.86th Street


Wauwatosa, WI 53226


 


This message is intended for the sole use of the individual and entity to which it is addressed, and may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the 
intended addressee, nor authorized to receive for the intended addressee, you are hereby notified that you may 
not use, copy, disclose or distribute to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you 
have received this message in error, please immediately advise the sender by reply email and delete the 
message.








From: Dennis Grzezinski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Sunday, March 20, 2016 1:01:56 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


The Departmenr needs to conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and shoild recommend
 removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety. It will continue to do so to an
 even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR would not be doing its duty
 to protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect
 the environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Dennis Grzezinski 
dennisglaw@gmail.com 
3025 N Farwell Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Ryan McGuire
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:51:40 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Ryan McGuire 
mcguirecheeto@yahoo.com 
1 Woodvale Cir. 
Madison, Wisconsin 53716
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From: Paul Vandeveld
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:19:41 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Paul Vandeveld 
vndvld@yahoo.com 
7017 CEDAR ST 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53213
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From: Brian Brooks
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Repair the Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:10:52 PM


DNR,
I felt it important to take the time to express my sentiment regarding the Estabrook Dam. I am in favor of
 repairing it as it will create an area that will again be usable for recreation beyond the current situation
 that barely allows for kayaks in the summer when water levels drop. 
Thanks
Brian Brooks
8330 N Regent Rd
Milwaukee 53217
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From: Pamela Timmermans
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2016 12:12:01 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Pamela Timmermans 
pjt225@hotmail.com 
3126 N Weil Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Demaris Kenwood
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 21, 2016 5:52:32 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Demaris Kenwood 
pandimai@yahoo.com 
5720 
MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin 53217
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From: Gina Szablewski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:47:51 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Gina Szablewski 
ginaszablewski@sbcglobal.net 
4400 North Woodruff Avenue 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Duan
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook dam
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 9:06:42 PM


To the DNR,
 
I grew up near Lincoln Park, when I was small I learned to fish in Lincoln Park.   Never
 caught any keepers, but it was a summertime memory that I have not forgot.
Now my families’ kids fish for crawfish at the lagoon in Dineen Park, just like I did when I
 was young.
Don’t deny kids the chance enjoy summers on the water !
Bring back the small lake in Lincoln Park.
 
Duan Bills


3916 North 75th Street.
Milwaukee, WI 53216  
 
Sent from my iPad
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From: Susan Karpen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Saturday, April 02, 2016 10:17:27 AM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Susan Karpen 
susan.karpen@gmail.com 
2024 N. Fratney St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: will gehling
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 11:10:08 AM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


will gehling 
will.gehling@usbank.com 
2031 n booth st 
milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212
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From: Mark M Giese
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Remove the Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 17, 2016 12:42:22 PM


 
Removing the Estabrook Dam:


Saves Milwaukee County taxpayers money (at least $4 million cheaper over 20
 years);
Improves the health of the Milwaukee River;
Decreases flood risk upstream; and
Reduces liability for the County and risk to public safety.


Please remove it.
Thank you.
--Mark M Giese
1520 Bryn Mawr Ave
Racine, WI 53403
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From: Lindsay Black
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:29:37 PM


Kristina Betzold,


The decision to spend 6 million dollars of taxpayer money should not be made by a small
 group with a member who has a vested personal interest in the outcome. Please do the right
 thing and put the decision up for a referendum. If the entire county is expected to pay for it, all
 county residents should get a say.


I'm writing also to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lindsay Black 
lmaruszewski06@gmail.com 
4511 N Newhall 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Sarah Strahler
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:15:16 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Removing the dam will ultimately improve the health of the river. Milwaukee is becoming a
 national leader in stewarding our waterways and lakes. Removing the dam is the next step in
 healing our natural resources. 
Thank you, 
Sarah Strahler


Sarah Strahler 
sparkleandburnhoopdance@gmail.com 
511 s 62nd st 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214
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From: Brian Rorabeck
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Monday, March 28, 2016 12:34:17 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Brian Rorabeck 
brora098@gmail.com 
2057 
Ludington, Colorado Ave. Wauwatosa, WI 53226
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From: James Shead
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:27:48 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
James Shead


James Shead 
jtshead@yahoo.com 
4448 N Woodruff Ave 
Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211
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From: Josh R
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Estabrook Dam Comments
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:56:27 PM


Hello
I would like to submit comments regarding the status of the Estabrook Dam. I went to the
 Public Forum back on Mar 22 2016 to hear all thought on whether the dam sould be repaired
 or removed. I would like to state that I am in favor of removal of the dam permanently. There
 were no compelling reasons that benefited the whole city of Milwaukee to keep the dam in
 place. The ecological impact of keeping the dam and blocking natural flow is contradictory to
 the river's natural course and is a step backwards in reviving a severely damaged waterway. It
 also will allow for natural drainage of precipitation and reduce flooding risks in the area of
 the dam and upriver. Removal of the dam will also reduce financial strain to rebuild and then
 continue with annual maintenance, as well as reduce liability and risk to public safety. 


The Milwaukee river is meant to flow freely, and not meant to be blocked just for the sake of
 enjoyment. That way of thinking stopped years ago. Why are we look backwards instead of
 forward? If people want to put a boat in a lake - there is a HUGE one due East of Milwaukee. 


Look at all the recent dam removals across the nation, yet Milwaukee wishes to put one back
 in? That is not the way to make Milwaukee a better city for everyone.


Please remove the Estabrook Dam


Josh Radlein
9350 80th St Apt 87
Pleasant Prairie, WI


-- 


262.287.6673
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From: Mark Sesing
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: Comments/DNR re: Estabrook Dam
Date: Thursday, March 24, 2016 1:11:48 PM


 
Kristina Betzhold /WI Department of Natural Resources                                               
 3/24/16
2300 N. Martin Luther King Jr. Drive
Milwaukee, WI, 53212
                                                                                                                               
 
Dear Ms. Betzhold and the Estabrook Review Team,


I am stating my opposition to reconstruction of the Estabrook dam in Glendale. The
 past has taught us to be skeptical of river modifications, especially dams. Some of
 the state’s top river ecologists have argued against rebuilding this dam.  Dam re-
construction will lead to system instability, greater flooding, loss of wildlife diversity,
 and accumulation of sediment within the basin. Climate change is leading to much
 greater storm intensity and flood events. Rainfall intensity is predicted to increase
 dramatically within the upcoming decades. A dam built today must be designed for
 tomorrow and tomorrow is a wild card.


Milwaukee County has stumbled down the wrong path and it's not too late to call them
 on their mistake. This dam will be difficult to manage as climate issues drive the
 hydrological reality in coming ecades.  Every possible action needs to be considered
 to delay, slow or stop this project.


My family resides within the west branch of the Milwaukee River watershed near
 Campbellsport. The village of Campbellsport recently removed their dam, leading to
 huge positives for the water and aquatic health of the river. It is dismaying that many
 of the water quality benefits of our community’s’ stewardship north of Milwaukee will
 be met in Glendale with a kick to the head.


Thank you for reviewing my comments. My background as a water resources
 specialist (DNR) should help to qualify these comments. It has been my pleasure to
 serve our state’s water resources for nearly 40 years.  Although I am a Fond du Lac
 county resident, I, and many others outside of the Glendale community do have an
 investment in the Milwaukee River system. Now, it appears, is possibly the last
 chance we, and they, have the opportunity to do the right thing and stop this
 hydrologic wreck of a misguided project.


Sincerely,


 
Mark Sesing
(920) 948-9198                     sesinm@yahoo.com
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      Mark
 
sesinm@yahoo.com


920-948-9198
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From: Lora Caton
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 10:32:56 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


Lora Caton 
lora.caton@gmail.com 
2700 E Beverly Rd 
Shorewood, Wisconsin Wi
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From: Oscar Wille
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: remove Estabrook dam
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:21:50 PM


Please add me to the list of those that want the Estabrook dam removed, rather than repaired.
Thank you,
Oscar Wille
2626 E Newton Ave
Shorewood, WI  53211
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From: Eileen Olen
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:17:11 PM


Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you, 
Eileen Olen


Eileen Olen 
eolen@live.com 
2007 N. 69th St 
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213
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From: John Idzikowski
To: DNR ESTABROOK
Subject: DNR Must Consider Removing the Estabrook Dam
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 6:17:02 PM


Department of Natural Resources Kristina Betzold,


I'm writing to ask that you conduct a comprehensive review of the environmental and
 socioeconomic impacts of ALL alternatives considered by the County and that you
 recommend removing the Estabrook Dam located on the Milwaukee River in Glendale.


Due to the large amount of state and federal funds likely to be spent on Estabrook Dam, the
 DNR cannot only consider the County’s preferred alternative of dam repair and associated
 operational scenarios when conducting an EIS. The Estabrook Dam currently degrades the
 health of the Milwaukee River, impedes fish movement, increases flood risk for homeowners
 who live upstream of the dam, and poses a risk to public safety and will continue to do so to
 an even greater extent if repaired. The County has a failed history of properly maintaining and
 operating this dam, and the stakes get higher as the dam continues to age and degrade.


Without considering dam removal as a viable alternative, the DNR is not doing their duty to
 protect our natural resources and make informed management decisions that best protect the
 environment and the community.


Removing the Estabrook Dam would: 
1) improve water quality in the Milwaukee River and Milwaukee Estuary, 
2) improve fish passage and therefore recreational fishing opportunities, 
3) reduce flood and safety risk, and 
4) save Milwaukee County residents at least more than $4 million over the next 20 years.


Thank you,


John Idzikowski 
stoltzkowski@gmail.com 
4130 S LAKE DR UNIT 475 
ST FRANCIS, Wisconsin 53235
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